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THE SURGEON GENERAL'S REPORT BY THE SCIEN-
TIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION AND
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1972

V.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Stmoomorrss ON COMMUNICATIONS,
Wa8hington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to nodes, at 10 a.m. in room 5110,
New Senate Office Building, Hon. John 0. Pastore (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pastore, Cannon, Hollings, Baker, Cook, and
Stevens.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PASTORE

Senator PASTOMI. The hour of 10 having been reached, this hear-
ing will come to order. I have an opening statement whieh will be
slightly longer than usual and I would hope that both the members of
the committee, the witnesses, and the public will bear with me while
I read it into the record.

Then Senator Baker has a statement to make ; and then, according to
protocol and the courtesies of the committee, we have a member of the
House of Representatives here who has a statement to make with ref-
erence to this report. We will hear him first and then we will hear Dr.
Steinfeld, the Surgeon General. And then we will proceed to call other
witnesses.

Today the committee continues a task it began over 8 years ago,
when, on March 5, 1969, I wrote to the Secretary of Health, t ducation,
and Welfare, requesting that he direct the Surgeon General of the
United States to appoint a committee of distinguished men and women
from whatever professions and disciplines he deemed appropriate to
conduct a study which would establish insofar as possible the effects,
if any, violence on television has on children.

One week later, on March 12, the then Surgeon General, Dr. William
H. Stewart, appeared before this committee in open hearing and ti,d-
vised us he was going to appoint an expert panel to study the question
in a few weeks.

On June 3, 1969, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
issued a public statement announcing the appointment of the Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisory Committee. The statement listed the
members of the Committee, their backgrounds and affiliations, and also
stated that the broadcast industry had been invited to consult in the
development of this research.

Staff members ussigned to these hearings : Nicholas Zapple and John D. Hardy.
(1)
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Periodically, from that time until today the Committee has received
in open hearing progress reports from Dr. Stewart and his successor,
the present Surgeon General., Dr. Steinfeld.

I MS determined from the outset that the Surgeon General have
absolute discretion to select his Committee and conduct the study I
had requested. In fact, my initial request was specifically stated in
those terms.

The absolute discretion I requested was intended to insulate him
not only from Government or political pressures but pressures from
any source whatsoever.

On May 7, 1970, more than one year after creation of the Surgeon
General's Committee, I received a letter from Dr. James Jenkins,
Chairman of the Board of Scientific Affairs of the American Psycho-
logical Association, raising certain questions about the manner in
which the Surgeon General's Committee was selected.

On June 1809701 I receive a report from the Surgeon General,
Dr. Steinfeld, in which he stated, among other things, the following:

As a general policy, HEW does not allow industry an opportunity to review
potential nominations for membership to any advisory committee, whether it
affects that industry or not. However, in the past nine years there have been two
exceptions to this policy, which we feel were in the public interest.

These exceptions were the Surgeon General's Committee on Smoking and
Health, and the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on Television and Social
Behavior. In each of these cases, members of the affected industry were given
a long list of highly qualified candidates for the Committee and were invited
to indicate any doubts they might have concerning the scientific impartiality
of any of the individuals on that list.

It is important to recognize that the Industry did not affirmatively assist in
the selection process but shyly registered objections to individuals whom it
felt were not impartial. In the case of the Advisory Committee on Television and
Social Behavior, there were objections by industry to seven of the 40 names
proposed.

Surgeon General William Stewart chose to select the members for service
on this Advisory Committee from those candidates to whom there were no objec-
tions raised by members of the industry. This special procedure was carefully
considered and used to prevent any charges that the Government was intimidat-
ing that industry or violating the First Amendment rights of thai: industry
should the Surgeon General's Committee report on the research resuits prove
highly critical of the television industry.

Without objection, the letters of Dr. Jenkins and the Surgeon Gen-
eral will be placed in the record of this hearing.

(The letters follow.)

Hon. JOHN 0. PASTORE,
U.S. Senate,
Waskington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR : In my capacity as Chairman of the Board of Scientific Affairs
of the American Psychological Association. I received the enclosed letter. The
letter charges that the networks were permitted to censor the list of landidates
for the Surgeon-General's Committee on Television and Social Belly vior.

Knowing of your interest in this matter. I am turning to you for help. If these
charges are true, the American Psychological Association will protest vigorously
to Secretary Finch. We would greatly appreciate your help in making inquiries
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare in an effort to get the facts
of the matter before us.

Thank you for your kind assistance.
Sincerely,

JAMES J. :TENNINS,
Chairman, Board of Scientific Affaira, Amerioalt Payeltological Aaeociation.

UNIVERS= OF MINNESOTA,
CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN HUMAN LEARNING,

Minneapoile, Minn., May 7, 1970.



Professor JAMES JENKINS,
Department of Psychology,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minn.

DEAR Pacwasson JENKINS : I am au APA member writing to you in your
capacity as Chairman of the Board of Scientific Advisors of APA. I recentl,v
learned that security black-listing was not the mly basis for keeping people off
of HEW Scientifie Advisory Committees. In the ease of the Surgeon 43eneral's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior, appointed last
July, a list of forty respective names was compiled. A letter was then sent to
the heads of the three television networks asking if they had any objection
to any of the names listed. Six names were objected to including Lenard Berko-
witz of the University of Wisconsin and Al Bandura of Stanford. None of the
six names objected to by the industry was appointed to the committee, although
both the Research Director of OBS and the Research Director of NBC, as well
as two academic people who are regular consultants to CBS are included on the
committee.

in a conversation with Donald Bliss of Finch's office, I was assured that th4
facts as I had presented them were correct and that they were looking into
the matter, but I do not yet have an admission in writing or other written
confirmation. In an attempt to get the facts stated in writing. I arranged to have
Senator Lee Metcalf send the enclosed letter to Finch. I will let you know then
a report is received. I am also enclosing a copy of a letter I seat to Bliss after
my latest conversation with him.

My purr,ose in writing is to suggest that this be brought to the attention of the
APA Board of Scientific Advisors at their next meeting in ease the Board wishes
to take any action.

Yours sincerely,

3

STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
Dammam OF CostattnecwrtoNet

Stanford, Caltf., April 8, 1970.

MIPM1111.11111111111

EDWIN B. PARKER,
Assoolate Professor.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE,
Ptnir.,ro HEALTH SERVICE,

Wathillyton, D.C., June 18, 1970,
Hon. JOHN 0. PASTORE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PASTORE : The Secretary has ticked me to respond to the inquiry
of May 7, 1970, you received from Dr. &tales J. Jenkins on the procedures used in
the appointment of members to the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee on Television and Social Behavior.

As a general policy, HEW does not allow industry an opportunity to review po-
tential nominations for membership to any advisory committee, whether it affects
that industry or not. However, in the past nine years there have been two excep-
tions to this policy, which we feel were in the public itttarest.

These exceptions were the Surgeon General's Committee on Smoking and
Health, and the Surgeon General's Advimy Committee on Tolevision and Social
Behavior. In each of these cases, members of the affected industry were given
a long list of highly qualified candidates for the Committee and were invited
to indicate any doubts they might have concerning the scientific impartiality of
any of the individuals on that list.

It is important to recognize that the industry did not affirmatively assist in the
selection process but simply registered objections to individuals whom it felt
were not impartial. In the Nise of the Advisory Committee on Television and So-
cial Behavior, there weld, objections by industry to seven of the 40 names
proposed.

Surgeon General William Stewart chose to select the members for service on
this Advisory Committee from those candidates to whom there were no objections
raised by members of the industry. This special procedure was carefully con-
sidered and used to prevent any clmrges that the Government was intimidating
that industry or violating the First Amendment rights of that industry should the
Surgeon General's Committee report on the research results prove highly critical
of the television industry.
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Since it was in response to your request that Secretary Pinch directee
Stewart to appoint this advisory group, you are of course already aware a Aia
early work of the Committee from the progress report that waS Made to you last
winter. As you know, the purpose of this Committee is to initiate and evaluate
original research. I ain pleased to report to you that the entire $1 million made
available for this program has been allocated among over twenty new research
projects, and the work is now actively underway.

This research covers a broad spectrum of inquiry and includes wo, eleing ac-
complished by some of our most competent research scientists at St-zt.r: of the
major centers for mass communication research. The only criterion for the sup
port of this work has been the quality and scientific merit of the ).:Irtarcl. Thus,
one of the seven individuals not appointed to the Advisory Committee is doing
one of the major pieces of research in this program. Indeed, some scientists were
not actively considered for membership on the committee precisely because it was
hoped they would pursue research which would make an important contribution
to the overall findings and conclusions of the total study.

I know that the work, while still at an early stage, is proceeding well. / am
sure that Dr. Jenkins and Dr. Parker share with us the hope that this research
effort will provide significant new information in this very important area of
television and social behavior.

If I can be of further assistance on this matter, please do not hesitate to let
me know.

Sincerely yours,
Cases L. STEMPEL% M.D.,

Surgeon General.
Senator PASTORE. I believe that the offer of veto even though it in-

volved only seven of the 40 names compiled by the Surron -General
was most unfortunate. However, I am reassured by the advisory com-
mittee's discussion of this issue and their recommendations.

However, we do have a report which in the words of the Surgeon
General "represent substantially m ire knowledge than we hacl..two
years ago."

The critical importance of every additional bit of knowledge we ac-
quire is best put in perspective I 13elieve by the words of an eminent
psychiatrist writing on the subject of violence. He said:

It all depends on what value we place on human life.
We do not know what small seeds may have been sown that may come to fruit

in unfavorable circumstances arising much later. If the mass media seduce only
om child each year to unfeeling, violent attitudes, and this child influences yearly
only one other child, who in turn affects only one other, there would be in 20
years 1.048,575 violence-prone people. The mass-media audience is so large that
what their apologist call very few may be actually a very large number indeed. In
1952 only the very small proportion of 0.024 percent per 100.000 died in auto-
mobile accidents. Applied to the whole population of the United States, that
means that 87,794 people lost their lives.

The findings and conclusions of the report, and the methods em-
ployed to conduct the study itself, are all being thoroughly scrutinized
by the scientific community; and I would hope their examination will
be vigorous and take many forms.

To everyone who has read itlayman as well as scientistsit is
apparent the report is couched in conservative cautious terms. After
all this is a highly complex subject. Nevertheless certain basic con-
clusions have emerged. During the course of these hearings the con-
mittee will hear from the Surgeon General, members of his com-
mittee, and many of the experts who did original research for the
report. Among other things, I would hope these distinguished men
and women will spell out as simply as possible for the benefit of us
all what these conclusions are; and what steps the Surgeon General,
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the scientific community, the agencies of Government, and the broad-
cast industry and should take in view of them.

As I said on September 28, 1971, when the Surgeon Genertd sp.
poared to give the committee a progress report :

"* * * I would hope that the Burgeon General in due time will come befove this
Committee, not with a lot of its and buts, but will tell us in a simple language
whether the broadcasters ought to besut on notice and bp very, very careful in
this area, because it might have an Wed on certain people.

In a like vein other scientific experts are also invited to come for-
ward and express their views to the committee. This then is one level
on which I believe critical examination of the report should proceed.

The report specifically outlines additional areas which members of
the advisory committee believe worthy of further study. Hopefully
this matter will be explored, and various sectors of the scientine com-
munity will tell the committee of their plans to pursue these issues as
well as others which may be relevant to the central question we are
seeking to answer.

And, / would hope we would not stop our examination of the report
at that point. There are many who contend that the mearch and studies
underlying the report support much stronger and more positive con-
clusions than the Surgeon General's committee unanimously made.
We should have the benefit of these views. It is only prudent to do so.
Not in a :apirit of acrimony or incrithination, but with the thoufght
foremost in mind that from the give and take of controversy the 13est
ideas will emerge.

Similarly, many highly itzpected members of the scientific com-
munity feel that additional methbels of studying the effects of our
current television fare should have been employed.

For example, one eminent psychiatrist who has done considerable
work in the fleld has over the years urged that the problem be studied
clinically by examination and observation of children, followup studies
over a considerable period, analysis of early conditioning, study of
physique, of social situation? and so forth.

The aim of clinical study is to take a longitudinal view of a child's
life, and his psychological process.

In this connection the report of the Surgeon General's committee
inoted the paucity of information about the nfluence of television on

the psychological growth and 4evelopment of young children.
According to the report, considerable discussion within the com-

mittee centered upon the desirability of exploring the hypothesis that
television is a factor in early childhood experience that substantially
shapes the aggressive potentiality of most children which may then
be later influenced by the ongoing effects of viOlence-viewing on
television.

For whatever reasons, only a small portion of the committee's re-
search vas focused on this area.

The Surgeon General, of course, had absolute discretion to proceed
as be in his expertise saw fit. I for one. as a layman, do not feel qualified
to weigh the merits of this contention. But as one who is directly
responsible to the American people, together with my colleagues I
believe it is incumbent upon me to see that scientific opinion on brith
sides of the issue is thoroughly explored. Again not for reasons of
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incrimination or fault finding, but to assist the dedicated men and
women who ate studying this problem. It may be that there are addi.
tional methods of ream& which will add significantly to what We
now know. If soo the scientific community should be supported and
encouraged in its endeavors.

Other members of the scientific community have maintained that
studies should foeus telerisloki program content, not children.

In their view television is our lelectronic tolklore.' As such it is,
along with the family,a principal socializing agency for our children.
A prom- .y way in which we. teach, inculcate, and orient them to our
loyalties, standards, judgments, and vaines.

'I believe the language of the repott eloquently recognizes the im-
portance of television in this respect :

Television should seek to avoid presenting any human beings as animal--
without conscience, or without toncern for thepftsons they care for or who car*
for them, since to do so endorses and facilitates the dehumanization and destrw-tion of the victims of that treatment. Overt or subtle cues about the victims' ehar-
aeteristics may reinforce in the viewer's mind images which he identifies and
dislikes in himself. He then represses, renounces, and impcses them upon some
dehumanized outsider.

Insofar as television presents victims with which viewers cannot identify and
empathize, it may encourage viewers to accept and endorse violence as a sim-
plistic solution to the conflict portrayed, Insofar as television more realistically
presents both human beings and human conflic:1 in their complex human form
rather than in simplistic dehumanized form, it could well offer opportunity for
more full experience as a human being. While there might be less pleasure and
more conflict, more humanity would be encouraged in viewers.

It seems to me that here perhaps is an area. where the television in-
dustry can take the initiative and imaginativelT produce programs
that will reflect these noble ideas. After all television is a substantial
part of our cultural environment; and it has the freedom to decide
whether it will upgrade or pollute that environment.

Briefly, I have tried to outline what I hope will be the tenor of these
hearings, and what I believe we can accomplish in the dapi ahead.

We all must. constantly realize, however, our journey is just begin-
ning. Long and arduous effort is still before us.

Now the Chair recognizes the Senator from Tennessee.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR BAKER

Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
May rbegin this brief statement first b-y commending you for your

leadership in this very important field. Because of Senator Pastore's
efforts beginning in 1969 and the dedication of the Surgeon General,
his Advisory Committee, and the researchers, we today have a report
that takes us beyond the personal beliefs and educated guesses that
have been the basis for previous action or inaction by the FCC, broad-
casters and the Congress.

President Nixon has said that by the time an average child finishes
high school, he has had approximately 11,000 hours of school and
14,000 hours of television. That fact. alone should put us on notice that
we must understand the influence and effect of television on our chil-
dren. While some questions have been answered by this report, others
remain and in fact as our society evolves, there will probably continue
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to be changes in the mlotionship between television and our society
causing new questions to arise.

It is obvious that the task of the advisory committee was not
easy. Social behavior and mental health axe not subject to preciee
analysis. And where specific conclusions are possibleiit is often diffi-
cult to translate those conclusions into public policy. This frustrating
dilenuna was alluded to by the advilory committee in its discussion
of Prof. Scott Ward's study of the et7ect of television advertising
on ohildren:

On the one hand, it is possible to speculate that earl, experiences with ques.
tionable television advertising engenders a high degree of Mid= among youth,.
ful viewers which may reflect itself ultimately in a general sense of flistrust
and alienation. In contrast, these Idnd ef early experik-utes may very well be
viewed as helping to develop the kind healthy sket deism that will serve to
immunise viewers against propaganda.

But tentative as the conclusions of -.ids re;t:olt Lay be. they must not
be usea as an excuse to postpone their serious eonsideration by iitarentsi
educators, government, and the broadcasting industry. As others Will
inevitably do. I find some questions contained in the report more in-
teresting than others. I will be particularly interested in the effect of
the child's environment on his behavior and how the -.-krious factors
in that enviro: tt affect his reaction to television and televked
violence.

I look forward to receiving the views of all of our witnesses. I realize
this is a complex area and there My be some controversy about the
conclusions. But everyonethe broaacasters, FCC, Congress, ee,eu-
tom and parentslook to the scientific community for advice.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
rntor PASTORE. Thankyou. Would any other member of the coni..

mittee like to make an opening statement ?
Thei Chair will recognize the Honorable Representative John LE,

Murphy of New York.

STATEMENT OP HON. TORN N. MIIRPHY, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
MIT THE 18TH DISTRICT OP NEW 701M

MURPily. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, for ft gording me the opportunity to appear before you today.
I hope that this committee can finally come to grips with the problem
of TV violence. Previous attempts to do this on the part of several
Holm and Senate committees, the. Federal Communications Com-
missian and the Presklent's Commission on Violence have beten marked
by failure. I say failure because the groups I have referred to have
deplored violence. on television; they have, with varying degrees of
sophistication, pointed to TV violence as a negative inffuence on human
behavior; and they were lulled into inaction with promise from the
TV industry that there would be a diminishment of viokhce if the
industry were allowed to clean up its own house.

The net result of all of this has been a lamentable cipher.
Over and above the question of whether Ty violence is harmful,

the networks have, for the past 18 .years, assiduously violated their
own codes of ethics and standards of 13roadcasting. In the face of this
18-year history of failure at self-control, I feel it is safe to conclude
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that we cannot depend on the TV industry to clean its own house of
TV violence.

They obviously.will not.
As proof of thist I offer a just released report entitled "The Vie.

lance Index A Itating_of Various Aspects of Dramatic Violence on
Prbne-Time Network -Milevision 1967 through 1070." I have been
asked by the author of the repork_Dr. George eerbner of the Annen-
berg School of CommunicatiOns U niversity of Pennsylvaniat to sub-
mit this document to this committee. The findings prove again what
those of us who have been involved with this issue-have always lutown.

The networks are infatuated with violence.
The portrayal of violence is one of the easiest ways to attract an au-

dience end most important of all, it sells soap.
I will submit the entire Gerbner study for the record, and would

observe that there has not been the diminution in TV violence that
has been promised throughout the years. To the contrary, the long-
term trend is in the direction of increased violence.

This study not only shows us how much violence has saturated our
TV scireens,Iut it also measures just how brutal, savage or prolonged
the violence WM The study shows that while the overall violence rat-
ings of network provams declined slightly over the years covered,
movie violence on TV rose sharply as did soealled comie-violence.
Children's cartoons are still bv far the most violent and new programs
were more violent each year than were programs continued from the
previous year.

The report summary concludes with the statement "The violence
trends were similar for each of the networks except that by 1070,
ABC's rating has equaled that of CBS, traditionally the least violent,
with NBC crearly emerging as the most violent." This is not surpris-
ing to me in view of the outstanding effort the National Broadcasting
Co. has expended over the years to influence investigations of the
impact of televised violence on youth.

This company which has led the fight to negate the efforts of those
in Government who were trying to eliminate programing based on
the pulp magazine concept of prurient sex and violence for violence's
sake, far outdistances its compsItitors in this areaeven as bad as the
others are. In 1 week's sample of prime time and Saturday morning
prortuns in 1970, nearly 90 percent of NBC's programing contained
episodes of violence. This was opposed to an average of 78 percent for
the other two networks.

The "kill ratio," that is, all those involved in killing either as killers
or as killed or both, of NBC wait four times as great as the American
Broadcasting Co. and twice that of CBS.

The violence index, which is derived from a complicated formula
that measures incidence, rate, saturation, characterization, and lethal
violence, developed by Dr. Gerbner and his associates, shows NBC at
the 208-percent level as opposed to 161 percent for the other two net-
works. That is on the basis of a possible 300 percent.

I am convinced that the only thing that could have prevented this
mass commitment to violence on the part of the network would have
been a strong statement from the scientific community that such a com-
mitment was indeed injurious to the social well-being of the citizens
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of thiP Nation. That is why I looked with hope on the request of the
chaieman of this committeej Chairman Pastore, when he asked that
the Surgeon General embark on a scientific assesiment Of the bnpaot
of crime, violence, and brutality-saturated television on the people of
the United States.

The first misgivings, of course,. came in the wake of the disclosure
Cult the TV industry actually had a major role to play in the makeup
of the advisory committee to the Surgeon General. After many
months of apparent industry manipulation and internal str the
report was issued and our original misgivings were partly con rmed.
It appeared that while the TV industry could no longer prevent Gov-
urnment-sponsored research from coming to fruition as they did under
the Ribicoff committee, they did arrange it so that they could par-
ticipate in the interpretation of what had been done.

The result of all this has been an alleged misrepresentation of some
otherwise excellent research that has caused a rebellion, not only among
the scientists who wore originally blackballed from the advisory com-
mittee, but among many of the scientists who actually participated in
and contributed to the vast fund of knowledge that has been garnered
as a result of this effort.

In an attempt to rectify what I felt to be a shortcoming in the his-
tory of *this project, I surveyed the researchers who were denied the
opportunity to serve on the Surgeon General's Committee to elicit
their views on both the original selection process and on the summary
report. I was amazed at the candor of these academicians on both
counts. When it became publio knowledge that I had questioned the
Surgeon General's report, other researchers, some associated with the
stu4, volunteered their opinions to me in writing. I submit the full
texts of these letters for inclusion in the record,' and would briefly give
some of the more significant comments from them.

Senator PASTORE. Without objection, it is so ordered.
I want to remark to the distinguished Representative that this com-

mittee has invited these seven men to testify. Whther or not they will
come, I don't know. But they have been invited to come. And we would
appreciate it very much if they did come.

Mr. MURPHY. The comments fell generally into three categories : The
makeup of the committee ; the summary report; and an indication of
needed future action.

Dr. Ralph Garry, who has spent the last 20 years studying the
effects of television o. t children, and one of the blackballed scientists,
wrote

I concur completely with your views that it was improper for network officials
to serve on the Advisory Committee. I do not think the rejection of the remaining
six panelists was defensible.

Dr. Leon Eisenberg, professor child psychiatry at Johns Hdpkins
University, and another vetoed researcher voicing "protest and dis-
may," wrote :

I do protest, as I would have without my name having been involved, at a pro.
cednre which allows industry to screen from a scientific panel those to whom
it has objections at whatever level . . .

1 'Mt% letters begin on p. 12.
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It is difficult to justify a report in which people whose interest might very
well be expected to lie with the television industry are allowed to serve as Judges
when some of the best minds that have worked on the problem are disqualiged
because their works has suggested contrary conclusions.

Dr. Eisenberg indicated he was referring mainly to the two out-
standing researchers in this area, Drs. Albert Bandura and Leonard
Berkowitz, of whom he wrote :

I was troubled that Professors Bandura and Berkowitz, who had
done some of the very best work of the question were being excluded
because their work had demonstrated a meaningful relationship be-
tween watching aggression and subsequent behavior."

Dr. Eisenberg concluded :
If having done work on the issue before the group is to be the basis of

disqualification, then one can only assemble a panel of incompetent evaluators.
Dr. Perpy Tannenbaum, professor of communication and psycholov

at the University of Pennsylvania, who was denied a role on the A.d-
visory Committee, but. who conducted a majoi piece of its research
"condemned" tlw selection procedure used, and wrote :

By allowing the television networks and the National Association of Broad.
casters an exclusive veto power, the then Surgeon General committed a moral
and scientific faux pas.

The summary report itself was attacked by the aforementioned
Dr. Berkowith, who wrote :

It is clear that the committee as a whole exercised questionable judgment
in their summary of the research findings.

He applauded those who performed research for the Advisory Com-
mittee and are now objecting to what was done with their efforts.
Dr. Berkowitz said :

First, let me say I am in complete agreement with Professor Robert Liebert
find believe that be and his colleagues have performed a notable public service
in challenging the summary advanced by the Advisory Committee. In my
opinion, Professor Liebert is quite correct in disputing the committee's conclusion
that the aggression-enhancing effect of televisci violence is restricted to a few
young people.

Dr. Eisenberg said of the report :
A number of the members of the Surgeon General's committee are known to

me personally to be individuals of high integrity, I frankly do not understand
bow they could have signed their names to so equivocating a report.

The report's conclusions were questioned by many of those who did
the research in addition to those already known to this commitee, such
as Dr. Monroe Lefkowitz. Drs. Aletha tein and Lynette R. Friedrich
wrote to ine of their wonderment when the Advisory Committee played
down their findings that aggressive TV increased the aggressive 'be-
havior of half of the children they studied, and that aggressive pro-
grams had deleterious effects on the children's ability to exert self-
control and to tolerate minor frustrations.

And while their research found no positive effects of aggressive tele-
vision, the Surgeon General's report quotes one of their findings indi-
catinfr a positive effect. on cooperative laehavior for one small subgroup
of children. This result, the doPtors complained :

. . . Is a very small difference that does not approach scientifically accepted
standards of statistical significance. In view of the careful attention given to
qualifying our other findings. we find it strange that this result is stated with the
implication that it ix reliable difference between groups.



Professor L Rowell Huesmann, who participated in one of the most
telling pieces of research on the negative effects of TV violence, wrote

of his virtual harassment by the Advisory Committee in their attempts
to, in effect, take his research apart. Dr. Huesmann concluded, "The
biased nature of the committee membership seems to have led to a com-
promise where the truth was lost."

The most eloquent reply came from Dr. Albert Bandura of Stan-
ford University, who has done historic work in this fieldwhich meant
he was one of those vetoed by the TV industry. He wrote :

The irate researchers whose findings were Irresponsibly distorted in the Bur-

geon General's report are fully justified in the objections they have raised. In
addition to distoring research evidence, some highly pertinent studies demon-
strating that violence viewing causes children to behave aggressively are not
even mentioned, a double standard is used in evaluating individual studies de-
pending on how their findings relate to the industry viewpoint, questionable as-
sumptions about the determinants of aggression are presented as established
facts, and the very methods by which knowledge on this issue can be advanced
are cavalierly misrepresented. The report concludes on a high moral tone point-

ing out that otherwise good people can act in ways that have injurious con-
sequences for others, and that it is important to promote empathy with the vic-

tims. It is unfortunate that these moral concerns did not operate more forcefullY
within the Advisory Committee itself.

I submit these letters and their attachments for the record, Mr.
Chairman, and ask that they be printed following my remarks.

In conclusion, I find myself in agreement with those scientists who
wrote to me of what our future course should be. We should now
look to the five volumes of technical reserach that was done for this
monumental study and bypass the equivocal summary.

Based on my discussions with the experts in this geld, I feel that
an objective reading of the scientific evidence will force us to the
conclusion that TV fare as presently constituted is harmful to our
children.

The false impression created by the original pre coverage of
the Surgeon General's report which misled the country is raw being
rectified. The people of the United States are beginning to find out
the true implications of the report and I am certain that these hear-
ings will be instrumental in clarifying the facts altogether.

Mr. Chairman, as a result of these hearings, if you are convinced
that a review of the conclusions of this report is necessary, as I am
convinced you will be, I recommend that this committee call on the
Surgeon General to establish a review panel of social scientists that
have no connection with or vested interest in the TV industry to re-
evaluate the conclusions that can be derived from this impressive
array of scientific studies. A precedent of sorts was set for just such

a review in the earlier instance of the Surgeon General's committee

on smoking and health when the American Cancer Society and the
American Heart Association were afforded the opportunity to react
to the findings of the panel which had been screened by the cigarette
industry.

We are dealing herel in part, with the future social-psycholo.gical
makeup of our Nation s youth and, as such with the future of our
Nation. This committee has it in its power, based on the knowledge
that was so arduously obtained by these studies, to take whatever
steps are necessary to force the highest officials in the television in-

78-894--72-2
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dustry to act responsibly in an area where in my judgment they haveacted with an unconscionable degree of irresponsibiliq.Thank you.
Senator PASTOMO. Thank you very much, Congressman, and Iwould hope if your time permits that you' would be .present at thesehearings. And if you have anything further to add or to say, I wantyou to know that it would be most welcome by this committee.Mr. Mtnumy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Senator PASTORE. Any questions of theCongressman eThank you very much, sir.
(The letters referred to follow ;)

Tnn ONTARto InsTrrtrra yon &motes In EoncArzon,
Toronto, Ontario, Vaned% February 14, 1978.Hon. Jolts M. MURPHY, KC.

House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Sin: I appreciate your interest in my reactions to the selection procedureadopted in forming The Surgeon General's Committee on Television and myopinion of the research results.
I cannot answer your question definitively. I had cordial association% bothprofessional and personal with network officials,. Producers, sponsors, etc. ofchildren's programs for a half dozen years prior to accepting the assignmentWith the Senate Subcommittee. OE* / became consultant to the SubcommitteeI was labelled as "having joined the enemy."
Enclosed is a copy of a speech I delivered a year ago which recovints the historyof the Joint Committee for Research on Television and Child. fil as well asmy views with regard to the television networks.

. .In my judgMent, I thihk My exclusion from Zonsideration for the AdvisoryCommittee was proper. But such a decision should have been made by theSurgeon General or hie representative, not by the television industry. In thisregard I think Dr. Stanton at OBS took appropriate action in not respondingto The Surgeon General's request to eliminate candidates. And 1 concur cotn-pletely with your views that it was improper for network officials to serve onthe Advisory Committee. I do not think the refection of the remaining am panel-ists was defensible.
Your suggestion of the need to review the research which has been. oarriedout is most appropriate, and I would think the Congress or perhaps the Sub-committee whiek commissioned the study, would insist on auch a review, not onlyof the validity of the research but also its applicability to the original question.regarding "passibte harmful effects." Several studies seem irrelevant. I stronglyurge that the Congres9 establdsh a Scientific Advisory Panel (hewn from pro-fessional organizations such as The American Psychological or Sociological As-sociations, much in the manner of the one that The Surgeon General establishedto evaluate the research on smoking and cancer. Needless to say, there should beno industry representatives on the panel. The Advisory Panel should becharged with the respensibility of evaluating the research and the research re-sults. It should inquire into the views of the researchers about the present report.My understanding is that some are dissatisfied. In my judgment such panels willbecame more and more necessary in reviewing and interpreting data on complexsocial and environmental problems.
Ft is impossible to tell mud' about the studies from the report. One would haveto read the orliginal studies. But certainly there are a number of questions whichcan be raised regarding the adequacy of the research, without being picayune.As I'm sure you know, it isn't difficult to find something to criticize or someIhnitation in nearly any piece of research in the social sciences. But it is fair toask : Is the research question or hypothesis worthy of an answer? Has it beenposed in a way which permits an answer? IR the research methodology appro-priate for the question and is it the best currently available?Yours very truly,

RALPH GARRY,Professor and Chairman, Department of Curriculum.ItInelosure.
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SPERCE OF PITTS IMAM AIWA Paio-SeltOOL Assoovertos

(By Professor Ralph Garry, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,
University of Toronto)

Anyone who would speak to you definitively aboUt the effects of televiskm Is
foolhardy. As much as anyone wiw would speak of the effects of Wieee on hus-
bands. At most, one is :nto a besteguess situation. But while it may be a Matter
of circumstance that we have limited information on the influence of wives and
womenafter all, the hypothesis about the good woman behind every- inale stte-
cess has never really been testedit is no accident that we lack reSearch on the
effects of commercial television on children's behavior. It is no accident that thou-
sands of research studies have been done on the effects of educational television
and practically none on commercial television. And it is no accident that network
officials argue that until we have more research, we have no bawls for regulating
broadcasters, But I shall speak of thislater.

Violence in this country has reached such a critical stage that a National Com-
m ission on #ite (1#92490 awl Prevention of Violence was; created to make an official
investigatiOne4 sad commentatY on the times, It wOuld be intereiting to gather
data on the nature and extent of violence before and after television. Do we
actually have more or are we merely made more conscious of it by television. If
more, is it because of the portrayals of violence, or the portrayals of wealth,
prosperity, and material success to the deprived? And whet of the nature and
extent of resistance to warfare? Do Vietnam battle scenes served on TV along
with dinner, contribute to public acceptance or public rejection of warfare? What
influence does television have in shaping the values of its viewers, particularly
those of children? These are only a few of the r ny questions of crucial impor-
tance which are being ignored.

What conclusions did the National Commission report a year ago regarding
the effeets of violence in television? First of all the Conuniseon recognised that
the advertising managers of-major corporations are not toolish menthey would
not spend millions of dollars annually on television commercials unlese they
knew they could influence viewer's buying habits, whieh means they know
television has some influence on moti-ation and on behavior. Secondly, the evi-
dence is clear that Wevision eau teachabso1ute-4 as well as live teachers i

The Commission concluded that "violene, on te,evision programs can and does
have adverse effects upon audiencesparticularly child audiences." ?eve made
other points in support of this position.

I. Television serves as a source for Incidental observational learning.
2. This learning depends on the degree to which the child can identify with

television characters as well as the extent to which he can perceive utility or an-
ticipate gratification from his viewing experience.

S. Younger childien between the ages of 8 and 8 years are p.atieutarly sus-
ceptible to observational learning.

4. The "reality" of the portrayal affects observational learning, espec tally
with younger children for they are still in the process of learning to discriminate
between fantasy and reality.

5. Many children believe the world they see on television is a reflection of the
real world (Parenthetically it ean be added that this is especially true of chil-
(Iren from poorer economic levels).

6. In learning to play real life roles, many adolescents consciously rely on
television models.

7. There is little support for the eatharsis or draining-off approachresearch
shows that televised violencestimulates aggressive behavior.

8. Children can and do learn aggressive behavior from what they see on tele-
vision and this can be retained over a period of time.

9. The image of the adult wor!d which most children get from television drama
is by and large an unwholesome one.

10. Television enters powerfully into the learning process of children and
teaches them a set of moral and social values about violence which are incon-
sistent with the standards of a civilized society.

Sounds like poison, doesn't it?
Tlw Commission did not conclude that television wos a principal cause of vio-

lence in society. Tbey saw it as only one factor. but an important one. contribut-
ing to violence. Nor was the Commission concerned with broader aspects of the
influence of television.
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Dming the same period, the British Television Research Committee dealt with
the same problem of medht violence, althoumh within a broader framework. A
comparison of the statements of the two groups is of interest The British Com-
mittee calls attention to the limitations of the research results to date, and to the
difficulties of research in this area. It came to the more cautious conclusion that
"observation of mass metiht violence heightens the probability of subsequent
to. resolve behavior . . ." "that for some people violence in the media can be .

o ealthy and detrimental. The difficulties of the frustrated, maladjusted and
isolated can be intensified, and already existing deviant behavior patterns may
be reinforced." The Committee points out that it would be wise not to under-
estimate the risk in this connection. The Committee also recommended that cer
tain programs be abandoned and stricter methods of control instituted.

The two committees are substantially in agreement in their general conclusion,
although the British Committee is more circumspect, and justifiably so, if the .

case is to rest on research results. But should the case rest on research results?.
I think not, and I have four reasons.

First, the research will not be adequately supported.
Second, many of the research projects which are supported will be biased.
Third, the results of the research will have no effect on broadcasting policies.
Finally, the methods of research presently available in the social sciences aro

incapable of providing answers to the extremely complex questions involved
in sorting out the cumulative effects of media from those other socializing-
influences.

Let me consider the last item firstour research capacity relative to the re--
search task. In addition to the statements of the effects enumerated above, there
are a number of other indications from research of the effects of television. First
that the impact upon children is greater where the values reeur from program
to program, where a dramatic form of presentation evokes an emotional reac-
tion, where the values presented are linked with immediate needs and interests,
where the child is not already supplied with a set of values from ether sources
such as family or friends, where his peer group identification is low, where the
presentation is not counter to group norms, where the viewer is uncritical and
attached to the medium.

We see here a mixture of conditions linked to the individual, to his age and
intelligence, to his social situation. There is further evidence that identification
with program characters is sex-linked, that affects vary with program content,
i.e. aggressive behavior may be affected differentb than nurturant behavior, that
the expression of effects depends upon the similarity between program and social
settings. Tids is a mere beginning of a catalogue of the conditions determining the
effe4 ts of television. In short, we face an extremely complicated research task,.
eertainly no simple search for a one to one relstionship between love on tele-
vision or violence on television and child development. To pose the problem
in a different vein With respect to attitudes or values, how do we sort out the
effects of television on your children from the effects of you on your children, and
ev,,n more. how do we control the effect of TV on your attitudes and your subse-
quent effect on your children? And I haven't mentioned Sunday School or church
or friends.

Returnhig to my first three reasons for not basing the case for social decision
on re. earehnamely, that the research will be inadequately supported, the
projects idased, and the results ignored.

Let me report the history of the Joint Committee for Research on Television
and Children. a project in which the federal government, the television industry,
and private foundations undertook a program to initiate and support research
on the influence of television in the lives of children. I think the account will
support my convictions and raise some doubts about the Surgeon-General's Sci-
entific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior. This is the com-
mittee created as a result of the request of Senator John Pastore, Chairman
of the Senate Subcommittee on Communications to Robert H. Finch, then Secre-
tary of Health. Education, and Welfare that the Surgeon General appoint a
committee "to devise techniques and to conduct a study . . . which will establish
scientifically insofar as possible what harmful effects, if any, these programs
have on children".

Between 1955 and 1962, the Foundation for Character Education, a small Bos-
ton foundation concerned with the moral and ethical development of young chil-
dren, sponsored a series of seminars which brought writers, producers, and spon-
sors of children's television programs, as well as network personnel together with

19
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ocial scientists to discuss children, their need% oar ecientific knowledge of them,
and the implications for programs for children. Ineritably at the end g esk
eeminar, the recommendation woind ensue t oWe need More reeenth", Pesseaded
by the logic of their argumelttfe I drafted a tiVotpage proposal widen m Plasetlie0

; firse let's look at whet is nose being broaacast for (*Wren, mut Piet the
best as models until we learn more from research about children's rraponsee k.
_programs. You must realise that most programs for children are produced at leta
level on shoe-string budgets by relatively inexperienced people who dont eftet
.a career in ohildren's television. The netwoyks couldn't ea t.e nets about Andre-ash;
programs. Naturally, they are at.tete ieeugh to keep a showcase prequel, tt.tt
Captain Kangaroo Would have been siLed years afro by CBS but for some trete
mothers. Let Me document this by reporting rig at'Arrogation between tntletlt
.Mr. Walter Soott, then Executive VictePresident of NBC. and elbsten, ntly pro-
moted. Thfs oucurred at the investigatiet from 1901-1088 of tiat Seedy; Subcom-
mittee on Juvenile Delinquency into the Effects of Young People of Violence and
.Orime Portrayed on Television.

Dr. GAUL Mr. Scott, when you came before this committee on the 15th of
Jens last year, you were reportheg on NBC's programing for children and you
mentioned the "Shirley Temple" program. Was that program broadcast during
this year?

Mr. Soon No, it was nee
Dr. Guam At the time you testified had the decision been made to drop the

iiropam?
Mr. Scot% Yes, it would have been.
Pr. GARIW. So in effect you were describing NBC's programing for the preced-

ing year rather than what its plans were for the coming year.
Mr. Soon. I was decribing the then-existent current schedule.
Dr. GAM. Why was it dropped?
Mr. Soon. The program was a good program. It did not get as large audiences

an we would have liked. (Also, the time period in which it had been was going to
be used for the new Walt Disney series that we had made a commitment for and
which was to be programed in the time eeriod that had been occupied by Shirley

-Temple.)
Dr. GARRY. At the same time you described the outstanding appeal of "Natieeal

Velvet" for children. Will this program be continued next year?
Mr. Sam No. It was continued this year but will not be next year.
Dr. GARRY. Why was it dropped?
Mr. Soon. (Here again, it has been dropping off somewhat in its audience and

it will be replaced by a full hour show that will be the first family 1-hour family
drama program of its kind, a program called, "It's a Man's Life," which will be
the story of young men who are attending a college in Ohio, a very warm program
that will be produced by Peter Tewksbury, the man who currently produces "My
Three Sons.")

Dr. GARRY. How many children are watching "National Velvet"?
Mr. Sower. Currently?
Dr. GAM. Yes.
Mr. SOM. I would think probably, oh, maybe 4 or 5 million.
Dr. GARRY. The latest rating I have was the November Arbitron rating which

shows 714 million. As a matter of fact "Cheyenne" had 8 million ; "National Vel.
vet," 71,4, million ; "Pete and Gladys." 7 million. As as far as the child audience was
concerned, it was competing quite successfully. Wan consideration given to the
needs of this audience in dropping the program?

Mr. Scow. (In our opinion, by replacing the half hour "National VfAvet" with
the full hour, 00-minute, "It's a Man's World," we will get a prograu. that will
have quite similar appeal and will have a very strong appeal to young people, end
will be a very wholesome family drama.)

Dr. GARRY. You are hoping in effect to hold the same child audience and in-
crease the adult audience with this new program.

Mr. SOM. We would like to have a larger all-family audience.
Dr. GARRY. The vital factor in dropping it was that "National Velvet" did not

appeal to the adults nearly as well as "Pete and Gladys" and "Cheyenne."
Mr. SCOTT. That is true.
You will excuse me if I digress, however relevant. Returniu4 to the main am-

ment. I took the proposal to the three networks, the major associatton for adver-
tising agencies, and the Ford Foundation. I was told the Foundation would give
a planning grant provided I obtained the consent of the networks. The networks

20 t
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ranged from lukewarm at OBS, to cold at NBC and ABC (vice.presidential
level), to ice-cold at the advertising assoeiation. So bury another deeereing idea.

Al chance woUld have ItIl Wee idiated % tette as detiedltatit to tbe Sehate
Subconunfttee OA Juvenile Delinquency inquiry into the arse% of television vets
lenee on young people. I consented on the condition that We devote our efforts to
fixing responsibility for decisions about prograins in Prime time. The red herring
dragged out by the networks has always been that television schedule id a soupcooked by many cooksproducers, sponsors, network, and
so on ad nauseum. We decumented, by subpoena Of Mot that the netWork presi-
dents, Treys at ABC, Aubrey at CBS, and Mane at BC were very much th
control of what was btoadeast in prime time. Dr. Stanton of 0140. ei MD. in Pt*
ehology, found it difficult to understand the statistics which showed that a visit to
HollFwood of his president in charge of televiston, James Aubrey, had produced a
significant change from violence to set in a prime-time program which wasn't
doing as well as hoped in the ratings. Anothernetwork presidentirave false testi-mony. But then they are all honorable men. But forgive me, again I 02)1 digressing.
I had accepted the task in the naive, schoolboy belief that a congreasional commit.
tee inquiry was designed to obtain information needed for the promulgation oflaws. It was anything but that. The responses and attitudes of network personnelvery quickly turned the inquiry into an adversary proceeding. If you presented an
one-ended question, you get smog in return. As a result, a series of questionswould proceed like this.

Question. "What amount do you spend on researohr
linswer. (Reluctant to reveal exact amount) "I don% have the exact figures."
Question. "Is it a large amount of money?"
Answer. "Yea."
Question. "What fraction of your reseenh budget do you spend on research-ing the effects Of programs on children?"
Answer. "I don't have the figures but I can obtain them" (hoping the inquirywill end before the figures are provided).
Question. "Forget the coact proportion, is it a very lartp.; amount?"
Answer. "No."
Question. "Do you think it important to condAtet researoh In th.4s areal"Answer. "Yes.'
Question. "Would your network support such research?"
Answer. "I can't speak for the network."
Question. "In your position as president, would you recommend that it supportsuch research?"
Answer. "Yes" (hoping to appear in a favorable light).
The result was that each of the networks, plus the National Association of

Broadcasters committed themselves to the support of research on the effects of
television on children. A memorandum from the Chairman of the Subcommittee
to the then Secretary at HEW (Abraham Ribicoff) led to his inviting the net-
works to join in a mutual effort, later to be known as the Joint Committee for
Reeearch on Television and Children. At first the networks refused, fearing
that the project was designed to pin responsibility for delinquency on the net-works. On reassurance that this was not the ease, a steering committee, includ-
ing a representative of HEW, myself, representing The Foundation for Charac-
ter Education, network officials, and representatives of the NAB, held a series
of meetings which led to the formation of the Joint Committee in early neg. Inthe interim, the Ford Foundation, on the basis of the commitments of network
personnel made in public record, agreed to cooperate in providing funds to sup-
port the planning stages. During the same period, I had taken the initiative with
the support of the Foundation for Character Education, of calling a meeting of
a small group of researchers to suggest directions for research. The group in-
cluded Schramm, Eleanor and Nathan Maccoby, Klepper (about to take a posi-
tion with OBS as Director of Social Research), Rainsberry, and Lazerfeld, then
the recognized dean of sociological research. Lazersfeld was at first reluctant,
asking if this was really an effort to get essential answers to important ques-
tions, or merely another whitewash for the television Industry. In my naivete, I
assured him it was the former. Unfortunately, it was neither, for it was to
produce practically nothing, other than this report tO YOU.I was later to understand Lazerfeld's reluctance. It seems he had agreedto carry out a piece of research for CBSlater published as Steiner's The
People Look at Televisionwhich in advance he recognized would yield kudos
for television. He had agreed on the condition that he and his colleagues be
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supported in carrying out four additional substantial pieces of researeh. Un-
fortunately, but not accidentally, the Steiner project consumed all the funds
so that the four projects could not be launche& Of even greater interest, was
the fact that the recommendations (Ming from this Mall group were totally
rejected by the Joint Committee simply because the meeting had not been
carried out under its auspices. So, in retrospect, here was step one in learning
how to block research. Nevertheless the Joint Committee was formed, with
representatives from each of the networks, from the National Association of
Broadcasters, from HEW, and myself. Broadcasting representation was at
the Director of Research or vice-presidential level or both.

The first action of the Joint Committee was to call a three day conference
of experts to advise on needed research. Some 25 social scientists participated
including Bandura, Berkowitz, Pool, Lyle, Mendelsohn, McPhee, Riley, and
Schranun. Their recommendations of needed research encompassed a range of
topics and methodologies: children's perception of programs, content studies,
immediate effects, cumulative effects, development of programs designed for
children, and the decision-making process determining programs. It was also
interesting to note that the broad.casters wanted no part of the last two,
developing programs for children and decision-making processes. They feared
that any inquiry into the development of programs which appealed to children
would lead to the establishing of model programs which they would have to
follow. And obviously they didn't want anyone to identify who and how deal-
sions about programs for children were determined. Why didn't they? Because
broadcasters like to pretend that being fathers, they have father's concerns
when it comes to deciding what to broadcast, when, in fact, it is only the buck
that counts : children are a commodity to be exploited. The rof1t and loss state-
ment is the determinant, not the social balance sheet of whether or not the
audience is best served.

There was a second lesson to be learned from this research conference, namely
the concern of the network representatives about the basis for determining
who would be selected. And given a majority voice, it is surprising that
Bandura and Berkowitz were invited. However that was before these two
researchers, competent though they are, published research findings which
showed negative effects of violence on child viewers. You may be assured that
the television industry saw that Bandura and Berkowitz can give no counsel
to the Surgeon-General on his projected research, which essentially is intended
to determine if television violence is to children what smoking is to lung-cancer.

The next step of the Joint Committee was to invite social scientists to indicate
their interests in doing research on the influence of television on children.
Several thousand requests were mailed out to nyschologists, sociologists, and
mass media researchers. Roughly oue hundree expressed their interest by
submitting one-page outlines of research. Some 80 of these researchers were
selected, and the authors paid a stipend of $250 to develop their proposal in
detail. An outside review panel was elected to review the proposals. Its mem-
bers consisted of Harris at Penn. State, Withey at Michigan, Maccoby and
Schramm at Stanford, Bronfenbrenner at Cornell. Stephen at Princeton, Hoffman
at Oregon, Rulon at Harvard, and Berkley at Boston. Their evaluations were
submitted and collated. Then ensued an interesting development. The members
of the Joint Committee, namely the industry representatives, chose to con-
stitute themselves as a review committee, largely ignoring the recommenda-
tions of the outside reviewers. Take note of the time schedule. Research con-
ference in February, 1968. Initial requests out for research ideas, and sub-
sidized proposals in hand by September. Proposals forwarded to external review
committee and their evaluations received by mid-October. (Of the 80 proposals
received, at least seven and possibly ten were well-conceived and designed.)

Final authorization, on the first research project occurred .18 months }atm in
May and June of 1963, and one of these to a researcher whose earlk r werk bad
favored the conclusion that violence on television had a cathartic effect on aggres-
sive behavior of Viewers. Is it any surprise that the top-rated projects could not
be carried out because the investigators would not wait two years to learn if the
Joint Committee was willing to support their proposals?

Lesson number three : give duliberate, even if time-eonsuming ccnsideration to
decisions as to what research proposals to support. With each passing month,
the probability increases that the researcher won't be available. The. net remit
of the Joint Committee for Research on Television aml Vhildren is that they
fnmled two research studies and one biased review of researcth In seven years.

22
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So what does this add up to? Quite tdniple, that broadcasters do not want
research done on the effeets of television on children. In spite of lip-service to
the contrary, they will work effectively to block it.

Now consider this. Three of the members of the Joint Committee for Research
on Teleeislon and Children, it's Chairman, the Vice-president of NBC, in charge
of reaearch and a Director of Research for CBS are serving on the Surgeon-
General's Committee.

Even more interesting was a copy of a letter I received from Dr. Stanton of
CI3S to the Surgeon General in which he refused to comment on the acceptability
to the teleivsion industry of the ibrty scientists listed on the panel from Which
the committee was to he selected. When I learned that NBC and ABC had
black-balled seven, I gave a guess that Bandura, Berkowits, and myself, were
induded. A report in Science (22 May 1970) the publication of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science confirmed this, adding the names
of four others, Bogart, Eisenberg, Larsen, and Tannenbaum. It seems that HEW
asked the television industry to identify and person on their panel who, in the
industry's opinion, could not provide impartial scientific judgment of the matters
to be considered by the committee.

There is no question that the industry will be hard-put to challenge the final
results of research sponsored by a committee which they nave screened. But
notice that in the earlier instance of the Surgeon General's Committee on
Smoking and Health, other interested parties such as the American Cancer
Society and the American Heart Association were afforded opportunity to react
to the panel. This is not the case in this instance, with the result that five of
the twelve members of the Surgeon General's Committee have close ties to the
industry ; of course, it may be coincidence.

Secretary Finch argued that the televielon ease involved the added issue of
first Amendment guarantees of freedom of the press. This is another red herring
used by broadcasters to confuse issues. First of all, the major portion of time
and programs broadcast is entertainment, not information and news. Secondly,
control over what is broadcast, news or otherwise, is controlled by network or
by station. The equal time doctrine of the FCC provides some relief. In compari-
son note that, it is possible for an individual or group to publish a uewspaper or
inagazine. It is impossible for them to broadcast without permission of the
Federal Communication Commission, and the major outlets are controlled bY
the three networks. If you wish details, inquire with the American Civil Liberties
Union.

I hope I have added some substance to support my convictions that it is futile
to seek answers about the effects of television from research. The task is com-
plex, difficult, and therefore prohibitively expensive. One million dollars sounds
like a lot of money. How far would one million have gone in getting to thA moon,
which cost 25 billion? Not faryet the research problem is infinitely more com-
plex. The process is long and tedious. All this assumes that honest questions can
be asked and researched. In my judgment, they cannot.. The most powerful men
in the country today are the chieftains of television. If they cannot directly
block the Inquiry, as they finally did with the 1961 hearings, they will obfuscate
procedures by loading committees, by delaying tactics, by rejecting research
projects which come close to the heart of the problem, by sponsoring "favorite
sons".

If you believe me, I'm taking away the comfort you might find in turning to
research for answers. Instead, you are forced to make your own decision, on what
is essentially an economic and political question, rather than a scientiee one.
In effect, I am saying that good judgment with respect to child rearing did
not begin with Dr. Spook, that the responsibility for the well-being of children
and care in their development to maturity is the responsibilit3, of all adults
in their various capacities.

This means that, at a minimum, you will have to decide if the characters on
the television screen are fit companions for your child ; at least you can reject
what is offered. But if you want more, you won't get it here. Unfortunately,
fear that we, you and me, find more comfort than stimulus in meetings such as
this. We end up feeling we've done a good thing by listening and talking, and
hope that television will straighten itself out. I don't think will, and I doubt
we want it to, for we apparently enjoy television as it is.
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Finally, let no one attribute this statement to sour grapes. For over ten years
I've patiently attempted to persuade television officials to be socially responsible.
My patience has finally run out, This will serve to add one more documentation
to their irresponsibility. In 1901 we set as Minimum goals to doeument network
disregard for children. Add this to the 1054 ICefauver hearings and the recent
Pastore hearings and you have a twenty year record. It may well take another
twenty years.

In closing, I want to return briefly to another reality. When a 21/2 year old
rasponds to your question by saying "I'm funning with TV", she has obviously
discovered its function, entertainment When at three, in response to a scene on
the screen, she turns and kisses you, she is responding emotionally to television's
content. When at four, she comes running down stairs pointing, "Rang-Rang, I
kill you, Daddy, now you kill Mommy" she's acquiring some ideas about be-
havior. And when at five, she sits playing In front of a doll house she sings to
herself, "Vietnam, Vietnam, let she go, let she go v,hy you killing her, why you
killing her, I kill you, you kilt me, let she do, to her mother, let she go to her
mother . " her values are being shaped.

Thus the question :
Are these the values you wish children to live by?
Have we, as adults, nothing to say to childven about how life can be lived?
Must we accept the values of the lords of televiAlon ?
Or is it that television is true to life : that we are acquisitive, aggressive, mur-

derou% striving to succeed (whatever that means) at any price?
Perhaps children, humans, are no more than commodities, to be used and cast

away as rubbish on Monday morning when we are finished with them.

11111111110

STANFORD UNIVERSITY,
Stanford, Calif., February 17, 1972.

Congressman &nix M. MURPHY,
House Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN MURPHY : The Surgeon General's Report demonstrates
that the television industry is sufficiently powerful to control how research bear-
ing on the psychological effects of televised violence is officially evaluated and
reported to the general public.

The combined findings of laboratory experiments, controlled field studies, and
correlational investigations movide substantial testimony that televised vio-
lence, through its instruction and sanction of aggressive methods, reduces re-
straints over behaving aggressively and shapes its term. Exposure to televised
violence increases the likelihood that some viewers will behave aggressively in
the face of other inducements. The irate researchers whose findings were irre-
sponsibly distorted in the Surgeon General's Report are fully justified in the
objections they have raised. In addition to distorting research evidence, some
highly pertinent studies demonstrating that violence viewing causes children to
behave aggressively are not even mentioned, a double standard is used in evaluat-
ing individual studies depending on how their findings relate to the industry
viewpoint, questionable assumptions about the determinants of aggression are
Presented as established facts, and the very methods by which knowledge on
this issue can be advanced are cavalierly misrepresented. The report concludes
on a high moral tone pointing out that otherwise good people can act in ways
that have injurious consequences for others. and that it is important to promote
empathy with the victims. It is unfortunate that these moral concerns did not
operate more forcefully within the advism- committee itself.

The public IR entitled to a fair evnluation of the evidence regarding television
infinenfies on behavior rather than a report written from the Indust ry viewpoint.
This sorry case further illustrates the need for procedures to ensure that in the
future scientific advisory panels will not be controlled by the very industries
whose practices they are supposed to evaluate.

I applaud your efforts to pursue this issue. If I can be of any assistance,
Please feel free to call on me

Sincerely,

g4

ALBERT BANDVRA, Professor.
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Tats Pneesnmeta SPATS MUMMY.
Cris OP ROMAN DOVOLOPMONT,

Vit witty Park, Pa February a8,

MAO CONOROBsidAt4 MultPnit The following comments are a summary of ourinterpretation of tbe findings of our study, "Television Content and YoungChildren's IlehaviorA" conducted as part of the researeh commissioned for theSurgeon General's neport In our study, one group of children Was shown aseries of aggressive cartoons, a second group was shown "routral" children'sfilms, and a third group was shown a program demonstrating positive behavior(Mistergoers' Neighborhood). The children's behaviot was observed in a naturalsetting the nursery school, before the p.mgrams were shown, during a four-weekiperiod n which programs were ehown Untie *Ames a week, and during a two-weekperiod after the programs ended.
Two types of behavior were of particular concern ! aggressive behavior mtdself control. The aggressive behavior that we scored was interpersonalbothphysical and verbal attacks on other children. We did not include playfulaggression of the cowboys and Indians variety in that category. The principalresult was as follows ( among the children who were initially above averagein aggression (before the programs were shown), those who saw the aggressivecartoons were more aggressive after viewing than those who saw the othertypes of programs, tt appears that the aggressive cartoons &loaned the aggres-sive behavior of these children. The group who showed these effects tees fullyhalf of our sample; that is, those who were above the group average in aggresssion before seeing the filma. We emphosige that they are not a emelt or devicestgroup of ehildren they wen a sample of normal preschool children.The second type of behavior of eoncern was self control. In particular, wewere concerned with the children's ability to tolerate minor frustrations andto accept responsibility for obeying the few rules imposed by the nursery school.The children who saw the aggressive cartoons showed a sharp drop in frustra-tion tolerance in compar)-on to the children who saw the other types of pro-grams. They also dropped in their obedience of rules. These findings were trueof the entire sample ; they were not restricted to any subgroup. We believethat they indicate that the aggressive programs had deleterious effeots of eMI-dren's ability to evert self 00ritrol and to tolerate minor frustrations.

Finally, we found no positive effects of aggressive televieion. The SurgeonGeneral's Report quotes a finding indicating positive effeets on cooperativebehavior for one subgroup of children. Vas result is a very small differencethat does not approach soientifically accepted standards of statistioal signif-icative Zn view of the careful attention given to qualifying our other findings, wefind it strange that this result is stated with the implication that it is a reliabledifference between groups.
Sincerely,

Roc.. Jour/ M. MIIRPHY.
1.'ouse of Represmtatives,
Washington, AC.

Dmita REPRENFmTATIVE Warm' This Is in response to your letter of February 8,soliciting my reactions and confluents in the wake of the Issuance of the Reportof the Sturgeon-General's Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior.I believe it huportant that members of the Congressespecially those on comendttees with a direct interest. in this arenacquaint themselves with the reportand Um background, not to mention the five volumes of technical research reports

ALMA Spam, Ph. D.,
Associate Professor of Human Development,

Lerman K. Fiunnamt, Ph, IX,
Assistant Professor of Child Development.

01111011~1014.111

UNIVERSITY (W CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY,
GRADUATE &Mon or Punta(' POLICY,

Berkeley, Calif., March 2, 1972.
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whit:h are due to be published in the near future. You are obviously to be (tom.
metaled for your continuing involvement with sUch issues and for your concern
wkh tbe criteria governing the ideation of the Advisory Committee.

think that by new 4t ta mita well wed bu *Wily all.parttel ooneerno4
that the flotation propene left much to oo deeired. My etas waist to that any
metastonary poWer is totally inappropriate in tho seleotbn of a soientifte advieory
eommittee, and that appropriate pr000dures mist within suoh agonotos as Oho
National institute of Mental Health or the National /Mena Foundation to snake
the seleetion on the basis o Monti*, credential& alone. Further, if any single
vested interest group ie given sae a privilege.* bears repeating that I condemn
seek a procedure. ffi the first placethen it should be granted to other such group.,
told certainly tb some professional and/or piano representative& Zs the present
caw, by allowing the teleeision networks and the National Association of Broad-
milers a virtual veto power tho then Surgeoweeneral (or whoever it was that
deteetnines such procednres) committed a moral and eelentillo fawn pas. Oddly
enough for an act with obvious political motivation, it was also a political mis.
takeif for no other reason than it Wowed anyone finding fault with the report
on any other pretense an apparent and readily available excuse for attack, In this
sense, it is so obvious and blatant an error that / cannot help but wonder if it
was not intentional. Thus, while I deplore the blackballing incidenton profes-
atonal rather than merely personal groundsit did not come as a surprise, but as
part of the essentially political nature of the entire enterprise.

On a more personal t might add that I did not accept my being exoluded
from the committee as a personal affront, nor as a valid momentary on my Wen-

bedfellows, along with. the apparent (on this I can only guess, o course) reasons
tiflo oredibilityin fact, coneidering the credentials of several my blaokballed

for the exclusions, I am leelitwd to accept it snore as a comp iment. Even if I
were not vetoed, it is problematical that I would have been asked to serve on the
committee ; if asked, it is doubtful I would have served since I was, and still am,
MOM intereste4 in actually conducting needed research.

But, however improper the blackballing incident may have been, I do not be-
Veve we should attribute any shortcomings of the report directly to that event
alone. There were a number of other characteristics of the situation which all
combined to predetermine the nature of the report. There was, to begin with, the
central issue itselfthe casual effect of aggressive TV content, as such, on anti-
social behavior is intrinsically difficult, if not impossible, to separate from other
factors. It N also terribly difficult to do adequate and appropriate research la this
areeanti-social behavior, by its very nature, is virtually impossible to hives*
gate directly and unambiguously without violating other socially ethical stand-
ards. Then, too, there was the abrupt crash-program character of the research
programmany qualified investigators were already committed to other research
projects, and hence unavailable. Similarly, the indicated limited time span prob-
ably precluded a number of projects from being submitted and put serious crimps
in others.

These initial factors were probably su dant to predict a qualified report, and
additional factors involving the committee itself virtually assured it. Apart
from the specific individuals involved, the apparent intention for a "broad-cased"
committee representing a range of social science disciplines, often with little in
common and operating by quite diverse rules of evidence, precluded methodolog-
teal and theoretical agreement. Add to this the eommittee's own decision for a con-
sensus report and its tentative and qualified nature was predetermined. It was a
eonsenaus report in that no formai dissensions were presented ; they are appar-
ent, hr.wever, it the words of the report itself.

am, of course, quite aware of the controversy that has followed in the wake
of the report, especially comments from Drs. Lefkowitz and Liebert, as well as
meveral members of the eommittee staff. I do not feel it is appropriate for me to
comment on these commentariesthey are, after all, personal viewpoints to which
the individuals are perfectly entitled. I assume more of this will be apparent as
a result of the hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Communications sched-
uled for March, hopefully with more specific documentation for their opinions.

I am also uncertain as to the proper form for a complete review of the report
itself, as you request in your letter, r happen to be one who, quite apart from this
particular instance, feels that such reports should. be critically reviewed by an
appropriate scientific body, and perhaps such an effort may be mounted in the
near future, But in criticizing the report, one also has to consider the research
both that stemming from an earlier period and that conducted under the aegis
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of the committeeupon which it is allegedly based. That too much be subjected
to scrutiny, and I am afraid one could find a good deal lacking, partly for the
reasons mentioned earlier. Somewhere along the line, a society such as ours must
deride whether the importance of a problem justifies conducting rigorous research
which, in itself, may have some harmful side.effects. By the same token, a society
such as ours has to develop criteria and means to take concerted action even
when all the evidence is not in hand. We have undertaken such ventures in the
past and will undoubtedlY do so in the future, but on a hit.and-miss basis. On the
particular issue of violence in the media, Congress can take the lead on both
frontsthat of facilitating the appropriate research, and that of setting up
rules and procedures by which rational policy decisions can be made. When such
a critical group as our own children are involved, and when the sheer risk of
damaging consequences is high enough, can we afford to wait until all the evidence
is in hand? By then it may be too late and the "clear and prepent danger" may
be a thing of the past.

I will be out of the country for the next several weeks on my research, but
I look forward to following your action in this arts with interest.

Sincerely,
PERCY 11. TANNANRAUM.

Professor,

YAM UNIVERRITY,
DEPARTMENT or PSYCHOLOGY,
New Maven, Oonn., March 11, 191g.

Hon. Jour? M. MURPHY,
House Office
Washington, D.O.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE MURPHY: In talking to Monroe Lefkowitx on the tele-
phone this week, I learned that you are trying to see to it that the findings from
the studies on television and aggression do not get swept under the rug because
of the surgeon General's wishy-washy report. / am very happy you have taken
up this cause and would like to offer whatever assistance I can. If the New
York Time's has quoted you correctly, you have expressed many of the thoughts
that I have had.

I am enclosing a copy of a short article about our study which Len Eron and
/ prepared for American Psychologist. You may find this somewhat easier to
follow than the more technical full report that Monroe has sent you.

My specialty is mnitivariate statistics, and my role in the research has been
primarily that of a mathematician and computer scientist. Hence, if you have
questions regarding the mathematical technique invoked in extracting implica-
tions about causation from correlational data, / might be able to help you.

Incidently, Monroe may not have mentioned one of the particularly frustrat-
ing experiences we had with the Surgeon General's committee. Prom the start
they expressed a great deal of skepticism about our results including question-
ing my qualifications as a statistician. I feel no need to defend my qualifications,
since my background would speak for itself, and r was quite happy to discover
that the committee had asked two independent researchers to critique my
analyses (David ICenny of Northwestern and John Neal of Stony Brook). It
'could hare been nice if the committee had told us they were doing this. (we
only discovered it when David Kenny called and asked for more deft), but that
es 'tot too bothersome. What is upsetting is that the two critiques are not men-
tioned anywhere in the body of this summary. As you might guess, both critiques.
while finding some points of contention, were generally very supportive of our
techniques and findings. Apparently, the committee ignored them. They are men-
tioned in the list of reports submitted, but no where else in the summary. At
the same time the committee included all sorts of comments about stotistieat
problems" and innuendos about "methodological diffieulties" when discussing
our report. Why did they not include their own consultant's comments on thesetopics?

I do not mean to impugn the integrity of the committee. I am sure they were
all trying to do the best they could. However, the biased natum of the committee
membership seems to have led to a compromise where the OW tz.as lost.

Sincerely,
L. ROWELL RuESMANN,

Assistant Professor of Psyclwlogy.
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THE UNIVERSITY OP WISCONSIN,
DEPARTMENT OP PSYCHOLOGY,

Madison, Mara .13, MC
Congressman JOHN M. MURPHY,
House Office Building,
Wathington, D.C.

Dun CONGRESSMAN MURPHY : This is a belated reaction to the Report to the
Surgeon General on the impact of televised violent* prepnred by the Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisory Committee, I am sorry for the long delay, but the
press of other matters kept me from getting to this letter.

First, let me say I am in complete agreement with Professor Robert Liebert
and believe that he and hie colleagswe have performed a notable public service
in challenging the summary advanced by the Advisory Committee. In my opinion
Professor Liebert is quite correct in disputing the Committee's ponclusion that
the aggression-enhancing effect of televised violenee is restricted to a few young
people. The available evidence, from studies sponsored by the Committee as
well as from many other investigations as well. does indicate that people with
strong aggressive habits are most strongly affected by movie and television
aggression. Less aggressive people are also apt to be affected, however, To say
they may be less affected does not mean they will not ever display any enhanced
aggressiveness.

The consistent findings obtained in this research and in the many other expert.
ments carried out earlier indicate that many persons can be stimulated to
aggression by the violence they see on the screen. The depicted aggression, I
believe, functions as a stimulus activating the aggressive habits that most
people havealthough highly aggressive people are likely to be most strongly
affected. Putting this another way, I would say a high proportion of people can
be influenced by what they see, but situational conditions determine whether they
will display overt aggression themselves. For most persons the effect may well
be too weak and too short-lived to show up in open aggression. However, if
situational conditions for one reason or another should lessen their inhabitions
against aggression, or if they should be emotionally roused or excited at the
time, the open violent* might be displayed. We are all capable of reacting aggres-
sively to movie violence, in other words, but typically don't show this be.
cause we usually are too restrained. However, on some occasions we may not
be sufficiently inhibited and the aggression could well be revealed.

This is not to say that every portrayal of violence on the screen will have
such an effect. Some kinds of aggressive scenes might serve to dampen the chances
of aggression on the part of the audience. Nevertheless, the type of aggression
typically shown on movie r ed TV screens can increase the chances that people
in the audience will act aggressively themselves.

In some ways this summary of the resarch findings represents a stronger state-
ment than I have made previously. As recently as the December 1071 issue of the
magazine Psychology Today I said that the probability that people in the audi-
ence will themselves be stimulated to aggression is very slight although not zero
(but indicated that this was nevertheless an important consideration because
the audience numbers in the tens of millions). The consistent pattern of findings
obtained by many investigators using a wide variety of subjects, few of whom are
emotionally disturbed or ho per-aggressive, now suggests to me that the prob.
ability of aggressive effects is somewhat greater than I had suspec#ed. Moreover,
this effect is true of adults as well as youngsters and can be produced by movies
as well as TV programs. The issue of movies may well be more complicated. both
legally and socially, than TV programs, bat the latter should not be considered
apart from the former when questioning the effects of violence shown on the
screen.

I have not said anything about possible biaAes within the Advisory Committee
and don't wish to impugn the motives of the Committee members. Nevertheless,
it is clear that the Committee as a whole exercised questionable judgment in
their summary of the research. findings. Professional biasec of various sorts
might have contributed to this somewhat distorted judgment. Since any science
develops cumulatively, the Committee should have had some members intimately
familiar with. the total package of research on this problem. (This 18 somewhat
akin to having physicians who have never worked with cancer as a research
problem to evaluate the efficacy of various cancer treatments.)

I hope these remarks are of some assistance to you.
Sincerely,

LEONARD BERKOWITZ,
Vitae Research Professor In Psychology.

s
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Hon. jonN M Muslim,
U.S. Rouse of Repreeentativeit,
Rouse Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

24

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL,
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL'

Boatois Man, Febrf lary 14, In&

Dame Ma. MURPHY In view of your long interest in the problem of violence on
television and Its effects on children, I feel obliged to try to answer the very dif-
noun questions posed in your letter of 8 February 'On.

The first deals with the issue of my blacklisting from the membership on the
Surgeon General's committee. Indeed, I knew neither that I had been proposed
nor that I had been blacklisted until the article which appeared in Science on
92 May 1970. Since my qualifications were simply those ofa clinician rather than
those of an investigator who had done actual work on the problem, I did not
think the striking of my name was any great loss to the committee itself, but
was troubled that Professore liandura and Berkewits who had done some of the
very best work on the question were being ecsoluded because their work had dem-
onstrated a meaningful relationship between watching aggression and aubse-
quent behavior. Ituleed, 16 fellows at the Venter for Advanced Study in the lie-
hectored Sciences at Stanford signed an open letter protesting this procedural
step and you will note that the Surgeon General's committee itself empresses
dismay (on page 24 of the report). Protest and dismay seem inadequate to deal
with the fact that it of 12 committee members are directly employed by TV net-
works and 3 have had major prior contwotions as employees or consultante. I am
not alleging that any of the 6 has not been fair-minded in reviewing the evidence,
but it is difficult te justify a report in which people whose interest might very
well be expected to lie with. the television industry are allowed to serve as judges
when some of the best minds that have worked on the problem ars disqualified
because their work has suggested contrary conclusions.

Indeed, this general principle applies to the selection of expert consultants
on the appraisal of any scientific matter.

1 f having done work on the issue before the group is to e the basis of dis-
qualification, then one can only assemble a panel of incompetent evaluators. All
of us would agree that expert committees should be free of the suspition of con-
flict of interest. But in the ordinary pense, conflict of interest refers to a coin-
mereial stake in the outcome rather than professional conviction. Scientists will
often not agree on a matter for which the evidence is inconclusive. Thus. one tries
to balance a committee with members who tend to support one or another side
but whose integrity is considered such that they are open to persuasion if the
balance of the evidence runs contrary to their hypothesis.

I would like to make it clear: I see no reason to complain about my exclusion
since I think I had less to offer than a number of the people who served on
the committee and certainly than some of those who were excluded from it. I
do protest, as I would have without my name havIng been involved, at a prottedure
which allows industry to screen from a solentifiv pane/ those to whom it has ob-
jections at whatever level. I thought the statement made by James Jenkins, Chair-
man of the Board of Scientific Affairs of the American Psychological Association,
perticularly appropriate. II*, commented "It looks like an exemplar of the old
story of the 'regulatees' running the 'regulators' or the fox passing on the ade-
quacy of the eyesight of the man ash:gned to guard the chicken coop."

Now as to the report itself, I have not had the chance to study it in detail
nor to check the many studies referred to in its text. A. casual perusal indicates
that somewhere within its pages is to be found any statement one wishes to
extract from it to support whatevcr position one prefers. The most. notable
thing about the report is its equivocation. After three readings, I still am not
sure what if anything is the committee's recommendation in its "summary chap-ter" (pages 1-19), other than that more research be done.

The committee assumes the position that unless there is compelling evidencethat the display of violence on television is a major cause of violence in our
society, then nothing need be done. One might equally well argue that unless there
is compelling evidence that violence on television is not related to violence in
the society, then steps should be taken to alter the nature of programming. This
is much like the debates before the Food and Drug Administration as to whether
the manufacturers' corporate interest should be protected by allowing a product
to be marketed until human tragedy results or whether suspicion of carcinogenic
properties should cause something to be withdrawn before an epidemic occurs.
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The committee could well have argued, and it is a position that I would Want
to have attended to careAdly, that the net effect of efforts to impose censorship
might be more destructive to American society than any ponsible content on
television resulting from the Messes of cointnerelal intereets, That is no trivial
consideration, But as the recent testimony before the Senate revealed, almost
all humanly meaningful topics are ruled off television by commercial self-censor-
ship lest potential buyers be offended, and television becomes a ContinuoUs
tortiou of reality. If that is the best we can do, a little less violence in that mix
would be a gain for all.

What I find astonishing is a failure to bring into the main set of mow
mendations a clear statement that the stereotyping of minority group members
in the content of television in all probability serves to reinforce attitudes which
lead to violence and countevviolence. Indeed, the report acknowledges this issue
(pages 42-44) but mentioning it buried in the midst of the report and not
bringing it forth as a central aspect of its conclusion seems to me inexcueable.

There is much more to be said. One could have asked whether the impact of
television on the social pattern of the family is not an important contributor to
the behavior problems that concern us. What about watching television instead
of reading, playing imaginative games, building things or doing things actively?
What happens when the family is segregated in separate rooms with no potential
for interaction between parents and children? I am not suggesting that there is
"experimental" evidence on this question, but there is certainly good reason to
be worried about these possibilities. To be scientific "purists" when that purism
serves to protect the commercial interests of television seems an inadequate re-
sponse of social scientists.

Finally, whether or not what is being shown has evil effects, the committee
should have concerned itself with what might be done positively on behalf of
children and of adults by creative aud stimulating content on television. In a
small way, Sesame Street and the Electric Company have shown what tele-
vision can do in a very limited sphere. Suppose one considered the same responsi-
Witty for helping people to confront and deal with life's real issues as being laid
upon the industry for all age groups? What grade would the industry get for wbat
it has done up to now?

Frankly, I do not think violence on television Is either the only or necessarily
the major reason for violence in American society. The violence on television is
in many ways only a pale imitation of the violence in national life, The ervelties
of the war in Vietnam, the inhumanity of starvation in a country of affluence,
the pervasive effect of racism in all sectors of our life und the failure of moral
nerve In our national leadership, all seem to me much more significant. nut
just because our national waters are polluted by other sources is no justification
for permitting television to add further rontamluation.

A 41 umber of the members of the Burgeon General's committee are known to
me personally to be individuals of high integrity. I frankly do not understand
how they could hare signed their napes to so equivocating a report. I hope that
these comments prove useful to you.

Yours sincerely,
LEON EISEMAN, M.D.

Senator PASTORE. We now call upon the Suwon General.
Dr. Steinfeld, we welcome you here today and we await with great

anticipation to hear what your observations are. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JESSE L. STEINFELD, SURGEON GENERAL,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Dr. STmt MILD. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a pleasure to

appear before you this morning to discuss the Surgeon Oeneral's
Sment ifk Advisory Committee Report onTelevision and Social Behav-
ior and its implieations for the .American people and the American
television broadcasting industry. Because there has been sow pliblie
mismiderstanding of the report, I hope to be able to clarify the record
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on what the report actually says and how the Advisory Committee
arrived at its conclusions.

Let me begintlir. Chairman, by answering your request tnade whenI appeared before your committee September 28, 1971. You said:
I would hope that the SIMON General in due time will come before thisCommittee, not with a lot of its and but's but will tell us in simple languagewhether or not the broadcasters ought to be put on notice and be very, verycareful in this area because it might have au effect on certain people,
After review of the committee's report and the .five volumes oforigipal research undertaken at your request, as well as a review of the

previous literature on the subject, my professional response today isthat the broadcasters should be put on notice. The overwhelming con-sensus and the unanimous Scientific Advisory Committee's regortindicates that televised violence, indeed, does have an adverse effect
on certain members of our society.

iWhile the committee report s carefully phrased and qualified inlanguage acceptable to social scientists, it is clear to me that the causal
relationship between televised violence and antisocial behavior issufficient to warrant appropriate and immediate remedial action. Thedata on social phenomena such as television and violence and/or ag-gressive behavior will never be clear enough for all social scientiststo agree on the formulation of a succinct statement of causality. Butthere comes a time when the data are sufficient to justify action, That

time has come.
would also emphasize that no action in this social area is a formof action : it is an acquiesence in the continuation of the present levelof televised violence entering American homes.

In stating this casual relationship it is important to keep in mindthat antisocial behavior existed in our society long before television
appeared. We must be careful not to make television programingthe whipping boy for all of society's ills. Yet we must take whateveractions we can, when we do identify factors contributing to anti-social behavior in our society.

While the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has noregulatory responsibility in the fleld of communications, it does, how-ever, have a responsibility for both the mental health and the educa-tion of our citizens. The Department stands ready to assist those Fed-eral and other governmental or voluntary agencies concerned withtelevision programing by providing scientific information and ad-vice as appropriate. I am certain that members of the Federal Com-munications Commission, members of the academic community, otherlegislators, and members of the broadcasting industry will have sug.gestions both a8 to how to achieve a reduction of televised violence inprograming, as well as suggestions for television content designedto induce prosocial behavior.
Mr. Chairman, let me tr rn now to the report and its conclusions andthe composition of the tdvisory Committee. The Committee selec-tion and operation was r.1odeled after the Surgeon General's AdvisoryCommittee on Smoking and Health set up some 10 years ago. At thattime, because it was possible that the report on smoking might be un-favorable to the tobacco industry, that industry was given an oppor-tunity to indicate which scientists (from a list of experts in the field)were considered to have already made up their minds that smoking
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was injurious to health, At the same time, scientists who felt that
smoking was proven not to be harmful to health were shnilarly not
chosen -for service on the Smoking and Health Selentitio Advisory
Conunittee.

In the instance of the Television and Violence Advisory Committee.,
Surgeon General Stewart, approximately three years itgo, submitted
a list of names of 40 distingui-shed social scientists to the three networks
and to the National Association of Broadcaeters,- inquiring whether
the industry felt that any of the scientists had already determined that
there was a link between televised violence and subsequent anti-social
behavior. In response, two of the networks and the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters listed seven individuals. None of the seven was
chosen for service on the Surgeon General's committee. 'Unfortunately,
the American Psychological Association, Psychiatric Association, and
other academic groups were not polled similarly and asked whether
or not certain of the 40 scientists felt that televised violence had no
effect or a pro-social effect on the viewers, But in any event, in the
final choice of the 12 scientists for the Committee there were two in-
dustry representatives, one former television industry employee, and
two consultants to one of the networks. Industry members were chosen
since Surgeon General Stewart felt network cooperation in produc-
tion of pilot films would be very useful to the Committee and its
researchers.

The Committee itself commented on this selection procedure in their
report, and I must say I agree with their comments. A Committee
such as this, like Caesar's wife, should be above suspicion but it is
extremely important to point out that this Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee, despite the complexity in the social science area, has filed a
unanimous report. It is significant to me that scientists from widely
different kackgrounds such a psychology, sociology, political science,
anthropology, psychiatry, and- child development have filed a unani-
mous report. If one were to bring together another group of distin-
guished scientists of as diverse a background as tins Committee, I
doubt that they wold have filed a significantly different reportit if
were to be a unanimous report.

Any one of the scientists might have written a somewhat stronger
or a somewhat weaker report depending upon his view of the evidence.
But the strength here lies both in the unanimity of the report, and in
the knowledge that these social scientists are careful scientists and
are unwilling to go beyond what the hard scientific data permit.

Senator PAsronr. Doctor, of course there have been various inter-
pretations of this report by the news media. I have read headlines that
stated unequivocably that there is a causal effect between violence on
television end the aggressive behavior of young children. Then, I have
read other headlines that. said the Advisory Committee submitted a
whitewash on this subject. Now, in very snnply language, will you
tell nw if this report by the Advisory Committee contains enough evi-
dence and states there is a causal effect I

Dr, STraNynt.n. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, I think the Committee
report contains sufficient data to justify action and I believe that many
of the people who Imo been writing about the report, not being social
scientists, have misinterpreted what the members of the conunittee
intended. And, I believe this will become apparent. when you hear
test imony from the members of t he committee.

711 894 v2.. 3
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Senator P.monn. MI right, sir.
Dr. Stumm% Certainly my interpretation is that there is a causa-

tive relationship between televised violence and subsequent antisocial
behavior, and that the evidence is strong enough that it requires some
action on the part of responsible authorities, the Tr industry, the
Government, the citizens.

Senator PASTORS. You may proceed.
Dr. STutimtin. Thank you. .

The Scientific Advisory Committee itself did not conduct research.
The research was conducted by independent scientists, whose pro-
grams had a scientific review similar to that of other National Insti-
tute of Mental Health contractors. The scientists' work published in
the five volumes was not edited or screened by the Scientific Advisory
Committee prior to publication. The Scientific Advisory Committee
did review and did discuss both the original work reported in these
five volumes and all other pertinent previously published research
and data in this field prior to writing their unanimous report to me.

Mr. Chairman, I believe the most constructive thing that we can
do after ecepting the findings of this distinguished group is to act
upon its findings in a way that is beneficial to our children and our
society. Let me quote from the Committee Report what I believe to
be the most significant findings.

. . . the data, while not wholly consistent or conclusive, do indicate that a
modest. relationship exists between the viewing of violence and aggressive be-
havior. The correlational evidence from surveys ls amOngble io either of two
interpretations; that the viewing of violence causes the aggressive behavior, or
that both the viewing and the aggression are Joint products of some other com-
mon source. Several findings of survey studies can be cited to sustain the
hypothesis that viewing of violent television has a causal relation to aggressive
behavior ,though neither individually nor collectively are the findings conclusive.
They could also be explained by operation of a "third variable" related to pre-
existing conditions.

The experimental evidence does not suffer from the ambiguities that character-
ize the correlational data with regard to third variables, since children in the
experiments are assigned in ways that attempt to control such variables. The
experimental findings are weak in various other ways and not wholly con-
sistent from one study to another. Nevertheless, they provide suggestive evi-
dence in favor of the interpretation that viewing violence on television is con-
ducive to an increase in aggressive behavior, although it must be emphasized
that the causal sequence is very likely applicable only to some children who are
predisposed in this direction.

I would add parenthetically that television can cause the predisposi-
tion, the child need not come with the predisposition.

Thus, there is a convergence of the fairly substantial experimental evidence
for short-run causation of aggression among some children by viewing violence
on the screen and the much less certain evidence from field studies that exten-
sive violence viewing precedes Rome long-nm manifestations oe aggressive be-
ha v or. This eonvergence of the two types of evidence constitutes some prelim-
inar indication of a causal relationship, but a good deal of research remains to
he done before one can have confidence in these conclusions.

Thus, the two seta of findings converge in three respects: a preliminary and
tentative indication of a causal relation between viewing violence on television
and aggressive behavior; an indication that any such causal relation operates
only on some ebildren (who are predisposed to be aggressive) : and an indica-
tion that it opefates only in some environmental contexts. Such tentative and
limited conclusions are not very satisfying. They represent substantially more
knowledge than we had two years ago, but t .er leave many questions un-
answered.
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M. Chairman, I believe that. you, in requesting the formatim of this
committee, and tin committee members have provided a valuable serv-
ice to our society. I believe that this report represents assignificant
step forward. The:, conclusions are based on solid scientific data and
not on the Opinion Lf one or another scientist. I lxklieve further that
the research reported in these five volumes, the Scientific Advisory
Committee's deliberations, and this subcommittee's hearings will pro-
vide a stimulus to other social scientists to build on the solid founda-
tion which has now been erected in this important field of communica-
tion.

Senator PASTORM You, Dr. Steinfeld, as the chief health officer of
the United States of America, have said :

The data on social phenomena such as televisbm and violence and/or aggretp,
sire bAtIvior will never be lear enoutea for all social scientists to agree on
the formulation of a succinct statement of ausality. But there conies a time when
the data are suitietent to justify action. That time has come.

That is your unequivocal opinion ?
Dr. Sertaxmn. I es, sir.
Senator l'AsToan. And you reached that opinion from this report.?
Dr. STEINionn. From this report, the five volumes, and other read-

ing and attendance at a. number of meetings.
Selmtor PASTORE. Have you any further recommendations, Doctor?
Dr. STRINFIMD. You mean specific recommendations?
Senator PASTORS. Yes.
Dr. Smisiriohn. There are a number of alternatives, Mr. Chairman,

in this extremely complex field.
It SeeMS tO me. that whatever we do, we must keep in mind the

First Amendment and the problems that might. accrutk from any
attempt at censorship. Yet., there. is a wide spectrmn of actions which
could be Mk-ell, all of the way from the writing and producing and
editing of television programs, through the use of the code we have,
or a modified code, through the scheduling of TV programming on
the air, and the actual viewing in the home, because some of the
significant research showed that when parents watch television with
their children, they significantly influence what the child learns and
what, the child's subsequent behavior pattern might be.

I think I could put in guidelines, perhaps, in a better context if I
would review very quickly, and briefly, what I think are the most
significant. findings to come out of the five volumes of research.

Senator PASTORE. I would hope you would do that.
Dr. STHINPEID. I will be very brief.
First. of all, the research has shown that television is pervasive, it

is present in almost every American home, 95 to 98 percent.
Second, with respect to children, even before they reach the age

of 3 years, they become selective viewers and can identify certain of
the characters on the sereen.

Third, they gain an enormous viearious experience by having Me-
vision in their homes, something that no other generation in the history
of man has ever attained. They see many things that. no other gener-
ation have ever seen before.

But, fourth, when they are vei:y young, they can't distinguish fancy
from reality, they see. each individual incident as an isolated incident,
and therefore they :-;ee the violence incident isolated from the context
in which it. occurs.
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It is only later when they are more nmtu re that they oan distinguish
these.

Fifth, parental guidance, parental communications patterns, when
they watch TV with the children, they can significantly influence
what the child learns in addition to what he sees.

Of course, if they watch with the child, they can determine which
programs the children watch.

Sixth, and most important here, is that there has been shown to be
a caustive relationship between viewing violence on TV and sub-
sequent behavior. And I think it is not important to argue whether
the number is 10 percent or 20 percent or 80 percent. We have a large
population, and if 10 percent of 20 million children become aggres-
sive and engage in antisocial acts, that is far too many.

Senator PASTORE. That is the impression I got from the report,
Doctor. They keep using this word uniformly. A.nd I wondered what.
that meant, whether they meant everybody or LS percent, or 10 percent,
or 1, 2I mean, that was never clear.

Dr. STEINFELD. Well, I think certainly in medicine, and in all bio-
logic phenomena, there is no Finch thing as a uniform response. Every-
body who is exposed to a tubeecle bacillus does not develop tubercu-
losis. There is no such thing.

The only certain things in life are death, and I guess taxes, for the
United States. But, this does not distress me. I think the research shows
that a significant number, as far as I am concerned, of children. can be
adversely affected, and, therefore, it requires that we do something.

There are a few more, three or four more significant findings that
I felt and I think the committee members might choose others. An-
other one is that unlike TV viewing in the late forties, television view-
ing is not an all or none phenomenon. We tend to do other things while
we watch TV, whether it is eat popcorn, look at books, play games, or
engage in family discussions. So that TV is not center stage.

Another significant phenomenon, as Congressman Murphy said,
is that the violence content is high, it has really not changed signifi-
cantly and it is highest of all in the cartoon children programs.

Finally, children wateh adult television programing. We cannot
talk just about children's programs alone, when we talk about the
effects of imograming on our children. Children spend more of their
time watching adult types of programing than they do children types.

So that any actions that the networks take, or that you might recom-
mend, it. seems to me would have to apply to all types of programing,
rather than just, to children's programing, unless, of course, one sched-
ules certain kinds of very violent programing at a very late hour, as
is (lone in some countries.

Senator PAsTon. Does this necessarily mean the elimination, abso-
lutely, of all violence on television ?

1)r. STEINFELD. No. I don't think SO at all.
Senator PASTORE. I mean that is the extreme position taken by some

people.
I have read some of the professional periodicals. Variety, for ex-

ample. where the lament is that this committee is trying to influence
the broadcastinu industry and the writing of these shows. To put
something on till air that is blase or bland. I think that is the word
they used, bland.
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And that is furthest away from the thoughts of this committee. We
are not talking about that. 1Ve are talking about violence for the sake
of violence. Violence in order to get more advertising, violence in order
to get more viewers.

There is a significant statement in that report that apparently the
violence increases according to the rating% So, if we are getting vio-
lence for the sake of profit, it is somethin ig that should be mmediately
eliminated.

On the other hand, of course, there is a subtle way of telling a story.
We have gone through that here before. It makes a lot of difference
whdher or not you focus your camera right over the body of an in-
dividual who has just been hit bv an automobile; or whether you give
that impression by getting it oit at a distance and the public under-
stands the person was killed by an automobile accident.

16 all depends on how gory you want to make a particular scene.
And sometimes for the sake of profit, I think it becomes a little too
gory. That has been my complaint right along.

Dr. STET/MM. I think one of the other significant findings I did not
imention is that most of the violence we see on television s sanitized.

We don't see the consequences, we don't see the femily bereavements,
we don't see childless parents, or parentless children growing up. We
don't see the blood.

And violence takes place in faraway countries, in distant times, not
at home.

Senator Com. But, Doctor, that is because they have only got 80
minutes. I mean, let's be fair about it. You don't see the consequences
because you haven't got the time.

Dr. STEINFELD, That is one of the factors that I think is worthy of
discussion, the technique of progTaming, which I think would boar
some further discussion.

Let me suggest a few guidelines, if I may, across the broad spectrum,
beginning wifh the family. As a result of this report, Mr. Chairman.
I have talked with Dr. Ed Zigler, of the Office of Child Development.
in HEW, and he has informed me that within the next 2 or
months, HEW will publish a book for parents on how to watch tele-
vision, how to get more out of television, bow to utilize it appropri-
ately for profesiional behavior with their children.

I think this will be very useful. We have books on many other
things. We spend a lot of time and effort on education, but we spend
very little on utilizing television in a. positive way. I think this will
be useful.

One of the points that I would hope is that we would have a shared
responsibility for doing something about this problem; networks, vol-
untary organizations, parents. government, FCC, the Congress. I think
it would be useful if we bad a rating system forviolence.

If the parents knew at the time a program was coming on thatI
don't know whether it would be a scale of zero to 10 or just howbut
if they knew a program was going to be very violent, they might sug-
gest. that their child watch another program.

Now the John and Mary llarkel and Russell Sage Foundations have
indicated an interest in searheading a group to both develop a useful
rating system which then could be used, I wouki say, by a number of
groups. It could be used by parents in guiding their children, it could
be used by those of us who are consumers.
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If we felt particularly upset about a particular program or series of
program that one sponsor might have, where he had much more vio .
knee than others, we might, or stoekholders might take action In this
regard, and although I don't want to suggest regulation, the Ifee
might look at stations in terms of the violent content of the program-
ing they put on.

This would be, it seems to me, extremely important for long-range
activities, because what we have been doing is we have been working
in fits and starts. We have a group that looks at violence on television,
and then we stop.

What we need, it seems to me, are some long-range indicators, social
indicators, not only of the level of violence on TV, but of some pro-
social activities, so that we ean better use the TV in the future, par-
ticularly as we move into cable TV and cassette TV:

Long-range research, continued research, with feedback would be
extremely important in this regard.

I think the report which you have commissioned served a. very use-
ful purpose. and as in the (11Ele of marihuana, alcohol. and smoking,
there is an annual report to Congress which each year focuses on the
subject, provides visibility, provides continuity, keeps the research up
to date. provides information both to those who write and those who
use television.

I think this might be a useful tool for the future. I certainly believe
a review of the code, how it. is working and how it. could work better,
would he a useful th ing to undertake.

It seems to me again not with Government involved, but with foun-
dations anti outside academicians, this could be very useful.

I mentioned the time at which programs are shown. I think this is
particularly important for the independent stations which, unlike the
networks, may show programs that. have a high violence content at a
time when ehildren are watching, right, after school, Saturday morn-
ing& I think this should be looked at.

Finally, it seems to me we are using violence in our commercial pro-
graming frequently to bring people back after the commercial, some-
thing very exciting happens. 'We have a commercial, but we want to
come back and see who is going to win the fight, or what happens to
these cars that look like they are going to crash and so forth.

Of course, I don't. like all of the eommercials,so I would mueli prefer
seeing them all at. the beginning or end of the program, or all being
shown between 7 :30 and S. or sometime in the evening or morning. But
if, huleed. us some have suggested, violence is used as punctuation
marks and violence is used to bring baek the people after the coni-
mercials, it. seems to me, as you pointed out, violence for the sake of yio.
hence, or violence to get. people back after advert isina, is lealeIroorlate.

Those are sonic general thoughts. None of these arc specific mom-
monde ions.

Senator PAsToRE. Senator Cannon ?
Senator CANNON. Mr. Chairman, I* am happy to see that the Sur-

geon eneral is coming out with some firm conclusions at this point, in
time. knd T would hem that he will he able to conw up now with
some firm recommendations as to specifies that ought to be undertaken
where he points out that we need a cooperative effort, anti everyone
needs to get. into the act t o accomplish ,;otnethiitg.
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Still, the thing that %VP !WM to know is more specifically the details
of Whitt we are going to tty to accomplish and how it. ought tobe done,

I thank you for yonr statement, Doctor, I think it is very fine.
Dr. Rem um!). Thank you, Senator.
Senatoe ASTOR& Senator Baker?
Senator hum. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Steinfeld, I thank you for your

summary, its well as your testimony.
agree w;th Senator Cannon that the time is at hand when Con-

gress and the adminisiTative itgencles, and, I expect, the networks,
have to deehie what we are going to do with this wealth of informa-
tion; some of it tentative, some definitive, some of it inconclusive.

But., there is one thing we don't need to wait on, and that, is your
willingness to testify today that in your judgment based on the best
available information and the totality of your knowledge of this sub-
ieet. that there is some sort of eausal eonnection between aggressive
behavior on the part of children and violence on television.

It. is very help.ful.
lint. tell Me. if you were a parentand I think you are a parent

in the meantime, while the Cmurress and the courts and ihe adminis-
trative agencies are deciding what ought to be done, what. would you,
as a parent do, with respect to this causal connection you described,
as it relates to your chihlren

Dr. STE! x PM). Well, we actually do determine, to some extent, what
our chihlren watch on television, and many parents do, many parents
do not.

It. seems to me that this is something that. the parents can do im-
mediately, that, is, he can both begin spending more time watthing
television with his children. aml really interdicting some of the most
violent programs.

T do want to say aggression--
Senator Bmcv.a. If your children are like mine used to be, trying

to interdict some of those programs can get pretty violent, too.
Dr. Snixr1,341). I Lave three girls. T understand boys are diffelent

than girls, but. it is easier with girls.
Senator BAKER. There is the equal rights amendment, you know.
Dr. Sul STEM Well, they aro smaller, in tnry event.
Senator BAKER. Yoh mentioned that the effect of violence on tele-

visim mav vary smnewhat wording to how lunch the program was
watelwd. You also mentioned tile fact that whether tbe parents watch
or don't. watch might have SOW

Would you care to elaborate on that ?
Dr. ST111NFELD. I think if the parents watch the program with the

child, :nal point out the undesirable consequenees, he may unsanitize
tile sanitized violence.

mast $ay, parenthetienlv, that when r went to medical school in
Cleveland and saw people come in as a result of automobile aecidents,
r became extremely impressed with %villa indiseretion eould do whih
one is drivitur a car. And i think the person who drinks and drives,
and who feels immortal, very few of these people have ever worked
in an emervney room and have seen the mayhem that °cows.

I think t 1 h` parents can point out the undesirable eonsequenees of
violent at.tion, die parents. can emphasize the pro-soeial aspects Of
t v ision.
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It is important2 it seems to me, that when kids watch TV they learn
aggressive behavior. They may not immediately use it but in some of
the studies supported by this program, when the children were offered
a reward for reproducing behavior that they didn't reproduce spon.
taneously aggressive behavior. So they learn by watching TV, and
whether or not. they reproduce it depends on all of society.

Senator Bann. I don't mean to be overly technical, but isn't that
generally the ease with the totality of life experience? It is not a
question of really what you perceive, but how you control it, or what
you do with it.

Dr. STEINFIEM Yes, sir.
Senator BAKER. Are you in a position to say that television provides

a substantial modicum of additional aggressive inputs, so it does
affect your perception of violence, your evaluation of violence and
your likelihood to reenact violence in an anti-social way

Dr. Sammy:La. I think the committee put it better than I can, and
they were expert social scientists, and I think they qualified this to a
particular context, and a particular subgroup.

What we have not emphasized as much as I think we ought to, or I
haven't, although the social scientists have, are the professional uses
of TV. The heavy viewer of television as a child, increases his vocab-
ularly sensationally in the early years, as compared to a child that does
not have TV available.

But then the problem switches. The heavy viewer in high school
or college, tends to be not as bright, tends not to be the kind of person
who goes ahead into the professions and so forth.

Somewhere we are losmg, because it seems to me television should
be similar to books. There ought to be enough stimulating intellectual
fare at all times, to be useful to all ages. And I think this is where
there is a great deal to be done, professional uses of television.

And this is the other reason I think we need a shared approach
to trying to do something about it, and look at violence on TV as
part of a larger context.

Senator BARER. I will ask only one other series of questions and
then thank you very much for your enlightening testimony. I think
very clearly the information you have given us is useful. And just.
as clearly a unanimous report issued by any group on this complicated
subject will necesurily be incomplete and tentative. And that by
becoming less than unanimous, you can be more precise, but probably
more speculative at the same time.

By limiting ourselves to that central area where we can probably
be unanimous in our views of the casual relationship between violence
and behavior, can you recommend any particular action on the part
of the Congress, the administrative agencies, or the networks, by way
of law or regulation?

Dr. STEINFELn. Well, Senator, I would be getting out of my field
if I moved into any specific recommendations. I think once the scien-
tific community establishes a relationship and gets as specific as it
can about some of the phenomena that occur, then it seems to me we
turn to regulatory bodies, perhaps those who write broadcasters and
other groups.

So T don't, I would not feel competent to make specific recom-
mendations other than those broad guidelines I indicated earlier.
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Senator BARER. I agree with you, Doctor, that it is primarily the
function of this subcommittee to translate your scientific advice and
observations into legislative language, if any. And it is the function
of the administrative agencies, in this case, the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, to hear and understand the best scientific opinion
and translate it into policy. But I hope you will forgive me for won-
dering if this distinguished scientist who appears before us could ven-
ture an estimate of any particular action that should be undertaken,
other than, as I understand it, watching television with your children
which might be classified as unconstitutional, cruel, and inhuman
conduct.

Dr. STEMPEL% Well, there were a broad range of suggestions which
include setting up a foundation to monitor and publish the violence
ratings and other ratingv on TV and much more aggressive interpreta-
tion or utilization of the code, timing, looking at independent stations,
consideration by those who purchase time, the advertisers, looking at
TV specifically to see if violence is used as punctuation or to gpt people
back after the commercials, rather than being needed for a particular
story. There are a lot of things, I think.

Senator BARER. I will conclude now, with apologies to the committee
and to you for taking so much time, with this one thought. I wonder if
it might be productive to study the effects of emotional violence as dis-
tinguished from physical violence and see if there is a correlation.
Does physical violence create emotional trauma

Dr. STEMPEL% I think that television has absolutely a great deal to
do with both the emotional development of our children and the fact
that we will accept certain kinds of action, because we become inured
to them by watching these things on TV. So I think this is extremely
important.

:SORROW BAKER. Thank you.
Senator PASTORE. Senator Stevens.
Senator STEVENS. Could you tell me, won't this rating system have

an adverse impact I I think we are all familiar with the ratings on
movies, and it seems to be almost the thing to do to advertise that it has
been ratedgive it the worst rating and you bave the longest lines
waiting to get into the movie house. Wouldn't it work adversely as far
as children are concerned, if we tell them this is the most violent thing
you can watch today, aren't they going to turn it on?

Dr. SPETNFELn. I think that is conceivable. I think the long-run
effects, Senator Stevens, might be to have the writers, producers, net-
works, stations, and advertisers much more aware of what it is they
are writing. producing, buying, and showing, and it would, it seems
to me. be very useful to the Congress to know whether a particular
netmork or station or advertiser or producer is producing extremely
violent progrfuns. I think it could have a. salutary effect. It. seems to
me if we look at the report as a building block, that there will be addi-
tional information developed and if we look at Nyhat we do as a.
proems rather than an end in itself, continually modifying it, perhaps
we may find it. useful, as you suggest, it. may be comter-produc-
tive. But. at. the moment, we don't really have a, system for determin-
ing longitudinally what has been happening (?n TV. Even the ratings
we have are based on intensive studies of single weeks of network
programing in the fall of a particular year.
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I should point out that rather than have somebody view these after
the fact, one could require that theproducer of a particular pmgraan
follow the guidelines and rate it prior to the thne it is actually shown.

Senator Sl'EVENS, That is what I mean. If you rate it prior to the
time it is shown, I am sure that most people will look at it and say,
"Well, this ought to be a good one; I will turn this one on." You indi-
cate that ratings produce violence; I would say the other way amund;
the more violent programs, the higher the rating under the ourrent
system. It is just like the pornography movies; strangely enough,
they are the ones that are making the money. You can say that is bad,
but it just means to me that. that is what the people want to see,
unfortunately.

Dr. STE iiirittn. I am out. of my field, certainly, in that. area, too.
But it is my undershulding that they are falling on hard times in
the pornography business in this country and certainly in Denmark,
it luts come out of season with the tourist& But what. you say is abso-
lutely true; we don't. know, and this is a suggestion that I thmk bears
exploration. It may be one that you would reject.. But I think one
could explore it. somewhat further and try to determine what utilitT
it might have, not only to parents. but to the whole stream of people I
mentioned, including the regulatory bodies.

Senator STEVENS, Does this report cover the sports coverage by Tv ?
Dr. Sworrimn. Sports and news programs were not examined. The

report looked at. the entertainment. progkrams only. The committee
discussed whether or not they should review news programing and
felt they would be infringing, moving into the First Amendment. area,
and they decided they would rather not do that. I should say also
that the committee itself made no recommendations because in its
charge to the committee, Secretary Robert Finch indiented he wanted
them, in line with Senator Pastore's letter, to try to establish whether
or not there was a causal relationship between rV violence and sub-
sequent antisocial beliavior, but not. to make recommendations. sine('
HEW has no regulatory resonsibility, nor does it seek any, in this
area.

Senator STEVENS. Was there any similar study of the relationship of
violence in movies in the thirties to the behavior of the generation of
that time?

Dr. Spsixrzr.n. There have been repeated studies of violence in the
movies 811(1 elsewhere, and in fact one of the, or several of the studies
here looked at news magazines, newspapers, radio, as well as TV, in
terms of coverage to sea what proportion was given over to violence.
There is no question that violence occurs in our daily lives and there
is no question that in growing up children must learn both how to
handle aggre.ssion and when to be aggressive. So there is a positive
aspect to v mimic% and learning aggressive behavior. Not. antisocial, but
aggressive behavior. And it is in this whole. complex matrix that we
have got. to, it. seems to me, try to weave a more pro-social material into
our TV programs and less antisocial material.

Senator SmExs. I share Senator Cannon's comment. and hope that
there will be some recommendations forthcoming as to how we might
do that. It. would seem to me that we are going into a. very delicate field
if we are to begin to somehow censor the programming on television.
We aro about in the same place we were when we started banning
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advertising of smoking on radio and TV, and the net result is increased
advertising in other media that we cannot control because of the First
Amendment, If it is right, it is right If it is wrong, it is wrong. lint it
seem to tne there is a question of governmental effectiveness in the
total field and I am not certain that we can bring about any effective-
ness in this total field.

Mr. STEtxrxto. Senator Stevens, I certainly don't think the govern-
ment. ought to censor TV programming, I think the next step is to hear
what the FCC recomendations are and what the networks propose to
do voluntarily., what the foundations may propose. I think there are
many things that can be done, far short of- censorship that would be
useful.

Seimtor STEVENS. Did you explore the Public Broadcasting System
and the effect of any of their programming as a counter-balance to
violent. programming on the networks

Dr. STEMPEL% Their programming is the kind that we would like
to see more of, certainly, because there are pro-social programs which
aro quite effective on public broadcasting.

Senator *mums. I think I have seen some pretty violent programs
on public broadcasting, too. That is why I asked the question.

Dr. STEIN PEW. I think there is a place for violence when it is ap-
propriate. lint I think it would be a very bland world and unreal
if we banned violence from the TV screens and had our children really
liv hit in what. would be a never-never land, at least when they watched
television. So I wouldn't propose that. either.

Seimtor STEvExs. Are you suggesting that we should become me.
television set. families again so that the children will watch what we
watch, or we have to watch what they watch ?

Dr. STEM PEW. No, sir; and I am also not suggesting a plaque, "The
Surgeon General has determined that watching television is harmful
to .your health," or something. I won't suggest. that, either.

Senator STEVE NI4. Thank you.
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, I had one other matter on "X" rated

or "R" rated movies. When I was questioning the Surgeon General. I
meant to ask you. Mr. Chairman. if I might include as a part of the
record, a letter from Dr. Charles A. Trentham, of the Southern Bap-
tist. Convention, a resolution adopted by the Clwistian Life Commis-
sion, and a. briefing paper and other items in connection with that
resolut ion.

Senator PASTORK. At the conclusion of the Surgeon General's testi-
mony. yes. I think that is a contribution to the record. Matter referred
to a pi Wars at pp. -10-43.

Senator Cook?
slenator Coou. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Doctor, what. bothers

me is that you said there really should not be any recommendations
coining forth from you, but yet here are five volumes and the report
that was made to you. I tun told that. it cost. somewhere in the vicinity
of $2, million to have this study made. If. in fact, the government is
going to select. a committee and if. in fact, we are going to spend $2
million of the people's money Of this country and not come up with
reconunendations. even if they tire recommendathms that. we sit down
with the networks and try to work out a system. are we really doing
Our job?
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Dr. &talon% I believe, Senator, you will have recommendations
by the time you finish the hearings. I don't think there is any ques-tion about that.

Senator Coox. But we are going to have to come up with the recom-
mendations based on these five volumes, not the committee that re-
quested them, not the committee that had all of the meetings, or that
mulled over all of the reports as they came in. This is where the field
of advice is. We are getting this &Id of advice as we run back and
forth to vote on an amendment on a bill that is pending. Whether we
can get to another committee hearing; in another hour, we are going to
catch as catch can. That wasn't the basis on which) I hope, all of these
five volumes were prepared.

Dr. Suorwrow. I think-4 don't have Secretary Finch's original
letter to the committee with me, but he specifically enjoined the com-
mittee from making recommendations as a committee. And HBW has
a responsibility, certainly, foe the education of the citizens of this
country and for the mental health of the citizens of this country. But
I do think it would be inappropriate if we began making recom-mendations that more appropriately would come from the FCC. It
is my understanding that Chairman Burch, having read these reports
and discussed them with his staff, will be making recommendations
as I think is appropriate for him to make.

Senator CooK. As Surgeon General of the United States and the
chief health officer, do you think this has an adverse health effect,
mentally, physically, on the people of this country, and the children
of this country ?

Dr. STEMPEL% I would go back to the carefully phrased language
of the committee, and say yes, for certain subgroups in certain con-texts.

Senator Com. Do you wish to give up that authority to the Federal
Communications Commission to make that determination and tell you
how you should look after their health ?

Dr. STEMPEL% No; I don't think I have given up any authority
Senator Cook. I think I have tried to do the Job that I am supposed
to do without intruding in another area.

Senator Com. Let me say to vou., I am not sure that in regard to
making these recommendations, that basically you may not have any
of that authority. But I am just wondering whether you feel com-
pelled to make them if this report has been this extensive and costthis nmeh money, that we then throw it in front of the committee
and say, BOW you asked for itt you do as vou please. You sea, I amsitting here with a kind of grm on my him and I think you know
wily. I come from a, State that orows more burley tobacco than anyother State in the country and I am not sitting with the industry
'NO worked with a couple of years ao:o which told us how to handle
advertising, and told us how we hatCeto prolong this great loss of
revenue, how we had to solve these problems and now they are in
trouble. T don't think there is any major tobacco manufacturer in
t he country that will come to their aid or assistance. I am just wonder-
ing whether you are going to do the same thing to them that you did
to the tobacco industry and that is if you set up a committee to make
a subjective or objective report to the Congress every year on violence
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on television, that that is going to be the saint committee that is going

to monitor violence,
Because I think if this is the case, then I don't think Congress is

going to got a very overview.
Dr. &sorrow. ell, I think what ulthnately will come, of course,

you will determine as a result of the restof the hearing--
Senator PASTOR% Would the Senator yield for a moment s I think

I should give the predicate for all of this, because I am the one who

wrote the letter. This matter of violence on television has been a
matter of concern to this committee for a long Cue. We also realised
the limitations on us because of the first amendment, and because
of the Communications Act of 1984, prohibiting censorship. We were
very smith) on that.. The question arose because of the conflict within
our society as to whether or not violence on television did or did not
affect children. I felt the time had come to make a scientific study

so that we could determine scientifically whether or not it did. Ancl
that is where this all started. And that is the point where we are
now.

Now en this question of recommendations, there may be several

avenues open to us. I don't think we ought to explore them with the
first witness I think we ought to listen to all of the witnesses, all
of the agencies; we can call any of them back if we wish. It might
be by persuading the industry ; it might have to be through some agree-
ment and negotiation with reference to some impartial agency that
would give a violence rating to programs. Before a, program was

ishown, it would be previewed with the consent of the ndustryas
they have done in the movie industry independently and a rating
given it.

All of this is a little bit in the future. But I want it clearly un-
derstood that while this did cost a lot of money, it is the first time
in this partic.dar area that such a scientific study has been made. I
would hope that it will achieve a productive result.

Senator Com Mr. Chairman, let me make it clear. I think you are
exactly right. I think it will reach a productive result. Relative to
the remarks you have just make, let me say first of all I don't see
how you can utilize the rather nice word preview of programs and
not consider that if one previews a program before it goes on, that
that doesn't constitute censotship. When we talk about violence, Mr.
Chairman, on television, I wish 411 of a sudden that we would not
come up with a far-reaching indictment that this is the first time
this has occurred. I remember as a youngster every Saturday after-
noon the Lone Rangrer was always on the edge of that precipice and
you had to come back next Saturday and that meant you had to
come back to the matinee the next Saturday or the next Saturday.
Tarzan was always ready to swim into all of the alligators or someone
was ready to shoot somebody running down the mountain side and
that was several, several, several years ago.

Senator PASTORE. That is right. I don't question that. I have seen
some of those pictures myself.

Senator Coon. And relative to the doctor's remarks, I might say
that you didn't want to get. into news programs because of the first
amendment, I can only say to you that somebody said to me on a
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Sunday morning, "Did you see the Minnesota-Ohio State basketball
game yesterday ?" I didn't have to see it. I saw that series of films so
many times thereafter in the weeks after the fight in the Minnesota-
Ohio State basketball game that it even got so good that one good
sports announcer finally said, "Now, hold it right them because the
next one is where the knee to the groin is going to be and I want you
to watch it." Maybe it won't take too nmch to find out who that sports-
caster was.

The point I am trying to make is here was a film that was taken
and it was utilized at least for 10 days or two weeks, and it wasn't be-
cause they wanted to show whether Minnesota beat Ohio State; as a
matter of fact, they don't show much of the game, they didn't show any
of it.

So I can only say to you that I think this is a problem that it is all
right, maybe, that you didn't take it into consideration in your report,
but it may be all right for this committee to take up, but I must say to
you only on the basis that this committee sit down with a major in-
dustry in this country and say, "Hey, we have problems and we need
your help." And I would rather put it on this basis, Doctor, than put
it on the basis you did a short time ago when you said maybe we ought
to advise them of the authority of the FCC, and maybe we ought to
advise them of what this or that institution can do. Because I must con-
fess to you, I think that is kind of a backhanded threat and if we are
going to threaten anybodT, maybe it ought to be out in front where
anybody can take a look at it and see it.

br. STEINFELD. I tried to preface my remarks by saying that I think
whatever is done should be done in a cooperative way with industry,
working with the government, volunteer groups and citizen groups. I
would hope t.l.at this is the way. But it does seem to me that so far we
have not. been successful, that is the industry has not really reduced the
level of violence on television and the industry has not come up with
a large number of orograms designed to induce prosocial behavior in
children. I think this is where we are now and I think this is what your
committee in sitting down with the industry will work toward correct-
ing.

Senator COOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senptor PASTORE. Any further questions ?
We want to thank you very much. And I would hope that somehow

you can continue your interests in these hearings. I don't know how
much time you can devote to it, but I would hope you will follow the
record and if there is anything further you want to add, Doctor, we
would appreciate it very much.

Dr. STEINFEW. Thank you, Senator. I think Dr. Rubinstein is here.
Senator PASTOM Yes, we will hear from him now.
(The documents referred to follow : )

FIRST BAPTIST CHM IT.
Kaa.rrIlk., Tenn., March 10, 1972.

Senator IIIIWAnn II. BAKER. Jr..
New Renate Office Building,
Waxhington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BARER : As Chairman of the Christ-nal Life Commission of the
Southern Baptist Convention. I would like to slm re with you the deep concern
of our Commission that something he done to prevent the showing of X-rated
movies on public television. Since the CBS Television Network amunmod the
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showing of "The Damned," a previously X-rated movie, there have been miter.
Ong letters protesthig the entrance into our homes of this kind of movie.

Knowing you as I do, I felt that you would be an excellent champion for
protecting the public interest by opposing morally offensive movies on television.
I am enclosing a copy of our aetion in our Advisory Committee meeting on
March 3, 1972 and other materials that may be helpful.

Wishing you all the best, I am
As ever,

Enclosure.
CHARLES .k. TRENTHAM,

FROM THE SEC EXP.:M.7TM COMMITTEE : EESOLVIION No, 5

Wheream the Columbia Broadcasting System has announced the purchase
of a large number of X and it-rated movies for imminent showing on late night
television, and

Whereas the invasion of America's homes with profanity, vulgarity, adultery,
incest, homosexuality, ehild molestation, nudity, and sadism represents a moral
ehallenge of major proportions : Therefore be it

RePolved, That the Executive Committee of the Southern Baptist Convention
hereby earnestly beseeches the Columbia Broadcasting System authorities and
those of the other television networks to exercise moral vision and leadership
in promptly reversing their decision to show these highly objectionable films

on television and that Southern Baptists are hereby called on to support he

CBS if it moves to reverse this decision ; end be it further
Resolrrti. That we request the Christian Life Commission to give attention

to this matter of concern to Baptists and other Christians, and to take all
appropriate steps for hnplementution. including the possibility of legal action,

BRIEFINO ON MAIN FACTS RELATED TO TELEVISION &ROWING OF OFFENSIVE
MOVIES

(By roy Valentine)

In the package of Mms were 167 movies which CBS purchased for showing on

late night television,
Only one of the 167, according to Mr. Tom Swafford. raS Vice President for

Program Practices, was previously X-Rated : and it was cut some to clean it up
some and shorten it some for television showing.

Although this movie. "The Damned," was the only one of the 197 package
that had been iwevionsly X-Rated. CBS chose to show it at the front eed of
the package rather than in the middle or near the end. It was chosen to lend off
the third week in the series.

Many CBS affiliates elected not to show the film which they considered sell
offensive even after editing.

Mae of the remaining' 108 films were R-Rated : and of these. five have been re-

jected by CBS and, according to Mr. Swofford, the other four have not yet. been

previewed.
Avermling to what we have been told. thoutrh no list of the 167 films has been

provided even though it has been n;ittested. it now appears that the resolution
was in error in saying that "a large number of X and R-Rated Movies" have been
purchased for imminent showing on late night television.

CBS npnarently has the option of rejecting fl,ms it considers unsuitable.
Local CBS affiliates c'early have the right to accept or reject such materials.
The resjMnse of infirally Sensitive people last week seems to us to bare hnd

some signifienut impiWt on both networks and local Wevisbm stations.

A CALL FOR ACTION AOMYST MORALLY OFFENSIVE MOVIES oN TELEVisioN

(Adopted by the Christian Life Commission's Advisory Committee,
March 3. 1972)

Fleet. the Colmnbia Broadcasting System has broken a barrier by releasing
for the first time for showing on te'evision nn edited version of "The Damned."

previ,ats'y X-rnted movte. then. is humftwnt danger that offen.dve movies
1111y now ho chnunit'led frowtently American htlOWSL This danger is
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recognized by many who are concerned about the moral climate of our nationincluding CBS affiliate \MY in Charlotte, North Carolina which refused toshow "The Damned" and said in a televised editorial on February 28 and 20"The CBS Televis.on Network has undertaken to remove the very worst partsfrom the film, but enough remains to make the picture thoroughly unfit for homeviewing . . X-rated movies even partially cleaned up, are not the sort of thingthat young people should be watching,"
Programs which degrade sex, glorify violence, and deny moral decency haveno place on the airwaves which belong to the people or in our homes whichbelong to God. We endorse network programing which provides wholesome en-tertainment. and we vigorously oppose programing which undermines moralstandards without which no nation can long endure.
We call on Southern Baptists, and others concerned about television programingas well, to write to express appreciation to networks and sponsors for pro-grams that are morally wholesome. We further urge the writing of letters andthe exercise of selective buying to resist the showing of offensive movies onthe television screen.
We als0 petition U.S. Senator John Pastore, chairman of the senate subcom-mittee on comnmnications, to eonduct a hearing to investigate the showing ofmorally offensive movies on television, and we request that the Christian LifeCommission be given the opportunity to present testimony against the showingof these movies on the public airwaves.
We call on the Federal 03mmunications Commission to do its duty to protectthe public interest by prohibiting any television network's distribution of mor-ally offensive movies.
We ask agencies that are Christian Life Commission counterparts in otherdenominations to join in opposition to offensive programing by enlisting theirmembers to express themselves through letter writing and selective buyingpractices.
We declare ourselves in favor of a congressional bill to prohibit the show-ing of X and R-rated movies on television, and we pledge ourselves to work tosecure its passage.
We call on state Christian Life Commission members and other interestedindividuals to communicate with local sponsors of offensive television moviesto ask them to stop supporting such programs, and, if the sponsors refuae, topublish the names of these offending companies in newspaper ads.

TV's nun X-RATED MOVIE GETS LATE-STIGHT TIIIE SLOT

(By Jerry Parker)
The day when an X-rated motion picture would find its way, via television,into the living rooms of Mr. and Mrs. Middle America was bound to come sooneror later ; and now it is to happen very soon, indeed.
"The Damned," Luchino Visconti's critically acclaimed 1970 film about thedownfall of a mighty German munitions family, is a part of the 107-fihn packagethe Columbia Broadcasting System has purchased for its late show, which willreplace Mery Griffin Monday. "The Damned" is seheduled to be shown Feb. 28.Many television and movie insiders will be watching with interest to see howtelevision's relatively prudish moral code will be stretehed to accommodate "Theihmmed," with its elements of transvestism, incest, homosexual orgy, child moles-tation. and nudity.
As one observer noted : "Only a few years ago, they woAdn't have even shownthe title on the screen. It would have been 'CBS presents Luchino Vlsconti's'The Bleeped.' "
"The Damned" that television viewers will see has been shortened by 25 min-utes from the original 150-minute film. Most or the cuts, though, were made forlength rather than content.
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"There was only one explicit scenethe incest sequencewhich caused the
film to get an X (no one under 17 admitted) in the first place," a Warner Brothers
spokesman, Ed Biter, said. "The massacre sequence also had to be trimmed to
eliminate some of the violence."

Norman Nelson, the director of program practices for CBS (he does not like
to be called the censor), watched a screening of the expurgated "Damned" and
gave the go-ahead for the film to lead off the late show's third week.

Nelson already had approved for network showing "The Strawberry State-
ment," the MGM version of a campus rebellion which was rated R (no one under
17 admitted unless accompanied by parent of guardian) when it was reltssed in
1970.

Probably the second most eyebrow-raising film in the package, "Strawberry"
contained some nudity and a smattering of the strong language youthful revolu-
tionaries have been known to employ. "We can make it work," said Nelson. "No
big problem."

Other films in the package deal with delicate nmttersclerical celibacy in
"The Priest's Wife" ; lesbianism in "Night of the WHIM," and there is a homo-
sexual vampire in Roman Polanski's "The Fearless Vampire Killers," starring
Sharon Tate.

"Overall, we know the rules hre going to be liberalized," Nelson said. "People
are more broad-minded than they were just a few years ago, and these movies
will be shown at 11 :30 p.m. instead of in prime time."

"We don't have to be so concerned about protecting childen on late-night pro-
grams," Nelson said. "Parents who allow their children to watch television at
midnight have to bear some of that responsibility themselves."

WBT, WBTV AMFM EDITORIAL

TV x X=0

BROADCAST DATE; P.M. FEBRUARY 28, 1972; A.M. FEBRUARY 29, 1972

If adults want to pay their money to see an Xrated movie in tv theater, that's
their business. But it is wrong, we believe, to thrust such movies into the homes
of television viewers. It is even worse to expose children and teenagers to scenes
of depravity which they are quite rightly barred from viewing in theaters.

This is why our company has rejected the showing on WBTV of the CBS Late
Show film. "The Damned." This film, when shown in theaters, was rated Xfor
very good reasons. For although it may be a valid fictional treatment of German
life under the Nazis, it also deals at considerable length with sex and sexual de-
viation in its most sordid forms. True, the CBS Television Network has under-
taken to remove the very worst parts from the film, but enough remains to make
the pieture thoroughly unfit for home viewing.

Someone may ask : What harm can the film do, aired at 11 :80 at night?" Plenty.
Surveys show that 14% of the persons who watch these Late Shows on WBTV
are under 18 years of age. Four percent are actually 12 years old or less. And
X-rated movies, even partially cleaned up, are not the sort of thing that young
people should be watching.

This station believes CBS had no business scheduling an X-rated film in the
first place. Theaters, of course, have control over those to whom they sell tickets
ami refuse to admit those under 18 for X-rated movies. Television has no box-
office, and thus has no way of controlling the age of those who watch at home.

This company, then. will not risk contributing to the lowering of moral stand-
ards by airing X-rated moviesedited or uneditedover its facilities.

Invitation to respond has been sent to :
Mr. Robert D. Wood, President, OBS Television Network.

Senator PASTORE. Dr. Rubinstein, would you like to be accompanied
by the members of the advisory conunittee

70- lis4-72--- 4
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STATEMENT OP DR. ELI RUBINSTEIN, VICE CHAIRMAN, WIEN-
TIPIO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION AND SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. HAROLD MENDELSOHN,
PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OP MASS COMMU-
NICATIONS, UNIVERSITY OF DaINVER; DR. CHARLES A. PINDER-
HUGHES, M.D., PROFESSOR PSYCHIATRY, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OP MEDICINE; DR, JOSEPH T. KLAPPER, DIRECTOR OP
SOCIAL RESEARCH, COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.;
DR, THOMAS E. COFFIN, VICE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE OP RE-
SEARCH, NBC; DR. ALBERTA E. SIEGEL, PROFESSOR OP PSY-
CHOLOGY, STANFORD UNIVERSITY; DR. ITHIEL DE BOLA POOL.
PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, MASSACHUSETTS INSTI-
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY; AND DR. IRA H. OMR, THE GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. Runizorrmr. Those who are here may come up.
Senator PAsTon. If there are any members of the advisory com-

mittee present, they are welcome to come forward.
First of all, I want to thank you all for your cooperation. It is a

pleasure to have you here.
We are. very, very much interested, of course. in what you have f

say. I thought. that. Dr. Steinfeld should speak first. so you would be
in a better txisition to make your own observation to the committee.

The Chair will recognize Dr. Eli ItubMstein. At any point if any-
one feels he or she can make a contribution, just interrupt., but identity
yourselves as you do so.

Doctor, this is what I would like to know, and I hope that at. some-
time in your presentation you will explain it., just how did you get.
mund to writing the 279-pagv. report.? I mean how was that done?
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. All right.. I have a very brief comnwnt to make,

and thcn I will try to answer your question, if I may, Senator.
As you know, it has been my privilege to have been closely affiliated

with this research program since its very inception exactly three years
ago.

In that period of time. I believe we have accomplished a great. deal.
The five volumes of research just. published add 60 new technical
reports to the scientific literature in the area of television and social
behavior. That. number becomes even more significant when you realize
that. the annotated bibliography we published last. year had a total
of less than 300 citations. With this program, we have increased the
imblislied literature by approximately 20 percent.. I believe these
studies will provide a major stimulus to additional researeh in this
field.

Atore importantly, the scientific advisory committee has fikd. as
was already said, a unanimous report interpreting that. extensive body
of research. I want to stress the word interpreted, because the com-
mittee very carefully weighed all of the evidence and looked beyond
the datil and conclusions of the ituli v idua I. researchers in formulating
:aid writing the report. Where that. committee report. may differ w him
the opinions and conclusions of the individual researci,ers, it does
Fo after careful consideration of the baste research findings.
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In an arm as complex as this me On television and social behavior.
there can be honest differences of opinion about. the data. I r'Iould
edd that considering the total btxly of data, the general conclusions
of the Committee and the varions researehers do not Mee as much
as sonw of the recent publicity about. the committee report may seem
to suggest.

I would also like to add that in my opinion, this committee has
worked as conscientiously and as hard as any committee 1 have
ee known. It is one of the few eonunittees I have bepn privileged
to serve on where every single mentber has made a. significant contri-
bution to the work of the committee and committee report.

Today we have with us seven members of the committee. They are
here as individuals. shwe the Surgeon General's committee has been
terminated upon the completion of its official task on Deeember 31,
1971. Ilowever, they are here at. your request, Senator Pastore, and they
are prepared to make their hull vidual statements.

Tlmse that are here are Dr. Pool, Dr. Mapper, Dr. Siegel, Dr.
Pinderhughes, Dr. ("isin, Dr. Coffin, and I)r, Mendelsohn. 1 think they
might make their statements in that order, and we can call them
again in that order.

Before Dr. Pool makes his statement, I would like to say that Miss
Omwake, another member of the committee, had hoped to be here,
but had an unfortunate automobile accident last Friday, and sends
her regrets as being unable to attend.

Also I believe Dr. Anthony E. Wallace has sent you a letter indicat-
ing he cannot attend, and including some comments which yt?u may
wish for me to read now, or Lott into the record later. I think. it is an
important. letter, because of Dr. Wallace's eminent position in his
own field. He is a professor of anthropology and presently the presi .
dent of the American Anthropological Association,

Somtor PASTORE. I have the letter before me. It is dated March 13,
and it will be inserted in the record.2

Dr. littinforrmx. Ti4ank you, Senator. If I nmy very briefly try to
respond to your original question

Senator PAsTom.... Yes, if you will, please.
Dr. Hum NSTE1 N. As I think is perfectly apparent now from the

diwur.sion here, and in previous testImony that was given and progress
reports of this particular research, it has been long and complex and
son let mines di ffieul t. area to investigate. .

I think it is important (..o distinguish the manner in which the re-
search studies themselves were sponsored and stimulated, and the
manlier in which the committee itself functioned.

As you know, the individual research studies were supported, stimu-
lated, sought for from a variety of researchers in the field, all of the
researchers who did research tor us were given complete scientific
freedom and independence to do the work as they saw fit. And that Mn-
tin ue(, as I )r. Stemfeld indicated, throughout tile entire effort. AP that
work came to us, the committee then very carefully examined each of
the individual reports.

On some occasions, some of the researchers actually came and met
wit it I he committee to explain how they viewed the prcgress of their

Thv 1.11 rr rvft.rred It amwars at p.
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individual pieces of research, what they intended to do if they came
early in the game, what they found if they came later on in the de-
velopment of their study.

During all of this time, the committee continued to examine the total
issue at a number of meeting; at which they discussed both the ninety
of research undertaken, and the manner in which they were trying to
write the report. As you know, there was a full-time staff made avail-
able to the committee from the National Institute of Mental Health,
and I served as the vice chairman of the Advisory Committee, and also
as the senior coordinator of all of the research that was accomplished.

The committee itself early this past summer set forth to its own taskof trying to ws...ite the report. There was some staff assistance in the
early development of the report. but ultimately this report, as it nowstands, is a result ofsome very extensive. some very intensive, and often
rather careful examination of all of the data, sometimes going back tothe individual researchers to seek an additional point about somethingthat was not completely clear in the report at that time.

The committee worked, as I indicated, very hard as a group. And Ifirmly believe that my own experience with committees makes me feelthis committee has functioned extremely well as a group, and I feel
very privileged to have been part of the operation.

The final report that you have is the result of the 12 members of thecommittee themselves.
Senator PASTORE. Let me ask you a question, Dr. Rubinstein. Youhave heard the testimony of the Stirgeon General and the conclusionhe reached as an individual, and as a doctor. Do you agree with thatconclusion ?
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. I do, sir.
Senator PASTORE. Does anyone on the Advisory Committee disagreewith it ? If you do, please identify yourself and say so.:
(No response.)
Senator PASTORE. Not hearing anything, I suppose you agree with it.Now, Dr. Rubinstein, did the members of the Advisory Committeeactually participate in the writing of the report I
Dr. RuetwErrumr. Yes, sir, they did.
Senator PASTORE. They wrote the report themselves?
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. Yes, sir, they did.
Senator PASTORE. I mean it was not a staff-written report ?
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. There were initial portions of it prepared in earlydrafts by some staff members, but the final report was written by thecommittee itself.
Senator PASTORE. Did the staff write these drafts after the meetingsheld by the committee?
Dr. 'RUBINSTEIN. Sometimes after, sometimes during.
Senator PASTORE. But the final word and the authorship is attribut-able to the members of the Advisory Committee?
Dr. RTJBINSTEIN. Every single word in the first eight chapters n fthis report was gone over word by word by all of the members of thecommittee.
Senator PASTORE. Now we have one of the most imposing group ofscientists that have ever addressed this committee, and it would bean awful shame if we allowed any one of you to go away withoutsaying something to us. So the committee would like to hear something
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from each of you. And it may be in whatever order .vou prescribe, Pr.
Rubinstein. Just identify the individual, and if fie Will give us a
little of his own background, and then proceed to tell us what he
wants to.

Dr. RUBINSTEIN. Let me repeat, Senator, that the order we have
selected, for no particular reason, is for Dr. Pool to be first, Dr.
Klapper, Dr. Siegel, Dr. Pinderhughes, Dr. Cisin, Dr. Coffin, and
Dr.-Mendelsohn. All are distinguished in their own right and hold
important positions, and I leave it to them to describe their present
affil iations.

Dr. Pool.
Dr. RM. Thank you, Senator Pastore and Dr. Rubinstein.
I am Ithiel de So la Pool. I am a professor of political sciences,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and my specialty is cominu .
nications and public opinion.

I have a statement there, Senator Pastore, that I would like to have
put in the record and I think I will not impose on you at length; I
would like to summarize it.

Senator PASTORE. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Dr. Poor,. Twelve scientists of widely different views unanimously

agreed that scientific evidence indicates that the viewing of television
violence by young people causes them to behave more aggressively.

That, in a one-sentence lead: is the significance of the Surgeon Oen-
eral's report. There are qualifications about amount, circumstances,
and the certainty of that, as of any scientific conclusion. But news
stories which focused on the qualifications rather than on the main
conclusion have turned the report on its head.

The qualifications are important and the report did the right thing
in stressing them. We who work as scientists are all too often dis-
mayed at the way a small partial finding gets blown up and distorted
in popular reporting. Someone finds that a drug reduces the incidence
of some cancers in rats and popular magazines announce a cancer
cure. We could have written a careless report and said without further
qualification that "violence on TV leads to violence in our society."
The next day people would have been misusing the report to justify
censorship and to frighten parents.

What are the qualifications to the main finding ?
One qualification concPrns certainty. How good is the evidence ?

It is pretty good, but not absolute. We described the evidence as a
convergence of different kinds of evidence all pointing the same way;
but. no one piece of evidence is very strong.

Naturally some of the scientists who did those individual pieces on
.which we relied for our conclusion feel aggrieved. Each scientist would
like to think that his study is conclusive and answers all questions.
But 12 careful scholars found various flaws in each study. (( riticism,
after all, is the heart of science.) But. the convergence of the evidence
was persmIsive, and that is what we said.

A second qualification concerns circumstances.
Obviously, not every child who watches a violeat show goes out

and commits a crime. Nor does everyone who smokes a cigarette come
down with lung cancer. That is neither a defense of smoking nor a
defense of TV violence. If any significant. nlunber of people are hurt,
it is too much.
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But if the effect mows onliv to Mlle people under some ciremu-
statICP14 thell important to identify tile eiretinistances in which the
harmful effect mews. That is what. a lot of the report is about. That
is also the area in which there is a need for a .lot more research tor
we are still much in the dark about the facilitating eircum!itances.

For example, do parental restrictions on what the didd wadies
do harm or good or some mixture of the two? We do not. know, (Iniff.ee
and McLeod tried to explore aspects of this matter, but do not clam
to have Mlle up with an answer.

Does it holp reduce adverse effects if the child understands well that
the violence 'le sees is pure fantasy Feshbach's study indicates that
the answer is "Yes," but other studies make it dear that for the first 2
or 8 ears that children watch television they are not. able to make
that distinction Iwtween fantasy and reality. So shows that may not.
bother older children confuse younger ones. The social problem is that
tlie set in the living mom is seen by lxith.

In our report we use the word predisposition to describe the state,
whatever it may be, which makes a child susceptible to adverse effects
from watching violent TV. To say that a child is predisposed is not
to say there is anything wrong with him.

Blond people are more predisposed to sunburn than those of us
whose skins are darker. Individuals differ.

ExacVly the same TV diet. will have one effect on one child and a dif-
ferent effect on another. Both kids may be perfectly healthy and nor-
mal. Our report has been misinterpreted as saying that violence on
TV does not affect normal children. We did not say that and it is not
triw. We say that TV violenm has harmful effects on predisposed
children. We do not know just what makes for this preclisposition,
but there need be nothing abnormal about it.

The report has also been misquoted as saying that these predisposed
children are a small number. We made no such statement. We said
that we do not know how large the nmnber is. It 'nay be large. It may
be small. That is an important. question that deserms further study.

This issue of numbers is a complex one. Violence on TV is not an
all or none matter.

First, the effects we are talking about are the effects of large amounts
of violence, which is what. broadcasters are offering their audience
today.

Second, the number of children affected differs according to the
kinds of effects one is talking about.

On page 10 of the report. we point out. that (1) experiments on
imitation or learning from television show that "most" children are
affected in that way, (2) experinwnts on inciting of aggressive be-
havior by television show that an indeterminately large "sonic" chil-
dren are affected in that way. and (3) correlational field studies of
long-term effects show "a small proportion of respondents" acting
that way.

Thus words "small number" appear in our report only in regard
to one of the three kinds of evidence that converge to show a causal
relationship between TV viewing and aggressive behavior. For that
kind of evidence, namely correlational field studies, it is correctly used.

While the experimental evidence of short-term effects rests upon
fairly widespread reactions, the correlations in the survey data rests
in each study on mall numbers of cases at the extreme.
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Dr. Lefkowitz has challenged that statement in our report. as it
applies to his study. Dr. Lefkowitz's study is n very important one
to which our committee gave much attention in the report, Unfortu-
nately, Dr. Lefkowites arithmetic is mistaken on this.partienlar point
as I have pointed out in a letter to him, a copy of hich I append for
the record.8

no important point is to correct the widespread impression that
our report said that TV violence adversely affects on a "small" pro-
portion of children.

What we said was that one of the three main kinds of evidence
shows a relationship only among a "small" proportion and another
kind of evidence shows it among "most." The discrepancy among the
kinds of evidence left us unable to reach a reliable conclusion on
numbers.

Whatever the numbers, if harm is being done, whether much or
little, to some children, whether few or many, it is a matter to do

something about.
Some defenders of contemporary television argue that everything

in society that does good also does harm. Cars !mike polhition as well

as providing transportation. Do violent TV programs also do some
good? Perhaps one could argue that they provide entertainment. One
could also argue that a play like Macbeth gives much of value to the
viewer along with its violence. Unfortunately, not much of what is
on the air can be defended that way.

More particularly, one major finding of our report is to rebut the
notion that TV violence as it is shown on the air today, has a so-
called catharsis effect. It has been claimed in the past that watching
TV violence might reduce aggressive behavior by the viewer because
he got it out of his system. Ten years ago one could not have rejected
that hypothesis. The evidence was not conclusive as to which way
violence affected the viewer.

Today, on the basis of scientific. research we can reject. the catharsis
hypothesis. If there. is any kind of cathartic effect at all from con-
temporary TV it is swamped by the incitement. effect.

What then should one do about the indication of harmful effects
to some children, particularly younger ones, of a. heavy diet of TV
violence.

At this point I remove my hat as a scientist and as a member of the
Surgeon General's Advisory Committee and talk as a. citizen. Too
often scientists pontificate on public policy as if their science has given
them answers when their answers come from their personal values.
So let there be no confusion: I am talking as an ordmarv citizen.

The problem is how to change the balance of what cliildren watch
without imposing censorshipwhich I as a civil libertarhul adamantly
oppose7-and without depriving viewers of the right, to enjoy the
entertainment they choose.

There are two main strategies available. The first is to produce good
shows to compete with the bad shows. The second is to raise the con-
sciousness Of parents, educators. the networks, and TV professionals
about the consequences of the present TV fare.

public broadcasting and in the future cable television increase the
variety available to the. TV viewer. But. the pro-soeial, beneficial.

3 SIP p. ftfl for the letter.
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program that tries to compete with big budget VHF sensational en-
tertainment has a double handiettp. First, it cannot use the simplest
audience-building device that exists, namely bloody sensationalism.
On top of that, the beneficial program usually has a tiny budget, so it
probably ends up not even being a very good show of its own kind.

iThere s nothing the Congress can do about the basic human frailty
that ieads _people to like sensationalism, but there is much the Con-
gress can do to provide those doing constructive programming with
the wherewithal to compete effectively for a larger share of the
audience. Doubling or trebling the funds appropriated for educational
and public television could make a real difference in the quality of
American life.

Good shows start a cumulative process that is illustrated by such.
well-financed success stories as Sesame Street or the Forsythe Saga.
When people watch a good show which catches their attention they
acquire a taste for it. They learn to appreciate that kind of thing and
their taste develops. If the public were offered two or three times as
much well done high quality material, appetites for good fare would
rise accordingly.

So increased funding of pro-social programs to compete with the
inferior material that the advertisers now fund, is my first policy
recommendation. But those in the audience who are predisposed to
more degraded material will still pick such material and be affectedby it.

If one rejects censorship, as I do, then the alternative is to keep
instructive criticism of bad programming before the eyes of parents,
teachers, and TV people.

We should not underestimate the impact of public awarAr.
people's behavior. For example, the teachings of modern psychology
have had a profound effect on how parents treat their children in
America today. Advertisers and TV professionals are no more im-
pervious to influence than are mothers. They are very sensitive to
public criticism. If mothers, educators, and Congressmen keep ex-
posing abuse of the airwaves, broadcasters will respond by changing
their programing.

One of the main values of the Surgeon General's study is influence
on public awareness. It commissioned Gerbner content analysis docu-
menting how much violence there is on TV now. It documented the
accumulating evidence of the harmful effects of extensive TV vio-
lence. Hopefully its efforts will be a start, not an end.

I would like to associate myself with a suggestion that Douglas
Cat6r will be malcing to this committee for continuous monitoring of
the amount of violence on television.

Continuing research on the effects of television on children, contin-
uing hearings like this one, continuing organization by citizen groups,
may help make this great comumnication medium an ever greater
force for good in our society.

Senator Pastore. Will you admit we are dealing with a dramatic
and dynamic phenomenon, television: it has become part of American
life. I think hardly any home is without it, regard] -ss of financial
circumstances.

As a matter of fact, I think the statistics are that it. is in about
95 percent of American homes, or maybe it is 95 percent of the people
look at TV.
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In my mind, there is a distinction here between buying a ticket
at the movie house or going out to buv a book which is in a class
by itself. Television operates in the public domain. You buy the set
and you are using the public airwaves and the people who are broad-
casting the picture and the voice are being licensed by the Government
to do so.

You can only give so many licenses and for that reason you have to
have some process of granting and reviewing licenses.

The Communications Act, however, very specifically provides that
the Federal Communications Commission cannot censor programs.

The Constitution absolutely forbids censorship.
The question I would like to ask you is this: You have to accept

American society the way it is. Not everyone is normal, not everyone
responds to the same thing the same way. Not everyone is educated.
There are some people who are dull, SOW people who are very bright;
there are some people who are retarded through no fault of their own,
and some are affected by something a little more than others.

Well now, I have always said that the television belongs to the
families of America. And a person who receives that broadcast license
has a tremendous responsibility. He can't turn around and say, "I want
to show an 'X' picture."

For instance, if he wants to show "I Am Curious Yellow" just be-
cause it is being shown in the movie house, there is a difference.

If you want to see "I Am Curious Yellow," you go down and buy
a ticket. and you go in and see it. I don't want to stop you.

But, on the other hand, I don't want. to see that being shown on TV,
because I don't think it is the right thing to do. Some people may dis-
agree with me, but that is my own point of view.

I am trying to say is, we have here a phenomenon that is rare
today and that has changed our thinking in many ftspeets.

Now, as scientists, you have got to be pretty disciplined in what
onclusions you reach, because not only mus you preserve your own

integrity, you have got to live with your opinion and you have got to
defend it, whatever the case might be.

Now, what I am asking you, Dr. Pool, is this: After all you said,
what would you say as a mrin and as a scientist, if you were sitting
in my position. Would you say that something needs to be done about
this?

Dr. Poot. Senator, I would certainly say that. As to what needs to
be done, I would rather say as a citizen than as a scientist, becau3e
that is a civic question, not a scientific question.

Senator PASTORE. That is right, and this is an element we have to
wrestle with on this coimnittce.

Would you venture as a citizen an opinion as to wlmt needs to be
done ?

Dr. Poor,. Yes, as an individual and not as a member of a scientific
committee, I certainly do have opinions on that. It seems to me there
are two main strategies available.

The first is to produce mueh more, prosocial material to put onto
the air waves than is now there, so that children and adults can find
material that will raise their tastes and will educate them to want
better material, becausc these things ttre habits. The second strategy
is to make mothers and network personnel and 'IT personnel in gen-
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era] aware of the vonsequenees that we have found have adverse effects,
bemuse neither the mothers nor the television personnel are impervi-
ous to this kind of criticism.

So I wouhl like to congratulate you. Senator Pastore, for having
set up this kind of a study and I would argue that as a number of
people ha VC almady suggested, as the Surgeon General has suggested,
and as others are going to suggest. that there is need for continuous
monitoring of the violence, so that people will realize what is going on
and will voluntarily do something about it.

Those are the two basic approaches I would take. I would hope that
Congess would be able and willing to increase the support for really
high quality and enjoyable public broadcasting, such as Sesaine Street.
by a very .large amount. because only by competition of such good
material would it become possible for TV to fulfill the role--

Senator PAsTomi. You are talking about my friend Mr. Rogers now.
Dr. Poor,. Well. T think TV has an enormous role as a medium of

commmiication to play in our society and I would like to see a great
deal more of the kind of thing that advertisers don't find it worth sup-
porting and I would hope Congress would also make possible a con-
tinuation of the kind of thing it made possible through this commit-
tee, a continuous observation of what is going on that should be
criticized.

Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman. I apologize to the committee and
especially to the panel for interrupting the orderly development of in-
dividual statements. But there is one point that ims not been covered
in oral testimony that would be of particular interest to me because
it leads to a question I want. to pose, and that is what do we do next.

But before we get to the nuestion of what do we do next, could
someone describe to me what they visualize as available and desirable
teehniques for testing i-he further effects of television or even the cor-
rective measures we may or may not try to suggest or legislate?

Now. 'toady psychology alma psychiatry and mass behavior are
relatively sehjectiye undertakings and I don.'t expect. an exact formula,
but can somebody please tell me bow we are going to go about testing
the effect of what is being dope or what is to be done ?

Senator PAsTon. Does anyone want to venture an answer on that?
Dr. Rubinstein?

IIVRTNWETN. Senator, T think that one of the most difficult
three word sentences that social scientists and other scientists can say

(10)0 know.
At this point in time, we are now sonie 20 years from the inception

of television. Had this kind of study berm done when we first began
and had the kind of recommendations that this eommittee is now
making been put into effect, m e would have behind us some 20 ycars
worth of trial and error in a variety of ways of getting indications
of what, is going on in television anif other social indicators. which as
you know is now being begun.

My personal feeling is that however we begin, it will be very crude
at first

Senator BARER. If yon will let me interrupt. that is not what T really
want to ask.

My question is how do we design the social indicators? [Tow reliable
is the sensing system ?
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111.xmaimni1ns. I tun Dr. Pinderhughes, professor of psychia-
try, Boston University School of Medicine. I don't have an answer,
but I van give a concrete example of sonwthing that. might. be available
in a short timie., for instance. This would constitute but one additional
hist iliment through which we could gain some information.

e are learning, for instance, that combat veterans, who suffer from
traumatic neurosis have a latency period before they dream at night
that was shorter than it is or it was before they developed their trau-
matic neurosis.

In other words, this might be an index.
Senator BAKBR. Has this been determined clinically V Is there an

observable fact?
Dr. PINDER-TIMM& This is an observable fact, which for instance,

can be subjected to measure and which may beit will have to be
tested morebut it may prove to bei an index of psychological
stress.

If it does prove to be, then this kind of thing, latency periods be-
fore dreaming takes place, work being done by some associates of mine,
Dr. Greenberg and Dr. Pearinmn, for instance, which then perhaps
inight indicate which children or which adults were having particular
contact which was giving them additional psychological tasks to per-
form, because it seemed dramatic.

But we are very short on such kinds of indices.
Senator BAKun. It is very encouraging to know there is some clinical

observable fact on which we might base some causal relationship.
However, to extend that to the inquiry at hand, we would have to

have some docmnentation of the amount and intensity of the child's
violent experience, would we not, in order to measure the significance
of that latency period? How would you do that I You still have a sub-
jective input in what the child had experienced.

I fow could that be translated into a useful tool for this inquiry ?
De. PINTO:RHUMB& Once again, it would require the kind of studies

with designs not unlike some of those which were done previously.
This would include controlling the nature of the subject population;
it would include controlling their life experience; it would mean con-
trolling the television diet which they were receiving.

So, there would be both groups which would be receiving contents
high in violence and those receiving contents relatively low. And then
on a. statistical basis it would be determined whether one group seemed
to show more psychological stress than the other.

Senator BAKER. Is there any other technique, any other clini-
sound approach that any member of the panel can deseribe to me

that. we might utilize other than that outlined by Dr. Pinderhughes?
Dr. STErs rim>. I think there is a general mponse, Senator Baker,

that I would like to make, and it follows what Dr. Rubinstein said.
We have had a number of meetings regarding what ought' 4.o be done;
ani there is no general agreement, but other than that, we need con-
tinuity, and we need more effort in the field. T think probably the most.
significant thing which this committee has done is to focus on the
area. We have one of many conclusions. But itov- I think rather than
stop ? we need to continue, we need to test rating systems, we need to
contnme research. But above all, we need the conthmity, because i f
we stop now, in 10 years we will be right whore we are today, we
won't have the nmterial.
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Senator BAKER. But back to the point I am trying to make how
Iwill you test these changes, test the reaction to these changes? f we

do have a rating system or if we do have late night viewing of more
violent material on TV, or any number of things we have touched on
here, who can tell me how you will test their effectiveness?

Dr. STEINTELD. I think we will have multiple research experiments
attempting to assess the results of varying types of TV fare. But I
don't think anybody can give you a finite answer at this point.

Senator BAKER. I am not after an answer yet, we will get that later.
What I am after is some inframation on what I am working with,
that is how cflicient is the sensing mechanism by which we cz.,n judge
what is done and what the cause and effect relationships itre.

Dr. PINDERMIGHES. I would like to say we have really not examined
the basic questions with more than a few available instruments. There
are a number of disciplines which have not brought their expertise to,
bear on the question, have not yet been invited, have not yet felt that
the door is open for them to enter into work in this area. I would cer-
tainly think in the on-going work that is suggested, that it have a broad:
base rather than merely continue the ratlit: narrow kinds of research
which today hove been done.

Senator BARER. In other words, we should be less concerned about
establishing an exact correlaton between violence on TV and
its effect on children, and more concerned with the general behavioral
attitudes of people as they grow up in this era. Is that a correct inter-
pretation of what you said I

Dr. PINDERHTTGRES. I am saying that, and I am saying also includ-
ing additional frames of research. There are no psychoanalytic studies,
for instance, and we have no better way of stuclying longitudinal ef-
fects on the behavior of an individual. Simply addition of studies of
this kind, while they woul4 not produce statistical results for us, would
be able to indicate in a pn-itphic way the effects on single individuals.

Senator BAKER. Withol it pursuing it too far, are you indicating that
if we had the funding and the desire, we could explore by psycho-
analytic methods the causal relationship between a set of parameters.
that would verify that TV is more or less violent and that. useful in-
formation would flow from a psychoanalytic examination of that
type ?

Dr. PINDERHITOHES. I am suggesting that is one of many additionar
approaches that have not, yet been used.

Senator BAKER. Are there any others ?
Dr. Poor,. Senator Baker, I think the 9uestion you asked is a very

important one, and I would like to break it into two questions.
There is, first of all, the question of what the trends are in our so-

ciety, and there, I think, the most crucial question is simply what are
the trends, not what is being shown. I don't think we can at every
minute try to observe the effects of everything that is shown, but once
we have established a pattern, once we 'have established at what. ages
children learn more, at what. ages they leari less, when they are ad-
versely affected, when they are helped, then I think the important
thing is to keep a good trocik. a good account of what it is that is being
shown, bemuse we know that, for example, an increase in the amount
or active violence that is being watched by very young children is go-
ing to have a very different effect ; but we don't understand Just when
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the age change comes. We don't understand at this point what is the
process by which at the very early stages a child begins to assimileite
an understanding of the meaning of this.

One of the things I think the committee is convinced of is there has
to be a lot more study of the impact of TV at the early age, and I think
we are also convinced it has to be done by continuously observing the
same children over a longperiod of time. We luive to have longitudinal
studies. We can't keep doing that all of the time. We do that to under-
stand the process.

Then when we have a better understanding of the process, then we
need a continuous monitoring of what is going out on the air. So I
make that distinction.

Senator BAKER. I understand the distinction. Do I further under-
stand, however, that it would be your recommendation that in the
future, in order to implvve the accuracy of our prediction of the
relationship between violence and conduct., that we establish a fairly
large sampling of children that we can follow continuously, and we
have an accurate sampling of violent incidents that they are exposed
to on television, and the statistical basis of this understanding will
yield a better result than we would have otherwise

Dr. Poor,. And that we find situations where we can observe this
very closely as it takes place, particularly in the early years.

Senator BAKER. The problem to my nontechnical mma, is thf.i.t you
have described a statistical model, but you have not yet described to
me any sort of clinical device or scientific basis for establishing a
relationship between the exposure to violence and aggressive conduct.
That gets back to the matter, I presume, of psychological testing,
psychoanalytical determinations, or other factors that I have desig-
noted, as sensing material. How do we find out what that relation-
ship is ?

Dr. STEINFELD. Senator Baker, it is very complex: because in our
society, we are never going to be able to isolate this. The children
going to school, they have family relationships, they have playmates,
they are exposed to books, movies, radio, and what we are going
to have to do, it seems to me, is work ever harder on it with the knowl-
edge that. we will never really be able to parcel out exactly the
signi flea nce.

I3ut I think, as Dr. Pinderhughes indicated, there are additional
disciplines who could bring knowledge to bear, but it will be awfully
hard.

Senator BAKER. At this point, I would like to pose a question for
the Surgeon General. It is a tricky question, and if you don't want
to answer it, say so, but if you havd to judge the relative impact of
violeiwe on television versus the impact of school on children in terms
of their aggressive conduct, which would you say was the more
significant ?

Dr. STEINTELn. I would have to use Dr. Rubinstein's three little
words. I really don't know. I think, though, that television starts and
is in the home long before the child goes to school. And as the Senator
said, it is either a welcome or unwelcome visitor. So it has an impact
we don't know about.

Selator PAsTon. Would the Senator .ield? To put this within
the proper context that is of the jurisdiction of this committee, it
might well be that a young:boy six years old sees his 13-year old sister
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kick the eat e...ery time she goes by the cat, he doesn't have to wait to
see it on TV to get the idea.

Senator BAKER. Tluit is a good clinical observivtion.
Senator Pmeromt. I know. But the point here is there are a lot of ele-

ments that contribute to the aggressiveness of a child. What we are
tryins to explore here is, is there a contributing factor on the part of
television, and what do we do about. it. You have to narrow it down.
T realize a lot of children become aggressive that never looked at tele-
vision. As a matter of fact, the five-cent show being talked about by
Senator Cook, I understaiul that. There are a lot of things that affect a
chihlthe home envirohment, the school environment, his Peers. Butthe question here isdoes violence on television have an effect on his
behavior. That is the question here.

And if it. does, what are we going to do about that.1 That is the ques-
tion within the jurisdiction of this committee.

Senator BARE% But my concern is the logical extension of that
question, Mr. Chairman. It we find what the cause and effect relation-
Ships are, the fact that it is estimated that. a child, by the time be
graduates from high school, has had 11000 hours of schooling, and
14,0(X) hours of television, it seems to me justifies an examination of the
proportionate contributions of each one.

Dr. Memlelsohn bad a comment, I believe.
Dr. MENDELSOIIN. I am Harold Mendelsohn, professor of mass com-

munication, University of Denver.
I simply want to underline what the Senators have just been saying,

namely, that the complexity of the question relates to our understand-
ing of wlmt is aggression, what is an aggressive child, to begin with,
and second, what is the contributory factor or exposure to television
versus other kinds of experiences.

It seems to me we know very little about the process to begin with
of the child, and unless we have that. frame of reference first, we can-
not really address ourselves to the speeific weighting of any one par-
ticular kind of experience, even if it occurs over time.

Senator BAKER. Thank von very much, Doctor.
May I conclude, Mr. Chairman, by simply saying T don't. mean the

range of the questions I put to the panel, nor the intensity of my in-
terests to imply that I disagree with your conclusions. I do not.

am simply trying to test the reliability of the factual data, the
clinical observations, or the hypotheses that are advanced.

agree, as a matter of fact, that. these studies and your evaluation
of them do indicate that the time is at hand to do something. I confess
I don't. know whot. But I also susrgest that there is a great deal yet to
be done, and we don't quite yet. have a clear view of how to go about
doing it.

So, I believe as much needs to be done to establish moans operandi
as to reach an early conclusion on what the evaluation might be.

I apologize for imposing on the committee's time.
l'Awron. 7)0,11. polOgiZe, it. was a fine contribution.

Dr. RUBENSTEIN. Senator Pastore, T think we are going to then ask
Dr. Klapper and Dr. Siegel to make a statement.

1 )r. Klapper?
Dr. KLAPPIM Mr. Chairman, gentlemen. I am oseph Klapper, the

director of social research, Columbia Broadcasting System. It has
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been my privilege to be a member of this committee, and I have also
been a member of other committees aml commission& end I would like
to underline Dr. Rubinstein's statements about the hard work and
something he did not say, the, what I thought, smoothness with which
this committee functioned, with whit:, it approached its task, and
with which it came to its conclusions.

I have a few remarks to make. I don't. have a prepared statement, but
I do have a few thoughts in my head.

The statement has made several times about the establishment ef
nasal reltaionship and Dr. Steinfield read several sections from the
report which is called preliminary and tentative indications of the
causal relationship. I would like to speak to that for a moment.

There are certainly indications of a causal relationship. I would like
to repeat a little bit of what. Dr. Pool said.

We have three types of evidence before us. really. We have widence
that in laboratory situations children, given the opportunity to do so,
will mimic aggressive behavior. We have evidence that, in labora-
tory conditions, given the opportunity to do so, some children are being
held by television, or at least after seeing some aggressive television,
will engage in certain types of aggressive beluwior.

Now, these pieces of aggressive behavior are relatively limited.
They are essentially play behavior. They are aggressive. but they are
essentially play behavior.

Then we come to studies which go into correlations of these what
people de in real life and there we find the relationship. We are talk-
mg now about. really serious antisocial aggresQion. There we find the
relationship more uncertain, although again there are indications.

So, what. I want to say is, there certainly are indications. And I
think that. it. is because a these three different, types of evidence that
the preliminary and tentative surrounded that terminology and should
have surrounded the terminology.

Now. I too have thought. about what might be done in this situation
and some of the statements that have been made in the report really
put. one in a quandry when one tries to think ef what should be done
about it, not in terms of what. is legal or not legal, what does or dons
not violate the first amendment. But just what are you going to do.

1 would point out. for example. that the report indicates that a
modest reductim in violence, what would be the effect of this? Nobody
at the moment knows.

For one thing, people might go, people probably would go and
seek out violence elsewhere.

The total elimination ef violence has never been seriously con-
sidered as a viable alternative by any reputable group or body or
whatever.

Another point that is made in the report is that the sheer amount
of violence may not be as important as the way in which it is por-
trayed. Bitt, es the report says in those words that Dr. Rubinstein
mentioned, nobody knows how it should bP portroyed, which makes
it very difficult.

What then can one do under these circumstances?
r have three thoughts in mind, and 1 would like to say that two

of the three thourlits are essentially well intentioned guesses, the other
OM is based on research.
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The first of those three thoughts hasn't anythinix whatever to do
with programing. It is more a kind of general backup safeguard
that has been mentioned in one wtty or another by several people

i'already, and that is that I think it is mportant to somehow provide
for and encourage the development of greatly increased parent-child
communication.

I am not now talking exclusively about parents talking to their
children about what is going to be on next. The indications in research
indicate that family attitudes toward aggression and violence are ex-
tremely important.

Some studies indicate that they are about as important as tele-
vision, some indicate that they are more important than television in
forming the child's attitudes on these subjects.

I think it is vital that parents be made aware of this, and aware
of the need for them to communicate to their children the abhor-
rence of violence and antisocial aggression which, presumably, they
feel.

Now, many parents are, perhaps, not capable of doing this, and
one hears talk about the need for educating parents, and I agree that
is a need. And I would add that it is more easily said than done.

I think it can be done.
I am delighted to hear about this book that is being issued, about

how parents can use television. But I was thinking of other things
as well.

I was thinking of a kind of multi-faceted campaign at the com-
munity level, in which parents who were already aware and interested
would press for discusion of this topic in PTA. meetings, in church
groups and in other community group meetings of this sort.

I don't think that is impossible, and I believe that the skills that
parents would have to develop are not all that great.

I believe that if parents could simply be led into establishing dia-
logs with their children on these matters, the ordinary self-expression
of the pt.rents,while it may not be as effective as a session with Dr.
Pinder4 ighes, s nevertheless likely to be a considerable step forward.

Now, in turning to the programing, the first thought I have does
not pertain to violence, but to antiviolence.

Unfortunately, or perhaps not unfortunately, virtually nothing that
I have to say has not been said before in some form.

I would like to see renewed and intensified efforts in reference to
maximizing the pro-social potential of television. When I say that, I
am not thinking about Sesame Street, or about other programs whose
aims are essentially pedagogic, and which are geared to teach children
numbers, or geography or history or other facts.

I am rather thinking of the kinds of entertainment program which
depicts people, particularly children, meeting life situations, solving
these life situations, or perhaps failing to solve them. And in particu-
lar, solving interpersonal problems without, resort to violence.

I am thinking of the various programs which do this, both lightly
or seriously, and urging that, this be looked at rather hard, that inquiry
be made onhere, of course. Senator Baker might well ask me how "I
would make those inquiries. and I am afraid I could not provide the
details ht the momentbut inquiry should be made into whether these
pro-social programs are. in fact, )iaving pro-social effects ? Are they
succeeding in doing what, they are supposed to be doing?
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And I would presume that that kind of information could be put
to good use in future programing designed to achieve pro-social
objectives.

Icow, what is pro-socian
In the first place, it is a big word. In the second place I suppose one

man's pro-social is not .everyone else's pro-social. But there are cer-
tainly things we could agree on that are pro-social.

By way of example. I have in mind programs which promote ad-
miration for skills and abilities that do not involve the display of anti-
social aggression, or of violence, including among such skills and
abilities, the solution of interpersonal problems without resort to
violence.

This would all be undertaken in my hope, in an intensified effort,
as I said, to maximize the pro-social potential of television.

Senator PASTORE. May I interrupt you, Doctor?
You talk about the responsibility of the parents, and I agree with

you.
You talk about the maximization of professional programs, I agree

with you.
But, why don't we talk about the minimizing of excessive violence?

Why isn't that apart of the question? ?
iI mean, that s the thing that we are investigating here. I realize

that there is a lot of good we can do through television, and television
should do it, and that is their responsibiilty. And I hope when the li-
cense renewals come up that the Commission will insist upon a lot
more pro-social programing.

But what we are 'bothered with here is excessive violence. Now I
realize that s family can do a great deal with a child and should do a
great deal with a child, but we have to accept life the way it is.

You are a scientist with the broadcasting industry, CBS. It is one
of the three networks. Don't you think there has been much violence
on television that is unnecessary ?

Dr. KLAPPER. Yes.
Senator PAsironn. Now, why don't we cut that out I That is what

I am talking about. That is what we should do, where we should
start. And then all of the other studies you mention, of course, we
ought to, do them. I go along with that. And no one has been talking
more than I have about that in all of the years I have served as chair-
man of this committee. But the question at hand is, does televised
violence have to do with the aggixTsiveness of a child, in vite of every-
thing else? And the question here is, is it something that can be helped,
and that is a question we have to decide.

If it, can be helped, I say for goodness gracious, let's do it.
Senator BAKER. Before you go, let me say
Dr. KLAPPER. My next paragraph was about the violence.
Senator Pm:mom. Go ahead. Please, let's hear it.
Senator BAKER. I am not going to comment on the chairman's state-

ment. I am gving to co.ltinue the interruption though, as a convenient
place to ask for elaboration on a statement you made earlier, and that
is, that if children didn't watch violence this way, they would turn
to si me other source.

I don't know, really, what you imply by that and I don't know what
I should understand from it. But do you suggest by that. that. there is
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human craving for violence, or that violence on television, is a form of
sublimation of other violent undertakings 1

Dr. Kumla. In the first place, surely violence is popular. there is
no question about that. In the second place it is a fairly well-esiablished
fact of communication research that whatever people may like, wheth-
er it be violence or whether it be highly serious4iiscussion or whatever,
if they do not find it in one place, they will seek it elsewhere. I do notmean that for every violent program that you drop from television,
every child would run off to buy a violent comic book. That is not what
I mean. I mean there would be a tendency for people who like this to
seek it elsewhere, so that one is not quite sure what the net effect in
terms of actual exposure to violence would be.

As sublimination, I myself am unaware of any, shall we say hardevidence that seeing violence on television or any other medium acts
in a cathartic or subliminated manner. There have been soine studiesto that effect; they are grossly, greatly outweighed by studies as tothe opposite effect, and my guess on the basis of the aata at presentis that this is not true. I suppose it may be true to some individual
somewhere. But as a general rule, I do not think it provides a sublima-tion effect.

Senator BAKER. That point, it seems to me, would be important in
determining the validity of the committee's report. I wonder if anyother member

Dr. KLAPPER. What point, sir I
Senator BAKER. That if violence is dropped from television, theremay be a shift to some other form of violence.
Dr. Poor,. I was going to comment on the agreement with Mr.

Klepper that the committile's report is important in one respect, infairly conclusively rejecting the notion of sublimination or catharsis.iThat s that was a thesis that 10 years ago could have boen arguedand was argued. You could say well, certainly some people are hurt,but maybe some people get good out of it, because they get it out oftheir system.
I think one of the important things about the committee report isthat it quite conclusively rejects that on the basis of evidence.
Senator BAKER. What about the companion theory though, thatthere may be a tendency to turn to oth.er forms of violence, theremay be an innate hunger for violence of some sort/ Is that also re-jected by the committee report I
Dr. Poor, No, I don't think you could say that that is rejected. Iwould say, I think you would have to say :that that is a subject about

which we don't know a great deal. There isn't in this society any na-tural situation in which people have to turn away from television
for violent materials, so we really could'nt say. There are other kinds
of things. For example, high quality educational material, for example,
serious discussions to which people have to turn lo printed material
and books, because it is not on television: and we wish it were.Dr. SirraNyme. There are alternatives in other societies, the levels
of violence in TV -programing is much less. There are studies inSweden and United Kingdom and Israel which show there is farless violence, and I don't think we have data that the kids there
listen to violent data on radio or newspapers or anything. I think
the point is we just can't do something ancl assume it will work out
properly. We have to continue monitoring what we are doing.
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I think that is what the Chairman had in mind in beginning all of
thist and Senator Baker brings us back to it repeatedly. So I think we
are in general agreement, not in the sense that the kids will tr0 to
look at other more violent things, or do otherexperience violence
vicariously otherwise, but that anything we do will require our con-
tinuingatthntion, so we can monitor pet what significance it has. '

Dr. MAPPER. I might say this agays was not an original thought:
I was more or less quoting a sentence in the report to the effect that if
this were reduced modestly, the effect at present is unknown. And the

pie would, to some degree: seek it elsewhere ; to what deg. ree, nobody
ows. Nobody ever tried it. I was _going to say something about

violence. And I um thinking mostly, r must confess, about programs
which are designed for a younger audience and for children. I think
that the complete elimination of any suggestion of violence in such
programs would, as various people said, delineate a world that doesn't
exist.

To suggest to children that boys never fight or girls never fight or
people don't yell at each other or that crime doesn't exist, I don't think
would be doing them a service. It would be much better, I believe, if
children could In helped to cope with these situations.

I surely am no seer, and I cannot give you a prescription, except that
I feel insofar as violence is used at all in programs for younger chil-
dren, it should be done with

igood
reason, and it should be either true

to life, which I will explain n a moment,or clearly fantasy and bur-
lesque. When I say true to life, I am getting into a topic that has al-
ready been discussed earlier today and that is the question of sanitation.
For some time now television, in the United States at least, has avoided
emphasis on the gory aspects of violence. It has been suggested by some
that this may be a fallacious procedure in that it gives people the
idea. that violence is not all that bad, people get beaten up and get up
and walk away and I am suggesting some additional emphasis on th.e
horrors of violence might be very good.

I am not so sure that intense focusing on blood dripping out of
someone's neck is a particularly desirable procedure, but I believe
some more true-to-life depiction of violence and its consequences
should be employed when violence is employed in these kinds of pro-
grams. In reference to the fantasy and burlesque aspect, it has been
said quite truly that very young children do not know the difference be-
tween fantasy and reality, cannot make that distinction. We don't know
exactly when they can make the distinction, and I don't quite know
what to do about that.

In reference to toddlers, there are good programs of the preschool
type which I would like to see increased. But, of course, you can't pro-
gram exclusively for toddlers, and toddlers are going to see other
things anyway. And the best I can istggest at this point, gross as it is,
is that I think that violence when it is used at all, should be an educe-
five experience or that it slould be in a form so fantasy and bur-
lesque-ish as to minimize the task of parents or peers indicating to the
child that this is not how life is. I have only one more point to make.
I mentioned before that the report says that the sheer amount of
violence may not be as important as the way it is portrayed. As I have
also said before, nobody has seriously suggested the total elimination
of violence from all television entertainment and news.

I
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Let us take it for the monient as given that somehow or other viol-ence is going to be portrayed. The fact is social science at this mo-ment can't tell us much about how to portray it. I have a good deal ofconfidence in research, possibly over-confidence, because that is myprofession. It moves very slowly, as this committee well knows, but itdoes move. And so I would urge strongly the continuance of highquality research designed to determine the effects of different typesof portrayal of violence with the major objective being simplel howcan violence best be portrayed, when it is portrayed, so that it is notlikely to engender imitation or admiration, but is rather likely to nur-ture abhorrence. To the degree that social scientists, and I don't meanonly sociologists or psychologists, to the degree that teachers, educa-tors, anybody can provide us progressively with information on thatsubject, to that degree, writers and prograin producers can movefrom well-intentioned guess to an important solid basis of knowledge.
Senator PAsTonn. On page 19 of your report, I think you make avery significant statement. "Althoigh many among network person-nel express interest in reducing violence in their programing, theyfeel constrained by the economic realities of broadcasting. In orderto induce advertisers to finance programing, networks must drawlarge audiences with demographi.: characteristics attractive to adver-tisers."
That is essentially what we are interested in, in these hwings: This

idea that the profit controls the amount of violence I think, is notonly inimicable to the criteria for granting a broadcast license, butit is harmful. We all know there is a certain amount of violence inlife. But what we are talking about here is violence for the sake ofviolence, excessive via, ace. Where ru talk about the human restraints
on the part of an individual, there is no one in the top echelon of CBS
that doesn't know the difference between right and wrong and when
something is being overdone. If it is being dono to get more advertisingand more viewersj say it is all wrong, and that is what we are talking
about. We are talking about restraints here.

Dr. MAPPER. I am not one to disagree with that statement, sir.
Senator PASTORE. I Inn glad you agree. Can we hear from the others
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. The next member of the committee will be Dr.Alberta Siegel.
Dr. SIEGEL. Thank you. I am Alberta Siegel. I am a professor ofpsychology at Stanfoi,d University, and nrv intention today is toconcentrate on policy recommendations, and t have five recommenda-

tions to make. These are contained in the prepared testimony which
I would appreciate having put in the record.

'Senator PASTORE. Without objection
'
it is so ordered.

(Dr. Siegel's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF ALBERTA :E. SIEGEL, Pu.D., PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN THE

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY, STANFORD UNIvEnsrrY
You have asked me to give the policy recommendations I have reached basedon the work of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Tele-vision and Social Behavior, of which I was a member. I have outlined severalrecommendations for your consideration. Before presenting them I must com-ment briefly on some features of our report to the Surgeon General which havebPP11 widely misunderstood.
The substance of our report. based on a careful review of the twenty-three stu-dies commissioned by our program and also of previous research, was that there
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is now evidence for a causal link between watching TV violence and subsequeet
aggressive behavior by the viewer. Snob a meal link has long been snspected
or presumed by well-informed social scientists, by concerned parents, and by
many other thoughtful obssrvere. The evidence for it comes both from experi-
mental sta-lies in social scientific laboratories and from field surverst natdral
situations.

There is nn reason to believe that TV watching is the principal cause of vio-
lent behavier by adolescents and athdts. The causes of aggression are mai%
and they include both biological and eultural sources. In childhood, perhape the
sinple most important source of later aggressiveness is gross parental neglect
and abuse. The child of a harshly punitive parent is very likely to become a putd-
tive adult himself in later life, and the victim of child neglect is likely to become
a neglected and abusive pareut. In adolescence and young adulthood incarcera-
tion in our prisons is undoubtedly OUP of the major sources of later aggressive-
nessour jails and prisons as they presently operate are schools for crime.
Those who seek the single most effective steps that might be taken in our society
to reduce violence must be advised to consider strenuous interVentions to aid
abused children and sweeping refoam of our local, state and &dant systems of in-
earceration of charged and convicted criminals.

Commercial television makes its own contribution to the set of factors that
underlie aggressiveness in our society. It does so in entertainment through cease-
less repetition of the message that conflict may be resolved by aggression, that
violence is a way of solving problems. In TV entertainment, children may observe
countless acts of murder and mayhem, may learn through observation how to
perform these acts, and may learn that such acts are adodred by other people.
Thus commercial televioion is itself a school for violence. American children
are attending this school as many hours a year as they attend the schools spon-
sored by their local school boards.

Research has shown that not all children are equally vulnerable to the nega-
tive influences of television watching. Indeed, it is a minority of all children who
display these influences in their later behavior. My own guess is that TV vio-
lence has negative effects on all child viewers, but that countervailing forces
overcome these effects in the majority. In t he minority, the positive influences in
their lives are not sufficient to counteract the baneful effects of hours of watching
aggressive modes of conflict resolution. The result is that the children adopt these
aggressive modes in their own lives. When we talk about a minority of American
children, it is important to remember that we are talking about stillions of chil-
ctren. It is important also to remember that most negative influences in our society
lmve overt effects on only a minority. For example, only a minority of young
adults use heroin, yet no one doubts that it is a very serious social problem. Only
a tiny minority of American children ever contracted polio, yet our society strove
energetically to eliminate that disease. The "minority" of American children who
display the effects of too much violence on TV is surely a much larger group
numerically than either the heroin users or the polio victims ; they need our
concern.

Who ere the children who are most affected by watching TV violence? They
are the very children who have been predisposed to be aggressive by other in-
fluences in their livee. In other words, they are the least capable of interpreting
and resisting the anti-social influence of TV violence, because they have the poor-
est defenses against it. The fact that the are already predisposed to be aggres-
sive should make us especially cautious about any additional negative influences
in their lives, and should hardly make us complacement that it is their "predis-
position" which enables vicarious violence to becloud these children's lives
further.

Self-regulation within the television industry has not worked, Since the late
1940's there have been calls to the TV industry for self-regulation, from Senate
committees, from concerned parents, from mental health professionals, from the
National Commission on the Onuses and Prevention of Violence. Despite pious
promises there has been no action sufficient to cleanse TV of this stain. The in-
cidence of violent actions in entertainment programs has not changed notably
in the last flve years; it remains at a brutally high level.

What alternatives to self-regulation deserve the consideration of your Sub-
committee? I have several suggestions.

First, I suggest that we need an independent monitoring agency to provide
regular reports on the level of viohnee in television entertainment. This agency
could issue periodic "smog bulletins," alerting the public to the level of violent
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pollution currently being emitted by their TV receivers I sunset that thisRoney might be privately financed, by one of the foundations, and that reortsshould be issued at least monthly. These reports should he brondcaet overindleate how much violence is occurring, which networks and stations arebroadcasting it, the times it ls being broadcast and how many child viewersare estimated to be watching at those times. They should also indicate whothe sponsors are for the violent shows. This suggestion has been advanced bymy colleague, Professor Albert Bandura of Stanford University. Be believesthat it would be helpful if the public and those within the industry were aidedin identifying the violence vendors.
Second, Z suggest that consumers convey their disapproval of Viel(M00 vendors

in two wags. We may refuse to purchase their graded& And we map refuse tobug stook in their firms. The purpose of commercial television is to sell products.If consumers boycott products that are advertised on programs glorifying
aggression and teaching techniques of mayhem and massacre, perhaps the
produceau of these products will turn their energies to finding other techniques
of attractiug customers. Many ioresters today are guided in their investing
by social concerns. Churches, universities, foundations, union pension plans,
and others are seeking to invest their funds in ways that benefit uwiety. If these
groups know who the violence vendors are, they may withdraw investment funds
from their firms and instead invest their funds in those manufaetitrers who
sponsor wholesome entertainment for the next generation.

A third suggestion deei tee from my observation that TV producers are
mimics. When one format succeeds one month, it is being widely imitated byother producers six months later. Thus, we have "fads" in television pro-
gramming, with doctor shows proliferating one season and private eye shows
another. When successful new formats of non-vfolent entertainment are de-
vised, they will be copied. I recommend increased support for patio television
because I believe that the craftsmen in public television are likely to turn
their energies and talents to creating constructive programs for children. As
these attract children to their audience, they will be imitated by other produeers
and a chain of change will have been forged.

It is the imitative capabilities of TV producers that prompt my fourth sug-
gestion as well. All of us who have traveled abroad have observed that pro-
gramming for children is more successful in other nations that it is in the
United States. Our record is unmatched in the neglect we display to our child
audiences. I recommend that travel fellowships be offered to the writers and
producers of children's televieion progratna so they may observe first-hand how
our neighboring nationsCanada, England, the European countries, Israel,
ete.havb suecec.ded in attracting child audiences without saturating them
with violence. These fellowships might be funded by the television industry
itself, and funds might also be available on a matching basis from private
foundations for this purpose.

Fifth, I believe the Federal Communications Commission could be more effec-
tive in obtaining fair treatment for children and adolescents. I suggest that a
chiM advocate be appointed to the staff of the F.C.C. This individual shottld
have frequent and direct communications with the Commissioners, advising them
on questions bearing on the welfare of children. He or she should be well ac-
quainted with social selentifle research and also in close communication with
the professions serviing children : education, social service, child psychology,
pedatrics, child psychiatry, etc. In the work of the F.C.C. the child advocate
should he alert to decisions that have implications for the child audience, and
should take initiatives in recommending changes in policies and procedures that
would benefit children. You might wish to invite him to testify here from time
to thne on the progress that he has achieved in working with the Commissioners
for the welfare of all the children in our laud.

Dr. &NMI,. Thank you.
Before I get to those recommendations, I would like to make a few

remarks which are in response to some of the things that Congressman
Murphy said earlier today, and also that have been raised at other
times in these hearings.

The substance of our report, based on a careful review of the 28
studies commiszioned by our program and also of previous research.,
was that there is now evidence for a casual link between watching TV
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violence and subsequent aggressive behavior by the viewer. Such a
causal link has long bean suspected or presumed by well-informed
social scientists, by concenied parents, and by many other thoughtful
observers. The evidence for it comes both from experLnental studies
in social scientific laboratories and from field surveys in natural situa-
dons.

There is no meson to believe that TV watehintis the principal cause
of violent behavior by adoleseents and adults. The clauses of aggres-
sion are many, and they include both biological and cultural sources.
In childhood, perhaps the single most important source of later aggres-
siveness is gross parental negIxt and abuse. The child of a harshly
punitive parent is very likely to become a punitive adult himself in
later life, and the victim of child neglect is hicely to become a neglect-
ful and abusive parent,

In adolescence and young adulthnod, incarceration in prisons
is undoubtedly one of the major sources of later aggre. opeea--our
jails and prisons as they presently operate are schools .Cf: %Imo.

Those who seek the single most effective steps that might be taken
in our society to redaee violence must be advised to c' -.er sbanunus
interveAitions to aid abused children and sweeping reform of Air local,
State, and Federal systems of incarceration of charged anti In tided
criminals.

Cmamereial television makes its own contribution to the MO; I. fit43
tors that underlie aggressiveness in our society. It does so '; enter-
tainmeilt through ceaseless repetition of the message that oonfl:d nry
be resolved by aggression, that violence is a way of solving pro:;1-

In TV entertainment, children may observe countless acts of mitrder
and mayhem, may learn through observation how to perform these
acts, and may learn that such acts are admirbci by other peopiv. Thus
commercial television is itself a school for violence. Arid AinericIn
children are attending this school as miny hours a yea.; as they %

tend the sehools sponsored by their local v3hool boards.
In response to Senator Baker's question, I would remark there is

less evidence of truancy from television than there is truancy from
schools.

Research has shown that not all children are equally vulnerable to
the negative influences of television watching. Indeed, it is a minority
of all children who display these influences in their later behavior. My
awn guess is that TV violence has negativ e effects on all child viewers,
but that countemailing forces overcome these effects in the majority.
In the minority, the positive influences in their lives are not sufficient to
counteract the baneful effeets of hours of watching aggressive modes
of conflict resolution.

The rAsult is that the children adopt these aggressive modes in their
own roms. When we talk about a minority of .A.merican children, it is
important to remember that we are talking about millions of children.

It is important also to remember that most negative influences in our
society have overt effects on only a minority.

Dr. Steinfeld mentioned this in comiection with tuberculosis in-
fection.

Another exnmple would be heroin acirliction. For example, only a
minority of young adults use heroin. yet. no one doubts that it is a
very serious social problem. Only a tiny n- ...lority of American children
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ever contracted polio, yet our society strove energetically to eliminate
that disease. The "minority" of American children wbn display the
effects of too mu& violence on TV is surely a much larger group nu-
merically than either the heroin users or the polio victims; they need
our concern.

I would like to say something about this issue of predisposition. Who
are the children who are most affectedkr watching Tv violence/ They
are the very children who have been pri3d1sposW to be aggressive by
other influences in their lives. In other words, they are the least capa-
ble of interpreting and resisting the anti-social influence of TV vio-
lence, because they have the poorest defenses against it. The fact that
they are already predisposed to be aggressive should make us espe-
cially cautious about any additional negative influences in their lives,
and should hardly make us complacement that it is their "predisposi-
tion" which enables vicarious violence to becloud these children's lives
furtlier.

Self-regulation within the television industry has not worked. Since
the late 1940's, there have been calls to the Tv industry for self-
regulation, from Senate committees, from concerned parents, from
mental health professionals, from the National Commission on the
Causes and Prevention of Violence. Despite pious promises there has
been no action sufficient to cleanse TV of this stain. The incidence of
violent actions in entatainment programs has not changed notably in
the hist five years; it remains at a brutally high level. ,

I hey., several suggestions of alternatives to self-regulation. The
first .t.t I want to make is one that has already been discussed this
n mining. We need an independent monitoring agency to provide 'mi-
ler reports on the level of violence in television entertainment. This
agency could issue periodic "smog bulletins," alerting the public to
the level of violent pollution currently being emitted by their TV
receivers.

Senator PAErroms. What do you mean by independent, Doctor?
Dr. Siam. It seems to ine this could be privately financed by the

private foundations.
Senator PASTORE. You d an% mean within the FCC, you wouldn't go

that far?
Dr. Salm. I'm sure your judgmuit would be better than mine in

that matter, Senator.
Senator PASTORE. I would like to see it absolutely independent of

government., if it could be achieved. But whether or not you could
raise the money to do it is another question. But maybe you could. It
is worth a try.

Dr. SIEOEL. I think it is worth a try. I think these reports should be
broadcast over television and should appearin newspapers and maga-
zines, these smog repoets en violence pollution. They should indicate
how much violence is occurring winch networks and stations are
broadcasting it, the times it is being broadcast, and how many child
viewers ure estimated to be watching at those times. They should also
indicate who the sponsors are for the violent shows. This suggestion
has been advanced by my colleague, Professor Albert Bandura of
Stanford University. He believes that it would be helpful if the public
and thase within the industry were aided in identifying the violence
vendors.
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Second, I suggest that consumers convey their disapproval of vio-
!ewe vendors in two ways. We may refuse to purchase their products.
And we mayrefuse to buy stock in their firms. The purpose of com-
mercial television is to sell products. If consumers boycott products
that are advertised on programs glorifying aggression and teaching
techniques of mayhem and massacre, i?erhaps the producers of these
products will turn their energies to finding other techniques of attract-
ing customers.

3Iany investors today are guided in their investing by social con-
cerns. Churches, universities, foundations, union pension plans, and
others are seeking to invest their funds in ways that benefit society.
If these groups 'mow who the violence vendors are, they may with-
draw investment fit& A from their firms and instead invest thew funds
in those manufactureeo wi. sponsor wholesome entertainment for the
next generation.

My point is the surveys that have been done to date about violence
on television have indicated which networks and which stations are
showing violent*, but they have not systematically indicated who the
sponsors are. If we consumers had information on the sponsors, we
could hke action and take our business elsewhere.

A third suggestion derives from my observation that TV producers
are mimics. When one format succeeds one month, it is being widely
imitated by other producers six months later. Thus, we have "fads"
in television programming, with doctor shows proliferating one season
and private-eye shows another. When successful new formats of non-
violent entertainment are devised, they will be copied. I recommend
increased support for public television becam I believe that the
craftsmen in public television are likely to turn their energies and
talents to creating constructive programs for children, as your friend,
Mr. Rogers, has done on public television. As these attract children to
their audience, they willi)e imitated by other producers and a chain
of cahnge will have been forged.

It is the imitative capabilities of TV producers that prompt my
fourth ?..aggestion as well. All of us who have traveled abroad have
observed that programing_ for children is more successful in other
nations than it is in the United States. Our record is unmatched in
the neglect we display to our iiiid audiences. I recommend that travel
fellowship3 be (Ahmed to the writers and producers of children's tele-
vision progriuns so thcy ?vir y. observe firsthand how our neighboring
nationsCanada, England, the European countries, Israel, et cetera
have succeeded in attracting child audiences without saturating them
with violence.

These fellowships might be funded by the television industry itself,
and funds might also be available on a matching basis from private
foundations for this purpose.

Fifth I believe the Federal Communications Commission could be
more effective in obtaining fair treatment for children and adolescents.
I suggest that a child advocate be appointed to the staff of tlie FCC.
This individual should have fa quent. utd dirKi, communications with
the Commissioners

'
advising them on questions bearing on the welfare

of children. He or she should be well acquainhd with .4 ml scientific
research and also in close communication with die professions serving
children : Fiducation, social service, child psychology, perliutries. child
psychiatry, et cetera.

12
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In the work of the FCC, the wild advocate should be alert to de-cisions that have implications for the child audience, and should takeinitiatives in recommending changes in policies and procedures thatwould benefit children. You might wish to invite him to testify herefrom time to time on the progress that he has achieved inworking withthe Commissioners for the welfare of all the children in our land.
Senator PASTOR& Thankyou very much, Doctor.
Dr. Rubinstein. Anybody else
Dr. &minarets. Dr. Pinclerhughes is nest.
Senator PASTORE. All right.
Dr. Pnanauttrerizs. Human beings have not adequately understoodand certainly have not yet mastered their potentials for individualand group violence. Television is an instrument which may be usedconsciously or unwittingly by individuals to do violence to other indi-viduals or to groups. Television is an instrument which may he usedby one group to do direct or indirect violence against another group.It is au instrument which may be employed for instruction educa-

tion, training, changing values. moditing behavior of individualsand groups.
Televiiion has played a central role in the social changes which havetaken place since the people of our country strived to come to gripswith our individual and collective agfression and violence. Currentlyour attitudes and behavior about the Vietnam War and other interim-tional involvements are undergoing change.
In the recent past, relationships between men and women, rioh andpoor, white and nonwhite, educators and students, have been greatlyinfluenced by televised contents on these issues and by the communi-cation effects which perm!ted mobilization of broader-based supportfor change.
Conflicts associated with the processes through which change isbrought about have been violent at times. A televised newscast of aviolent attack by police upon peaceful demonstrators in Selma, Ala.,mobilized people across the Ication to go_ to Selina to peacefullyprotest the violence witnessedon national T V.
Three peaceful demonstrators, inehiding a woman and minister,who had gone to Selma in response to the telecast, were killed in theweek whioli followed.
Who oan evaluate with certainty the role played by television inthe social interactions referred to as riots and unrests SI How essentialto constructive change have been these processes including the violenceassociated with them? Only following the riots and the assassinationsof 1967 and 1968 did most. colleges professional schools, businesses, andother institutions begin to take affirmative action to integrate.
Preventable violence, exploitation, neglect, and deprivation are per-mitted to continue fts long as there are only a few influential personscommitted to change. Televisionhas been used to produce common edu-cative and common emotional arousal on matters of grave publicconcern.
In some instances, violence has occurred in the social processes which.zere mobilized, some of which led to constructive change. How canhuman resources be mobilized to respond appropriately to human needswithout such education and arousal? The determination of the courseof our ._lociety, on a basis of competition, rather than on the basis of
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national values and conscience, means that the violated, the poor, the
nommential, the nonelite, and others who may be relatively powerless
to change some painful state, must wait, develop power, and press
for change through various competitive social processes based on

Television is intimately involved in all of this. It may be used as an
instrument of constructive change, or as an instrument of oppression.
It may be unconsciously used in verydestructive ways at the Ume when
some consciously planned construotve effects are also taking place. I
would like to point out or draw attention to the fad that many of
us here, as well as the public at large, and certainly the press take the
focus t f this study, *hi& was very limited, and draws broad con-
elusions from it.

Here is an article from a paper of January 18, right after the
report came out. The headline, TV Contributes Little to Violence
in Society, U.S. Study Says," and it goes on to indicate that tele-
vision contributed very little to violence throughout the country,
all age groups, it doesn't show in any way that the audy was restridad
to the offsets on children. The statements which get made in this
narrow confined area are subsequently being apAie41 in the kind of
sloppy thinking way that we do to much broader areas. I would like
to comment upon what the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory
Committee on Tv and Violence did not do. This committee, in ac-
cordance with its limited charge, focused its attention and efforts on
the effects of televised violence upon children. If the questions and
social problems related to televised violence were compared to a 20-
room house, we might say that our charge directed our attention
toward one room and at the same time away from the other 19. As
a result, we did not focus on why human beings are so strongly at-
trated toward scenes of violence and conflict, on the effects of tele-
vised violence on adults, on the mobilisation of concern for human
suffering by televising accurate scenes of real life violence.

We did nnt focus on how violence on brown people, yellow people,
black people, red people, and white people, female, and male pet).
pie, young and olcl, elite and nonelite can be done, and also un-
done by the use of television. We did not focus on the slow victimis
xation that occurs when processed violent action is so divided among
many people in an organization that responsibility and accountablf-
ity becomes impossible to define in the presence of several million vic-
tims. Nor did we focus on the violence of television industry's per-
sonnel practice nor on economic or political educational practices
which permit the interests of one party to thrive at the expense of
others. 'We did not focus on the damage which may be done by in-
fluential aggressive narcissistic persons whose work provides them
with considerable visibility and access to television.

Aty criticism is not of television, but of the way we We it, not of
televised violence, but of the purpose for which we use it, catering to
the iTmature aspects of grown-ups, to the violent and other disrup-
tive 'Impulses which ordinarily must he renounced, represented, and
exclnderl from our social group behavior. And doing this not because
it helps victimized people to solve problems, or any other people to
solve problems, but because it captures the largest audience, sells the
most. products. and promotes the interests of a few influential ones
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who have access to television and to the resources and power to deter-
mine its cours&

One has but to examine one's own experience and that of his asso-
elates to realize that the auditory and visual stimulus from television
can convey impressions sho'tt people, plates, and things which can
selectively arouse positive or negative responses to the contents por-trayed. It influences our voting, buying, Pnd many aspects of our
thinking, emotions, and body movements.

Where excellent athletes were once produced by the dozen, we now
produce them by the tens of thousands, thanks to television. Fads in
!peed), clothing, and body movements, which once were slowly move
mg from one community to another, can be generatsd simultaneously
across the country. What we see is quite often what we get. Television
has been the principal determining factor in the course of social move-
ments, political campaigns, economic fortunes. Obviously, it is an im-
portant and powerful instrument with remarkable potentials for in-
fluentking or even controlling people.

It will be in the public interest to have these processes studied and
understood by the greatest possible number of people. There should be
no closed doors, hidden activity, or secret planning to manipulate peo-
ple via television in exploitative or destructive directions.

What we come to love or hate, to favor or negotiate, to advocate or
denounce, the affectionate relationship& and the hostile relationships we
form, the teams, persons, and products we like,and those we renounce,
also the candidate& the nationalities, the ethnic groups,the races wefavor or neglect may be determined to a considerable degree by the
way we use television. We turn on what turns us on. This is sometimes
unfortunate.

We should keep in mind that the attitudes,beliefsand cultural pat-
term and life experiences already recorded within us govern our Judg-
ment of and response to whatever we see or hear. For credibility to each
indi vidual. what he sees and hears must tit what he already lifts in his
mind. Instead of responding to and reinforcing the value systems and
belief systems and cultural patterns, because a majority of people hold
those particular ones, thereby imposing the systems of the majority
upon minoritie& ways must be found to foster perception in terms
of the past, pyesent, and future adaptive value.

Among primate animals, dynamics of power results in range accord-
ing to dominance. The hierarchical structure in most institutions rein-
force this kind of behavior. They separate and compartmentalize, iso-
late instead of uniting people and promoting the well-known kiss-up,
kick-down behavior which determines our humanity in many areas.

Television offers great potential for enabling identification with vic-
tims aci well as with aggressors with the low as well as with the high,
with those who follow RS well 'as those who lead, with those who are
distant, as well as those who are near. And with those who appear dif-
ferent Rs well as those who appear the same.

TTnfortnnately, television thusfar in this country has been widely
used to promote power struggles, conflicts, anti differences more often
than to promote understandingand genuine 'harmony between peoples
in this country and other countries.

Now this kind of theme we have extended in chapter 9 which very
few people probably have read and which I noted that Senator Pastore
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quoted from earlier this morning. It is beyond the conclusions. It is
what we ealled the unfinished agenda. I think it might not be out of
place to enfion a personal concept of mine which reflects all of my
experience. I have written several papers on it. I think that basically
human thinking and behavior is paranoid in nature. It is group relatW,
however, and as long as it is group related, the social capacities of the
individuals are quite satisfactory and the person is healthy. This is
non-pathological paranoid behavior.

Various ideologists, various schools of thought, various religious
differences that we have, the various different points of view basically
conform to all of the dynamics of paranoia as I can perceive it The
particular paranoids we call sick are those who lack the social capacity
and ability to trust which permits them to align their paranoid sys-
tems with other persons awl which permits them to take in and ac-
cept the beliefs of their associates. So in this sense they are socially
sick. This is of importance, I believe, primarily because it is central to
the conflicts that mdividuals hve with one another and that groups
have with one another. It is also central in the television business, be-
cause what gets projected primarily has to do with the belief systems
associated with either the decisionmakers in television or with the
majority audience that must be appealed to in order to sell products.
These sme dynamics, we had to come to grips vith in our committee.
If you think the conflict that has been stirred up in the wake of the
committee report is great, you should have seen the conflict which
existed on the committee in the beginning. We went through a process
in which we tested out our ideas, began to flnd the falso beliefs that were
associated with ever person's ideas, and what we could finally separate
off was the opinion of scientists from just what their scientific data
proved and supported and where the line was drawn. It took us a long
time to do this. Actually, we feel we were able to do this.

iWhat we notice now s a return to the same process, right hack tG
the beginning, where lots of opinions will be added to it, personal
opinions, which are really not supportable by the hard data.

Senator PASTORE. COLliC1 I ask you a question on that point, Doctor/
Was there an independence of individuals and of thought in the dis-
cumions and in the conclusions that were rea,chedf

Dr. PINDERHUGHES. There was an independence of thought to the
degree where we wondered whether we would have 12 separate reports
at one point. And in the thrashing of this out, we really had to get
beyond the opinions and down to the science.

Senator PASTORE. Do you feel that overall the report, while it. is
naturally a compromise of views, in order to be unanimous, does have
the main thrust that. we have explained here today I

Dr. PINnERHTTOTTES. I would ; ay it has the main thrust of what we
have explained today, but I think that what we are trying to do is to
take a tiny little detail and draw conclusions to apply to very broad
issues. And in scientific terms, this is

Senator PAwronu. I would like to be heard on that question, because
I think we should understand the matter of legislative jurisdiction.
When this study was initiated by me, it had to be confined to the
broadcast media; I mean it had to be broadcasting, because that is as
far as the jurisdiction of this committee goes. I am very much in-
trigued about this overall study which has to do with the health and
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welfare of our society. And that is something that should be recom-
mended by Mr. Richardson, if I may make a suggestion here, because
it is something that should be undertaken by the Department a Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Not only does it touch the education of our children, it also touches
upon their health and, as you have talked about, their emotional
capacity. I think, myself, it hadn't ought to be abandoned, but I
could not undertake that for the simple reason that this committee's
jurisdiction is confined to television. A.ndmy question here is what con-
tribution does television make I I don't say it contributes exclusively
or totally to it, but if it does contribute then something should be done
about it. Taet's take that as a start. I think insofar as the broad investi-
gation is concerned, it should be undertaken, because in the long run,
if we don't do it, we will live to regret it.

What turns a youngster, who comes from a fine home, to the frustra-
tion that leads to drug addiction I wonder if anybody has ever
answered that. question. And that is one of the most important 'prob-
lems that we have in this country today. What makes a child who
has everything to live for turn to drugs I When that child has the
capacity to understand that there is no return once he becomes
booked and yet he overlooks that. Thit study ought to be made. I
think this whole field should be studied, but I am afraid I didn't
have the jurisdiction to get beyond television. We couldn't have
raised the money if I got beyond that. Then I would have to compete
with every other committee of the Congress.

Dr. Parnsentrours. I would like to conclude my statement with my
own personal beliefs, my own paranoia, which dilfers a little from the '13(
central thrust of the committee report. My personal position is that
television is the principal instrument we have for promoting existing
nonpathological group-related paranoiapositions and also for correct-
ing these. I am convinced that some televised violence has inoduced de-
structive behavior, which would not have occurred without the tele-
vised content.

Also I am convinced that some televised violence has produced con-
structive behavior which would not have occurred without the tele- -
vised content. The more violence is portrayed, as it is in real life, with
the pain, destruction, death and bereaved people conveying both sud-
den violence with victims and perpetrators, and the slow, processed,
institutional violence which creates milions of victims without perpe-
trators, the more we see it like it is, the more we will do about not only
televised content, but about the real thing in real life where it. counts.

Removing real life violence from TV might be a grave error. It just
might rob us of important feedback mechanisms that we need. At that
point it might be that violence out of sight might be out of our minds
and we could then continue our violent human behavior without inter-
ruption.

My only recommendation is that whatever is done include the par-
ticipation of substantial minority persons.

Senator PAWORE Thank you vei7 much, Doctor.
Do you have any questions., Mr. Baker
Senator BAXER. Mr. Chairman, there are so many questions as to

your statement and the previous statement by Dr. Siegel, and it is so
late, I wouldn't dare to try to put them now, except to say that I think
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the addendum you have offered to the report is a very valuable addl.'
tion to the report. I am very grateful for it and I look forward to a
chance to explore this at a later time.

Senator Emma. If we have any other questions for any individual
here, we will submit them in writing and you can answer them in writ-
ing and we will put them in the record.

Dr. Rubinstein.
Dr. RUBINSTEIN. We have three more members of the committee,

Senator Pastore. Dr. Clain is next, then Dr. Coffin, and then Dr.
Mendelsohn.

Dr. Cismr. I am Ira Cisin, George Washington University, here in
Washington. I do not have a prepared statement.

I have some thoughts on some of the things that have been said,
and some of the subjects that were mentioned to me when. I was
invited to be here. ,

The question arose in earlier discussions of how many children, are
affected, and I find that I cannot answer that question. I am a statis-
tician, by training, and it is a question that 1 would like to answer.
I find I cannot answer it) and I don't think the committee report does
answer it, and I don't think it can, for which we apolt?gize,_ or at least
I apologize for the committee. We weret after all, a scientific advisory
committee. Our orientation was evaluative. We had very little control
over the research that was done.

In fact, as Dr. Rubinstein emphasized, the researchers worked on
their own. We reviewed the research that was done. We tried to inte-
grate, we tried to find the scientific lard conclusions that we could
agree to.

This report has been referred to several them as a compromise
report. In a sense it would have been a compromise if we had been
writing about our opinions..To the extent that we Lied to summarize
and integrates body of data, it was not a compromise, it was something
we all agreed to. You should know that we were faced with a mass of
findings, thousands and thousands of findings.

Now if a person aproaeh a mass of findings, in order to build a
case, he can pick out the little bjts and pious of those findings, and
build his case. That is not what we were trying to do, we were trying
to find the communalities, the agreed upon things we could agree
upon that were contained not in the assertions of the researchers,
but in their data.

I might say that this was a very frustrating task. The work on this
committee was educational, instruoti .7e, enlightening, but terribly
frustrating.

It was made frustrating by several factors, not necessarily in this
order of importance.

We did not have complete data from every one of the studies. As you
will find when you read the studies, a great deal more information
was collected than was reported. We noted that in our report.

We were looking for consistency in the findings. Well, we had a hard
time with consistency, and this has to do with the Ilrestion of numbers.

One report tells us that the effect is unique to 13oys, that there is no
effect for girls.

Another report side by side with it, being read at the same 2 a.m. in
the morning, tells us that the effect as stronger for girls than it is for
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boys. Row shall we handle that sort of thine. Sometimes tLe findingsare upside down.
When we say people become more aggressive, children become moreaggressive, become implies change. When we look at some of thechanges that are reported, we find a rather difficult set of find a 103 inwhich sometimes the change that is reported is in the direction -.4 lessaggressiveness.
Sometimes the change that is reported is In the direction of less .sitgressiveness, even among those who are exposed to violentTV, but ifwe search it ouS if we dig a little deeper, we find that they become lessaggressivethis is a very hard one, I am sorry about that sentencestructurebut that the decline in aggressiveness is less among thoseexposed to violence than among some selected group, not necessarily

among all of the others, butsome selected group.
OIC, we are aware of something called the regression effect, and wesay OK, something is going on here. It is this kind of thing, I wouldsay, gentlemen, this kind of thing that made this work frustrating..A.nd you will hearI am speaking in advance of those who manycriticize the report, but I want td make it clear that this was not aneasy report to write.
We had difficulty further with measures. We all speak of violenceand sometimes we even get around to defining what we are talkingabout. Frequently wo don't.
My family was teasingme about the most violent TV show we eversaw, was at Christmastime, a show about two kids dressed up in whathadto be hippie clothing, going out in the woods and trashing up someold lady's h.ouse

'
and then finally burning her before she ate them.This was Hansel and Gretel. That was a pretty violent show. And yetis that what we are talking about?, I say this not--I don't know the

philosophic answers to such questions. My reference, however, is to themeasures that are used. What was violent? Was football considered
violent in these studies

More important, the measures that were used in some of the studiesof aggressiveness gave us pause. I have not heard yet, so I will add thisfact, again this is covered in the report, what about functional aggres-siveness ? How much aggressiveness is desirable I Is all aggressivenessbad I Well, obviously from some of the measures that were used in thesestudies, not all aggressivenesswas bad.
Some of the things that were classed as aggressive were things thatwe would teach our children to do. Some of them were horrendous,heinous thinp. But this distinction has not been made, and I wouldplead that this distinction be made.
To come back to this business of a mass of findings from which onecan build a case if one wants to, you can pick the individual findings

and say these are the important ones, and that is your case. Now asyou know from your reading of the report, the great majority of thefindings on this relationship were very small, there were a few verylarge ones. Now we come to a scientific dilemma. When that happens,from one's statistical point of view, one would say, well, if you aresampling from a mass of data, certainly some of your observations
would turn out big and some of them would turn out small. That is onepoint of view.

Another point of view saw, and I don't know how to choose betweenthose points of view, this is part of the frustration!, the other point
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of view says isn't it remarkable that will this unclarity and all of
this unreliability, that anything should emerge. There must be some-
thing there, if something emerged.

But that there must ibe something there is a feeling that emergt.1
from this committee after reviewing all of the information. How big
it is, I wouldn't venture to say.

Senator PASTORE. But it is there.
Dr. Com. Something is there, yes.
Senator PASTORE. I mean if you were in my position, Doctor, at this

juncture, you wouldn't say let's sweep it under the rug, would you I
Dr. Com. Absolutely not.
Senator PASTORE. That is the point I am making. There is something

here that is of tremendous concern.
Dr. Cum. Yes,
Senator PASTORR. Naturally, of course, we can't be precise in evary

Rarticular area. But from your participation in this, from the discus-
sion7 from the reading of all of the research reports, you reach a con-
clusion that there is something there. That something needs to be done.
Isn't that so f

Dr. Crum Yes, sir. Of coursetthe difficult question is what.
Incidentally, may I ask, sir, pat in connection with the methodologi-

cal, the problem of interpretation of some of the datao I received a copy
of a letter from Dr. Pool sent to Dr. Leflowitz, I believe he sent a cony
to Senator Pastore, and I would ask that that letter be inserted in
the record. It saves my_time in going over it again.

WSenator PASTORE. 8 will put it in the record, yes.4
Dr. Cum. I want to second something you said, and I .believe the

committee agreed when you said one a. the problems faced by this
committee, one of the frustrations was an error in the mechanism
for appointing the committee, that it was unfortunate that the then
Surgeon General saw fit to permit veto power by anyone. I don't,
I'm sorry, I don't agree that veto power should be an adversary pro-
cedure7 that there are two sides to an issue and both sides should veto.

I think the Surgeon General cannot escape responsibility for ap-
pointing his own advisory committee. and I would say it was equally
unfortunate or that the error was compounded by the persons who
chose to exercise the veto power. I think they made a grave error.

Now in connection with the report, I have not seen any of the docu-
ments that have been circulated, so. -e of which Congressman Murphy
put in the record this morning, any of the documents that have been
circulating about our report. I have seen only press reports to the
extent that the press reports are accurate. There are a couple of things
in the press reports that are in my opinion inaccurate.

First, we are accused of misinterpretation of the material. Well, fre-
quently in trying to, as I said before, in trying to integrate one re-
search report with another, it was necessary to go back to the data of
both researcu reports and find out what they could tell us in common.

We are accused of a whitPwash. I think anyone who accuses this
committee of a whitewash simply has not read the report. We were
accused of forming cliques, and I don't recall cliques. I recall a good
deal of individual discussion.

As Dr. Pinclerhughes said, we could have written 12 reports, and
they would not have all been alike. I think the most humorous aspect

4 The letter referred to appears at p. 91.
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a the criticism was that somehow the persons who had large or
small industry connections managed to hoodwink the others into sign-
ing a report that was not critical of the television industry,. I. Chn
say that, well, I say there wan no hoodwink , and knowing the
mph) on. the committee, I wouldn't to to h 0 wink any of
They. are a tongia-mimled bun* and I don't think anyone on this
committee signW a repoit hedkin't with. . . .

I want to turn to the question o t can be done about it. And
I think Dr. Steinfeld implied a distinction that I think IS rather imo
portant. There is a very, the field of science is on one side of the fence,
the field of action is on another side of the &Ice. Schmce is funda-
mentally conservative, science mains demonstretion. The whole by-
pothetical deductive method implies the burden is on the asserter.

Science is, as I said, fundamentally emanative. Acti."1, that is
public health action, frequently does not wait for that Ana, Aientifio
nail to he driven. Public health action has to proceed from less than
final evidence.

Haying said that, what sort of action is implied, I have heard
various suggestions here. I don% know whether I fully agree or dis-
agree with all of them.

I have heard one suggestion, both from Dr. Steinfeld and Dr.
Pool, that I would clearly second, and that isif I am misinterpreting
exactly what they said, perhaps that is selective perceptionbut they
seem to say the role of the parents should be emphasised. It alums
me that in a society where we pride ourselves on the exercise of free
choice, in such a society, I must. admit, sir, I am alarmed that both our
social scientists and our civic) leaders assume that only _Government
and only the TV industry can do anything about the 'television fare
that enters our home.

We seem to somewhere have lost the on-off switch and it is a very
powerful switch. Parents have the power to control the television that
their children watch. Now parents exercise that powfx in a great
many other fields. If you, as a parent, feel that some particular food,
not a poison, but some partimilar food could be harmful in. certain
quantities, you either restrict the consumption of that food by your
6ild, or you restrict the quantities.

Senator PASTORE. But by the same token, have you ever tried to
take a lollipop away from a child

Dr. CISIN. It is a very tough job, but somehow in such an area as
food, we manage to withstand the tantrums that kids can throw.
When it comes to TV, I think we have given in. If we can withstand
the tantrum with the lollipop, we can withstand the tantrum with the
TV show, if we, as parents, fedI must admit that my kids are grown
now, but when my kids were little, in the early days of TV, I made it a
point to watch the shows that they were watching.

Senator PASTORE. Yes, and you are absolutely right about that, if
you only knew in advance what the program was. Ile only trouble is
oftentimes, you see, a child has already seen it before you get an
opportunity to shut it off. Now if you only knew in the beginning just
the kind of program it was, you would just say to the child that
television set is not going to go on. I agr.ee, there should be more
discipline. That is the way we raised our family.

Dr. Clam. I remember watching the shows with the kids and re-
stricting their TV diet. I was not particuliinly concerned about violence
at the time, but I was concerned about trash.
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I MN concerned about the utter waste of thus. And it OM be don&

/ don't thInk it can be thew universally, but I think if parents are con.
vinced, to the extentthat parents are convinced, they have an enormous

power and they should use their judgment about the program&

Many programs are in aeries and you know what the toneof the serla

is, If you watch one week, one issue of it, whatever it is called, you

know what is comingnext week.
Now, I think this is a power that the parents have that they don't

realise, because if it le true that the TV intlustry is run by the ratings,

then the parents have it within their power to exercise complets con-

trol by produang lower ratings for the shows that they don't want,

I thank you very much for the opportunity to be here today.
Senator Pawromo. We just got wore t here may be a, vote at 1 t80. was

trZing to finish this group of witD'.:14 because wouldn't want to
bring you back as a « up, you at., all very busy pennie.

Dr.-RtiBMSTEENS nator, both Dr. Coffin :Ind N. Mendelsohn were
noted for making succinct and brief statewide during the various
committee meetings and I suspect they will do that this-time.

Senator PasTons. Let's try it,
Dr. Cornx. I was itettod by the cameraman if I might change places

with Dr. Pool, thev weat to get me on the
Senator PASTOR!' list is tkprofile we want to see on TV.
Dr. Comm My ISM is Thomas Coffin,. Vies President in eharge

of Research for the National Broadcasting Company.
Much of what I had thought to say here has already been said and

said much better by other members of thecommittee.
8o, at this hour, let mebe brief and try not to be repetitive.
T:o thing I would like to eay is that in the process of this cm 9-
Aft's work I have come to have a great deal of respeet, and if I may

say so, a lot of affection also for the members of this committee. They

are wily professional people.
I think the committeebenefited tremendously from the wide breadth

of variety and backgrounds in the membershipof it.
Now, this mo...ning under 3rour aegis they have been discussing fn..

tura steps and implications. I just want to say that I am particularly
Kkd that this has been the case, and I have -listened with particular
interest to what they have had to say, because in our discussions in the

committee, e did not have much opportunity to discuss this sort of

thing.
Our attention, as you know, had been directed away from the area

of recommendations to oflier areas. So I had not before this had the
benefit of hearing these people, whom I respeck suggest ideas which

to me have sounded very constructive, very creative, very thoughtful.
I have been listening very hard and I have a lot now to go home and

think about.
I appreciate that opportunity.
Senator PASTORE. Lk) you agree with this idea that their thould be

some action taken?
Dr. COFFIN. I think that, yeig I would agree with that. I think

that we have at NBC, at any rate, been trying progressively, as the
seasons have gone by, to really do two things, one, to minimize the
sort of violence which we felt would be harmful in the character, and,

two, to put progressively more end more programs in our schedule
which would have a professional effect.

S
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Senator PASTORS, Any questions isI may come back for anotherquestion if we have time.Di% Memielsohn i
Dh MalmoLoons, Thank you. In terms of the time pressures athand--
Senator PASTORS Don't get excited until you hear the long ring ofthe bell. Youcan keep talking until then.
Dr. Mammonx. I was going to sAy, as Dr. Rubinstein said, wehad a reputation for being succinct, th' was a cue to out it down. Ido have one or two comments that I think might be of interest beyondwhat has been said heretofore on the various topics under discussion.One has to do with quantity.
We have been batting this concept about and how much is much,and how little is small, and so forth. This was the kind of debate thatcan go on ad infinitum. It is also a debate that occurs in another con-text, where the issue of quantity seems to arise, and that is a oliche thatwe hear constantly regarding both the amount of hours spent by chil-dren and the amount of "violence conten " and we must keep in mindthat we are talking about entertainment as if we knew what therelationship between exposure to len , , per ode of time with a goodamount of violence has a direct bee and effect. Unfortunately thestudk,r; 0:at were undertaken under this program were done quite inde-pendem4, the amount of content was divorced from any niationshipto a sty dy regarding whether more or kss content is 001141110ive to moreor less kind of behavioral manifestations ou the other end.We simply, in mv estimation, cannot , I on assuming that simpleexposure to a lot oi stuff is related to , ect. If we dial that, all wewould have to do is take a look at Sunday school attendance and saythat people who have been exposed to a good deal of Sunday school,Bibical and other kinds of religious training neoessarrily have to beprosocial in their activity for the rest of their lives. I think there issome indication that this is not always true. I would like to turn to---Senator PASTORE. But if you dwell in a den of thieves, you mightcome out a crook I

Dr. MENDELSOHN. It depends on how much and how long. Thisaside for the moment, I don't want to comment on the number of pro-posals that have already been suggested, and perhaps add one or twoof my own.
I think, ever though as Dr. Siegel points out, we do have some ap-preciation of the role of parental guidance. In the subsequent man!.festation of violent behavior on the part of some children, the problemthat I am concerned with is what determines good or bad parentalguidance. When we are talking in a large societal context, we are talk-mg about. how our institutions are functioning, whether our chil-dren are getting adequate housing, adequate nutrition, adequate educa-tion as well as adequate %rental guidance.
Iseow it seems to me Congress has before it a mandate to take a lookat all of the institutional inputs into what makes the child a healthychild, as well as relating it to specific exposure to specific kinds ofmedia. Perhaps we may find that the media have a role, but a ratherremote role in terms of some more serious kinds of violence-producingexperience that our children go through.
I am reminded of the problems that we have with drop-outs in ourschools, who we then say we have to do something about censoring

ea
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our sehools in order to control that particular kind of "violence" that
some childem experience. Perhaps this is so, perhaps not.

On the matter of parental control, I certainly would agree with my
colleagues who feel that perhaps a very htipmUnt input into the sys-
tem would be more epphasis on the role of parents,but I would go
a little beyond that. Whatever foams there were, the lower educa-
tional insUtutions, the primary and secondary sleek particularly,
is that we have a deemphasis on training children in school in the area
of mass media.

We are still talking about Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm and Robin-
son Crusoe and so forth, but we do very littre in terms of developing
!Andrea. It would seem to me we have an opportunity hets in our
schools to orient our kids to what is good quality, what is bad quality,
what is violence, and what is not, what should be attended with Me
degree of seriousness and what should be avoided.

I certainly would endorse the notion of an emphasis on pro-social
programing and I think we ought to underwrite that. We really don't
know agood deal about what goes on in terms of exposure to so-called
pro-social programing. In the old days this used to be ogled art. We
always asumed that the good novel and the good play and the good
painting and so forth somehow was a favorable kind of experience
in terms of broadening people's horizons and this is an assumption.

We know as little about that process as we do about the process we
have been talking about. One can make some assumptions, however.
If it is true that we can learn by imitation with regard to violence, then
it should also be true that the same process would hold for social, pro-
social experiences as well.

If we learn cognitively about kinds of behaviors, we also should
learn cognitively about positive kinds of behaviors. Part of the pro-
blem that we face is that the charge is always titled, it was always
titled in terms of a negative aspect of media content, with almost a
total disregard for the nonnegative or pro-social aspects of the media.

I certainly also would endorse the recommendation made by some of
my colleagues on the committee today in regard to a very strongisup-
port for public broadcasting. This is something the Congress has m its
power to do. Those bills are being debated right now and the prospect
actually doesn't look too good.

If we are really talking about alternatives, then, we should start
taking a very serious look at this particular public alternative as a way
out (dale dilemma regarding commercialism and the aspects of profit-
making and so forth.

Thank you.
Senator Pitman. Thank you very much.
You heard that long ring. That is the vote going on. I will turn the

nwting hack to you, Dr. Steinfeld, and Dr. Rubinstein. Is there any-
thing further you want to say I

Dr. STEMELD. I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Sena-
tor Baker, first of all, for asking for the report, and secondly for what
I think has been a most productive morning.

Senator PASTORE. Thank you very, very much. I want to thank
you all for coming. If it becomes necessary, we will be in touch with
you further.

Without objection the following letters and statements will be made
part of the hearing record at this time :
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Percy H. Tannenbaum, University of California, Berkeley.
Italph gam the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,

Oita lo,..,canada.
Prof. ims It Golden.
Dr. Anthony F. O. Wallace_ University of Pennsylvania.
Prof. Thomas P. Baldwin, Miehien State University.
Dr. Monroe M. Lefkowits, New Turk State Department of Mental

Hygiene.
Yrot Ithiel de Sola Pool Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Professor plyohology, Irving Janis, Yale University.
Hobert 31;- Liebert and John M. NW., State University of New

York at Stony Brook
Tomorrow morning, we will meet at 10 o'clock. The first witness

will be the Chairman of the Federal Communications Couunission,
Dean Buroh.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 1:40, the hearing wee adjourned, to reconvene at

10 a.m., onednesday, March 29, 1011)
(The letters and statement referred to follow I)

Thetvatibrrit o2 CALIVOUNIAA BERM"
Berk** Mai& Mangle 2, 1972,

Mr. NIOBOLAIS ZAPasta,
Communications CounOit, Committee on Commereet
1:14. Senate, Washington, D.O.

Dna Nton Thank you for your note of February 25 and for the copy of
Volume It of the technical reports of the Surgempaenerars Advisou Committee
which you sent along Under separate covet% look forward to the additional
volumes as they become available.

As I indicated to you at the meeting in Palo Alto, I would be glad to appear
before the Committee on Conununications during its hearings scheduled for
March 21-24, but unfortunately I will be out of the country at that time. I
assume there will be quite a number of groups and individuals who will be called
by oommittee and who will petition for appearances, and accordingly that the
hearings may be maimed after the Baster congressional break. I will be back
in the conutry by April 5 and back in Berkeley k April it (the interlude will be
spent at a conference in Charleston, S.C.) and could be available any time after
that date in the event the hearings are indeed resumed.

I think that after the meetings in Palo Alto you have a pretty fair idea of my
views on the entire matter. Just for your interest, I am enclosing a copy of a
letter I wrote to Representative John M. Murphy in reply to his letter to me
earlier this month. I am not sure of his motives in all this, or of any questions
of committee Jurisdictions, but I thought Ms request for my reactions did merit
an honest reply,

It was indeed very nice seeing you again, and I expect we will bump into
each other again in the relatively near future. It will be a distinct pleasure
for me. If the occasion arises for you to be out on the West Coast again, please
do let me know ahead of time. A.mong other things, I would very much like
to invite you to our School and have you give an informal address to our faculty
and student body regarding your experiences in legislative development and
policy formation activity on the Washington scene. I think you eau give some
invaluable insights for the benefit of our students.

Sincerely,
PEROT H. TANNICNBAUM, Professor.

P.S. The more I think of it, the more I believe the testimony I gave before
the Violence Commission several years ago still represents my own position on
this entire issue. I might phrase matters somewhat differently today, but I
believe the essential point made regarding the doubtfulness of total evidence
ever being in hand and the necessity to take some action nevertheless would
still stand today. Since I did not speak from a prepared text I do not have an
exact copy of my remarks. But the last publication of the Violence Commission
does, I believe, contain an edited version of my more-or-less spontaneous remarks,
and if you are interested you may want to refer to that document.
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The ONI'ASIO Itit(IMUTIO COS STUDIOS fit Ightic
Ontario, Canada, March ?I IOW.

Mr. Igt0ttoteAs..2Aert5
Commenfoonone Counsel, Committee on Censures, MS. Senate, Washington,

ay.
DIM NICKOLAS SUPPLE! I appreciate your thoughtfulness hi forwarding the

Surgeon General's report on TV violence and partioularliv the first voluino. Of the
technical papers. It was difficult to judge the research from the general Rate..
ments in the report.

Unfortunately I shalt be out of the country on March 24, thus will be enable
to appear personally before the Committee.

Given the emerging controversy over die interpretatimi of the research report,
I would recommend an indemnftnt review of the research. My recollection is
that a similar approach was adopted with respect te the resent& on smoking and
cancer.

An Advisory Panel should be established ta evaluate the researoh and the
findings. Professional organisations soh as The American Psychological Asso-
elation or The American tiloeiologiral Association could be invited to nominate
a list of qualified scientists from whom the panel could be sleeted. It goes with-
out saying that the TV networks should not be represented or have power of
selection.

Given the complexity of the social and environmental problem% definitive re .
search results are unlikely I hence some kind of qualified Judgmedit in interpreting
data is needed. Com tent Advisory Panels can fulfill this function.

One can identify tations in nearly any piece of reSearch in the social sci-
ences--but that is a game for soeial scientists to play among themselves in their
effort to improve met hodol . Prom soeiety's viewpoint, it needs to know. if the
research questions or . " eses were germane to the issue? Were they posed
in a way permitting an answer? Was the methodology appropriate and the best
currently available? And what is the significance of the results.

Enclosed you will find a copy of a speech delivered a year ago which may be of
interest because it reporta on the work (or lack of it) of the iToint Ocenmittee
for Research on Television and Children. Wiebe, Coffin, and Klepper served on
this committee. Given the views expressed in the paper, it was probably a
priate that I was excluded from the Surgeon General's Advisory t3ommittee. nt
the excluelon should have been by act of the Surgeon Gemeral, not the TV net-
works. I don't concur in the exclusion of the remiening six panelists.

I will be interested in what ensues from your hearings, which to me is one more
round in the struggle for social responsibility.

Yours sincerely,
RALPH GARRY,

Professor and Chairman, Department of Curriculum.

ONINIMPapwww

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N.Y.i
March 10, 191f.

SCIENCES IN WONDERLAND

Analysis of Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised Violence.
Report to the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, from The
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisoisy Committee on Television and Sodial Be-
havior, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DX., 1972; and of the
studies commissioned by this committee, in Television and Social Behavioral
(5 volumes) Washington : Government Printing Mee 1972.

Ross IC. GOLDSEN,
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology.

When you turn on your television set, you see mainly formula shows, and
violence is their principal ingredient. (1) There are many among the American
public who object to this saturation of our airwaves by violent "shows." Osten-
sibly responding to this concern, and prodded by Senator John 0. Pastore who is
chairman of the Subcommittee on Communications of the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, the Surgeon General of the United States established in 1969 an Advisory
Committee on Television and Social Behavior. Its mission : "To study the effects
of television on social behavior, with its focus on the effects of televised violence
on the behavior, attitudes, development and mental health of children." (p. 231.)

The committee began its work on June 16, 1969. In its two years of operation
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it has commissioned one million dollars worth of research. The first product
of the group, Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Television Violent*,
sunnuariSes the principal findings. The present article evaluates this report as
well as the researches on which it is based. (2)

Here is the main finding of two years of research : "A preliminary and tentative
indication of a causal 'elation between viewing violence on television and aggree.
sive behavior ; an indication that any such causal relation operates Only On some
children . . and an indication that it operates only in some environmental
contexts." (p. 19)

This remarkable statementfollowed, of course, by the usual plug for more
research of the same kinddoes not say much about "social behavior, attitudes,
development and mental health of children." It says nothing about American tele-
vision. I'd like to begin with the why of these two important oversights.
Mow the Committee Was Stacked: A Phony Directive . . .

The moment this committee was eet up, the television industry won an im-
portant battle in the long war it has hien waging against American culture and a
free electronic press. The very statement of this committee's raison d'eire guar-
anteed that the glaring light of scientific inquiry would be beamed away from
systematic examination of how our electronic press is meeting its obligations to
the American people and American children. Instead, ft turned that searchlight
on examination of what makes children tick : their tastes, their personality
quirks, their attitudes, their values, their motivations, their IQ's, why they Watch
television, what they like and dislike about which programs, their reaction to
commercials, and so on.

The statement of purpose ensured that the committee would boast no member
versed in constitutional law and the bo0 of theory and precedent that define the
role of the press in a free society. No historian ; no journalist or humanist or
civil libertarian who had dedicated himself to such concerns either as a scholar
or as a victim of press repression. The committee was staffed instead by experts
in child development, psychiatry, psychology, and that kind of sociology which
dedicates itself to the survey research on audiences that is the Dow-Jones of the
television industry. The free press foundations of the issue were thus completely
bypassed.

Television is our electronic press. But the report of the Surgeon General's Scien-
title Advisory Committee makes not one reference to it as such. There are many
mentions of "television entertainment," "fictional violence," "dramatic entertain-
ment on television," and the like. The report accepts uncritically that television's
"self-chosen primary role ( is) to entertain," (p. 39)as if such fare were
trivial ; as if the fact that our airwaves are saturated with formula shows and
standardized images exempts television from its obligations to serve us as our
electronic press.

Nowhere does the report mention that the stories and myths and tall tales
and fantasies that have fascinated children since the beginning of time are
an age-old primary source of the mental roadmaps all societies provide to help
orient their children to the loyalties, standards, judgments and values of their
society and of their own cultural heritages.

(Scenario: Imagine that our public libraries offered the same range of cultural
materials that television offers to our children ; the public protests ; they are
asked to allay their concern pending a million dollars worth of research to
determine scientifically whether the children selecting books from this limited
range of offerings suffer any harmful effects from reading them I)

The ladies and gentlemen of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee ignored this major problem in existing television entertainment for
children. Instead, they voted to commission research centering around the
question : "If children see violent or aggressive action on television, will their
own behavior become violent or aggressive?" (Notice the similarity to socialist
realism : if a red-cheeked maiden is shown cuddling up to a tractor, will agri-
cultural production increase?)
. . . And Rigged Membership

Not content with this important advantage, the television industry went one
step further. They rigged the committee. Representatives of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters and of two of the three networks (3) blackballed seven
proposed members who were not sympathetic enough to the industry viewpoint
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to guarantee their objectivity lit deciding what studies should be conducted and
who should conduct them.

Thtts, psychologists Limard Berko Wits (Univeristy of Wiseonsin) and Mbert
Bandura (StanforC :4.ersity)whose research has consistently shown a link
between exposure to violent stimUli and aggressive behaviorwere blackballed.
Professor Italph Garry (University of Toronto) was blackballed. As consultant
to the Senate Subcommittee zbn Juvenile Delinquency (1961-62) he had docu-
mented practices which the network executives considered embarrassing atunely,
that they hold decisionanaking power over network program content. Stsmiologist
Leo Bogart was blackballed. As executive vice president of the Bureau of Ad-
vertising of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, he represents a
competing medium. (4)

The objectivity of committee members Joseph A. Klepper, Thomas E. Coffin,
Ira Oisin, Harold Mendelsohn and Gerhard D. Wiebe was not questioned. Dr.
Klepper is Director of Social Research at OBS. Dr. Coffin is Vice President for
Research at NBC. Dr. Oisin and Dr. Mendelsohn are uonsultants to CBS. Dr.
Wiebe, now dean of Boston University's School of Communication

'
is a former

OBS executive and former chairman of the Joint Committee for Research on
Television and Cnildren. The Joint Committee, &minuted by the networks and
funded generously by them (ant/ the government and the Ford Foundation) had
also been directed to stimulate and conduct similar research. "In the seven
years of its existence, for whatever reason, no reports or recommendations have
been forthcoming," wrote Senator Pastore to Secretai7 Robert Finch (March 5,
1969).

Let it be clear that only the networks and their trade association, the NAB,
were given this veto power by the Surgeon General or . nominations. No other
interest group or professional group was granted equivalent power. And it was
in the letter explaining this veto power that we findin all 85 pounds of material
produced by the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committeethe only
reference to the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
"This special procedure," said Attorney General Jesse L. Steinfeld testifying
before the Pastore Committee on September 2b, 1971, "was carefully considered
and used to prevent any charges that the government was intimidating that
industry or violating the First Amendment rights of thl . industry." (5)

Having made certain that the scientific inquiries maid examine our children
but not our television having ensured that the advisory committee was well
infiltrated by members' beholden to the industry ; now the committee was in a
position to conduct its business. That business: to sthnulata and fund a million
dollars worth of research useful for providing thesis laaterial and journal
articles for academics, useful to the researeh organisations of netwrrks and
advertisers, but useless for enlightening public policy on American televbsion.

A Hooper Rating for Who Deaerves Mental Health
The causal relation between violence on television and aggressive behavior,

the report tells us, operates only on some children and only in some environ-
mental contexts, "only in certain subgroups of children, who might constitute
a small proportion or a substantial proportion of the total population of tele-
vision viewers." (p. 123)

By the standards of this committee, this statement Is, of course, a grave in-
dictment of those who deliver television fare into our homes. But IN import is
not pursued. Which clAildren? Which contexts? Mentally defective ehiklreu in
institutions? Delinquk nts or pre-delinquents? Deaf children? Bedridden chil-
dren? Children who can't learn to read? Lonely children?

We'll never know. Such inthgroups were deliberately excluded from research
attention. The Committee decided that these kinds of children aro deviant, they
are statistical minorities ; whatever harm television might be doing them, does
not, therefore, deserve study,

Keep in mind that the committee accepts the principlerepugnant to the
First Amendment of the U.S. Oonstitutionthat the policy for television should
be determined by wise men who decide whether the content of our electronic
press produces harmful effects on the mental health of children who rely on it.
But not even all childrenonly "normal" ones.

And what about the "non-deviant" children whose mental health does deserve
concern? Well, as long as the proportions of normal children whom television
may damage does not exceed a certain limit, the Committee feels that the country
can relax. "The real issue Is quantitative" (p. 7). "The real issue is how often."
(P. 6).
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Lot*, Ma, No Television:
The bibliography generated by this group includes si3ttf-0110 references. Zeal,*big aside for the moment methodolVeal stadiek teaty interchanges among thescholars, and summaries or research rev1ews 1.couflt 68 separate investigations,

of these, on17 live look at anything at all about American television. (Baldwin& Lewis ; Cantor ; Gerbner a, )31 and parts of Ole* & B1ankenbileg4 Threemore look at comparative television sleitelne (Dahlgren; Halloran & &oil;Shiner) providing a welcome baseline against which Americana eatt eValuatethe Alice-in-Wonderland-like structinn We have evolved for the vastest andmost influential press operation any single country has known sines the dawnof
The rest of the studies examine children, adolescents and adultstheir age,their sex, their socio-economic status, their religion, their family pattern% theirviewing habits, their leisuretime activitlea, their reactions to black and white

versus color television, their understanding of commercials, and so on. itteialexpressions were filmed as they watched television. Children and adolescentswere marched into experimental laboiatories and out of them. Public schoolsturned their classrooms over to the experimenters and testers, Children werewired up to electrodes that measured their eleetrogalvanie skin reflexes andbrain waves. They were even waked up in the middle af the night and asked torecount their dreams
Certain "anti social attitudes, values and behaviors" were also measured.nue, with the notable exceptions noted on page ch the studies commissioned

hy this committee did not probe the extent to which television networks and sta-tions preempt our airwaves every day to beam incessantly into our homes for-mule shows that - cl for their punch on violenca Nor dtd the committeepnrhe the `practices , at monopolize and limit the variety of Oiltural materialsmade available to our publicsthe major policy point at issue. Instead the cm-mittee concentrated their efforts upon examining reactions.
Reactions to what? To some kind of cockamamie stimuli held to be equivalentto a lifetime of television watching. Even the alleged effects of these stimuli are,

by definition, abseured and counfounded by caveats. Of course their impact
cannot be isolated from the competing effects of every other kind of personalhistory variable that likewise contributes to any behavior, any value, my atti-
tude of any born and socialized human being, whether he is seven or seventy.

I hasten to add here that all the studies of "effects" and "reactions" are in thebest tradition of those branches of experimental social psychology and sociologi-cal surveys that elate), to investigate the behavioral and attitndinal accompani-
mente of eNposure to violent stimuli. The point is that the tradition itself isworthless for this purpose,
When To Act and When to Commission a Study Group

I &all reluctantly assume for the moment the frame of reference of the Sur-
geon General's Scientific Advisory Ciommittee in order to summarize briefly the
pr./y.111ml irrelevancies of the studies it commissioned. I say, "reluctantly,' be-
eause the notion that a television broadcast exercises its main effect directly on
a viewer is simply nonsense. Pollutants belched by chimneys into the air do notdirectly degrade lungs ; they degrade the atmosphere : your lungs take their
chance.; in the same way, a steady diet of formula television beamed simul-
taneous*, into millions of homes does not directly degrade minds. It degrades
cultural atmosphere, depriving it of the variety our democratic institutionsneed in order to function, that our children's imaginations need in order fortheir minds to grow and develop : your children take their chances.

But I must accept for the moment the simplistic heuristic model underlyingthese studies in order to demonstrate that even in their own terms the research
c.ommissioned by the Surgeoa General's Scientific Advisory Committee is not thestuff that can inform wise social policy for television.
Experimental Studies and the Suspension of Belief

The experimental research commissioned by the committee is exquisitely ir-
relevant to its own stated objectives.

None of these experiments adequately standardizes the stimuli whose effectsthey claim to measure. The general pattern is : expose an experimental group to
a television or film stimulus characterized as "violent." Expose a control group to
other stimuli characterized as "non violent" or "less violent" or even "pro-social."
Then ask the groups to perform some task. Note whether the bask-performance
of the two groups differs. If there are differences, ascribe them to the "violence"

89
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of the stimulus. If there are no differences, the claim is made that the effect a
"violence" eann,et rard.

Meanwhile, oack a e ranch, the Stionili in. Mention. Vary trent each -Other .in
innumerable ways, any one or more of whieh--alone or in -combinationmight
have produced observed differences in outcome, or might be.concealing difteronces
that real standardisation could have revealed. But the eXperitnenter .aske the
reader to believe that the observed oUtcomes are due only to the "violence" of the
complex content of the Stimulus.

Thus, we are asked to Make believe that Mews is identical te laptew*0 if; end
that both differ from Mieterogere ,ody or malty in terms of tht:X
violent or "pro-social" content. (Stein & Friedrieb) We nre e, ed Make- &Move

that shots of a baseball game and shots frog: a clreas- ere rdentidal and that both
-differ from war newsreel ehots only or mainly in terms ct. their violent eonte--e
(Feshback) We are asked to make believe that an. "ngfieessive.film" whit& betis tt

-complete story differs from a patched-together "non-aggressive filth" that does not
maintftin a story line, only or mainly in terms of violent content (Llebert is
Baron ) Shots from The Untouchables are compared with tads from ft "sferts
sequence" aa if the only differences between them had to do with .violence.
(rman) We are asked to balance off a 20 minute "violent" film against an 8
minute "non-violent" film. (Leifc:r & Roberts) Peter &ton is considered a meta
for Green -tern. (Babinovich & htazLean) An Mode scene from Body and sous is
compared wtth scenes of "shoot-outs." (Tannenbaum) A "non violent"-film centers
around an offstage murder, a deadly chase through a tunnel and a helelese
woman who is approached by au attacker while ominous music plays. Matemen4

Sometimes the experimental and eontrol groups areexposed to the saine stimu
so that the need for standardisation ie bypassed. But every one of the med.
ments in this series requires the same kind of suspension of belief on the part of
the reader, nevertheless. For expInple, here is the television diet which- we are
asked to make believe "stands for" the television experience of mit children.

DURATION OP EXPOSURE TO TELEVISION IN SIXTEEN EXPERIMENTS

From "seconds" to 9 minutes, 20 seconds : 7 experiments (Ekman ; Greenberg
& Gordon ; Leifer & Roberte, Experiment 8 ; Tannenbaum ; Feshback,
meats 1, 2, 3)

Prom 20 to 80 minutes: 8 experiments (Clark ; Foulkes & Belvedere; Kate-
man ; Leifer & Roberts, Experiments 1, 2; Rabinovich 8 MacLean)

"Brief exaerpts :" 2 experiments (Liebert & Baron ; Wackman, Reale & Ward
who, by the way, test only commercials).

More than 80 minutes and more than a single. day : one experiment (Stein &
Friedrich exposed children to television 20 minutes per day, three days a week,
over a four-week period).

What about the outcome variables"the social behavior . . attitudes, devel-
opment and mental health of children," that violent television might affect? The
"effects" again demand the same kind of suspension of belief. Sometimes we are
asked to take into account a child's willingness just minutes after exposure to
deliver a painful stimulus to another child by means of a specially constructed
noise-machine. (Feshback ; Liebert & Baron ; Tannenbaum). Or we are asked to
believe that a child's willingness to help or hinder someone who (he is told) is
trying to win a game, (Blunan) can stand for the kind of reactions that con-
tern the many well meaning Americans who worry about whether television's
consistently violent formulas may be harming their children.

Most frequently, however, the "outeome variables" are measured by children
filling in questionnaires and check lists. Only one experimental study likewise
observes behavior in relatively normal situations, and does so for more than a
few minutes after exposure and over more than a Mingle day. (Stein & Friedrich )

The piece de reeistanee of all these studies is the dream research conducted by
Foulkes & Belvedere. Forty boys are put to sleep in a laboratory after "about a
half hour" of viewing "violent" television. They are hitched up to electrodes. They
ere waked up after 10 minutes of rapid eye movements indicating that they are
dreaming. They are interviewed about their dreams and then allowed to go back
to sleep. This procedure is repeated four times during the night.

Finally, the time-lapse between stimulus and subsequent response is negligible.
All except two (Katzman : Stein & Friedrich) of these so-called experiments
measure the alleged "effects" immediately after exposure to the initially trivial
stimulus.
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He Sage, She sage: Hearsay Evidence
The sociological surveys try to correct the deficienoies of the experiments in

dealing with short time spans. They try to record long-term eXpesUre tO teleVision
and "aggressive" or "anti-social" behavior over time. But both exposure and
response-patterns are deteemined by hearsay evidence provided by mothers, teach-
ers or peers who give their opinions onsay--the degree of aggressiveness in the
usual behavior of the children studied. Or the researchers may ask the respc,w1-ents to testify in interviews, questionnaires or diaries concerning their own
behavior now and in the past. Such responses are then rated or scaled or com-
piled in some statistical way into a score that the researcher in his wisdom,
declares is indicstive of "high" or "low" aggression or exposure or whatever, on
the part of the selfsame individual who provided the testimony. (Chaffee &
McLeod, Dominick & Greenberg ; Friedman & Johnson ; Israel & Robinson ;
Johnson, Friedman & Gross ; Greenberg & Gordon ; Lefkowitz, Eron, Welder &
Huesmann ; Lyle & Hoffman ; McIntyre it: Teevan ; McLeod, Atkin & Chaffee ;
Robinson ; Robinson & Bachman ; Ward, Levinson & Wackman)

Evidence of this cort unsupported by any outside validation, would not stand
up in a court of lawnot even a traffic court.
A Government Handout to the Mob

Many of these so-called scientific investigations stimulated and funded by the
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee were straightforward handouts
to the market research divisions of the networks and the advertising agencies.
They provide the "demographics" that networks and the agencies rely upon for
pinpointing populations especially susceptible to one kind of appeal or another.
Many of the commissioned studies produced "demographics" which are much
more detailed and sophisticated than usual. Not Ault details by age and sex and
ethnic background and religious afilliation and so on ; but family listening pat-
terns and detailed, day-by-day listening diaries* (Murray) Attention to com-
mercials (Ward, Levinson & Wackman ; Ward, Reale & Levinson ; Blatt,
Spencer & Ward ; Ward & Robertson ; Ward & Wackman). The impact of black
and white versus color television. (Katzman) A nationwide sample of adults
reports their television viewing behavior. (Lo &into ; Robinson & Bachnuin)
Even the so-called methodological studies are usefnl to the industry. Investiga-
tions of the "interchangeability of indIces," for example, can save thousand of
dollars for market research firms and network research departments by show-
ing which among many costly measurement items are redundant and can safely
be dispensed with. (Bechtel, Acbelpohl & Akers ; Eckman et al.; Greenberg.
Ericson & Vlahos ; Greenberg & Gordon.)
Televieton and arowing Up?

The summary report's title is an out-and-out misnomer. Here is the distribution
of respondents and subjects in the sixteen experiments and twenty-four surveys
or studies that rely on questionnaires or interviews with laymen and women.
Note that about 48 per cent of all respondents or subjects were junior or senior
high school students or college students ; and that an additional 81 per cent or so
were adults.
1. Children undc.r three 0
2. Pre-school children (under 5) 2R1
3. Children of kindergarten age (5 or 6 or "in kindergarten") 2884. Children over 6, up to and including 12; or from first grade up to and

including eighth grade 2 4. 805
5. Junior and senior high school and college students or people of equiv.

Meat ages 2 10, 0726. children of unspecified ages 544
7. Adults, mothers, adults in "family interviews" 8 7. 8R0

Total 28. 815
1 These filmes are the closest estimates I could arrive at. Some samules included aspan from Rth to 12th grade and 8th graders could not be distinguished from the restwithout asking for special runs. / have classified these cases with those in category 5.On the other hand, some samples spanned the fourth to ninth grades, and I have choisifiedthese cases in category 4. Any error is minor and probably cancelled out by this procedure.If anything, it understates the number of older children.
a Two studies investigated 22 "families." I assomed two parents and two children,classified the parents in category T and the children in category 8 above.a Many of these adults gave their opinions on TV exposure of their children, how aggres-sive they estimated their child or children to be, social behavior, and so on.
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"Merely lintertainment"Whare AU The Puss About?
Television is one of the technological innovations that is running away with

our culture. It is a quantum Jump in communications technology as decisive for
the way this society goes as are nondegradable pesticides and deteegents, nuclear
fission or wee explorations. We cede our eyes aud ears to television ; and the eyes
and ears of our children. It is hard to believe that these ridiculous efforts by this
task force are our society's serious attempt to confront the grave problems We
face in trying to evolve a policy to ensure that television's power fortifies our
democratic institutions rather than erodes them.

What does this have to do with Donald Duck and Superman and the com-
mercials for plastic toys that such programs occasionally interrupt? What does
it have to do with Matt Dillon and. Ben Cartwright and the cope and robbers
and cowboys and Indians that preempt our airwaves every day? These "shows"
are our electronically transmitted folklore. We are dealing with the massive
transmission of the images that children draw upon in developing their judg-
ment-making apparatuses. These images are now standardised, narrow in scope
and range; they are repugnant to many families and subcultures. It is their mas-
siveness and their narrowness that is limiting the wellsprings of our children's
values, the values they will need if they are to grow up as autonomous men and
women in a self-governing society.

Surely, this electronic press no less than our printed press has the obligation
to provide the variety In images and ideas and myths and stories that our
culture needs. The argument often heard in television and' advertising circles,
"If you don't like it, turn it off," is simply silly. Television does not compete on
an equal footing with sound trucks, mimeograph machines, wall posters, news-
papers, libraries, rudio. It competes with the family as the principal socializing
agency of our childrenthis massive press operation that enters our homes every
day. The issue is not what most normal children can tolerate, but what allchildren need.

A press that gives us "shows" that run the gamut from A to B is not a free
press, whether the limitation is imposed by government censors, by network
executives, or by "market forces." "There is no sanctuary in the First Amendment
for unlimited private censorship operating in a medium not open to all . . .Freedom of the press from governmental interference under the First Amendment
does not sanction repression of that freedom by private interests." (Justice
Black in Associated Press v. United States, 826 U.S. 1, 20, 1945. )

If our children are to be blessed with mental health, they need many things.
Among them is variety in the imaginative materials we expose them to in their
developmental years. It is this variety, this opportunity to select among varied
fare, that should have occupied the attention of this committee. The absence of
such variety is what this committee should have called to the nation's attention.
Variety of choice is the only sure protection for "what is at stake . . . our mostvaluable and trusted resources . . . the minds and hearts of our young people."
(Senator John 0. Pastore. Hearings, September 28, 1971.)

REFEMENCES

1. In 1967, you probably saw about five violent episodes per program, abouteight per hour. "Children's shows" (a category meaningful to broadcasters)
held the lead. They contributed three times as much to that average as theusual "adult show."

When you turned on your television set in 1969, you probably saw about the
same number of violent episodes per program. But "adult shows" had been
relatively sanitized. They contributed fewer violent episodes to the overall
average. "Children's shows," on the other hand, had doubled their contributionto the census of total mayhem. (Gerbner 1971b.)

In 1971 if you tuned in to the Saturday morning ghetto, you probably saw
mainly animated cartoons. Approximately three out of ten of their dramatic
segments were "saturated" with violence; about 71 per cent had at least one
instance of humans engaged in violence. (Berms 1971.)

2. Televigon and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised Violence. Report to
the Surgeon General United States Public Health Service from The Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior.
Washington : Government Printing Office 1972. In addition to this summary
volume, all the research commissioned by the Surgeon General's Scientific Ad-
visory Committee have been published in five volumes entitled Television and
Soeial Behavior. Washington : Government Printing Office 1972. The five volumes
a re :
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G. A. Comstock & It A. Rubinstein (Eds.) Vol 1. Content and Control.
J. P. Murray, 10, A. Rubinstein & 0. A. Comstock (Eds.) Vol 2. Televieton end

Maid Learning.
0, A. Comte* & E, A. Rubinstein (SU) Vol 8. reliodoloo and ddoleteentAggressiveness.
E. A. Rubinstein, G. A. Comstock & 3, P. Murray (Rds.) Vol 4, Television in

Dag-to-Dag Life: Patterns of Ma
G. A. Comstock, E. A. Rubinstein & Z. P. Murray tEds.)2 Vol IL Television's

Mots: Further Beglorations.
All the studies cited in the text of this article a + r in tliese volUmes, except

one : P. H. Tannebaum "Studies in Ifihu. andgv-,i ediated 4204)1381 and Antes-
skin" appears as a preliminary progress report in volume 1

& The two networks were DIRO and ABC. Dr. Prank Renton, then president
of OBS, refused the invitation to comment on the suitability of proposed members.

4. The other nominees who were backballed were I Dr. Leon Eisenberg, pro-
fessor of child psychiatry at Johns Hopkins Medical School ; Otto Larsen, pro-
fessor of sociology at the University of Washington ; Percy H. Tannebaum,
professor of communication and psychology, then at the University of Penn-
sylvania. Richard A. Moore, who served as liaison between the Committee and
the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, came to that post after a
twenty-year career as a station executive.

5. Dr. Jesse L. Steinfeld, Surgeon General, told the Pastore conimittee that
"The procedure was essentially similar to one that was followed in appointing
members to the Advisory Committee on Smoking and Health." (Hearings before
the Subcommittee on Communications of the Committee on Commerce tpf the
U.S. Senate, September 28, 1971) This is not preciaely true, While tobacco in-
dustry representatives were invited to pass on the composition of that earlier
committee, so were their adversary groups, The American Cancer Society and
the American Heart Association.

UNDIRREITY PENNSYLVANYA,
PUladelpMa, Pa., March 18, 1012.

Senator JOHN 0. PASTORE,
Chub.man, Subcommittee on Communications,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR PASTORE : Thank you for inviting me to present my views on
the Television and Social Behavior report and its implications on March 21,
1972. Unfortunately I must decline because of prior commitments here. I should
like to take this opportunity, however, to indicate my support of the report's
cautious but definite finding that for some children, televised violence acts as
an instigator of anti-social aggressive behavior over a prolonged period of time.
I believe, as do others, that there are many other stimuli to unwanted violence
in America and I should not want the TV industry to serve as a scapegoat for
social ills that have other and perhaps more important roots. Nor do I favor
any action which would result in the imposition of government censorship of a
public medium. But I do think that it now behooves the TV industry to respond
constructively to the clear indication of the need, in the public interest, to reduce
the exposure to the nation's children of the more mindless forms of violence on
television.

An aspect of the whole pnblem which received inadequate study is the wayin which TV entertainment subtly teaches values about violenceor perhaps
teaches an indifference to it. Such possible warping of values may be socially
more important, in fact, than the direct instigating effect. I would hope that
appropriate federal agencies will be enabled to invest adequate funds in research
in this area.

Finally, I should like to say that I have the greatest confidence in the integ-
rity of all the members of the committee including those with affiliations with the
TV industry. I have already expressed my concern to Dr. Steinfeld over the way
in which the committee was appointed, by allowing a one-sided veto in a matter
of controversy which in principle seems to me to have been faulty. In this case
I do not believe any damage was done but as I indicated to the burgeon-Gen-
eral, in other situations serious errors might occur if such procedures were-
allowed.

Sincerely,

(7 3

ANTHONY F. C. WALLACE.
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MICHIGAN !ATMS UNIvenetTirs
DNPARTMENT OP TOLDPISION AND BAN%

BAST LANSING, MOIL

PCAR SENA= HAW ani writing in regard to "television and violence" which
is being_considered by the Senate Commerce Committee Bubo ttee on Coin.
niunication, With a colleague, I conducted one of the studies 4'. television and
violenco under the spmorship of the Surgeon General, Ineidentally, several, of
the studies in .the Mies were done at Michigan &ate.

My responsibility was to determine the attitudes and practicei of the tele*
don industry in the use of violence in television network action-adventure pro.
grains scheduled in prime time. While these proarams are intended for the gen.
oral audience, each week the individual prograus attract as many as six mil-
lion children between the ages of two and 11 years of age.

We conducted long interviews with producers, writers, director's and network
censors. We discovered that the primary motivation of the production people is
to deliver a finished product with enough "action" (used almost synonomously
with violence) to stimulate the viewer and hold attention. However, producers
are aware of what is an "acceptable" level of violenoe through the constant re.
minders to "use extreme caution" by the network censcrs who review every script
and every film.

The network censor is the gatekeeper. He determines the amount and intensity
of violence in television. The censor is guided primarily by assumptions he makes
about the level of public tolerance for violent content. Hid job is to protect his
network and its chief executives from public criticism.

For a number of reasons, the censor does.not concern himself very deeply with
the social effects of televised violence. None of the censors is a trained social
scientist, and since the social scientists publish conflicting ',north on the eifects
of televised violence, he is not prepared to make a judgmek And, to a degree,
foetal science has failed the censor, by providing tentative, academic reports of
findings that are not transferable to the practical circumstances of evaluating
violence in the various contexts of television programs.

The Surgeon General's report, Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Tele-
vised Violence, contributions absolutely nothing to the 'tactical needs of
the censor, although the studies provide a wealth of information that could lead
to a much deeper understanding of the effects of televised violence.

I believe that the entire project for the study of violence, and the one million .

dollars invested, is wasted unless the findings are written in the form of simple
guidelines that are meaningful to the key gatekeeperthe censor. Although some
of the findings are tentative, and social scientists tend to be conservative in the
interpretation and generalisation of their results, the need for specific guide-
lines is immediate. They can be offered tentatively now, on the basis of present
knowledge, with the promise of future refinement.

Everyone in the television industry would welcome guidelines proposed by
social scientists. The producers, who believe the censor's present judgments to
be arbitrary, would not argue with decisions based on scientific findings they
could understsnd. The censor would be delighted to have concrete guidelines to
help him make decisions ; guidelines which he could use at any point to defend
those decisions.

I am proposing that it is necessary to appropriate an additional, modest sum
to support the work of a team of social scientists In translating the massive, tech-
nical data of the Surgeon General's studies into meaningful guidelines. in the
process, the social scientists should gall upon poaple knowledgeable in the field
of television production and upon the censors themselves, who are aware of
clay-to-day problems.

Obviously, the guidelines could not be forced on the networks and television
producers. But they would have to be seriously cousidered as a matter of pub-
lic responsibility.

If guidelines for the application of the findings of the Surgeon General are
not prepared, if the Congress doe r:. not take this additional step, I am convinced
that thf, r's; 0-year, million-dollar study of the impact of televised violence will
IV, I 1144T. an academie exercise, interesting in itself, but of little value to the
public good.

sineo...4y yours,

94

THOMAS F, BALDWIN,
Assodate Prefacer.
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STATE or NUW YORK,
DEPANTIEUNT OP MENTAL 11TO1ENEI

Onus oP lisouttra,
Abney, XVI, At. earl/ St IOU

Mons MIN 06 PASTOEBI
Chaim" &Nate rommunieetione Subcommittee,
New matte Office Bending, Weshington, DII

Dana Suns= Psart001 t The Surgeon General's Seientifie Advisoty Committee
on Television and /betel Behavior in my opinion ignores, dilutes, and distorts
the . research findings in their report "Television and Growing Up the Impact
of Televised Violence." its a oontributor of ow of the teehnical reportswhose study
dealt with television violence aM aggreesive behavior in a causal context, I feel
that the Coutmittee's conclusions about the angel ambito of television violence
are hedged by erroueous statements, are overqualified, and are potentially damag-
ing to children and society. In ite treabnent of my study, the Conunittee seem-
ingly includes and excludes data contingent upon whether the data support the
Committee's viewpoint

I was distressed to dmi that the Committee apparently employs innuendo and
insinuation in au attempt to discredit. the research findings. Move astonishing
however, was the Committee's attempt to doWngrade the magnitude of the rela-
tionship between a diet of early television violence and later adolescent aggression
by claiming that the statistical relationship ". . . depends almost entirely on
a small number of boys at the extreme high end of the preference scale who
scored extremely high on the peer-rated measure of aggressive behavior . . (p.
154)." The Committee failed to note, avoided, or misinterpreted an analysis of
variance of the same data in which mean scores of aggressive behavior in late
adolescence are significantly related to preferences for low, medium and high
levels of television violence dining childhood. The increase in these mean values
of aggression is P18 percent as violence preference increases from low to medium
and is 102 percent ftvm medium Vs high. Thus, ten years later, the group prefer-
ring a small amount of television violence at age 8 was significantly lees aggressive
than the group preferring a moderate amount of televiaion violence, While the
group preferrina a large amount of television violence was significantly more
aggressive than the moderatt. preference group. Barely, if ever, does a scientific
finding hold for every member of a population. In this case the finding holds for
both the high and low ends of the preference scale amounting to at least 24 percentof the simple. It is simply untrue, therefore, that the relationship between pre-
ferred television violence and aggressive behavior holds only for a extremely small
number of boys at the high end of the preference scale for television violence.

The Committee's conclusion ". . . that any such causal relation operates only
on some children (who are predisposed to be aggressive ; ) (LIAO)" is unwarranted
in the face of the evidence and potentially harmful in its effect. The data demon-strate that not only is preference for television violence synchronously related
to the expression of aggressive behavior but also longitudinally. Now, if predis-
position to aggression were involved in these results, one would expect to find a
significant relationship between two particular variables in this study : child-
hood aggressiveness and preference for violent television ten years late. The factis that this relationship did not occur (r=.01) which argues against an hypothesisof predispositijn. However, at no point in the Committee's discussion of p:e-
disposition to aggression was this lack of relationship between these two variablesnoted. Furthermore, when aggressiveness at age 8 is statistically controlled
(by partial eorrelation technique) the correlation between preference for tele-
vision violence at age 8 and aggressive behavior at age 19 still remains significant
Thus, it .9 unlikely that predisposition to aggression enters into the causal rela-
tion. Thi. danger to children from the Committee's conclusion is that mothersunderstandably ready to believe that their children are not predisposed to beaggrrssivenow have "scientific" license to permit their children a violentfCkevision diet.

The first question which must be faced Is what event or condition would best.
account for the Committee's behavior. Since Its formation. the Committee has
been surrounded by controversy. The spectre of bias in favor of the television
industry has been raised and given substance by a well.docmnented article inscience A former Committee staff member believed that ". . the scientific

3 nolrey, 1'. 1I.. Walsh. J. fAtudy of TV Viooneo: mown Top itosonvelwrg 11InekholledMtn Panel. Solonce, MO, 108 , 040-952.
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independctee of this study has obviously been subverted to some kind of poll.
dual cotenderation (p. He)." The article Iodine out that 8 of the 111 appointees
to the Committee have dose ties with the television industry whereatthe industry,
aeeinitie* was able to veto the Committee membership of seven candidates on
the batis of their presumed leek of objectivity, In this respect it seems more than
coinektental that of the three written critiques I received of my study from
Committee members the one whiet was destruetive, and in my opinion Weapons.
ible, was rendered by an individual mentioned in the article in igetenee as
luttingaililiations with the television industry,

If deliberate bias has indeed entered into the Committee's interpretation
reporting of the research findings, then a serious fraud has been perpettsted on
the American public and particularly on American children.

Sincerely yours,
Mormon M. Lnexowrre, Ph. D.,

Principal Renard, fitelentiet,
11111111101110'

MASSAONUSErkS Isurartrrii or Tnoultmotiz
DEPAISTAtENT Or POLITICAL SCIENCES,

, Cambridge, Halm, March 1, 1972.
Dr. Moms M. Lmatowrre,
Offlec of Reiman* New York State Department of Mental Hygiene,
Albany, N.Y.

DEAR Da. Ltiritowrre I am sorry you have felt aggrieved by the Surgeon
.General's Conunittee &port. end particularly sorry, that you haVe chosen to
write In a somewhat heated vein on an issue where the statistics unfortunately
do nut sustain your point. Au I read your letter, I kept having a 'fantasy of
,Columbue waxing indignant at someone who maintained that the land ha had
discovered was not the Indies and feeling that his discovery, was being derrogated
because someone. recognised the need to reinterpret what it was.

The fact of the matter is, that the Surgeon General's Committee devoted more
slewe to your study than to any other piece of field work. Clearly the reason was
that the mrelation you established over a ten year time lag was of seminal
importance. We, therefore, looked closely at your data and were compelled by the
data to some reinterpretations.

I am afraid that the specific claim that you make, that the key correlation
rests upon more than a few resimndents at one end of the distribution cannot be
sustained by your data. You rest your case on a three step comparison presented
in Table 4 of your paper, the essential figures of which I have reproduced in
'Table 1 acrompe.nying this letter. There we note that as we move from those
thirty-one individuals low in TV violence viewing In the third grade to the one
Undyed and thirty-bine individuals median in that respect and up to the fourteen
high in TV violence viewing at the third grade, the aggression score 10 years later
moves up steadily from 51 to 141 to 103.

At first glance, that supportm your case. However, for good statistical reasons,
we on the Committee were not satisfied with that three level break which
compares a few odd individuals at each end with a large majority in the middle
and we. therefore, naked to see the raw scores on a correlation scatter diagram,
We wished to twe that data precisely because this issue of whether the effects
of Tv violence viewing on aggression is a widespread one or one arising in a
roman albeit significant sub-population rests on the detailed distribution. 'Unfor-
tunately, you were not able to provide us with the individual data that we
deaired. You did, however, provide us with a much liner break than the one
presented in your table, namely, a ten level by nine level distribution. That shows
for each of nine levels of violence viewing at grade 3, which of ten levels of the
aggrissIveness score (ten years later) a boy fell into. That is not exactly the
MUM, thing as the score itself but almost the same. Only trivial differences could
arise from using the levels rather than the scores. So taking your Table 4, I have
calculated for each of the nine levels of violence viewing the mean level of
aggressiveness ( ten years later). Those figures are presented in my Table 2
attached to this letter.

You will note there is absolutely no trend in aggressiveness as a result of
violence viewing until we reach the sixth level of violence viewing and you will
also note that there are only thirty-six individuals of the one hundred and
.elghty-four who are at the sixth level or higher. The distribution is completely

70-894 72-7

S6
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fiat through the Brat five levels and then rises quite strikingly at the end. In
short, the distribution sustains the notion that violence viewing may cause
aggressiveness among a minority at the highly aggreseive end of the population
distribution.

How can these results and the results you present in your Table 4 be reconciled?
Quite easily. What you did in your earlier analysis was to break the populntion
into three levels, the first level being the thirty-one individuals lowest in violence
viewing, the second level being the one hundred and thirtraine individuals in
the second through the sixth levels, and the third group being the fourteen
individuals at the three highest levels. To put the breaks at those points was
clearly a mistake in judgement for it disguised the abrupt Jump at the sinth level.
You place twenty-two individuals from the sixth level into the middle group
thus causing the impression of a steady rise which a fuller inspection of the data
does not sustain.

I am writing you to clarity and hopefully to settle this technical issue of fact
on the basis of which you make your charges of bias and onesidedness in the
Committee, It is not my intention to go into these further issues here for the
arguments on that score are not going to be resolved merely by careful analysis
of scientific facts, All I can say is that our Committee tried conscientiously to
do the best Job it could of stating scientific facts as it found them. It was bound
to be displeasing to any one who wanted the plead for a foreordained conclusion
one way or the other. Those of us on the Committee will have au opportunity to
present our personal conclusions regarding policy implications at Son. Pastore's
hearings. As a Committee, all we could do is report the convergence of evidence
(with whatever weakness there might be in it) indicating that there is a causal
relationship between violence viewing and aggressiveness. Tour study, whatever
issues there may be in the detailed interpretation of it, is certainly one of the
more important pieces in that convergence.

Sincerely yours,
hum. DH BOLA PM,,

Enclosure.

POOL'S TABLE 1.MEAN AGGRESSION SCORES AS A FUNCTION Of TV VIOLENCE RATINGS OF PROGRAMS PRE.
FERRED BY BOYS IN 30 GRADE (FROM LEFKOWITI TABLE 4)

TVVL3

rem
High

Total

111

51.n

184 82.87

POOL'S TABLE 2

AGG13

TVVL3 level N Mem

West
11

1.0

3d 5.,
4th 1? 01g 42

7th 21 7. 71
8th

6
8.0 38

Highest 8 .8

Total 184
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STATE OP NEW YOB%
.D8E:WM1044 OE bilitriAL WOWS%

MOE Elltinallet,
Albany, N.Y., Apra et int

Dr, ITNIEL OE BOLA POOL,
Department of Political Mem"
Massachusetts Znettlete of Technology,
tlambrelge, Must

Ewe Da. us Sou& Pen: Permit me to express my appreciation tor the addl.,
tional time you have devoted to the reanalysis of the data which were presented
in Table 4 of our study.t After careful consideration of the argaments you present
in your letter and in "Pool's Table 2," I performed some further analyse. Based
on your criticism of my judgment for placing 22 eases in the middle violent*
viewing group, I reclassified these 22 individuals (at the fith level- In your
Table) into.the high group leollowing this reclassification I performed a tero-way
analyris of variance of the actual scores. The cell entries in this analysis are
aggression scores at age 19 and constitute the dependent variable. These data
are presented in Table 4A. This analysis refutes your contention that the rela-
tionship between television violence and aggressive behavior rests on a few
respondents at one end of the distribution. Even with the shift of the 22 cases to
the high violence viewing group there is a very obvious increment in mean
aggression scores as television violence viewing increases from low to high.
The highly significant P test (Fieve.08. pes.005) indicates that a null hypotheses
concerning these means cannot be accepted. With this new classification the
"few respondents" that you refer to in your letter now constitute 20 percent of
the sample at the high and 17 percent of the sample at the low end of the
violence continuum.

The high group is statistically significant from the middle (Iftes5.08), but thelow group ie not so ()"=1.88). 'When high and middle are combined, however,
the low group is statistically significant from this combined group (W=4.48).

On page 2 of your letter, the last sentence in the second paragraph indicates
to me that you mar not really understand our findings. You state "In short, the
distribution sustains the notion that violence viewing may cause aggressiveness
among a minority at the highly aggressive end of the population distribution."
The reason that the subjects happen to be at this end of the distribution is not
because they were "predisposed" to be aggressivea considerationwhich we have
effectively ruled out and which OA Committee chose to ignorebut because
preference for TV violence viewing in the Ord gradewas the cause of high aggres-
sion scores at the 18th. Thus, it is these individualswhose high aggression scores
are produeed by violent* viewingwho populate the high end of the aggression
distribution. Irrespective of the, level of oggression in the 8rd grade, violence
viewing causes (as demonstrated in our cross-lagged analysis) aggressive be-
havior when these subjects are in the 18th grade. This effect is seen most clearly
in the lower left and upper right cells on Table 4A. When 8rd grade aggression
is law and preference for 8rd grade television violence is high, the 18th grade
aggression scores are high. When 8rd grade aggression is nigh and 8rd grade
television violence viewing is low, 18th grade aggression scores are low. And this
overall pattern is. as I said, highly significant.

. To summarise : even when your objection is accounted for. 88 cases comprise
20 percent of the sample. Contrary to your claim, the mean 18th grade aggression
scores do vary in a consistent and statistically significant manner as a function
of 8rd grade violence viewing. Violence viewing causes subjects to be placed atthe high end of the population distribution for aggression. These subjecte werenot positioned in this way because they were predisposed towards aggression
or because of some other third variable.

2 Lefkowits. M. M.. Bron. L., Welder. L. and linesman% Le R. Television violence andchild aggression : A followup study. In G. A. Comstock and E. A. Rubenstein (Eds.),Television and Social Behavior rot. 8. Television and Adolescent Aggressiveness. Wash-ington : Government Print)ng Office, 1971.

98
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In your letter you state that my response (to Senator Pastore) was ". . in a
somewhat heated vein. ." In my present letter I have attempted to deal with
the statistical Usliee rou rail° in a dapeSsionate manner. Now that I have done
skor at least believe I have done so I beg your forbearance while I warm up a bit.

I ankpussled and troubled as to why you and the Committee attempt to demean
the finning of our research by the use of such phrases as "a few respondents"
or "a few odd individuals.' The implication of such phrasing is that because these
"few odd individuals" (20 percent) do not fit some "foreordained"to use iyour
termideal distribution somehow they do not constitute real data ant shoUld be

iderogated by innuendo. t is through such nuances of data interpretation that the
influential hand of the television industry is revealed.

The comment in the last paragraph of your letter, concerning the Committee's
conscientiousness in doing the best job it could of stating scientific facts as it
found them, taxes my credulity. In this regard, I was appalled ot read Matilda

stn . She says :
sha tho writing of Chapter 7 of the Report which, in large part, focused on our

9 account of how Drs. Klepper and OWnboth on the wren of CBS

"The Adolescent Appreestvenese and Television subcommittek chaired by Ira
0isin, wrote Chapter 7. Others on the group were Ithiel Pool, Joseph Klepper,
Andrew S. Watson, and Thomas R. Collin. The first draft was written by George
Comstock. At the first meeting of this group only Klepper and 0Isin were pres-
ent to meet with t3omstoek. Pool and Watson were unable to attend. Klepper
objected to almost everything in the 82-page draft. Ke objected to the style, the
form, and the interpretation of findings. Fie brought in pages of specific objec-
tions. Clain supported IClapper. Comstock agreed to rewrite the draft. He again
followed the outline of Chalfee's overview paper, but added more documenta-
tion. This version ran 85 pages. Cisln and Klepper were still unhappy with the
draft and rewrote it. Cisin remodeled the first half. He took the third variable
issue and in general downgraded the evidence. Instead of saying what results had
been found in studies that included third variables, he implied that the third
variables that had been investigated were only a drop in the bucket (which may
be true in some ultimate, policy-irrelevant sense). The Klepper and Clain draft
left much of the text the same. However, they recast the findings and conclusions.
Pool helped to tone down the Klapper-Oisin draft, eliminating some of the over-
kill.

When Michael Adler NIMH staff assistant, was asked why people were calling
this the "Klepper draft" of the Surgeon General's report, she replied : "Well, let
me put it this way. It would have been a very different report if Klepper hadn't
been on the Committee. Let me also sity that certain people were more interested
in seeing that the report was phrased their way than anyone else." This was
verMed by Comstock. who said that as lunch as 90 percent of the report revision
was made at the insistence of Klapper." (p.

If this is the method by which scientific facts are stated, I wonder how it dif-
fers from a statement of unscientific facts The Surgeon General's reversal of his
position in his recent testimony before Senator Pastore's Subcommittee is merely
ephemeral, The palpable document remaining for parents and others is still the
tendentious and misleading report of the Committee. For this reason, the five
volumes of research should be reevaluated by au impartial body whose creden-
tials are beyond question.

In conclusion. albeit I disagree with your findings, I sincerely want to thank
you for your interest and for your kind comments concerning the "seminal hnpor-
Num" of our study.

Sincerely yours,
MoNllon W. Lurnowrrz. Ph. D.,

Principal Research Solentist.

Paisley, M. B. Social Polley Research and the Realities of the System : Violence Done
to TV Research. Pirst Draft. Institute for Communication Research, Stanford University,
March. 1972.
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TABLE 4A.-2.WAY ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE: ENTRIES IN OELLS ARE MEAN SORES ON AN 13, TliE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE

TVVI.

--13- ______.....

%T-
.

_ ...

T 11i0 3 .4

.. .. .

Hie 36

Weighted means 127.8

117

77.1

31

51.4

45

91

48

184

Note: Overall pattern of AGO 13 MO is highly sIgnIffoontrP=8.63, poz.005.

GINNII111M0111

TALE Thavssornr,
Drimantion Or POTOUOLOGY,

New Raven, Conn., March 81,1078.
SENATOR JOHN PASTOBE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIONATOR PASTORE Thank you very much for inviting me to the hearings
on the effects of television. Unfortunately, 1 am unable to come to Washington at
that time because of prior commitments here at Yale University.

Like many other citizens who are concerned about the educational and un-
educational influences of the mass media on the children and youth of our coun-
try, I sincerely hope that your hearings will lead to much needed improvements
in the TV fare for children and adults, without jeopardizing the principles of free
speech.

Sincerely yours,

sinIONIMIN401110B

Invzxe L JANA
Professor of Psychology.

TELEVISION AND CHILDREN'S AOONESSION How lition Do Wn ICNow?

(By Robert M. Liebert and John M. Neale, State University of New York at
Stony Brook)

On January 17, 1972, Surgeon General Jesse L. Steinfeld released the report of
his Advisory Committee on television and children's aggression (Television and
growing up : the impact of televised violence). The volume is not without ambi-
guities ; a cursory glimpse produced the New York Times headline "TV Violeuo
Held Unharmful to Youth" (January 11th), while Long Island's Newsday an-
nounced: "TV Linked to Violence in Young" (January 18th). As contributors to
the technical reports on which this evaluative volume is based, we are concerned
that the actual data and viewpoints with which we dealt not be lost in the swirl.
What Is The Effect Of Viewing Violence?

Two types of studies fell under the purview of the Committee : (1) experimen-
tal investigations and (2) correlational (or survey ) reports. The Committee's
summaries capture well the overall outcome :

(1) "As matters now stand, the weight of the experimental evidence
from the present series of studies, as well as from prior research, suggests
that viewing filmed violence has an observable effect on some children in the
direction of increasing their aggressive b tavior." (p. 109).
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(2) "[The correlational studies] investigated the relationship between
exposure to television violence end aggression, employing various measureeto do so. Most of the relationsIdps observed were ilositive, but most werealso of low magnitude. On the basis of these findings; and taking intoaccount their variety mid their inconsistencies, we can tentatively concludethat there is a modest relationship between exposure to television violence
and aggressive behavior or tendencies, as the latter are defined in the stud-ies at hand." (Pp, 177-.11'8),

As is apparent from the Committee's report, the results of experimental and
correlational studies are consistent,
How General Is The .11ffeott

aust as not all people who go to college are successful, no one would meet
every child who watches 10 minutes of violence in an experiment to suddenly
become more aggressive. We must ask about the pervasiveness of the effect dis-closed by most of the regent studies.
Who pertioipated?

The Committee's report states that the observed effect might hold for ". .a small portion or a substantial proportion of the total population of young
television viewers, We cannot estimate the size of the fraction, however, sincethe available evidence does not come from eross-section samples of the entireAmerican population of children." (p. 12). The term "cross-section sample" has
a rather subtle, technical meaning which may lead to possible confudon. The
available evidence is based on youngsters from every conceiVable type of beet.groundboth rival and urbanand has included samples of beth middle andlower class children from the North, the South, The Midwest, and the WestCoast No region was unrepresented, no economic group was omitted, and no
ethnic group was systematically excluded. One team &Scribed their oWn resultsas showing 4. . for relatively average children from average home environ-
ments continued exposure to violence is positively related to acceptance of ag-gression as a mode of behavior." The majority of the pertinent investigators
whose work came to the Committee's attention might have described their ownfindings in the same wayand most did.
For whom teas an effect actually shown?

The Committee correctly noted that "We did not need research to know thatat least an occasional unstable individual might get sufficiently worked up bysome show to act in au impetuous way." (p. 6). Thus, appropriately, now of theinvestigations focused on "unstable individuals," The subjects were almost all
normal children from average American homes. Most importantly. the data dis-play a remarkable breadth. They show that almost any child from a normal
background may respond to observing television violence by becoming somewhatmore aggressive.
Are there only a small number of children who are predisposed to the effect?

At times, fOr a variety of reasons, each of us is somewhat more or less pre-disposed to work hard, eat a steak, or go to a football game ; likewise, since not
every child will become more aggressive after watching a particular sequenceof television violence, we might say that some children are more "predisposed"
to show the effect at a particular time than others. It is presumably in thisvein that we should take the Committee's observation that the causal sequence is
very likely applicable only to those who are predisposed to it

But misunderstandings can arise. Consider, for example, the Committee's
description of a study in which ". . . among young children (ages 4 to 0) those
most responsive to television violence are those who are highly aggressive tostart withwho are prone to engage in spontaneous aggressive actions againsttheir playmates . . ." (p. 12). However, in this investigation, conducted byDr. Aletha Stein. the Committee's reference to "those who are highly aggressive
to start with" apparently rders to fully half of these normal preschool young-eters: those above the midpoint during an initial observation.

Readers could walk away with the misleading impression that the obtainedeffects are limited to a small percentage of the children in other studies as well.
For example. the Committee report described one study in which :

"[the relationship between] mother's reports of program preferences whenthe child was about 8 years old and the peer rating of past aggressive be-
havior when the boy was about 18 years old depends almost entirely on a
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small ntunber of boys at the extreme high end of the preference scale who
score extremely high on the peer-rated Meaaltre of aggressive behavior . . ."
(pi 154). .

This fitaement appears to Matta inseourantreadiltathedita-011:Whieh.
it is based, Of 184 boys tor whom the investigators thowe 4threak4etirali data,
14 showed very high tel violence viewing at eget and very, high levels
of aggressive behavior 10 years Men. ilutiallt this is: the' Waal the
180 boys who viewed a moderate-levelV, AMOCO! at age II were Gently
more aggreisive than the reMining.81 boys 'Wile vitiwoclitlactinialleirlitlIge
8when the aggreSsive &MAW Of Mtn grouptiM 00101111C10
in fact, in these latter grows, which amount .forthe, remainder of samp_lih thy
moderate exposure beys wove about 00% More aggreealve than UM *no haa
little exposure to violent teleVisiOn.
Can The Mote Of These Studies Be ilespleitted Se .ficreine Thit 00th riolenee

Viewing and Aggression Are "Products of a Third Main& OP Set Of
Conditioner

4Without the benefit of pertinent factual information, one might say that
watching aggressive television and behaving aggressiVel, are eotrelated (Le.,
go together) simply because some children like to do 'both, In this case, lildng
aggression, a so-called "third variable," might explain away Some of the data
bearing on the effeot It is suggested in the Committee's report that it it almost
impossible to diserhainate between the "third variable" hrbetliesis and the
hypothesis that TV violence Canoes agtressive behavior. We are eolieelined that
such statements may be misleading. Fir" no such 011 On. is 'tenable fee
the experimental studiesj they show a catteal relations. p that le free of tho
third variable problem. Second investigators reporting Correlational restate to
this Committee made effective ekorts to ask whether "third variables" accounted
for their findings." They often did se by using a statistieal teehnique called
"paetialing," which subtracts out the effects of third variables. When this is
done, most of the evident* for a calleal relationship remains, As one team of
researchers pointed out :

"Our research shows that among both boys ant girls at two gradelevele
(Junior high and senior high] the more the child watches violent television
fare, the more aggressive he is likely to be measured by a variety. of selkeport
measures. . . . Partialing out (total) viewing time slightly reduces the positive
eorrelations of violence viewing and aggressive behavior in most eases, but the
basic result is the same as for the raw correlations 4 . We Mar conclude.
then, that adolescents viewing high levels of violent content on television tend
to have high levels of aggressive behavior, regardless of television viewing time,
socioeconomic status, or school performance."
Row Long Does The Effect Last?

The question of the durability of any particular experience is closely entwined
with its frequency. We want to know how long a child who has broken his
leg will suffer disability ; he is relatively unlikely to do so again, and the termina-
tion of the effect and one ungainly fall puts an end to the matter. With televi-
sion the issue is somewhat different. Children are continually and repeatedly
exposed to violent television fare, so a series of short-term effects can form an
unending chain of instigation to aggression. One study in the program did seek
further information on long-term effects. The investigators found evidence which
led them to conclude :

". . a substantial component (of aggressive behavior at age 19] can be
predicted better by the amount of television violence which the child watched
in the third grade than by any other causal variable measured and reinforces
the contention that there is a cause and effect relation between the violence
content of television and overt aggressive behavior."

What Are The Implications Of These Findings?
The Surgeon General's Committee asked : "How much contelbution to the

violence of our society is made by extensive violent television viewing by ouryouth?" (p. 7). The answer appears, to us, to be that such viewing makes a
significant contribution. It is not, of course, the only contributing factor to
aggression. Cigarette smoking is by no means the only (or even the most
influential) factor contributing to heart disease; moderate exercise is not the
only factor which contributes to good health. The question is, really : "How much
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influence does any one factor have to show in order to be of social concern and
practical importance?"

Most scientiets will not consider any body of data to be final and conclusiveand the Meant findings are no exception. All of the Oldies available to the.
Surgeon General can be criticised for this or that possible eXplanation, and mostwill be. But they lit together remarkably well. IL normal, healthy ohild mar
catch a cold by visiting friends who are ill. Although he will not neeJstarily
contract the illness, the possibility looms sufficiently large tor parents to be.circumspect before youngeter to visit sick playmates. Tho 8ainerpossibility exists for virtna every child tegarding exposure to violence ontelevision, and it is disquie ng to find the Surgeon General less willing to
admonish care in the matter of violence and aggression. There le risk in glrawingtentative conclusions, but perhaps we must be wary to run the risk of failing
to draw them while children continue to spend more time watching television
than in any other single activity but sleep.

ONNIIII

STATEMENT op DR, MERLIN N. Duval., ASSISTANT SEMINARY Fon REALTY/ AND
Scatismo AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, EVOCATION, AND Wan=

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee : It is a pleasure to be here thismorning to make a statement on the recent report of the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social Behavior. The Surgeon
General, who is here with me today, serves as my principal professhmal advipor
on this issue. As you know, he has had a continuous relationship with the advisorycommittee and hie advice tO me on this subject has been invaluable.

BAOROROUND

The impact of TV on child viewers has been examined many times ?ty Cod-
gressional Committees and by industry, academic, health, and mental health
investigators. Concern over potential connections between viewed violence and
anti-sooial behavior has grown as the country has experienced new peaks in
violent public actions. The National Commission on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence concluded in 1969 that violence on television encourages real violence,
especially among the children of poor, disorganised families. The Commission
recommended a reduction in programs containing violence and the eliminationof violence from children's cartoon programs. Recognising the need for new
research, the Commission also called for long-term studies, and cited the impor-
tame of evaluating television violence over a protracted period.

The history of the present Scientific Advisory Committee is, of course, well-
known to you, Mr. Chairman. It was your request to Secretary Winch to establish
such a group in March 1969, which initiated its development. Your continued
interest in the Committee's studies as well as your grasp of the difficulties
presented by the evaluation of data concerning social behavior have served to
emphasize the importance of this undertaking while also giving the work aproper perspective.

REPORT BINDINGS

The Committee's report, which consisted of an assessment of previous studies
as well as new studies commissioned for purposes of the report, was submitted
to the Surgeon General on January 19, 1972. In conjunction with the five volumes
of research upon which it is based, the report makes a major contribution to an
understanding of the role of television in influencing the social behavior of
children tuul young people.

The report's central finding is that a modest relationship exists between the
viewing of violence on television and aggressive tendencies in children, adoles-
cents, and in certain circumstances adults. As reported by the Committee :

"Thus, there is a convergence of the fairly substantial experimental
evidence for short-run causation of aggression among some children by view-
ing 'violence on the screen and the much less certain evidence from field
studies that extensive violence viewing precedes some long-run manifesta-
tions of aggressive behavior. This convergence of the two types of evidence
constitutes some preliminary judication of a causal relationship, bnt a
good deal of research remains to be done before one qan haee confidence
in these conclusions."
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Those young children (ages four to six) who were highly aggressive to begin
with, were found most responsive to this violence. In short, as the report and its
underlying research make clear, there is evidence to support the hypothesis that
the viewing of violence on television leads to anti-social behavior in many
instances and under certain circumstances.

The hypothesis is particularly disturbing because violence figures prominently
in television entertenment. As the report's summary points out, "People are
probably exposed to violence by television entertainment more than they are
exposed by other media because they use television so much more." (at p. 8) The
rate of violent episodes in television drama between 1907 and 1909 for each
national network is extremely high, with a substantial proportion of this vio-
lence contributed by cartoons, which are viewed primarily by younger children.
A detailed study by George Gerbner, appearing in Volume I of the reports and
papers, concludes that, "Strictly defined as the overt expression of physical force
intended to hurt or kill, violence prevailed in about eight of every ten plays
during prime time and Saturday morning network television drama. Scenes of
violence were shown at the rate of five per play or eight per hour." (at p. 89)
Cartoons provided 151 violent episodes in 1907, less than one-third of all such
episodes on prime time and Saturday morning network plays. In 11169, however,
as Gerbner points out, "Cartoons share of all violent episodes was 254, more than
half of the total." (at p. 88)

The members of this Committee, the media, the scientific community, and
other interested parties have all reviewed the report with its five volumes of
original research, therefore, I believe it unnecessary to repeat for you other
examples of the report before providing the Department's professional response
on this material.

WHERE DO WE GO MOH mut )

Mr. Chairman, I have reached some very definite conclusions, after a review
of the Committee's report, and in consultation with my advisors on this subject,
Dr. Steinfeld and the National Institute of Mental Health, the most significant
being that it is beyond dispute that a reduction in the violent content of televi-
sion programming is most desirable. However, it was not the responsibility of
the Advisory Committee, nor is it within the capability of our Department, to
propose the means of achieving this, and we must look primarily 43 the recom-
mmdations of the Federal Communications Commission.

Within our own area of competence, research into factors bearing on the
mental health of children will remain an important NIMH and Department pri-
ority. At tht.: direction of Secretary Richardson, we are currently engaged in an
intensive analysis of the report and its supporting data in order that we may
determine what additional follow-up studies must now be undertaken, through
our normal grant-review and award processes, in order further to broaden our
base of knowledge. As the report explains, it's "tentative and limited conclusions
are not very satisfying. They represent substantially more knowledge than we
bad two years ago, but they leave many questions unanswered." (at p. 118)

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement, however, my colleagues
and I will be pleased to respond to any questions.
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THE SURGEON GENERAL'S REPORT BY THE SCIEN-
TIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION AND
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 99, 1979

U.S. SENATE,
CoinurrEE ox Common,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS,
Washiagton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m. in room
5110, New Senate Office Building, Hon. john 0. Pastore (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pastore, Cam on, Moss, and Baker.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PASTORE

Senator PASTORE. Before we start today, I want to call attention to
a letter that was hand delivered to me today. It points up pretty much
what we are up against. The kind of shenanigans that take place in
the background and cast reflection on the true meaning of these hear-
ings and what we are trying to do.

This letter was hand delivered to me from the Department of the
Treasury and it is signed by Eugene T. Rossides, who is Assistant
Secretary. I talked with him on the telephone today.

Now this is what he says :
DEAR Mn. CaAmhtsx : It has come to our attention that the O'Hara, U.S.

Treaeury television series broadcast on CBS television on Friday nights at 8 :00
p.m. is being considered for cancellation because CBS is concerned about how
your Subcommittee will view the extent of violence on its program schedule.

O'Hara is made with Treasury Department cooperation. The Department
agreed to cooperate in the production of this series because we believed that pro-
grams such as this are a valuable educational and law enforcement medium,
creating awareness and educating the public to proper Federal law enforcement.
Also, O'Hara, which reaches an average 21,100,000 people each week, reinforces
respect for legally constituted law enforcement and norms of good citizenship.

Because tile series depicts proper Federal enforcement procedure, program
segments do not dwell on violence. Treasury enforcement policy is to use mini-
mum force necessary in any enforcement situation. The series reflects this
policy. Most police-type programs on television are made without cooperation
with a law enforcement agency and are, therefore, not subject to the constraints
of following proper legal police methods and have the option of indiscriminate
use of violence.

Now listen to this paragraph :
In our judgment, cancellation of O'Hara as an indirect result bf these hearings

would be an unwarranted ironya result never contemplated by the Surgeon
General's Report, or, indeed, the work of your Subcommittee.

We felt compelled to bring this information to your attention.
(101)
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Now if this isn't. gobbledygook. I don't know what is. Nobody ever
mentioned O'Hara. Nobody ever mentioned The PM. If they keep
whatever violence is shown consistent with the story they are trying
to tell to educate the American people and don't overdo it, there is
nothing wrong with it.

But that is what is happening here. I don't know whether CBS is
.going to camel this program or not; and I don't know what the reasons
behind it are, but when they come here to testify, I am going to ask
them.

This is the kind of pressure that is being brought at this time. All we
are saying to the American people and saying to the broadcasting in-
dustryos that if this matter of violence is being .overdone on tele-
vision, , vi"olenceis being shown for the sake of olence, if there is
excessive violence and if, as the Surgeon General said, that violence
has a casual effect on the aggressive behavior of children, then we want
to know about. it. Do something about it. That is all this amounts to.

I thought I should bring it to the attention of those who are here
representing CBS, because we would like to know for sure whether or
not it is being canceled for this reason. This 'is the kind of propaganda
that really is not helpful, and it is damaging to the public interest.

When I talked to Mr. Rossides on the telephone, I said, "Where did
you get this information?" He said, "I talked to somebody at CBS," I
said, "Did you talk to Dr. Stanton?" He said, "No." I said, "Talk to
him first and find out how much money they may be losing on the
program."

All right, Mr. Burch, I am glad you are here.
Senator BAKER. Before you start, Mr. Chairman I think it might

be appropriate to say, not entirely facetiously. ifOilara of the Treas-
ury was in trouble in terms of its rating, that after this marvelous expo-
sition by the Chairman it. ought to improve materially.

Senator PASTORE. This idea that we are in some way damaging the
education of the people as to law enforcementis a lot of nonsense.
That is about the size of it, All right, Mr. Burch, let's hear from you.

SenatOr BAKER. Mr. Chairman, may I make a short statement I
Senator PiErroan, Senator Baker.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR BAKER

Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman, I join Senator Pastore in welcoming
you back to the Comnumications Subcommittee. You spent 2 long dap
here last. month and r know by now you must have a special place in
your heart for the chairman and subcommittee members. Your appear-
ance today will be particularly meaningful in light of .vour continuing
interest in the quality of children's programing. The establislunent
of the Children's Unit at the FCC was a commendable initiative on
your part.

Your appearance is also welcome in light of the testimony heard by
this subcommittee yesterday. While the Surgeon General and his
Scientific Advisory Committee found there were sufficient. facts to
indicate there is a causal connection between televised violence and
antisocial behavior in some children, a conclusion that demands appro-
priate and remedial action, there was no consensus as to the appropri-
ate direction that action should take and who should be responsible
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for initiating it. They, like we, realised the constitutional questions
that arise when government, whether it be the Congress or the FCC,
attempts to Influence program content.

But the thrust of the hearing was that a way must be found to come
to grips with the basic conclusions of the Surgeon General's Report.
Your recommendations are welcome as are those of the National Asso-
elation of Broadcasters, the networks, and other interested parties who
will appear today, tomorrow, and Friday.

STATEMENT 07 RON, DEAN BURCH, CHAIRMAN, PEDERAL COMMU-
NICATIONS COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY COMMISSIONERS
NICHOLAS 3ORNSON, X. REX LEE, AND RICHARD E. WILEY

Mr. Brum Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied by Commissioners
Johnson, Rex Lee, and Wiley.

I believe we would all agree that a national consensus is building
as to the profound importance of the subject matter of these hearin

Your own leadership, Mr. Chairman, has been a catalyst, and I
would like to think that the Commission has made a contribution as
well. In a very real sense, the level of discourse has been raised a signi-
ficant notchso that it is no longer a question of whether something
should be done about television's impact on children, and about the
impact of televised violence in particular. The questions before us are
what should be done, and by whom.

But at this point the concensus begins to run thin. And it is not sur-
prising that it should. The very gravity of the subject prechidPs the
quick or easy solution. We are dealing with nothing less than the de-
velopment of personality and behavior traits, and we simply cannot
afford cosmetics on the one hand or overkill on the other.

All the more so, because it is easier to say what is not involved than
it is to run down the list of what clearly iswhich would include (for
starters) the scope of the First Amendment, the perils of prior censor-
ship, the by-products of poverty, and the entire life-style of a free and
pluralistic society.

I hasten to say, Mr. Chairman, that I'm not reciting a list of hor-
ribles as a way of "copping out." The Commission has no desire to
evade its responsibilities, and no intention of doing so. But what I do
want to stress, even as we focus on television's tremendous impact (for
good and evil), is that. the medium does not exist in isolation. It is an
aspect of the total environment.

For the better part of three years, we have all been anticipating
the publication of the Surgeon General's report on "The Impact of
Televised Violence." And that, of course, is (nip focal point today. I
certainly intend it. as no indictment of the report to observe, nt the
outset, that it does not t'ol 1 le equipped wit)) pushbutton problem-solv-
em It tells ns anuth that we want to know but not nearly everyt It mg
that. we need to know. Its conclusions are hedged as. I would suppose.
the findings of a limited scientific investigation must be hedgedand
least of all, front the Commission's perspect lye. dm; it tell us unequivo-
cally what our response should be.

Senator IlAsirottE. Iii that connection. I would hope you wouhl read
the recorti of yeMerday. We had members of the Advisory Com-
mit t«. heti, an,: I dare say there was a chtrification of their posi-
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don. I think they were much more categorical then than they were inthe rood, because it was a unanimous report and they candidly ad-mitted it had to be a unanimous report ; otherwise, they woukt-have
had 12 different reports submitted to the Surgeon General.

They were quite explicit yesterday. r didn't agree wiith all of them,
in everything they seid, but you !got a different tenor and a differenttone than you didMr. Lee wu here yesterday and I think he agreeswith me on thatdo you not, Mr. Lee I

Mr. LEE. I certainty would ree with you.
Senator PAM& And Mr. Hey was here h well. Do you agreewith that
Mr. Wttaly. Yes, sir.
Senator Norman. It was a good hearing, I thought, yesterday. Weheard these fine professional people who came here, and who actually

stated how they individually felt. It was refreshing to hear them, and
hope you wotild look at the record for that reason.
I masie the statement myself when I read the report that I thoughtit was a little too conservative too cautious; as a matter of fact r was

not completely pleased with it. But yesterday I had a different impres-
sion after listening to these scientists that came before the Committee.And they all admitted there is a causal effect, and that something needsto be done and done now.

What tl do, that is our big problem; and that is why you are here.
Mr. BURCIL That is our big problem as well. air.
Thus, we at the FCC Are engaged in an intensive self-education

effort. Dr. Steinfield has already met with us for one backgrounder.
and we have his standing offer to put at our disposal the expertise of
the National Institute of 1VIental Health for additional gruidance. Our
Children's Unit has already begun to take him up on that offer. We
regard these hearings as the next essential step. That is why we will
study the full record developed here with the greatest interest. Com-
mission staff has been engaged for months on analysis of the econoinics
of the television industry. They are also studying the legal and Consti-
tutional implications oi possifile rule makings. And, as you know, we
have received voluminous comments in two proceedings that bear
closely on the concerns before us today.

For my own part. I have held informal meetings in recent days with
executives of the three national networkspartly to pick their brains
and partly, to be perfectly candid, as a continuation of my effort to
keep their feet to the fire. (Among other things, and whatever our ulti-
mate decisions as to appropriate FCC actions might be, I want them
to know that we're looking over their shoulders with intense interest.)

The next major step we planand it's still self-education that I'm
talking aboutwill be public panel discussions and oral argument be-
fore the Commission, hopefully no later than mid-May. This is a tech-
nique, as you know, that we tried out with great profit during our cable
television proceeding, that we have scheduled as the culmination of
our fairness inquiry (for the week beginningMarch 27), and that has
the particular bene'fit of pitting adversary points of view head-to-head
in open debate. The panels we contemplate in the children's television
area will range well beyond the issue of violence per se. They will
address every fact of our broadcasting system. commercial ana non-
commercial. In its capability for servinr young viewers. In the process.
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we will open ourselves to the advice of every possible expertise : broad-
casters, program creators, advertisers, lawyers, economists, sociolo-
gists, social psychologists, and not least, repmentatives of the public

whieh we 0 i16 believe to be our function n life).
In the next few weeks, Mr. Chairman,. I would hope to send you our

prospective multi-pay or even multi-week format for exhaustive rand
discussions. In effect, we will be articulating what we conceive to 13e the
fundamental problems; thus I cannot come before you today with the
answers either tentative or definitive, as to the governmental actions
that miiht be called for.

I stress "governmental" because of the complexity ankindeed, the
perils of such action. But this is not to say that no action is presently
called for. We very definitely believe that the response of the broad-
casting industry to the Surgeon General's report should be immediate
and decisiveand that it should proceed along two parallel but dis-
tinct track :

First : the reduction to near-zero of all gratuitous and needless
violence in the programming that is specifically directed to chil-
dren or that chilciren tend to watch in large numbers ; and

Second : the creation of substantial amounts of new and diversi-
fied programming not just the usual diet of cartoons, designed to
open the eyes and expand the minds of young viewers.

I'll not go over the ground that was covered so thoroughly here yes-
terdayexcept to note again that the committee's report is yerhays
necessarily ambivalent in its findings. It concluded that televised vio-
lence can and, under certain circumstances, does "instigate an increase
in aggressive acts" by childrenbut that the effect is neither uniform
nor measurably present among a majority. Quoting from the report :

The evidence does indicate that televised violence may lead to increased aggres-
sive behavior in certain subgroups of children, who might constitute a small
partion or a substantial portion of the total population of young television view-
ers. We cannot estimate the siae of the fraction, however, since the available
evidence does not come from cross-section samples of the entire American popu-
lation of children.

The evidence, let us assume is inconclusive. But. we would contend
that it is not necessary for the' broadcasting industry to await further
studies in order to pin down the "size of the fraction" who might be
affected.

Numbers aside, we simp!y do not believe that broadcasters should
present children's programing in which violence is used as a deliberate
device to grab and !lord onto a major share of the audience. They have
no right, and I use the word advisedly, to put at risk any number of
children in an effort. to boost ratings. I'm well aware that the incidence
of violent action does in fact. tend to push ratings upand that, turn-
ing the coin, high ratings tend to equal high levels of interest, which
is another way of saying that giving kids violence is simply giving
them what. they want.

By the same token, though, and left simply to their own desires. lots
of kids would be happy to subsist on a diet. of soft drinks and randy.
The key phrase. of Cfmrse, is "left simply to their own desires"and
this, in mv view, is the moral equivalent of complete adult
irresponsibility.

am Os° aware that children's cartoons rank high on any violence
scale, and that the use of frenzied action and violence in its many forms
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is a Matively easy way to capture the attention of an audience that
may ange from age 3 on up to 12 or mom But it is no answer to say
that the total potential audience on Satuday and Sunday mornings is
relatively small ; that the broadcaster must deliver ss large a shaeof that audience as possible to the advettiser; and that action-
adventure programing, all too often a synonym for lots of violence,.
is the cheap and easy way to attrart such an audience. That may be
good businem. But it has no place iii an enterprise founded on the
concept of public trust.

We recognize that there has been marked improvement in this area.
From 1967 to 1969, as the report shows, violence increased in cartoons
and comedies ; since then, the trendline has gone down.

In the words of one anonymous network executive, there has been
greater reliance on "gentler violence." But, even as we recognize and
tippland the improvement, we must also note that televisionprogram-ing tends to run in eyriesand that cycles can turn up as well as down.

Clearly, we are not. asking for the total" definitive elimination of vio-
lence from children's programing. It is not possible nor would it
reflect the complexity of the real world. And violence takes many.forms.

There is an ingredient of violence, for example% in a racial epithet;and it is present in the predatory behavior of animals and insects in
the world of nature. One case in i?oint is "The Wonderful World of
Disney" where violence is often shownbut generally in context, and
with the accompaniment of lucid explanation.

I might. also note that this program attracts uniformly large audi-
ences and, in our analysis of 1970 data, returned to the lirBC network
that year a profit contribution in excess of $4 million.

We. are not asking the broadcaSt industry to screen out all violence,
however it may be defined. And we're not asking it to sanitize theworld the child sees on the Wevision screen to the point of bland
unreality.

But we are suggesting that a new attitude take hold. One aspect
would be the elimination of gratuitous risk to whatever fraction of the
total population of children, for whatever reasons of cost accounting.

Another aspect of such an attitude would be a good-faith effort tocapitalize on the affirmative capabilities of television to enrich the
experience of young viewers. And, to make progress in eitherdirection.,there must be a broad consensus within the broadcasting industry, andall allied indust.ries.

There is a. kind of OrKsinun's Law operating here. If one network ora. group of major independents continues to opt for violent !talon pro-gramina as a cheap and easy way to gain a. large children's audience,
this will probably erode the effort. o£ others to reverse the trendor atleast. put. them at. fl . severe competitive disadvantage.

Let me offer a. specific. example, Mr. Chairman. The Neilsen averagesfor the last. quarter of 1911 list NBC's new prestige children's pro-
gram, "Take a Giant. Step," at 10 :30 to 11 :80 Saturday morning. Itdraws a 12 perccut share of the audience. ABC's new program, "Curi-osity Shop,- has a 24 percent. share in the. 11 :00 to noon time-slot. Dur-ing that hour and a half period, in a virtually unbroken string ofcartoons, CBS draws the following audience shares: "Archie's TV
Funnies," 47 percent; "Sabrina the Teen-Ago Witch," 54 percent ; and
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"Josie and the Pussycats," 47 percent I think we're forced to ask
whether traditional competition and the normal rules of the market-
place can really be left to operate in this area. And by this area, I
mean pmgriuning designed for young children.

Joint consultation is eizsentialamong the networks, and among
broadcasters generally. The NAB is an Obvious focal point.

The Television Code recognizes, at least on paper, broadcasteis' spe-
cial responsibility toward ehildren, and this is a point to which I'll
return in a few minutes. There are several directions the NAB code
authority might take to intensify its concern with the television that
children watah.

For example, added public participation on the code board might
expand the dimensions of their efforts; a larger staff, and staff with
specific expertise in child development, m!ght also help substantially.

Pre-screening of children's prograins is another possibilitypar-
tioularly in connection with some sort of rating scheme such as various
observersmany of them yesterdayhave proposed.. Certainly the
woods are full of relevant courses of action, well worth study, and the
Commission stands ready as always to serve as go-between in an effort
to achieve industrywide consensus. From my previous soundings at
Justice, I feel confident that there would be no antitrust obstacles to
such an effort.

Up to this point, I have been focusing largely on weekend pro-
grammgon Saturday and Sunday mornings where most of the
programs directed specifically to children are scheduled. But even if
these programs were altered substantially, the broader problem would
not be soli?ed.

For the fact is that the weekend segment makes up less than 15
percent of the average child's viewing time; most children do most
of theii: viewing in the late afternoon and early evening hours. One of

ithe major problems we have to face, therefore, s the almost complete
lack of programs designed for children at the times when they are
watching most.

In terms of violence, I will simply reiterate what I've aleeady said :
That gratuitous violence, violence as an audience-grabber, must be
avoidecl in view of the number of children watching. And because so
much of the programing presented in this time period is syndicated,
the problem lor the next several years will be more one of scheduling
time than of production.

Many of the more violent cartoon series of the 1960s are now in
sxndicated rerun on independent stations, and children are avid
viewers of the adult syndkated reruns that comprise a major part of
the programing during the late afternoon.

11 ith this background, 1 want to quote directly from the Television
Code:

It is not enough that only those progriuns which are intended for viewing by
children shall be suitable for the young and immature. In addition, those pro-
grams which might be reasonably expeeted to hold the attention of children
and which are broadcast during times of the day when vhildren may be normally
expected to eonstitute a substantial part of the audience should be presented'
with due regard for their effect on children.

I think we all would agree that the thought. exprvssml is right on
the money. Without prejudice or prejudgnient, it is then necessary
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to ask whether and to what extent this thought is reflected in a typical,
daily television schedule.

What we mainly would urge is that children, and parents, should
have more and better and more diversified programing available to
themin sum, more alternativesduring the late afternoon and early
evening hours.

Indeed, they should have more alternatives available during week-
end holm as well. We're deluged at the commission with letters bear-
ing on this point. There are apparently a number of parents who are
more than willing to supervise what their children watch, and even
to watch along with themif only there were real choices available.

Here again the language of the NAB Television Code is relevant.
The first sentence of the chapter devoted to "responsibility toward
children" reads as follows : "The education of children involves giving
them a sense of the world at largla." The code calls on the broadcaster
to provide for "experimentation in the development of programs
specifically directed to the advancement of community culture and
education." Again, I would urge the entire broadcasting fraternity
to turn its eye inward.

Candidly, Mr. Chairman, and particularly from the perspective of
the crying need for more diverse programing, I am not at all sure
that violence per se is the central problem in the relationship between
children and television. It is unquestionably of high importanceno
one would argue about that. But even stripped of gratuitous violenc
children's programing might still fall far short of its potential. And
the television medium might never be thoroughly exploited as an edu-
cational vehicle in the largest sense.

To implement the need for new programing, cocperation, and con-
sultation again will be required. One or two networks cannot be ex-pected to take the first risky steps in this direction, while their
cumpetitors continue to take the low road of stereotype cartoon fareand to play the cost-per-thousand game. That would be suicide, not
fair competition.

Advertisers, tool must give their wholehearted support to the effort.
More than support, they must exercise leadership and leverage. Ad-
vertisers cannot denituid a good selling vehicle and then assume no
responsibility for the quality of the product. They cannot. criticize
the present situation in children's television and then refuse to put
their money in programs with appeal to specific age groups, or in
those that refuse to rely on violence as the way to build an audience.Let me stress again that we are not calling simply for bland, in-
offensive programing. There is room for almost everything in com-
mercial televisiontut there are always the hours after or 10 inthe evening when programs not suitable for children can be shown.

More important., programing that truly opens the world to children
need never be bland or inoffensive. What is offensive is violence for
its own sake, and the sake of ratingsor a steady diet of pablum,interepersed with chewing gum.

It. is not for the Commission to make these fundamental programing
judgments. They are judgments that. can only be made by broad-
casters, program creators, and advertisers, and all of them together.

iBut t is our mandate under section 303(g) of the act "to promote
the larger and more effective use of radio in the public interest" We
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can and, indeed, we must create a climate for the nsponsible coopera-
tive effort that clearly is called for. And we intend to do just that--
within the limits of our authority, and on the basis of the best that
:seisms can tell us.

Mr. Chairman, I realize that I've only scratched the surface. Now, it
will be a privilege to respond to your questions and engage in further
discussion.

Senator PArronz. First of all, I want to congratulate you on a good
.statement. I know that from the day you became Chairman of the Fed-
oral Communications Commission, 37ou have been very much con-
cerned with programing viewed by children.

I know you have had-several- conferences with the heads of the net-
works, and I know that you are pursuing this matter. Recopizing
fully that there are certain limitations under the Communications
Act and the Constitution, as to howfor Government regulation can go
in bring:ng about remedies.

But the fact still remains that I think with true cooperation and
understanding, and if we get away from this profit motive a little bit
once in a while, I think maybe we can reach a solution to this problem.

I dare say that the people concerned with the networks and the
broadcasting industry are mature. They are responsible people as a
rule, and I think they know the difference between right and wrong.
We are not trying to eliminate any television show or any program that
is inspiring and educational.

What we are saying here is just what you have said. Violence for
the sake of violence, violence in order to increase ratings, so you can
make more money is inimicable to the public good.

I repeat again, yours isa fine statement.
I will now call upon my colleagues. Senator Cannon.
Senator CANNON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, want to join the chairman in thanking you for a very fine

statement here. I think it is one of the better ones that has been given
on this particular subject.

Now to get down to specifics. How soon do 'you anticipate that we
might be able to move forward in this area.? Either with or without
Government action ?

Mr. BURCH. I think that the feeling I have is that the response
time depends a great deal on how the networks view this Surgeon
General's report. And whether they can reach a consensus on exactly
what is the appropriate method of proceeding.

I am sympathetic with many of the problems that program pro-
ducers face in this. For example, how do you define violence ? Is. there
a distinction between cartoon and human being violence? And many of
these questions have not been answered.

The fact is, Senator Cannon, I suppose in terms of the network, let's
say. it would, it could put out internal memo which would be effective
within a matter of months. How much of their programing is al-
ready in the can for the next 6 months to a year, I don't know. But
the network presidents that are going to appear can give you that.

One of the problems I adverted to here is we think often in terms
of networks when we think of television, but the fact is, if my children
are an example. the independent stations get a lot of children's view-
ing because a the fact of syndicated reruns. And so we have to deal
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with independent producers, we have to deal with syndicators who
have botight programing and paid for it hi a time different than we
are now in, and those Ty_oblems are going to be cOreinely difficult.

Senator CANNON, what type of a time frame do they normally
cover in these syndicated reruns I

Mr. Btaton. I think they are usually purchased on yearly contracts.
But some of the material, as you may well know, Is as much as 10 or
15 years old.

Senator CANNON. Yes, I understand that. But h least the station
normally buys on a year's contract basis, then. So they have a lot of
this material in their repertoire that they have already bought and
paid for. Is that what you are saying

Mr. BURCH. Yes. T must confess, I do not know enoush about the
buying and scheduling of programing to be of any assistance there.
But certainly the people who do know about it will be before this
committee.

Senator CANNON. No, you indicated, or said, in your statement that
some progrem, or quite a little progress, had been made from 1967 to
1969----

Mr. litIROH. No, after 1969.
Senator CANNON. Excuse me, after 1969. Violence increased from

1967 to 1969, and then the trend, line had gone down. Now, has it con-
tinued in an unbroken line to decrease, or has it gotten to a leveling-
off point at this time

Mr. BURCH. I think it is rather hard to draw conclusions about this
because we all use different standards of measurements. Kind of
intuitively, I think the incidence of violence is down, and perhaps is
continuing down on Saturday morning. But I cannot verify that with
any kind of data.

The Summon C meral used a certain type of datit, and I noticed
yesterday there was a suggestion by one of the parties that Rerhaps
an annual report on. violence might be of some assistance. It is an in-
triguing thought if everybody could agree on exactly what to measure
and how to measure. That is one of the difficult things.

I think the thing that is significant about the post-1969 period is
that it has seen, in my opinion at least, I think at least the networks
have madc a very real effort to clwelop children's programing of a
rather high order. I mentioned, the two shows in my statement. CBS
has continued "Captain Kangaroo" on a daily basis, and is now putting
in some material which is supplied by HEW into that show.

I think that there are definite trends in the networks to increase
the quality of children's programing. I think they are spending more
money on it, and I think they are spending a great deal more time on
it than perhaps they did in the 1967-69 period.

Senator CANNON. Do you think the broadcasters national associa-
tionthe NABcould take action now that might help speed this
process up ?

Mr. Brawn. Yes. I think realistically that is probably the logical
place for action to be taken, through the NAB, the Ntitional Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters and the Television Code.

Senator PASTORE. 'Would the Senator yield for a question at this
point ?

Senator CANNON. Yes, sir.
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Senator PAsTons. Yesterday in questioning the members of the
Scientific Advisory Committee, we included a Dr. IClapper, who is
the scientist that was recommended by CBS ; and also Dr. Coffin, as
I recall, who was the scientist for NBC. Both of them admitted cate-
gorically, when I asked them the question, that something needs to
be done and should be done. I would hope that they will carry that
message back to their production people. Because, as you say, while
we await whatever long-range remedies may be Instituted, some things
can be done now, without changing the quality of the story they are
trying to tell.

And I don't think in the long run it will change the ratings at all.
It is the very competitiveness that exists. You put on Johnny Carson
at a certain hour, so similar shows have to go on the other networks.
There is always this contest of who can take what from somebody else.
And I think there is enough room there, enough money, for all of
them.

Senator CANNON. / would be hopeful NAB would take some action
to try to get this movement going so we may not have to have govern-
mental action as you discussed here. Obviously that would be the best
method, as we have said all along. I feel personally that if the net-
works would show that they were really policing themselves effec-
tively, and getting the job done, then I would think that no govern-
mental action wotild be best.

But if they don't, then I think they ought to be getting a menage
loud and clear tha there is going to have to be governmental action.

Mr. Brum. My reaction, after meeting with the network presi-
dents, is that each of them is well aware of the problem and is giving
it a great deal of thought. I think each of them is honestly perplexed
as to just what is the best method to proceed, the most effective way
to proceed. But I think the dialog is on, and I don't think it will be
stopped until something comes out that will be worth while.

Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SenStOr PASTORE. Mr. Baker.
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't mean these queries to be critical of either your testimony

nor of the Surgeon General's report, but I continue to struggle to
construct something more empirical than terms such as "gratuitous"
and "needless violence." I continue to sthiggle with the question of
whether or not it is advantageous to the emotional health and well-
being of the child to portray violence and its consequences in. a bloody
sense of realism, including grief to the family and pain and suffering,
or whether it is better to designate it as a fantasy adjunct, a story
piece.

really can't quite put my finger on what is gratuitous and needless
violence, except to say, as file chairman repeatedly says, think cor-
rectly, that all of us have an intuitive or instinctive Icnowledge of what
is right and what is wrong, at least within the framework and mores
of our present society. But I wonder if you can give me any guidance
on how we might institutionalize the business of tooting the gratuitous
and needless violence of television programing?

Mr. Bunort. As a matter of fact, we were talking about that prob-
lem in my office before we came here today, Senator. And it is interest-
ing that probably the network presidents, or their operating people,
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could sit down and list the N most violent shows on television today,.and all more or less agree on what they were, and yet probably havea difficult time defining exactly what violence was and what is gratui-tous violence.
I have a distinct feeling that you and I: looking at a product afterit is completed, can probably not determine whether a violent scenewas gratuitous or not. I think it goes back almost to the time the showis written and produced, because there are options available at thattime which can 138 either exercised or not exercised.
I would think the classic, in my opinion, of gratuitous type violencewould be the cartoon shows in the 1960's, the late 1960's, that were so .prevalent of the science fiction type character who disintegrates every-body, or threw them into space or burned them up, or whatever.I will say I think most of those shows have left the networks,theyme not being run. Some of them are in syndication, and we will beseeing them in the future. But there was quite.a series of that in thelate 1960's, about the time the Surgeoil General was doing this study.That, to me, is violencefor the sake of violence.
Senator BAKER. But that is also the complete fantasyland. I wonderif that has the same impact on a child's psyche as violence that is notfantasyland.
Mr. BURCH. That is one of the questions I have. I don't know theanswer.
Senator BAKER. I don't think this is an appropriate inquiry to makeof the FCC, either. But I am searching for expert advice from what-ever source I can get it.
Another problem that is more directly related to the question ofyour jurisdiction is the fact that presumably our subcommittee, as.Senator Pastore has pointed out yesterday and again today, has juris-diction of this subject matter directly under the Communications Actand indirectly in the final determination of how stations are licensedor relicensed.
What is going to happen, Mr. Chairman, in a few yearsI expectit won't be manywhen you have children's programs originated oncable TV, where you don't have a relicensing or licensing i:procedureat the outset. How will that situation be contended with, in yourjudgment ?
Mr. Btrsox. I think we probably are going to have to find out howwe treat the ones who are licensed ',adore we get, into the cable.
Senator BAKER. How are you going to treat them at all ?
Mr. BURCH. That is Ithink
Senator Baker. Where is your present statutory jurisdiction orpower to treat any origination on cable as to program contents orpublic service?
Mr. BURCH. On cable ?
Senator BAKER. Yes.
Mr. BURCII. I think, frankly, we do have, assuming the MidwestVideo case is decided in our favor, I think we do have as much plenaryjurisdiction as we can have over cable television.
Senator BAKER. But not through licensing ?
Mr. BURCH. No. I think we would have to do it in terms of rules.I think the problem approaching this question of violence on a renewalbasis would lae a very difficult task for us. I think it would
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Senator BAKER, It would be difficult for somebdy, but I am not
sure who.

Mr. BURCH. Yes,
Senator PASTORE. Unless you have an aroused citizem.y that make

complaints. People who would come in and say, "this is the bill of
fare that they have been giving us, and this is the way they have been
polluting our cultural environment." And you would have to judge
at that time whether or not their service was in the public interest
anu their license should be renewed.

But Senator Baker brings up an excellent point and that is the
point that I brought up at the time we had the CATV hearings. They
do get a vested right.

r questioned very much the special relief :you mentioned then.
Mr. &rum There is, I suppose, a vital distinction between a cable

system which is originating programing to which in a way is an
add-on to their normal serviceas opposed to a broadcaster whose

onty function is to originate and disseminate 13rograming.
I don't know if that distinction is worth pursuing, but it is a

distinction.
Senator BAUER. Without pursuing that legalism, and it is really

more than a legalism, but without pursuing that much further, the
jurisdictional question from our stancipoint or from yours is really an
exercise in acad.emic pursuit, because what we ought to be concerned
with is the impact of this program and its contents on children. And
tip impact will be precisely the same whether it is cable or over-the-
air ori7ination or cassette TV or whatever it may turn out to be.

Without asking you to respond to that generalization, let me ask
you another question that is more exact. Yesterday we heard testi-
mony from witnesses to the effect that there might be some sort of
nonr Nvernmental agency that would undertake a review or rating of
progL am contents.

Two things : No. 1, do you agree or disagree with that? And No. 2,
how would you visualize the implementation of such a program ?

Mr. BURCH. Dr. Steinfeld, when we met with him at the Commis-

sion, mentioned that one of the definitive or finite things that his Com-
mission had come up with was the possibility of a violence rating
system over whatever scalei don't know what sort of scale.

I must confesss that I have considered it, and I do not, very can-
didly, know the answer. On one hand, you get the argument flat if
you announce a thing is going to be violent, you have almost guaran-
teed a better audience than it had before.

Senator BAKER. I think we helped O'Hara, Treasury, thi3 morning.
Mr. Bumf. Last evening, I don't know if you watched CBS news,

but they had a thing on there concerning the trapping of animals in
Canada. I was watching that with two children. And precisely at the
time Mr. Cronkite sugg.ested we ask the children to leave, that is
exactly when I couldn't have gotten them out of the room with a piece
of dynamite. I suppose.

Senator BAKER. I must say though, in deference to CBS and Wal-
ter Cronkite, there was a forewarning.

Mr. BURCH. There was a forewarning. But I think trying to actu-
ally exercise that over anything other than infants in arms is a tough
job: As a matter of fact, I personally was not offended by my children
seeing the program after they stayed, there.
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But the second part I am unsure of at tlds time is just how, who-
ever this group is, whether it be governmental or nongovernmental,
how t hey MetIMIre the violence content and that ets you back to your
question as to whether or not fantasy violence is as bad as real life
violence, actual guns, fists, things of that. nature. I simply don't know
the answer to those questions at this time.

Senator Rum. .L note, too from "I3roadeasting" magazine, the
March 20 issue, that the National Audience Board, which tried to
do approxiinately what we are talking about, and Wits privately
funded., has just folded its tent and stolen silently into the night for
lack of funding.

Do you have any estimate of whether or not there would be non-
governmental funding if such an agency wore created ?

Mr. Bruen. I certainly see no reason why there couldn't be.
Senator BAKER. Have you discussed this with the networks?
Mr. Bruen. Yes, I mentioned it to the network people and very

candidly I think each of them is aware of the possibility of it. I don't
think any of them have made a determination of whether it is the
direction. to move or not.

Senator BAKER. You mentioned a moment ago in response to a ques-
tion that in your conversations with the network executives, you came
away convinced, I believê your language was, that they are aware
of the problem and want to do something about it.. Or that was the
thrust, of your answer.

Mr. Biracir. Yes, I think SO.
Senator BAKER. Can you tell me a little moreI understsnd we

will hear from them, I understand, tomorrowbut can you tell me
what you think they might be able to do in this respect I

Mr. Buncit. I think there is probably a great deal they can do. I
think that one of the points of view which I respect is that there is a
danger of overkill in this area just as there is of underkill. I don't
think anybody wants to do a lot of sanitizing just to get in Senator
Pastore's good graces for a, while. There is a tendency to do that, as
you know.

Senator BAKER. I wouldn't, discount. that possibility.
Mr. BURCIT. I wouldn't, either.
Senator PASTCaE. Well, read Variety.
Mr. RtnicH. I think there is a considerable amount of honest con-

fusion as to the best course. But the impression I came away with is
that I don't believe that any network president is going to seriously
dispute the findings of the Surgeon General that there is a relation-
ship on some people. Now I think each of them is going to want to
argue who those people are. Just exactly who those people are and
how you define them more precisely than has been done thus far is
something I think the networks will want to work on themselves, either
independently or together or with the government..

Senator BAKER. Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, you have
done your usual good job in making a good, forceful presentation of
your points of view. I think you always do, and I admire the job you
are doing.

I note, however, that at some point in your testimony certain of
your fellow Commissioners have nodded their heads one way or
another. I wonder if T could ask if any other Commissioners on this
point have a contrary or different view ?
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Senator PAsron. I would hope that the Senator from Tennessee
would allow Mr. Moss to interrogate the Chairman and then we will
get to the others.

Senator Rum. Of course.
Senator Moss. Thank yout Mr. Chairman.
I, too, commend the Chairman for a very good statement. I didn't

hear it all, but I have had time to read it now and I did hear part of
it.

One thing I keep wondering about is we stated it is a truism and I
guess it must. be true that violence attracts larger viewing audiences.
Is that right? Has that been a factor ?

Mr. BURCH. I don't know that I could give you any scientific answer
to that. Instinctively? I tend to believe that action-type programing,.
at least in terms of children, is a thing children like to watch.

Senator Moss. So if the broadcasters set. some sort of a ceiling them-
selves or some kind of standards themselves, aren't they immediately
thrown into the position of pushing against those standards and by
competition getting over the line? If it is a voluntary thing, doesn't
it rather rapiclly break down then

Mr. Buucit. That is certainly a possibility. That is one of the points
I made in my statement, that if only two of the three networks or if
the three networks, but not the independent producers decide to do
something, it is probably not going to be effective. You have to have
almost a uniform consensus on it.

Senator Moss. They point out to me that in the Report there is a
finding, in the Surgeon General's Report, that violence is attractiver
and attracts a larger viewintg audience.

Mr. BtriteH. Excuse me, Senator. I think that would always depend
a bit on what is in opposition to that particular show.

Senator Moss. Which again underlines the thing I am talking almt.
The fact. that. there is fierce competition for viewing audiences. But
it seems to me that the follow-on to that is almost inevitable. That
we must have some kind of a rating scale that is set or at least en-
forced in some way by governmental authority rather than by leaving
it to a voluntary code by the broadcasters.

Mr. BURCIL1Vell, perhaps. But I would point. up there are a num-
ber of things that are done today by broadcasters twit I question very
sincerely whether the government could do. For example, hard liquor
advertising. I don't really know whether this Congress could pass a
law that would prohibit hard liquor advertising, Presumably it could,
if you had a findmg of great. health and injuries.

)3ut things of that nature, broadcasters have done voluntarily and
I think done quite well.

Senator Moss. I concede that. But that is something that is very
easily deft( d; there is a sharp line as to whether it. is liquor with an
alcoholic content of a certain amount.. Well, I am puzzled, as all of us
are, I guess, as to how we are going to set a. standard or how we are
goMg to judge it.

You obviously have the enforcement power in relicensing. But the
judgment at renewal time unless you nave some established code,
is going to be difficult for the Commission to make.

Mr. litrucit. Yes. T would not tend to agree with you that it is quite
simple, we obviously have the power in the relicensing field. That is
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a power that at least to this point the Commission has tried to stayaway from pmgramming. As you know, in the renewal proceedwhich we are now considering, that is being debated very heaas to whether we can set any standards of how much news, or localprogramming or public affairs programming is a norm. This is a veryhotly contested question, because of the first amendment implications.And whether iyou have prior restraint, which I think would violatesection 326 of the act,, or whether you do it after the fact, it still
raises some elements of censorship.

Senator Moss. Thank you very much, Mr. Burch.
We will call on Mr. Johnson next.
Mr. Joitxsox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The broadcasting industrynow stands charged with having molestedthe minds of our Nation's children to serve the cause of corporateprofit.
Executives, whom one would assume to be rich beyond their wildestdreams of avarice, each year seek even more in salaries, expenseaccounts and stock options. They found they could become richerstill if they would only take a whole nation of children and train themto be more violent. Accordingly, they set about doing it.

Senator Dodd first indicted television's implication in violencewhat we then called "juvenile delinquency"-18 years ago, back in1954. Network executives promised they would do something aboutita study. Meanwhile, levels of violence on television had increased.In 1968, after the assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King andSenator Robert F. Kennedy, President Johnson established the Eisen-hower Commission to stuay violence in our society. Once again anindictment of television. Once again promises of reform. And onceagain the studies showed the incidents of violence on televisionremained unchanged, or actually increased, following these hollowexpressions of concern.
Isn't it time we face these ugly facts? Isn't it time we express theoutrage and frustratioa that is felt by almost every American parentThe networks are benefiting from a common failing of our society.We condemn particular instances of what we ignoreor even rewardin the mass.
A man who kills one other man will be tried for murder. But aPresident who has presided over the death of 422,000 persons in South-east Asiaaccording to his own countcan seriously undertake acampaign for reelection as a man of peace.
A Presidential assistant was dismissed by President Eisenhower

because he had accepted a vicuna coal from a businessman dealingwith the government. But when ITT is charged with giving $400.000to President Nixon's campaign, the men who were involved in per-mitting the conglomerate corporation to get antitrust approval toacquire another billion-dollar corporation end up as an AttorneyGeneral designate, the President's campaign manager, a U.S. DistrictCourt Judge. and a Presidential assistant.
A man who steals V.00 from a coin phone box will be sent to jail.But a telephone executive who can get an unwarranted rate increasethat permits him to take an additional $2.00, every month, from everytelephone, can steal hundreds of millions of dollars from the Americanpeople and be sent, instead, to the White House for dinner.
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Out where I live, if you pollute the air by burning a few leaves at
the curb you are fined. And. yet General Motors, which provides the
lion's share of all the air pollution in America gets encouragement
from the government in the form of anticompetitive trade restrictions
and inequitable tax relief to enable it to make the pollution problem
even worse.

And so it is with child molesters. If you do it during the week. on
the school playground, to one child, you are driven off to prison in a
police car. But if you do it Saturdaar morning, in the living room, to
millions of young children, you are just driven home, by a chauffeur,
in a long black limousine.

Action for Children's Television has pointed out what television
executives are doing to make our children into little consumers.

Robert Choate has testified to what they are doing to teach our
children nutritional habits that are very dangerous to their physical
health.

And now the staff of tic Surgeon General's reportnotwithstand-
ing the Administration's invitation to let the networks stack thepanel
itselfhas given you five volumes of reports documenting television's
adverse impact upon our children's mental health.

As everyone but network executives has known all along, violence
in television programs leads to violence in children's behavior. I
reviewed some 75 to 100 studies to this effect before testifying before
the Eisenhower Commission in 1968. What we have not formerly been
able to document is that it also may be a cause of violence many years
later. And as you now know, the studies also report a direct correlation
between the quantity of television watching generaly and low IQ,
poor grades, lack of leadership ability, inability to socialize with other
children, and a psychopathic tendency to withdraw from reality. Nor
is parental supervision adequate for many of the reasons the chairman
outlined. The staff studies show that forbidding children to watch
violence on television can also lead to adverse psychological conse-
quences.

Not that adults come off any better, mind you. Corporate television
is unprejudiced in the disrespect for its audience; it will mistreat
any viewer, without regard to age race, or sex.

We have had a Prestdential dommission that indicted television
for its adverse impact upon race relationsthe Kerner Commission.
I already mentioned the Presidential Commission headed by Milton
Fisenhower that issued two staff volumes on the impact of television
programing on violence generally. Virtually every minority group in
11merien, has complained of its portrayal on television. Th'e women's
liberation groups make some very persuasive arguments about the
demeaninv impact of television on women. Parents and teachers are
outrageeMany religious leaders have decried the impact of televi-
sion on our moral and spiritual values as 11. Nation. Nor is this the
fault of the writers. Writers and producers recei tly testified here
before Senator Ervin that the creative, constructive material they
do try to put in television programs gets censored out by network
executives. Over 80 percent of them had personally experienced cor-
porate censorship.

No, training our children to be violentas immoral as it isis but
a small ingredient in a whole pattern of totally irresponsible cor-
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porate behavior. The problem of violence in children's television pro-
grams can only be understood, and dealt with, in that. context.

And now, like the child who finally shouted what his elders could
not bring themselves to whisperat-he emperor has no clotheeI
think it's time we in Washington say out loud the truth that all of
us read in our mail from Americans in all walks of life: the men who
are currently running commercial network television in this country
are a vicious, evil influence.

I have been writing books and articles and making proposals to
de!tl with these problems for the 51/2 years I have been on the com-
mission. I will not bore you with a full repetition of all of them
many of which have already been laid before you in testmony in past
years. But here are a few, and perhaps some new ones.

1. Fund the Public Broadcasting Corporation at no less than $500
million a year. We need a. strong public broadcasting service more
thinn any other nation in. the world to counteract commercial broad-
casting, and yet we fund our modest efforts at a lower proportion of
our gross national product than virtually any other civilized nation.
"Sesame Street" cost significantly less than one-half of one percent of
commercial broadcasting's annual revenueand even that pittance
didn't come from the networks.

2. Require that the three commercial networks provide one-third
of all prune time on a nonsponsored basis for entertainment, drama!;,
cultural, and public affairs programing. On a staggered basis. this
vfould give every American a choice of programing during anT prune
tune viewing hour throughout the week. Significant. quantities of
children's programs without commercialsthe problem addressed by
ACTare also needed.

3. Require counteradvertising, as the Federal Trade Commission
has courageously proposed to a reluctant Federal Communications
Commission. No products would be bannednot even the drug push-
ing to which corporate broadcasting ceems so profitably addicted
but the viewer would at least be exposed to a little bit of truth from
time to time to support his own efforts at self-defense.

4. As kir violence, simply require that two commercial minutes be
removed from every half hour containing violence, and be made !wail-
able at no cost to responsible professionals to program information to
children (and adults) about the adverse consequence of violence, the
alternative approaches to resolving human conflict., or other balancing
information thought by the professionals to be appropriate..

5. I will add at this point another proposal which. I mentioned to
the Violence Commission in 1968, and that is that tort actions ?light
to be seriously considered by parents and by the victims of yiolent
actions, miming the networks as defendants. I think the law is iiffi-

cie»tly advanced in this area to make such a cause of action viable
at this time.

Just. as the cigarette companies finally responded when they real-
ized they would be confronted with wrongful death actions. and the
automobile companies responded when they realized they would be
confronted with wrongful death actions. I think the, only way to get
these executives to turn around is to hit their corport.tions in the
pocketbook. T think this approach might be of some use, as well.
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n. Reduce the permissible number of colnmercial minutes (a stand-
ard now set by tlw industry, liot the FC(. ) to one-half of current

T. Require all commercials to be bunched on the hour and half-hour.
/4. Fothid networks to own prograins, program production filen-

it Ws, or stations. This divestiture would merely bring the broadcast-
ing industry into compliance with the antitrust standards conven-
timally applied to the Rim industry.

9. Finally, fund the long-overdue across-the-board continuing re.
view of the impact of television upon all aspects of our societybefore
we fact yet another national crisis, and Presidential Commission or
Congressional committee inquiry. Needless to say, this time insure that
the broad range of professionals necessary to such an undertaking are
fully indeiwndent and have no eoliflict ot interest, with the networks'
interests.

America will long remember how youand werespond in this
hour of national need to the pressure of the most, powerful lobby in
our Nation's history. I have seen little hope during my years on the
FCC that establishment power is prepared to undertake the kind of
reforms I have proposed today. Won't you please prove me wrong.

Senator P.urroan. Thank you very much. Senator Cannon ?
Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Johnson, I listened to your statement with interest, but I noted

earlier in the course of Chairman Burch's testimony you appeared to
disagree with some of the comments that he made therein. I wondered
if you would want to address yourself to any specific points that he
answered on which you may disagree with respect to the questions and
answers.

Mr. Jormsoic. For starters, I would disagree with his assertion that
the reason we don't have hard liquor advertising is because of some
gratuitous philanthropic desire on the part of the networks to take it
off. I believe this committee takes some of the credit for the state of
affairs on American television. I think that point should not be
mmoticed.

Broadcasters have fought at every turn any efforts to regulate ad-
vertising. Cigarette advertising contributed to some 800,000 deaths a
year. and they fought to the bitter end, all the way to the Supreme
Court. that principle. They refused to take the cigarette ads off even

n comptmies wanted to take them off.
You had to intercede to keep bard liquor adveitising off the air.
Senator Nelson has held hearings on drug abuse, and they showed

little interest in responding to that.
I think there has been a consistent irresponsibility on their part. I

think for the last 18 yeats, we have been talking about this problem of
violence, but there are dozens of other issues that are equally destruc-
tive of society. For 18 years, they have been making promises. they
will make you more promises tomorow.

Meanwhile, we have a generation of kids that have been exposed to
this porgraming. And the saddest thing about it is that a child has no
capacity to reject this information. You can teach a child, a young
child, 11 languages shnultaneously. You can teach him to read by the
time he is 2, or 3. You can give 'him the sensory inputs he needs to
bemme a valuable member of our society. The fact that they refuse to
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do that ought to be basis enough for criminal indictments, notwith-stiulding the negabive impact that they have on the kids.A child can learn anything at almost apy speed, and he does, he picksit u_p off television. What he cannot do ls reject. Once it is implantedon his brain, just like piAting it into a computer, it is there forever.And that is what we do in the instinctive moments when we respond.A scientist told me a story about this. It involved some of his testi-tiony before members of NASA, and they looked at him in disbelief.He said, "Okay, I will put a question to you, and you tell me the firstthing that comes to your minds when I say this." Now these are menwho studied the surface of the moon, walked on the moon. He said,"What is the moon made of ?" And th.ey all said, "Cheese." It is whatwe do in those reflective actions that do contribute to the violence inour society.
In a moment when you can either respond with a violent act or youcan respond with compromise and cooperation and compassion, w`liat:you do reflectively,is what you are going to endup doing. What we areitraining our kids s to tak.e the violent path. We could make of thepeople of this country so much more than what they are in terms oftheir capacity to fuldll the potential that they hold. And we are notdoing it. That is the crime.
That is far worse than the violence that they are inducing in ourchildren.
Senator CANNON. You have made some recommendations that amquite drastic in the context of what we are doing today
Mr. JouxsoN. If you think these are drastic, you should have seenthe first draft before my staff made me take some stuff out.
Senator CANNON. I am sure you recognize that these recommenda-tions would be quite impossible of achievement at the present time.Mr. JoHNsoN. I don't see why. What particular one are you talkingabout I
Senator CANNON. To fund the public broadcasting corporation at no .less than $500 million a year.
Mr. JOHNSON. We don't have thatmoney ?
Senator CANNON. I am sure we have themoneyMr. JonxsoN. Thenwhy is it impossible I
Senator CANNON. Because I think I realize, maybe you don't, thatpolitics is the art of achieving the possible and there are certain thingshere that can't be achieved in the immediate future, even it these weregood objectives and.could be achieved over a period of time.So my question to you is : Do you have any recommendations for theshort rim, for the immediate future, that might be taken to improve thesituation that we all agree needs improving?
Mr. JOHNSON. I think these proposals can be implemented verypromptly. I certainly acknosledge that your political acumen exceedsmy own. But I cannot believe that if these issues are put to the broadbase of the American people and the parents of this country, that theywould say it is politically impossible to do these things just because thecommercial broadcasters have so much power in our political system.I think if they don't have the information which they are now nottting, they are not going to react. But. I th'ink that if you tell themt e story, I think they will support you. I think they wiil reelect you..That is really what it gets down to.
I think timesare changing in terms of political issues.

1v-?0.4
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Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PASTORE. Many of the suggestions that you have made fall

within the jurisdiction of the Federal Communications Commission,
do they notl

Mr. JOHNSON, Yes, indeed.
Senator PASTORE. Has anything been done along the lines you have

suisested
Mr. JOHNSON. Nothing.
Senator PASTORE. Can you tell us why I
Mr. JoHNsoN. I am sure that my chairman would be delighted to.

tell you why,
Senator itlAwromo. All right. Somebody tell us why, for the record.
Mr. BURCH. Mr. Chairman, we get this kind of performance almost

every day at the Commission, and very candidly we are not impressed
by a lot of the conclusions that Commissioner Johnson draws. I think
that the bulk of his recommendations are actually irrelevant, it seems
to me, to the question oftelevision violence.

I personally am appalled at this business of getting invited to the
White House for dinner, and the ITT proceeding, the President who
kills these people, I find this sort of argument so ill-advised that I
simply cannot take Commissioner Johnson's suggestions very seriously.
I think perhaps that may be one of the answers. I can only speak for
myself.

Senator PASTORE. Have these suggestions been made before the
Commission

Mr. BuscH. Practically every day.
Senator PASTORE. And they have been rejected by the Commission..
Mr. Buxom. I would say the question of funding the public broad-

casting corporation is obviously not a Commission responsibility. We
are not particularly expert in that field.

I don't think, frankly, the Commission has the authority to take
one-third of all prime time and make it non-commercial, absent some
direction from this Congress.

I suppose Commissioner Johnson would disagree. Conter-advertis-
ing is before us now in a rulemakmg proceeding. It was filed, we will
have hearing's on it commencmg next week. I don't know what the
reluctant FCC is that Commi-gioner Johnson refers to. But a good slam
is always welcome, I suppose.

The question, number four, is simply an extension of three, reduce
the permissible number of commercial minutes. If you will recall, back
when the FCC seriously suggested this, the Congress stepped in and
that was the end of that. Require all commercials to be bunched on the
hour and half hour, I don't know what that has to do with children's
violence, but it is an arguable thing, I suppose.

It might be more desirable, I think, it it were economically desirable
that the networks might come around to it. It is done in certain
societies. The question of forbidding the networks to own anything
other thanI don't know what they would end up with, under his
proposal hereis something that presumably either the Justice De-
partment or the FCC could do, if it felt that were the appropriate
course of action.

I don't know what this long overdue acrobs-the-board review of the
impact is. I presume that is something that either the Commission or
the Congress could do.
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Senator PASTORE, That was talked about yesterday.
Mr. &mt. Yes. Commissioner Johnson, because of his member-

ship on the FCC, has somehow made television responsible for all of
the ills of the earth. 1 am not here to be the apologist for commercial
television, necessarily.

On the other hand, I think it is just somewhat overly simplistic tosuggest that every single problem that we have can be traced back
to the three network presidents. I think that is kind of foolish. We have
lots of problems, but there are more problems thou just network tele-
vision.

Senator Pawn. Senator linker.
Mr. BURCII. Commissioner Wiley ?
Mr. WHIM I came with no prepared statement, but I do have a few

comments that pertain solely to the sul?ject of these hearings.
Senator PAsyron. Would you wait just a moment, Mr. Wiley I I

think we ought to finish with Mr. Johnson.
Mr. Johnson. If I may quickly respond to that, h. terms ofour powerto provide the one-third prime time rule, it seems to me clealy wehave that power in view of the fact that we have already provided arule that affects 30 minutes per evening. If we can affeet 80 minutes

per evening:, I don't know why we can't affect 1 hour per evening.
.1is to the reluctant FCC, that is based on the fact that I made a motionthat. the FCC Commissioners go, and sit down and talk privately with
the Federal Trade Commission Commissioners, and I couldn't get myCommission to even alzree to go and talk to them.

Senator PAsToits. What was the vote on that I
Mr. Wu.= As Commissioner Johnson well knows, that had nothingto do with counteradvertising. That was related simply to a meetingin which there was no set agenda. It absolutely had nothing to dowith the subject we are talking about.
Mr. JouNsox. I thought it did, but I thinlr the fact we refused tomeet with them is justification enough for that statement.
Mr. WILEY. The filing lot :I not even been made at that time, Coin-missioner Johnson.
Senator P.18TOMI. We are getting a good television program righthere.
Mr. Jon NsoN. As for the bunching, I think that relates to the de-mands for more violence. We have memoranda from network execu-tives sent. to writers saying, "Give me more sadism,more violence in

mthe programs." That cae out iin the Dodd hearings, t is on the publicrecord. And Me of the impacts of putting the commercials every fewminutes is that ,you have got to have something to hold the audience'sattention over that commercial break. It does affect the contents of theprograms. 'nem is no question about it.
1 would say, in general, the reason that I put these propoeals to-gether here is that they are related to violence. The power of the net-

works, the irresponsibility of the networks, the ability of the netw.arksto disregr ' professional comment and governmental studies is inpart a mewire of the function of their economic power, their un-willingness uo have the unsponsored time. In 1934 we were promisedby I believe it. was Mr. Paley. although I could stiuld corrected, oneoethe network executives said that 70 percent of all time would benonsponsored time on radio and. television. Their unwillingness to
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engage in that today, I contend, does contribute to the use of violence
in programing, and the general nonconstructive nature of programing,
and does direct violence to what Congress had in mind in 1927 and 1984,
based upon the industry representations.

As to television being responsible for all of the ills of the world,
I have never contended-that. There are a lot of problems in the world
caused by things other than television. Although every Presidential
Commiwion seems to find television implicated in one way or another.

The point is, as President Kennedy used to say, with great power
goes great responsibility. And these gentlemen have great power, and
they have not exercised great responsibility, and that is a moral fail-
ingtand it ought to be addressed as such in my judgment.

Mr. Bunn. 'That is true of some government officials, I might point
out

Senator PASTORE. Senator Baker.
Senator BAKER Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am re-

minded of a line of questioning 17esterday that dealt with the distinc-
tion between physical violence, literally portrayed on television,. _dra-

matic violence that is shown in a fantasy context, and is clearly labeled
as such, and emotional violence.

It is my impression from the statement of Commissioner Johnson
that this must 130 one of the most violent statements that I have ever
heard before any committee at any time since I have served in the
Congress of the Ur ited States.

I allude kiarticularty to the implication that there is a direct parallel
between child molesting on the one hand, and children's programing
on the other. I think this committee probably will reach the conclusion
that there is sonie scientific linkage between violence on television and
aggressive behavior on the part of some children under certain cir-
cumstances.

But my friend, Commissioner Johnson, I cannot equate that to being
the same thing as molesting a child. It seems to me that that is a
violence of a very special sort.

Mr. JOHNSON. You draw a distinction between molesting the body
and molesting the brain, even though one may cause a lifetime of
harm, and the other only a relatively less permanent harm?

Senator BARER. I think it is entirely clear, Mr. Johnson, that there
is a very, very substantial distinction between a, child molester in the
sense thec you make it, that is a person who physically molests a child,
and those who are responsible far originating children's television in
the United States in the 1970's. I think it is just as different as it can
be, and I don't think any amount of slick talking is going to make me
equate responsible people with child molesting, as far as television is
concerned.

Mr. JOHNSON. What I am suggesting, Senator, is that that is the
problem in our society. You can do it to one person at a time, and
everyone becomes very outraged.

Suppose you were to take your child to a psychotherapist or psy-
chiatrist because he had a propensity to violence, and, that psycho-
therapist were to show your child television programs with violence
in them. As a result of that, 2 yeats later, and some $20,000 later, you
have a child who is more violent that he was originally. It would seem
to me you would feel quite outraged by that.

76-894 0 - 72 - 9 1Z7
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Wbat I am auggelting is thatwe ought to apply no less in the way of
emotional ()lenge, but even more in dm way of emotional outrage, to
somebody who does it to millions of children at once, than we would
apply to someone who does it to one child at a time. I appreciate the
distanctionLof cti.w.A between physical

Senator Baum whatyou are suggesting is an intricate line of 1
that you have attempta, to describi and -failed, is supposed to mike
the &avian public equate in its mind the crime of -child molesting
with progismming of children's television in 1970.

I think that is a violence of the most despicable kind. I think it is
irresponsible, and unbecoming of a federal goversiment official.

Mr. Joinrsom. I think it is a modest comparison in all respects,
Senator. I think the crime they are committing is much worse, much,
worse, and I think history will so record them. I respectyour position,
and suspect there are other people who hold it, and there are some
of them who serve on my staff. But I feel, Senator, after I have been
here for over five and a lialf years and witnessed what this industry
has done, there are no words that would be too strong to describe the
outrage that you ought to feel, as I do, over what these gentlemen are
doing, and what they are failing to do with the reeponsibtlities we have
given them as government, to serve in the public interest.

Senator BARER. I feel an outrage, Mr. JOhnson that you have 1

broug_ ht to this hearing a trauma of emotionalism tha will positively
impade our progress in trying to arrive at a sensible solution to a real
problem, and that is how to improve the quality of children's
television. You have drug a red herring across the trail, you have made
innuendos, charges of guilt of the greatest sort against people who
have the responsibility for doing what ought to be done,to improve the
quality of television.

Your statement is replete with innuendos and I think that is a
violence to this society, at this time, at this plave in history, that has
come to be just as destuctive in terms of the psyche of adults as well
as children, as that portrayed on television, which you are charged with
trying to regulate.

Mr. Jomcsorr. Well, I will stand on the record, Senator, of whatever
history may show.

Senator PASTORE. Would you be so courteous to the committee as to
give us a copy of the first draft I

Mr. JOHNSON. After I heard Senator Baker's evaluation of this one,
Sinatort I would be reluctant, I think, to make those paragraphs that
were stricken available to you.

Senator BAKER. My violence is not to be feared. We would be glad
4to have it.

Senator PASTORE. Mr. MOSS.
Senator Moss. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Lee.
Mr. LEE. Mr. Chairman, I have no written statement. I do want

to say that the Chairman gave all of the Commissioners the courtesy
of taking a look at this first draft and making an input into his state-
ment. I agree in general with the statement; I think it is a good
statement.

think the Surgeon General and his committee made it very clear

, 2% C)
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yesterday that there is a canal relationship, and that something has
to be done.

The Chairman has stated to you that we are going to start panel
discussions and hearing" no later than the middle of May. I am hopeful
that out of those discussions the various industries involved (the broad-
casting industry, the advertising industry), and every other one that
has some responsibility in this area, the social seientists, government
officials, and the public can come up with some kind of a positive
program in the near future.

I think it is going to take a lot of congresskonal involvement. I
think maybe Congress may have to take soirio action. As the Chair-
man has said, we do not have the answers now, but we are earnestly
seeking those answers.

Senator PAsTons. I merely want to say, Mr. Lee, that usually very
definitive conclusions are not reached in hearings of this kind. 'These
hearings are absolutely necessary in order to set the predicate for
what needs to be done in order to bring about fruitful results. I would
hope that the members of the Comnussion would engage themselves
more in the futureI know they have done quite a bit nt the past
through diplomatic and very productive negotiations, to ;bring about
some immecriate reform while we are thinking about long-range reme-
dies, because this is a very sensitivearea.

Under the law the Commission has no authority, that is I am speak-
ing now of the Communication Act of 1984, to censor programs, and
that law would have to be changed if you were to be able to censor.

Then you run against the First Amendment of the Constitution
which forbids it.

There are certain limitations upon what actions the government
can take. But after all, these people do come up for licenses, they do
have a public responsibility, they are answerable to the Commission
for the renewal of those lieenses.

And there I think you see the way to br;:lg about a true understand-
ing. Through cooperation some remediea can oome forth. I would
hope .that we are just not here exercising eloquence, rhetoric, and
list to scientific people and getting individual views and then
ending up with nothing.

I thmk the Amedican people are very much concerned about violence
on television. As I said yesterday, we are not talking about a com-
plete eradication of violence, because violence is part ofour daily lives.
But it all depends on how 3rou portray it. It all depends on how you
depict it, how you do it. M.at we are talking about here is violence
for the sake of violence. What we are talking about here is excessive
violence.

Those are the things we are talking about. Now I realize we have
many points of views within our society. Not everyone receives or
gives the same interpertation to a set of facts as the next fellow. But
the fact still remains that we have to face, life the way it is. Not everx-
one in this country is an intellectual, not everyone in this country is
sophisticated enough to meet some of these challenges.

Tile fact still remains that the television belongs to the families of
America and we have to deal with it on that score. The minute you
begin to tamper with the families of America, and you begin to pol-
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lute the minds of the families of America, you are going to destroy
the best society in the world. We have to avoid that.

Now I think there have been exaggerations here, and maybe some
people will underestimate the necessity for doing something. But
somewhere along the line each of us will have to assume our responsi.
bitity and do what needs to be done.

Mr. Law Mr. Chairman I couldn't agree more with you. I think
the Chairman has stated that the Commission intends to take action.
I would be very disappointed if we do not. I agree that a lot of volun.
tary action on the part of the industries can and should be taken im-
mediately. I am hopeful it will.

I would like to make two additional points. A point was made yester-
day and again today that the potential of television simply hasn't
been exhausted or exploited to even a small degree. I would certainly
agree with that. I have worked for the last 10 years in trying to pro-
mote educational television. I spent a great deal of time on the Com-
mission trying to promote educational television. The attention kmply
has not been paid by the various people involved in it. I do not blame
the broadcasters for the failure to use the full potential of television.
I think the educational community, the health community, the welfare
community, officials and everyone else involved are lagging far behind
in the use of television.

I think much more could be done. I think it is one of the things that
has to be done if we are to solve some of the social problems we have.
And so as I say, we can't point the finger only at the broadcasting
industry. We can point it at a good many areas of government and the
communities, in general.

Senator PASTORE. I realize that, Mr. Lee, but the jurisdiction of the
Commission and the lurisdiction of this subcommittee is with refer-
ence, to the broadcasting industry. We are not here to decide the fate
of other industries. That is beyond our jurisdiction. We are talking
about the broadcasting industry here.

While it is true there are many other contributors, we want to know
here what contribution the broadcasting industry makes in this par-ticular.area. I don't think it serves our purpose to say that others are
being just as bad or making a contribution. It is our responsibility here
to find out what television and the broadcasting industry is contrib-
uting to this problem;and to solve it if we possible can.

Would you agree with that I
Mr. ram I would agree with that. But I also would like to point out

that it is the Commission's responsibility to promote the best use of
these facilities in that other people are involveii other than the broad-
cast industry. Because of the fact that we continually hear about not
using the potential of television to educate and promote social wel-
fare, I think it is well to point out there are other people who have
some responsibility and have to work with the broadcast industry.

I would like to make one other point. I was tempted to break in
when Senator Baker asked his question of the Chairman about the
establishment of some kind of a nongovernmental review board. This
was pointed out several times yesterday, as the Senator indicated, it
woulcl be desirable to have this type of thing. I think it wonld be very
helpful, but I do want to point out that there is a large number of

ichildren, a substantial percentageI don't know what it sthat do
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not have adequate parental guidance and that such a board would
have little influence on those chfidren.

And we do have a responsibility to those children. Those are the
children that need the help most.

Senator BARER. You may have a higher responsibility to them than
to those who are in a position to be the beneficiaries of parental
control.

Mr. LEE. I think so. I am not concerned about Dean Buroh's two
children, for example. I think when a parent takes that kind of inter-
est in a child,

I
they can give the proper guidance and the proper in-

terpretation. am a father of flve children. I was never concerned
about my children. Sure, I would have liked to have seen a different
type of programing for them, but if they do have parental guidtmce,
much can be interpreted and explained.

But I think we must keep in mind the very hard core children who
are in real need of some very progressive television programing.

Mr. LEE. Families where "both the mother and father have to work,
one is absent; this is the problem that is really the acute one.

Senator PASTORE. Any other questions of Mr. Lee it
Mr. Wiley.
Mr. WILEY. Thank you, Senator.
As I said, I have no prepared statement today. I would like to com-

mend you for the lead.ership you have shown in this area, because I
think these hearinks will serve as a catalyst for further Commission
action and further industry action. I think that is to be applauded.

I have, frankly, no fundamental disagreement with the Chairman
in this area. Like him, I think there are actions which the industry,
and to some extent the government, can take. And also, like Chairman
Burch, I am additionally concerned with the possibilities in this area
of overkill. As so vividly exemplified by Commissioner Johnson's
grievously overstated remarks taday, an example of overkill, in my
opinion, would be the elimination of all cartoons from the air, I would
agree that children should not be left to their own desires alone, but
I do think we have to remember that children are children and very
frankly, that television is and should be, to a large extent, an enter-
tainment media.

I think that as to cartoons, as a parent of three young children, I
frankly question the ill effects of some cartoon villains. I agree with
Senator Baker that we have to make some discretionary judgments
in this area, between fantasyland material and real life material, with
particular emphasis on what I would consider emotional matters. I
think that is where some of the real evil may lie.

Frankly, I am also very aware of the First Amendment concerns in
this area. We are foreclosed by the Communications Act from censor-
ship and I might say I find Commissioner Johnson's position in this
area to conflict greatly with the position he took when we made modest
attempts to try to induce broadcasters to be cognizant of the drug-
oriented rnaterinl that they might be putting over the air.

There was a tremendous outcry on First Amendment grounds from
the Commissioner, yet I don't see that same concern in this area. I
have that concern in this area. It. seems to me this is one area in which
self-regulation can and must work. I think some good faith progress is
being made. I don't agree that network officials are an evil, vicious in-
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thence in our society. I think this has been a remarkable industry,
one that needs substantial improvement in many trout I think a lot
of network officials would agree with me in this area.

I think you and this committee can expect from this Commission,
and will receive a responsible and pragmatic meeting of our own obli-
gations in this area, without regard to rank I.Jartisanship, gross oast-
geration, and what I regard as sterile rhetoric.

Thank you.
Senator PASTORE, Any questions of Commissioner Wiley I
(No responsa)
Sender PASTORE. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. Burton. Thank__ you: Senator.
Senator PASTORE. We will now hear from Dr. Liebert.
Dr. Liebert, we are honored and pleased, with your presence today

and we await with great anticipation what you have to tell us.

STATEMENT OP ROBERT M. LIEBERT, PR. D., DEPARTMENT Or
PSYCHOLOGY, STATE UNIVERSITY OP NEW YORE AT STONY
BROOK, N.Y.

Dr. Lnointrt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members et the committee:
As a child psyohologit, I have specialised in children's imitative

learning. My work for the Burgeon General's inquiry included two
research contributions and an overview of the literature on television
and children's behavior. Because of the latter, I had an opportunity,
over the past year, to read and study all of the technical documents,
research reports, and summaries, as they were prepared, and to evallu-
ate them in the light of past and other recent research.

I Shall try here briefly to summarise, from this vantage point, the
state of our present. knowledge and reflect on some of its pmbable
implications for the future.

Virtually every American home has at least one television set ; many
now have two. A.nd they are used. It has been estimated that a child
born today will, by the age of 18, have spent more time watching tele-
vision than in any, other single activity but sleep. Exposure to this
medium thus constitutes a more pervasive, common experience during
the youngster's formative years than has been known in any other
large society through the whole history of civilized man. We now know
a great deal about the effects of this exposure.

Di design, of course, much of what children are exposed to on the
air today is intended to be entertainment and; doubtless, much of it is
entertaining. But ehildren are also taught by what they see. Perhaps
the best documented and least disputed affirmation that can be made
is that virtually all children oan and do learn from television. What
they learn depends on *hat they are shown.

Based on the extensive surveys by Prof. George Gerbner arid
his associates at the Annenburg Schooi of Communications, we know
that what children are shown on contemporary television entertain-
ment is heavily saturated with violence. Gerbner (1972) reported that
the frequency of overt physical violence during prime tune and Satur-
day morning network programs during the Fall of 1969 was such that
eight in 10 plays contained violence, with the frequency of violent
episodes running about eight per program hour. Children's cartoons,
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which have long been the most violent of ph.grams, actually increased
their lead in violence portmals from 1967 to 1969.

Indeed in 1969 it was difficult to find a children's cartoon program
that did ncit contain violence. And may I express some concern over
the suggestion that there is a distinct downward trend in the amount of
violence on television now in 1972. Indeed that is a possibilityf but I
hope we can discriminate between those facts that have been syste-
matically researched and on.A's intuition as to what probably happens.

Our first question, then, might be whether children actually learn
new violent and aggressive behaviors from watchinx television. An
enormous body of scientific literature, spearheaded in large measure
by the efforts of Professor Albeit Bandura of Stanford University,
has shown that such learning does occur. I3andura's findings, widely
published and cited both in the professional literature and, in earlier
congressional hearings, do not need to be detailed here. Review after
review has concurred with Professor W. Weiss' recent statement that
"there is little doubt that, by displaying forms of aggression or modes
of criminal and violent behavior, the media are 'teething' and people
are 'learning'."

If children can learn aggres!ive behavior from watchingtelevision,
does that mean that such learning will, in turn, lead to the instigation
of a greater willingness to actually behave aggressively ? Extensive
scientific inquiries both prior to, and conducted for, the Surgeon Gen-
eral's exploration, show that the answer is "yes."

Television is a direct instigator of aggression. An example to
illustrate the logic that underlies some of this research, and also to
show the manner in which evidence' continues to accumulate, consider
a recently reported study with which the Surgeon General's Advisory
Committee did not deal. 'The invatigation, conducted by Faye, Steiner,
James Applefield, and Rodney Smith, was recently published in the
Journal of Experimental Child Psychology. Designed to show the
absolute degree of control which TV 'violence can have on naturally
occurring aggressive behavior, this particular study involved, 10 nor-
mal youngsters, the entire poptilation of those enrolled in the preschool
of the University of North Carolina's Child Development. Center. The
children, boys and girls, comprised a racially and socioeconomically
mixed group who knew each aher before the study I3egan.

First, they were matehed into pairs on the basis of the amount of
time that they spent watching television at home. Next, to establish
the degree to which aggressive behavior occurred among these young-
sters before any modification of their television diets, each was care-
fully observed for 10 sessions, in play with other children, and the
frequency of aggressive responses recorded.

Steuer and her associates used a demanding measure of physical
interpersonal aggression including (a) hitting or pushing another
child, (b) kicking another child, (c) assaultive contact with another
child which included squeezing, choking, or holding down and (d)
throwing an object at another child from a distance of at leasi one foot.
Only these severe acts of physical aggression were recorded. The base-
line established a remarkable degree of consistency within each pair
prior to the modification of television diet. No one could say, then, that
the children differed from one another at the beginning.
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Next, Steuer and her associates asked about the effects of telerision.
One child in each pair observedt on eleven differena dayst a single ag-
gressive television program taken directly from Saturday morning
program offerings, while the other member of the pair observed a non-
aggressive televWon program. Subsequent observations of the chit.
dren at play provided- continuous measures of interpersonal physical
aggressive behavior by each child. Changes from the original measures,
if any, would have to'be caused ly TV effects.

By the end of the eleven sessions, the two groups had departed sig-
nificantly from one another in terms of the frequency of interpersonal
aggression.

Senator BAKER. May I interrupt, Doctor
Did I understand you to say that changes were made in the TV

exposure ? .

Dr. LIEBERT. That is correct, the children were matched at the be-
ginning, behavior was observed prior to the modification of the tale-
vision and its equivalents. The only difference in their subsequent treat-
ment and experience was the kind of television they watched on sub-
sequent days so if they diverge now in their aggressive behavior, it
would seem 'ea be directly attributable to new TV experiences, the only
way the children differed in the experience.

Senator BAKER. Except for evolution, the natural development of
their personality.

Dr. IAEBERT. That is possible, but in terms of considering children
over a period of approximately two weeks, it would be most unlikely,
I think, that by chance this erstwhile equivalent pairs of children
would d.epart markedly for any other reason.

Senator BAKER. How many pairs were involved I
Dr. LIEBERT. Five pairs.
Senator BAKER. Ten children in total were involved.
Dr. LIEBERT. That is correct. In fact, for every pair, the child who

observed aizgressive television programing had become more aggres-
sive than his mate, who watched neutral fare. In most of the cases,
these chaps were truly striking. Steuer's data are shown, graphically,
in the written version of my statement. The results are not new or
unique.

Based on more than thirty other studies involving thousands of
normal children. Dr. Steinfeld's Committ4 reportW to him "As
matters now stand, the weight of the experimental evidence from the
present series of studies, as well as from prior research, suggest that
viewing filmed violence had an observable effect on some children in
the direction of increwaing their aggressive behavior." (i972, p. 67).

It was further noted, in the Committee's summary statement, that
"there is a convergence of the fairly substantial experimental evidence
for short-run causafam of aggression among some children by view-
ing violence on the screen and . . . from field studies that extensive
violence viewing precedes some longrun manifestations of aggressive
behavior." (1972, p. 10).

Social wientists are carefully trained to avoid statements of cer-
tainty. In fact, even in the physical and biological sciences, profes.
sional and s ientific reports are always couched in terms of probabili-
ties rather than absolutes. Notwithstanding tMs tradition, it seems, to
me, that it has been shown beyond the reasonable shadow of a doubt

134
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that e insure to television violence, sometimes for periods of only a
few ho, it and in some studies even for a few minutes, can and ofttn
does instigate aggressive behavior that would not otherwise occur
among entirely normal children.

HOW GENERAL IS THE EFFECT?

Just as not all peote who go to college are successful, no one would
expect that every ch d who watches ten minutes of violence, whether
in an experiment or at home, will suddenly erupt into aggressive
behavior.

Senatot PASTORE. That long buss means there is a vote in progress
in the floor of the Senate. It will take us about 10 to 15 minutes to vote
and come back. Youi presentation is very important and so interesting
to this Committee that we would like to hear it all. We would like to
hear it in an unhurtried way. So I would suggest at this time that we
recess fo, lunch and return at 2 o'clock.

Is that satisfactory to you it
Dr. LIFIBERT. That ceruinly is.
Senator PASTORE. Would that be satisfactory to the other witnesses?
I think it would be better

'
because if we keep going to conclude all

of the witnesses now,we will run until about 1 :80 and you will be tired
just sitting here. I think it is best for us to recess.

(Whereupon, at 11 :45 a.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-
convene at 2, p.m., this same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator PASTORE. Dr. Liebert and the other witnesses who are here
today, we are moving fast on the floor of the Senate. There will be
hiterruptions, so that we can go vote. I would hope you will be patient
end bear with us, because I do want to complete the witness list for
today. There are a lot of busy people who have traveled long and far
to come here, and I really don't want them to be detained any more
than is absolutely necessary.

You may proceed now, Doctor.
Dr. LIEBERT. I had remarked that the evidence seems to be uni-

formly clear that children can learn aggressive behaviors from watch-
ing television, and had given one example of recent research showing
that such observations can also instigate aggressive behavior.

I would like to mention that that , of course, just one of many,
many studies involving thousands of children that have shown such
an effect, leading the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee to point
to a causal relationship in drawing their conclusions.

I had also observed that we have a tradition in the social sciences
of always talking about probabilities, rather than certainties. But not-
withstanding that, I think it is appropriate to say that beyond a rea-
sonable shallow of a doubt, such a relationship has been shown between
TV violence viewing and aggressive behavior.

Let me turn to the generality of that effect. We know that just as
not all people that go to Congress are successful, no one would expect
that every child who watches 10 minutes of violence, whether in an
experiment or at home, will suddenly erupt into aggressive behavior.
We must ask about the pervasiveness of the effect disclosed by these

'as
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studies. The committee's mport states that the observed effect might
hold for "* * * a small portion or a substantial proportion of the taal
population of young television, viewers. We cannot estimate the size
of the fraction, however, since the available evidence does not come
from cross-section samples of the entire American population of
children."

I believe Mr. Burch addressed himself to that very quote this
morning.

But the term "cross-section sample" has a rather subtle, technical
meanhIg which may have led to some confusion. The available (mi.
dance is based on youngsters from every conceivable type of btu:A-
groundboth rural and urbanand has included samples of both
middle and lower-class children from the north, the south, the mid-
west, and the west coast. No region has been unrepresented, no e6o.
nomie group omit*, and no ethnic minority .systematically, excluded.

One team described its own results as shovt mg "44 * * for relatively
average children from average home environments continual expos=
to violence is positively related to acceptance of aggression as a mode
of behavior."

The majority of the pertinent investigators whose work came to the
committees attention might have described their own findings in the
same wayand most did.

Are some children "predisposed" to be affected by TV violence?
research to know that at least an occasional unstable individual might

The committee's report correctly noted that , "we did not , need
research to know that at least an occasional unstable individual might
get sufficiently worked up by some show to act in an impetuous way."

Thus, appropriately, none of the investigations focused on "unstable
individuals." The subjects were almost all normal children from aver-
age American homes.

It is within this group that we have seen a significant, causal raw.,
tionsbip between viewing TV violence and various measures of aggres-
sion hi many children.

It has been suggested, however, that the effect is limited to children
who are "predisposed" to it. How should one interpret this statement?

At times, for a variety of reasons, each of us is somewhat more or
leas predisposed to work hard, eat a steak, or go to a football game;
likewise, since not every child will become more aggressive after
watching a particular sequence of television violence, we might say
that some children are more "predisposed" to show the effect at a par-
ticular time than are others.

It is presumably in this vein that we should take the committee's
observation that the causal sequence is very likely applicable only to
those who are predisposed to it. But, if. we so view the remark, then
we must be. careful to understand what has been said.

As Dr. Steven Chaffee, who made substantial contributions to the
research and overviewed the correlational studies, has recently noted :

The "predisposition to aggression" limitation is to some extent a near universal
or tautological proposition, in that most children almost surely have at least
some latent aggressive tendencies and are thus "predisposed" to aggression if
so stimulated. .At the other extreme, it could be taken as ft statement that only
"a few bad kids," presumably someone else's, not yours or mine, can be influ-
enced by media violence * * But several factors of the samples were statis-
tically controlled partialled on sueh factors as sex, socioeconomie status, age,
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and similar variables that often "wash out" spurious relationships in social
research; the link between violence viewing NA aggressiveness remained, In
both experimental and field survey studies. (Mt page 12)

Going on to discuss other evidence as well, Dr. Chaffee concludei
is a sm"Perhaps a more defensible conclusion would be that

su up of habitually passive and unaggressive children who will
there al

not stimulated to perbrm aggressively regardless of what they see
on television."

The researcht as I see it,, generally favors Chaffee's analysis. The
effects are not limited to a small number of peculiarly predisposed
children.

Moreover, aggressive actions are by their character social phenom-
ena, so direct instigation is not the only way an average child cail be
harmed by violence on television&

Suppose, for example, that a particular youngster either never
watches aggressive television shows, _or is for some reason unaffected by
them. He may still be profoundly influenced, as the target of aggres-
sion, simply because one or more of ids playmates luts-bewme more
aggressive as a result of viewing television violence and selects him tuf
a victim.

For this reason, there is en important sense in zhioli we can say
with confidence that any and every American child can be affeeted by
the_present TV violence offerings.

What should be done/
The Surgeon General's committee asked : "How much contribution

to the violence of our society is .made by extensive violent television
viewing by our youth I" Page 7.

The answer appear!, to me, to be that sach viewing makes,a signifi-
cant contribution. It, is not of course, the only contributing factor to
aggression. Cigarette smoking is by no means the only, or even the
most influential, factor contri uting to heart disease. moderate exer-
cise is not the only factor which contributes to health.

The question is, really : "How much influence oes anT one factor
have to show in order to be of social concern and practical import-
ance?"

On the basis of evaluation of many lines of converging evidence,
the following judgment seems, to me, warranted : The demonstrated
teaching and instigating effects of aggressive television fare upon
children are of sufficient importance in the United States to warrant
appropriate remedial action.

From the 1906 Food and Drug Act, governmental offices have taken
action to eliminate potential health hazards. It might be argued that
entertainment fare should be outside the domain of such restrictions.
But it already is squarely in it.

Certainly, governmental control over the level of violence on televi-
sion would. be an extreme step which may have some undesirable ef-
fects. But there are alternatives. Violence is not intrinsic to enter-
tainment offerings, and voluntary control is possible.

My comments thus far have focused upon the instigating effects of
television for aggressive behavior. But that is only one side of the is-
sue, the negative one.

In an extremely important experimental field study, conducted by
Drs. Aletha Stein and. Lynette Friedrich, it was shown that exposure
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to even a relativgy brief diet of prosocial television _programs, in this
case, the series "Mister Rogers' Iffsighborhood," can foster a variety of
positive, cooperative behavdors in some ehildren.

Other research, from many laboratories including our own, have
suggested that children may learn substahtive am&emie lessons, to
share with and help others, and to develop a variety of positive social
skills through television programs.

The evidence also saggeita that programs which are speeifically
designed with psychological and educational principles in mind can
prove to be highly enjoyable to youngsters while effectively transmit .
ting positive lessons th them awl thus producing significant benefits
for society.

Therefore, I would like to issue a specific call for, one, in immediate
and sharp decrease in the amount of violence in programs directed
primarily to children ; and, two, an equally enthusiastic effort to in-
crease tb.e number of programs designed to teachpositive lessons.

Those of us who have taken occasion, on the basis of the researeh, to
critidize TV's present offerings, may be misunderstood. I think for most
of us, and I can say. surely for myself, that it is not the medium
but only its present message that we are criticizing.

Televisiorr, although it will undergo many metamorphoses as cas-
settes, cartridges, cable TV, and the like, emerge, is here to stay. And
that, I think, pit a good thing.

Television is a powerful teacher. In a complex society like our own,
powerful and effective teachers are very much needed.

At the same time, the greater the ower of the teacher, the greater is
its capacity to work for either or harm. The choice is ours.

(The attaehments follow 0
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The findings of Stetter, Appian. id, and Smith. ffisperimentai He are those chit-
dr= who observed allfirgesIve television :Programa while control Is observed
neutral programs during the treatment penod.

Non : Portions of this testimony are based on the paper "Telerision and tail-
dren aggression : how much do we know?" by Robert ht. Liebert and John M.
Neale, and on the paper, "Television violence and childien's altallitlive be-
havior : the weight of the evidence" by Wily S. Davidson, Robert M. Lt. bort, and
John M. Neale.
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Senator PASTORE. Dr. Liebert, I want to congratulate you for an

excellent statement. I think that the Surgeon General is moin 4 "...in for-
tunate in getting a man f your prestige to conduct one of the resea
projects.

Of course, we have to Amit that the dynamism of television is it.
persuasive. The reason why it is used by so many advert,isers on a Ir,,Izt
scale is because it sells. And the way it can sell a good idea, it elm U.)
a bad idea. And that is what we are confronted with hem I want to
congratulate you.

I don't know of any questions that I can ask a man of your caliber.
I think the statement speaks for itself.

Did you find any fault with the Committee's Report, the Scientific
Advisory Committee's Report I Were you more or less surprised by the
reEort, disappointed by it, or displeaseel ?

Dr. Lunn. Let me describe to you very b-4 fly the history of my
reactions, if I may,.

The first thing I came to know about, except for the research which
I had occasion to read as it was produced, was a headline in the New
York Times with the byline of Mr. Jack Gould, "TV Violence Held
Unhanntul to Youth."

He also had an interpretation of the report summary, which I think
was distinctly misleading. When I then had an opportunity to read the
report, I did find that in my judgmbnt, from riky knowledge of the
evidcmce, it was extremely conservative, and while it is likely that most
or perhaps almost all of *le statements therein could be defended, the
overall impact of that document, I think, was for many people a "how-
ever" report, othich was Newsweek's first remark when their staff had
a chance to read it. Whether it is appropriate to be disappointed or
not, I don't know. Rather, I would suggest that our task is to look to
the evidence at hand, to generate a reasonable interpretation of it,
and to move from there.

We can very much go to the side of error, if we paid too much at-
tention to issues that might be thought of as political in that report.

Senator PASTORE. Were you here yesterday I
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Dr. Lennswr. No, I was not.
Senator PARINI& I wish you had been. Because I was very mnoh

pleased with the testimony of the Advisory Committee. I moreor less
had the same doubts as you had, from reading the newspapers, and the
headlines. Some sag it wes a whitewask others eaid there wee a causal
relationship between violence on television and aggressiveness in chil-
dren. It was rather confusing.

As you read the report, of course, it was conservativc and cautious.
The members of the edommittee all admitted that yesterday for the
simple reason that they were trying to achieve a unanhacus report.
Otherwise they would have come out with IS different views, and-that
would have beau even more confusing. If they did that, all we had to
do was read the research and make our own judgment. That was the
reason for it. But if ye-4 listened to each of them and the position each
took, I don't think they were very far away frcim what you said here
today.

Dr. Limn. I am certainly glad to hearyou.
Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much.
There is a vote ing on, and I will go vote. Then we will call the

next witness, Dr. ,r1cowitz. Is he herd
I will be back. Then after that, we have Dr. Lefkowitz, who bpi,*

to be joined by several other people:,
(Recess.)

STATEMENT OP DR. LEONARD BERKOWITZ, DEPARTMENT OP
PSYCHOLOGY, IINIVUSITY OP WISCONSIN, MADISON,

Dr. BERKOWITZ. nt1,17 you, Senator. I will try not to repeat Dr.
Liebert and yesterday's speakers too much.

As in virtually every other human endeavor, evaluations of televi-
sion and movie violence i:ave to rest ultimately on judgments. There
are no unerring signposts to guide these assessments, and all we
can do is try to make our 31141gments as reasonable as possible.
Judgments certainly played a major part in the formation of the Sci-
mtific Advisory Committee to the Surgeon General and in the prepara-
tion of their summary report.

In my opiilion several of the most important of these can and should
be cluestioned.

One of these debatable judgments has to do with the Committee's
coilposition. I will let others talk about the dubious wisdom of allow-
ing the t levision networks tc, veto potential Committee members sup-
posedly in order to rule out bias and preconceptions while at the same
time possibly sticking the deck by including people who have had
strong ties with the television industry.

Instead, I would like to deal with another aspect of the selection
criteria, something that points to a serious neglect on the part of those
who assembled the Committee In the firstplace.

There are very few sudden, revolutionary breakthroughs in the de-
velopment of science, any science. Progress generally is achieved grad-
ually through patient and continued work. Absolute truth is not re-
vealed by one or even a few supposedly "crucial" investigations. Even
the research done for the Advisory Committee coordinates hope to
provide any definite answer in and of itself.
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instead scientists look for accumulating evidence showing a con-sistent pattern of support for a particular theoretical proposition. Thisalso means that in evaluating an,y single study we have to determine
not only the adequacy of its methodology but also we have to ask howconsistent are its findings with the results- previously obtained by otherinvestigations.

The scientists who can do this best are those who are most intimatelyfamiliar with the intricacies of the given research area. They are the
ones who typically are best able to smellout the hidden difficulties andpitfalls and who can best evaluate the consistency of the results.

Since the impact of televised violence is best assessed through well
planned experiments, the Committee should have had more memberswho were thoroughly familiar with experimental studies in this par-ticular.area. When the National .7.nstkutes of Health establish com-mittees to evaluate researoh on cancer way make sure to include manypeople who are not only competent scientists generally but, more ini .portant, are themselves expert investigators m this very particularfield.

This was not done in the case of the Advisory Committee. I do notmean to question the general scientific. competence of the Committeemembers. But no matter how good they are overall, they could havebenefited from the expertise of persons with specific experience inexperimental research into the consequences of television and movieression. From my viewp?int NIH showed bad judgment in not
equately appreciating the importance of this very special kind ofexperience.
One of the Advisory Committee members has been quoted aa sayingthat the report's strength lies in the committee's unanimity. I disagree.The real strength of the report lies in the consistency a the findings,a consistency among the studies sponsored by the Advisory Committeeand also with a large body of reseacch co-ducted by other investigatorsoutsides of the Surgeon General's program. Because of these consistentresults we can say with some confidence that the kind of aggremionfrequently shown on American television and moviescreens tides raisethe probnbility that people in the audience will act aggressivelythems Ives.
Senator PASTORE. Is there anything in all f ens research papers thatcould be construed as indicating otherwise
Dr. BERKOWITZ. Wn11, there is one stricly "oy D. Feshback and othersin which Dr. Feshback draws t sornewIld different kind of conclusion,but that is a very debatable conclusion, I might say, and a great, great

mass of evidence goes sharply to the contrary.
Senator PASTORE. How do you consider the competency of the menwho actually conducted the research I
Dr. Bauxowrrz. Oh, the people who conducted the researchwell,
have nothing but praise for the people who conducted the research.Indeed, I have nothing but praise for the general competency of thepeople on the Advisory Committee. I do not mean to impugn theirmotives or their general competency, but any individual ctinnot bean expert in all fields.
SenatOr PASTORE. That is true.
Dr. BERKOWITZ. And it is the appreciation of the significance of theresults that I am dealing with. The Advisory Committee was charged

t
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with evaluating the total pattern of findings; to evaluate that they
should have had people who had specific expertise in the particular
research modes that were most likely to be employed.

Senator PASTOR& I asked ths same question of Dr. Lisbon, and I
ask it of you. I don't think you were here yesterday, were you I

Dr. %mown& No.
Senator PASTORS I wish you had been, and I wish that somehow,

if you are interested, you would read the record of the various state-
ments made by the members of the Advisory Comm Wee. They ap-
peared to be a little more positive than the report appeared.

Now whether the unanimity of th3 report gave it strength or weak-
ness I do not know. But I was somewhat impressed with what each
had to say individually. As a mattcr of fact, it was pretty much indi-
cated that at times the discussions among them got pretty heated as
to what they should finally say. And like you say, maybe it was strength
and maybe tit wasn't strength. Your position was that it,

Dr. BEI:Kowa& Watered it down.
Senator PASTOR& It watered it down. Well, when you try to be unan-

imous, of course, you have to comprise a lot a conflicting views. But
as they talked individually yesterday I was very much impressed
and much better satisfied.

Dr. Bsezowrre. I think a new consensus seems to be evolving at per-
haps a stronger love than had initially existed, under the influence of
hearings and statements made by Dr. Liebert and others.

Senator PASTORE. All right. sir.
Dr. Beanowrrs. Shall I continue I
Senator PASTORE. Yes.
Dr. Btaxownl. There are differing judgments and even hot argu-

ments about the kinds of persons Agit) are adversely affected by TV
violence. Despite the protestations of several Committee members, a

many readersand not only those who read The New York
mesbelieve the report unduly minimised the generality of this

effed, that there was an undue minimisation. For example, on page 17
the report states that the causal influence of televised violence 'lie very
likely applicable only to some children who are predisposed in this
direction.1'

The implication seems clear : only a relatively few bad children will
be stimulated to aggression. Here we can see how helpful it would
have been to have inul Committee members more familiar with the
total package of research in this particular research area. The con-
sistent results obtained in a great number of experiments carried out by
many investigators in widely differing settings and with a wide variety
of subjects, very few of whom were emotionally disturbedl indicate on
the contrary that observed aggression can evoke aggressive reactions
from many people.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to say that while the focus of this par-
ticular Committee is on the behavior of children and while most of the
discussion has been about the behavior of children, I myself have only
done research with adults and we find the same effects : the impact of
televised violence is by no means confined solely to young children ;
adults are also affected behaviorally.

Senator PASTORE. Depending upon thdir temperaments and the emo-
tional qualities of the individual.
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Dr. BEnzowrm. I would like to even make a stronger statement, and
that is that the hyperaggressive persons are not the only ones mho
can be affected because at any one time an individual may be in a state
that permits even him, who is otherwise quite normal, quit unaggres-
sive, ia be susceptable to the impaet of the violence on tlie screen;

All of us are capable of being abated and indeed we find 'in our
research that very normal college students, very normal adults,
in fact sometimes even older people than that, can be a it they
are momentarily so inclined. That holds for all of us. It is not only
ohildren I it is adults who can be affected.

One a the Committee members, the Advisory Committee members,
put it very well in letter to me. "I personally would not have made
much of the question of what proiortion of the population was affected
since my personal conviction is that the entire population is affected
but the effect is manifest in behavior in only a proportion of them.
For the rest countervailing forces"---in other words, the situation
operating at the moment, these countervailing forces "keep the effect
from surfacing in behavior" for most people.

I think the consistent research finclings support this analysis, and
I wish the Committee report had made the same point. Bad 'Arsons,
children or adults, are not the only ones influenced to a wmion.

The Advisory Committee was explicitly instructed not-to make any
policy recommendations, and so I would now like to turn .from the
Cdommittee report and face the question Of the social implications of
this research. If I may, I would like to go beyond the scope of this
Committee hearing and raise some points that have, I think, More
general implications.

This past January Anthony Burgess, author of the novel "A Clock-
work Orange," enthusiastically defended the movie version of his book,
saying "no evidence has ever been adduced in a court of law that a
work of art can stimulate antisocial behavior" (London Evening News,
January 81, 1972).

Well, we certainly cannot prove that any one violent act was caused
exclusively or even mainly Iv a movie or TV program the individual
had watched. Human behavior is much too complex and media effects
are usually too weak for us to be sure how any one person will behave
after a specific instance of viewing aggression on the semen. But the
available evidence does permit us to say that many portrayals of
aggression on the TV and movie screen do increase the chances that
some people in the audience will act aggressively themselves.

If we play the odds and consider that TV and movie audiences
inumber n the tens of millions, we should not dismiss this 13robability

of increased aggression out of hand even though the likelihood that
an one person will be influenced might be very low.

at we do about this is again a matter of judgment. I have strong
miRgivings about censorship and do not care to impose my taste and
vale on other people. What our spfiety has to decide, however, is
whether the great amount of violence in television and especially in the
movies poses an important threat to other values that most of us also
cherish.

I think it is also clear that the TV and movie industries should not
justify this excessive violence by blithely saying this is what people
want. 'Violence evidently enhances the popularity of movies anIzl TV
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programs.. But it is quite likely that some of the- factors that make
watching_ ag'gressione enjoyable also- contribute *A the violent' come-
quences.-Incleed this is suggested by one of the Advisory Committee%
studies *the more. the 'timers enjoy seeing the violence on the screen
the grettter is the probability that they willbeetiMulated to aggression
themselves. Ii other words, the:fact that these programs are so popular,t t`
is a cause for concern.

Popularity is not a sufficient excuse. Civilization has learned over the
centuries that some kinds of activities such as cook fighting, should be
restrained oven though they may be quite popular. These activities help
bring out the worst in Peopl% and so thay have been condemned.

Rather than impose an official censorship, I inyself hope that the
writers and directors who create movies and TV program and the
people who produce them will exert self-reetraint, although. I am
somewhat sceptical about whether they will, but I hope they will.

For theoretioal end empirical reasons I cannot go ink, here, I am
less concerned about violent films depicting blood and gore and show-
ing victims suffering thin about those movies and programs that
justify and even glorifY aggression, a mOvie such as "Straw Dogs."
These latter films are the ones most likely to lower inhibitions against
aggression and even stimulate views into violence. How the artist and
producer portray aggression does matter.

In the discussion Of "A Clockwork Orange" that I mentioned earlier,
Anthony Burgess denied that the artist had any social responsibility
other than to transcribe tilt) real world.

"Art," he said, "initiates nothing except itself."
Unfortunately the mass media are not that innocent. Artists can

influence how other people will respond to the world around them and
therefore do have a responsibility to other persons as well as to
themselves.

Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much, Dr. Berkowitz.
I am going to ask you a questionI have to rush now to vote. I

would like to know from you, you were one of those who was vetoed
is that correct

Dr. BErtsowrrz. Yes.
Senator PASTORE. I would like to find out from you if you have any

impression why they did that to you.
I will be back.
Dr. BERKOWITZ. Okay.

Recess.1
senator PASTORE. Doctor, have you got the question ?
Dr. BzuKowrrz. I even had time to talk to Dr. Rubinstein about it.
I understand that the networks did not have to give an explanation.

I assume that it was felt that I had My mind already made up, and
I would therefore be a biased participant.

Senator PAsTous. You mean you had researched this field before?
Dr. BERKOWITZ. I had done research before, and because I had done

the research before, I guess they felt I would have preconceptions.
Senator PASTORE. I see. Well, Doctor, I want to thank you for

coming. As I said to Dr. Liebert, your statement speaks for itself, and
we are very grateful for your presence.

Dr. Lefkowitz, and will you bring up your associates, as well.
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STATEMENT OP MONROE M. LEPROWITZ, Pa A, NEW YORE STATE
DEPPITMENT OP MENTAL HYMNS, ALIIANT, N.Y.; ACCOMPA.
NIED BY LEONARD A ERON, Pa A, UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS
AT CHICAGO CIRCLE; ItOPOLD 0. WALDER, Pa D., BEHAVIOR
RESEARCH CONSULTANTS, GREENBELT, MD.; AND L ROWELL
HUISMANN, P11, A, YALE UNIVERSITY

Dr. Lessowrrz. Mr. Chairman, op my left is Dr. Howell Huesmann
of Yale University, and on my right .s Dr. Leonard Eron of the
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, and on my far rigkt is Dr.
Leopold Walde of Behavior -Consultants in Greenbelt, Md. The
three were associated.with me on this project.

Senator PASTORE. Thankyou, sir.
Dr. Lzygowrrz. Our presentation to the Senate Subcommittee on

Commerce will consist of a brief statement of the salient atwects of
our research : "Television Violence and Child Aggression A Follow-
up Study," Lefkowitz, Eron, Walder,and Huesmann, 1971.

Subsequently we will present a critique of the interpretation of our
findings -by the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior.

Finally, we will present to the present committee a recommenda-
tion concerning the Surgeon General's report, and some observations
and suggestions pertaining to violence on television.

Now that the Surgeon General's committee seems to have reversed
its published position, I am not going to read this entire 18-page state-
ment. However, I would like to submit the entire statement for the
record.

Senator PASTORE. Without objection, it isso ordered.
Dr. LEFICONVITZ. Essentially, with the aid of two charts, I will at-

tempt to summarize the study. Our findings are based on 427 boys and
girls over a 10-year sgan. The first chartshows

Senator PASTORE. My don't you do this, Doctor, why don't you sit
up there and hold it in such a position that everyone in the room can see
it. That is it, fine.

Dr. LEFICOWITZ. The first chart shows that there is a highly signifi-
cant relation between boys' preference for violent television in the third
grade, and their aggressiveness 10 years later.

Furthermore, the pattern of correlations displayed supports the
observations that early viewing of TV violence is one of the causw of
later aggression.

The second chart shows that the casual effect of TV violence on
aggression is not a function of the level of aggression at the third
grade. Whether or not the child was high, med4um or low in aggression
in the third grade, exposure to TV violence increased his aggressive-
ness by age 19.

(The charts follow :)
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Dr. Lssmowrrs. This finding effectively supports the committee's
contention that TV violence is only influential on those children who
are_ _predisposed to be aggressive.

None of the data presented up to this point suggests that another
variable, such as IQ, social class, parental punishments or parental
aggression, might have stimulated both the child's preference for
vWent television, and his aggressiveness.

However, one can test some of these hypotheses by computing the
partial correlations between television violence and aggression Which
such variables controlled.

Senator PASTORE. May I ask a question at this point, Doctor? You
say that you have a span between three years of age, and 18 or 19.

Dr. LEPKONVITZ. Between age 8 a pproximately and age 19.

147
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Senator PASTORE. Was this research of yours implement4 by. ptel
viout research it After all, when we are talking about an 18 or *year
old, and this whole project is only two or three years old-74MT yOu
explain that to me? Had you previously done research, or -is this or .
related with somebody else's research?

Dr. Lassowns. No, the three of us here began the project, I should
say:two, the two gentlemen on my right begi4 the project in 1955.

Senator PASTORE. But not-connwt-W with thud
Dr. Lassowne. Oh, yes, definitely connected.
Senator PASTORE. No, I mean thb stu4 came into being only after

I wrote the letter to the Secretary of HER'.
Dr. LEPKOWITZ. We originally were funded in 1959 by the NationilInstitute
Senator PASTORE. Oh, by the National Institute of Health, I see. tn

other words, you were engagpd in this research right along?
Dr. LEFKOIVITZ Yes. This is a follow-up of 10 years oh the original

study.
Senator PASTORE. I see. I wanted that clear on the record so no one

would have a question about it. This is an experience that you had with
the individuals that you talk about, the 427 you talk about, all during
this period of time ?

Dr. LEFICONVITS. Yes, sir.
Senator PASTORE. These are the same individuals?
Dr. LEFICOWITZ. Yes, sir.
Senator PASTORE. AU right, sir. That clears it up for me, and I

hope so for the record.
Dr. Lepxowne..It was found that neither the child's egression in

the third grade, social class, mobilitT orientation of a parent, IQ,
parental punishment, parental aspirations for child, nor parental ag-
gression accounts for the relationship. Nor can the relation be ex-
plained by the total number of hours of TV watched by the subject in
either the third or the 19th grades.

The above results indicate that TV habits established by age 8 to 9
years influence boys' aggressive behavior at that thus, and at least
through late adolescence. The more violent are the pridgrams pre-
fens& by boys in the third grade, the more aggreseive is their behavior
both at that time and 10years later. This relation .between early TV
habits and later aggression prevails both for peer-rated aggression
and self-ratings of aggrossion. Actually,.these early TV ha its seem
to be more influential than current iriewm_g patterns, since a waft-
ence for violent television in the 18th grade is not related to current
aggressive behavior.

Our criticism of the committee's presentation and interpretation of
our data pertains to the tone style, and substance of the report, that
is the Surgeon General's repok

Our opinion of the report is that it is misleading, watered down,
and contains inaceuracies.

Generally, statements about data colicerned with the causal effect
on aggression of television violence are overqualified, whereas state-
ments supporting the point of view that television violence and ag-
gression are related to a third variable art,. presented in a straightfor-
ward manner, without qualification.

For example, on page 7 5 of the report, are the following statements :
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Under certain .iircumstances television violence can instigate an increase in
aggressive acts. The aceumulated evidence, however, doe0. not Warrant the
conclusion that televised Viodinitsi has &Uniformly adverse- Met on the majority
of children. It cannot even be said that themajority of the children in the varkete
stud* we have reviewed showed an increase-in aggressive .behavior in response
to the violent fare to which they.. Were exposed. %lite evidence does l4Ionts
that televised violence- may lead to Increased aggressive behavior in certain eubt
groups of childrek who might conning* a snail Dation oi a sitbstantial portion
of the total peculation ot young television viewers.

In the foregoing quotation, Seven qualifying-Words or phriais Were
used.- But on the sanie page, 75, a statement imPlicating a third vari-
able is as follows:

. .

There is evidence that among young children, eget; four to six, those most
responsive to television violence are those Who are highly aggressive to start
withwho are prone to engage in spontaneous aggressive actions against their
playmates and, in the case of boys who 'display pleasure in viewing violenee
being inflicted on others.

They say there is evidence, not there seems to be evidence or there
may be evidence, that among young children, not among some young
children or among specific sexes, and that is what I meant aboUt the
over and under qualification.

Another example of over qualifieation is given on page 94 of the
report: . .

The correlation coefficient between the index' based On mother's report of pro-
gram .Preference when the child was about eight years old add the peer rating
of past aggressive behavior when the boy was about 18 years old depends almost
entirely on a small number of boys at the extreme high end of the preference
scale who scored extremely high on the peer4ated measure of aggressive be-
havior, a measure with virtually no upper limit. Without qatetiOn, these boys
would justify individual case 'study, but there appears to be hardly ' any rela-,
tionship elsewhere in the range.

This statement of our finding' i5So overqualified that itS meaning
becomes vague if not lost. Moreovert it is incorrect.

There is a very definite upper limit to th6 Measure of aggression?

namely, one. The committee fails to cite- in their report'the analysis 'of
variance of these data; see table 1, whieh shoWs that mean scores Of
aggressive behavior +at age 19 increase significintlx from low thrtiugh
medium to high as preference for violent television increigeg along
the same dimension.

The committee claims- that the relationship between television vio-
lence and later aiggressive .behaviot "depends almost entirelY 'on a
small number of boyt." The question is how small is FM:tall :

In this ease, approximately 24 percent of the saMple is affected -bY
watching television. Considering the phenomenon Under Study and
placed within the context of soeial responsibility; what does sinall
mean when approkimately one' Mit of every fOur boya in influenced to
behave aggressively by early viewing of violent television.

If cigarette smoking were to cause lung cancetiri` 20 to 25 perCent
of the population, IrOuld that number be termed small I

Recently I received a comMunication from Dr. de Sola Pool con-
cerning the analyses of our data. Since that letter was received by
Senator Pastore

Senator PASTORE. Welave ingerted it in the record.
Dr. LEFKOWITZ. Right. I would like to make a brief response to it

at this gine.
Senator PASTORE. All right: sir.

1.49
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Dr. LEFKOWITZ. I intend to make a longer response to Dr. de Sol&
Pool upon my return.5 We have had a chance to do soma more data
analysisessentially Dr. Pool makes three points. He says our main
argument about the analysis of variance I just cited is unsupported
because we have included 22 cases in the miidle group, and that this
spuriously raises the mean of the middle group, and in effect creates
a pattern where that pattern does not exist.

And that furthermore he claims that the relationship then holds for
only, as he says, a few number of boys at the extreme end of the ag-
gression scale. Now since I received his letter, we did another analysis
of the data going along with him removing those 22 cams from the
middle and putting them at the Iiigh end where he suggested. Even
if Dr. Pool were correct, that still gives 20 percent of the sample,
that still makes 20 percent of the sample aggressive as a result of
watching violent television.

So that, in my estimation, is hardly a few at the extreme end of
the scale.

Looking at that table you can see that irrespective of the level of
aggression in the third' grade, when television viewing is high, the
aggression scores at age 19 remain high.

Furthermore, there is a very definite overall pattern to these mean
scores, with a highly significant statistical test, indicating that a pat-
tern of this kind could result by chance only five times out of 1,000.
So that on the three points that Dr. de Sola Pool made in his letter,

-espectfully submit that they, in my opinion, do not substantiate
his argument.

senator PASTORE. The remarkable thing about that, Doctor, is this:
That the Surgeon General made a very strong !Assertion which im-
pressed ine very much, and I would like to reall it to you, because I
don't think you were here at that time.

Dr. LEFROWITZ? Yesterday ? No, sir.
Senator PASTORE. "While the committee report is carefully phrased

and qualified in language acceptable to social scientists, it is clear to
me that the causal relationsmp between televised violence and anti-
social behavior is sufficient to warrant appropriate and immediate re-
medial action. The data on social phenomena, such as television and
violence and/or aggressive behavior

'
will never be clear enough for

all social scientists to agree on the formulation of a succinct state-
ment of causality. Bat there comes a time when the data are sufficient
to justify action. That time has come."

Now I asked Dr. Pool categorically if he agreed with the Surgeon
General, and he said yes. I quite agree with you that the report itself
is couched in language that is rather cautious. Frankly I am only a
layman, I thought at some times it was self-contradictory ; that was
the first impression I got.

But when I listened to these people,you see, yesterday, and heard
from each of the memben of the Advisory Committeeas a matter
of fact, Dr. Klapper, a scientist who is employed by CBS, and Dr.
Coffin from NBC were on this panel when I asked them categorically
if they thought something should be done, they said yes.

n The longer response referrde to appears at pp. 9844, as part of the exchange of corre-
spondence between Dr. Pool and Dr. Lefkowitz.
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Now as you read the repcvt I can almost understand why from
some news media, one got one impression, the other got another. As
fl matter of fact, the lint e.i I got from a reporteri the question he
throw at me, he sap, "Do you consider this a whitewash r Well, you
can imagine how that disturbed me alter we spent mom Qum $1
Lion to do it, you see.

And then I went back to the report, I hadn't read it completely at
the time, and I was able to say I lutd to shady it first before I could
answer that question. But when the c(mmvittee came here yesterday,
I repeat again, they seem to have clarified the air emnewhat Anil
whether or not they would go Its far Rs you have pm, :I don't know.

am not. in r position to knoy that.
But the reason I am saying tbis to you is because you brought up

the name of Dr. Pool, and ho is one of those I aiskea yestfrday. He
admitted there was a causal rcdationship; he admitted that it is some-
thing that needs attending to; and that it ought to be done as soon
as we possibly can do it.

So, frankly, the point I am making here is that as I listened to
those who felt the report didn't go far enonghI am speaking now
of the scientists who were involved and those who felt what the re-
port did say was the best way a consensus could be reached. I find
the space between them is not really a Chasm. They seem to be gettang
closer and closer together.

I thought I should make that obEeredion to you.
Dr. 14Famowrm Yes, sir. I am in the unfortunate position of having

the gap closed in on me, so to speak, while I was away. From the
time I wrote until yesterday, it. was the general (Thaw., -particularly
if one looked at the news media, that there was a. lot of hedging on the
report and it, was hardly as unanimous as now seems to be the came.

S'o, in effect, this has happened overnight to me.
Senator PASTORE. Well, I think I can say this categorically. I have

been listening to this testimonyof course, I am confined to the sot
elitists who COMO before us.

But if I were. to state an opinion from the testimony that I havci
heard so far from the scimtists who have actually either worked on
the, actual research or written the advisory committee's report.
I must, say that I am convinced that there is a connection between the
violence that is shown on television and aggressive behavior, espe .
cially in young children.

I think that that has been more or less the consensus. I don't know
of any scientists who came before this Committee and disavowal
that.

The question, as I look at it now, is where do you go from here. If
you say this is not the case, then prove it is not the case.

You may proceed.
Dr. LErnowrra. Thank you.
Tha omission of the analysis of variance just mentioned is related

to the larger issue of the inclusion and exclusion of data from our
study on a seemingly arbitrary basis.

From the time we submitted our report, in March of 1971, to about
December of 1971, a period of approximately nine months, the com-
mittee asked many questions about the data. These questions were
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iso.1 4.aring tmlephone conversations and in writing. Whenever pos.
Cite, we. answered the questions either from our knowledge of the
rer.rtreh findings or by performing mom statistical analyses.

At one ooint, the conunittee even raised questions about the qualifies,-
tiois of our statistical consaltant. Since we tried as best we could to
ri.1Tond to all questions raised by the committee, certain Statements in
tb ceport can only be viewed as pejorative and as an attempt to
derogate tbe findings.

For example, on page 80 of the report, the commiktee states,"The
fathers' reports were apparently not used, but ireaso.k for this s not
stated: there are indeed very good reasons, but the e.ommittee never
asked.

Another example of such innuendo is presented on page 83 of the
report as follows: "I4ifkowitz, et al., report, witle.fat citing supporting
data . . ." The committee could have had swill worting dtiva had
they only requested it.

With onl3r 11 months to complete this study, includirg 7eport
to the committee we could hardly have included the vohtmineus body
of data and the iables of thousands of correlation coefficients wo had
generated.

At one point, towards the end of requests made for mor3 data by the
committee, we were asked for the cvoss-lagged correlations between
Tv violence and aggression foi ,L,jects in the eighth oule. Although
these data are of questionable I iity and reliability, we complied with
this request. In a letter dated November 2, 1971, to Dr. George A.
Comstock, in which I describe tae data being forwarded, I say

Because of the absence of support during thl eighth grade phase of this study,
data collection methods were used which were not in direct cola& of the
investigators; monover, the sampling was spotty arid unsystematic. Conse-
quently, the eightl., ;?;(,..;de data are of dubious quality and proper f!authni should
be used in then- illt-orpmtation. I am not sure how the committer) plans to we
these data, but I Love some of their questions are answered. If I MI be of
further help, please let me know.

The committee thc,n reports the eighth grade data, and Mies them in
an attempt to show inconsistencies in our measures. Nowhere in the
rep.: :it is it stated that these data are of highly dubious quality; or
that they should be interpreted with caution,

Moreover, thA. committee gave us no opportunity to answer an'y of
the questions they raise in the presentation of these eighth grade data
on pages 03-95 ot their report.

Another example of important data being omitted or ignored rehttes
to the eommittee's observations on predisposition to aggression. rflw
committee states "that any su,th causal 'elation operates only On some
children, who are predisposed to be aggressive. . ."

With respect to our data, the only information the committee could
lutve C011eerlkS predisposition to aggreAssionwas just in the
-9 pposite direction, Specifically we showed that childhood aggressive-
ness was unrelated to preference for violent, television 10 years later.
If our subjects \yew predisposed to be aggressive, one would expect a
significant positive relationship to have occurred between these two
variables.

Furthermore, when aggressiveness is statistically controlled for
the third grade subjects by partial correlation techaiipw, the relation.
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ship between preierence for television violence at age eight and aggres-
sive behavior at age 19 still remains significant. These data, wilich
argue against predisposition to aggression for the subjects in our study,
are ignored by the committee.

It )9 small wonder, therefore, that even educated laymen such as
newspaper rei?orters would misinterpret the Surgeon Generail's report,
or excerpts from that report, as was dono in a front page headline of
the New York Times on january 11, 1972. This headline stated "TV
Violence Held Unharmful to Youth.'

The same article published in the Berkshire Eagle, Pittsfield, Mas-
sachusetts, January 11, 1972, was headlined "It's Safe to Let Kiddies
Watch Mayhem Study Finds."

Taken by itself, any one of these criticisms of the committee's re-
port could be termed 1)ic1Lyu116, out of context, or nit-picking. Mum
taken as a whole) however, it, is our umniista ikable mpression that the
report systematiciilly includes and excludes certain kinds of data, It
ignores other data completely and dilutes and over qualifies certain
research results.

Moreover, the report contains inaecuracies. Whether or not these
actions can be attributed to inadvertent bias, deliberate bias or for
that matter, bias at all, is really immaterial.

The salient (1:tion is really the effect of the report on the behavior
of parents and Orith.en as concerns the watching of viohmce On tele-
vision. A repinl, which had treated thlt data straightforwardly may
have had a restraining influence on the television diet. permitted to
children by their parents.

When parents are led to believe that only children already predis-
posed towards aggrimsion will be adversely affected by TV violence,
the restraints on a violent television diet have, in effect, been lifted.
flow numy parents are ready to believe tluit their children are pre-
disposed towards aggre&sion?

For the reasons we have stated, we do not believe that the eommit-
tee's report accurately represents the research findings. Thereforei we
would suggest that the body of data generated by the 23 principal
investigidors be re-eviihiated. Such a re-evaluation should be done by
a group whose credentials are unimpeachable. The group we suggest
is the National Aeatlemy of Seience.

A communication I Tet.teived recently from the Institute for Com-
munioation Research, .'.italiford University, illustrates the pressures
exerted by certain committee members in shaping the Surgeon Gen-
eral's report which makes it imperative that a disinterested body
review all of the research data.

I would like to ctuote a couple of paragraphs from this first draft
of a report by Matilda B. Paisley, Institute for Conummieation Re-
search, Stanford 1 Ju i versity, March, 1972.

The adolemeent Aggrewiveness tual Television Subcommittee, (take(' by Ira
Cisin, wrote Chapter T. Others on t o group were Ithiel de Sola Pool, Jomaph
Klapper, Andrew S. Watson, Thomas E. Collin. The first draft was written by
George Comstock. At the first. meeting of this group, only Klapper and Cisin were
present to meet with Oommtock. Pool and Watson were unable to attend. Klapper
Objected to almost everything in the 32-page draft. He (A)jected to the gtyle, the
form, and the Interpretation of findings. lie brought in pages of specific objec-
tions. tlistn supported Mapper. Comstock agred to rewrite the draft. Ile again
followed the outline of Olmffee's paper, but added more doeumentation. This
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version ran 00 meg. CUM mid Klapper were rdill unhappy with the draft andrewrote it Clain remodeled Ike fit* halt Ke took the third vartable lesue andin gkenkral downgraded the evidence. Inetead of saying what moults have beenfound in studies that included third variables, he implied that the tidied vatitibleehat had been investigated %vett, only a drop in the bucket, which may be true itimome ultinmte irrelevent Wise. Hut the Klepper and MIR draft lett much of thetext the same. However, they moist the fiedings and eonclusimut rool helped totone down the Klapperieban draft eliminating woe of the overkill.When au staff modstant was asked why people were calling this theKlapper draft" of the Burge/in General's report, she replied, "Well, let'm put itthis way. It would have been a very different report it }Clapper hadn't been onthe committm Let me also say that certain people were more interented inseeing that the veliort MIS phrased in their way than anyone Wee's." This wasverified by 0rensioek1 who said that es min% as 90 percent of the report revirilonwas made at the insistence of Kinpper.
Senatol.. PASTORE. Tell II le again, who said that I
Dr. LEritowrrz. This is in a report from Matilda B. Paisley, Insti-ute for Communication Iteseareh, Stanford I.Tnivemity. And Film hadbvan in communicationthew statements are footnoted and docu-mented 11$ personal communications.
Senator PASIX)RE. Dr. Rubenstein, am you in the room ?
Dr. RumNsTnix. Yes, sir.
Senator PAMRE. What do you have to say about this?
Dr. RUBENSTEIN. May I come up, sir?
Senator PAsront. Yes.
Dr. Ittnnorsmx. May I begin, Senator, by saying that Dr. Lofko-witz has done one of the most important pieces of research in theentire group of studies that we commissioned. As a personal aside, Imight say that Dr. Lakowitz is one of the people I tried to hire whenI firSt began this whole pmjeet.
The problem with some of the points that Dr. Lefkowitz is makingis preeisely lwause his researeh was so critical a piece of the entireset of research projects we had. Without going into all of the technicaldetails, it is the one study, in a longitudinal SVIISOI for the very reasonsyou raised iMtiallly, it is a 10-year stmly, that permits us through sta-tistical inference to establish ROM relationship to a causality. Most ofthe other studies involved convergence of data and it is the RAVIEllula-t ion of findings that allows us to make certain kinds of inferences.
Dr. Lefkowitz's study, because of the availability of 10 years' worthof data and because the statistieal procedure that he used, indeedallowed tlie conniiittm to inake the so-called causal inference.

, 1 might say as an aside, to the best of my knowledge, this is the firsttime that the phrase "a etutsal relationship" has ever been used ht theaccunmlation of studies of this kind. The committee did spend a greatdeal of time going over Dr. Lefkowitz's work, in fact, to use what tsknown as a cross-lag correlation, which was invented or produced bypsyehologist, and we took the liberty of going to the num who orig-inated that particular proceduro to ask him whether his provedure hadboon correctly used in this pait icitlar study.
Th mere we some qualifications, but by and large they were suflicientto allow the committee to decide the data wore in fact the kind on whichthey could theft finally say there was a causal relationship, even thoughthey hedged it the way tin,y did. lt is because of that that I am afraidthat a groat deal of time and attention was paid to Dr. Lefkowitz'sstudy.
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The o3mmittee hi this ease, as in every other, was extremely careful
to make sure that they could agree on a conclusion. And that is
why the wording is as cautious as it was; that is why there is some
unfortunate misunderstanding of the conclusions.

Senator PAsronr. You do get the impression from what Dr. Lefko-
witz just said that somehow, or at least this one meeting he mentioned,
was dominated by a scientist who was appointed by one of the
networks V

Dr. RUIMNSMTN, I think at various occasions during the individual
meetings of the committee members, one or another committee mem-
ber dominated a meeting. I can tell you that Dr. Pinderhughes, at one
or another time, dominated a meeting. On other occasions, Dr. Alberta
Siegel NM involved.

It is true that Dr. Klapper happens to be one of the people who
probably has the most encyclopedic knowledge in this particular field.
Ito, as I tried to say yesiterday, made a very significant contribution to
this report, as did al other 11 members of the committee.

At the time that this particular discussion occurred, it is true he
raised a number of questions. Dr. Klapper is in extremely conscien-
tious and scrupulous mien*. I think when you heard him say yaster-
day that he does feel now that the evidence is sufficient to warrant
some action, I really feel that we then, as Mr. Robert Louis Sheehan
said in an article in the Saturday Review, crossed the Rubicon. And I
think it is terribly important that we had that kind of participation
on the committee.

I think the television industry now realizes that there were people
with scientific background on the committee who had an opportunity
to participate from the very beginning in this entire endeavor, and
think it is extremely. fortunate that we had these individuals bn the
committee.

Senator Pastore. You Make a good point. That is the first time the
word causality was used, or causal effect was used. But then, of coursc,
he seems to indicateand tido is the impression I getthat once you
adopted his words about causal connection, you tended to play it down
and you got into predisposition and that sort of thing.

Dr. RUBENSTEIN. I don't think this is the time or place to go into
all of the tt, clinical details of how scientists examine data. I can tell
you my Own personal viewpoints and I suspect no one in this room has
been closer to this study than 1 have from the very inception. I can
tell you my own personal belief is this report is a cautious statement.
You have already said that, as other people have. I honestly believe
if another .group of scientists, with as clear a diversity of background
and experience as this group had, looked at all of these data, they
would conic out with a conclusion not significantly different from this
particular group.

I honestly think you made the point earlier that in fact we now are
at a point where everyone has flowed that the time for action has
come. lt is unfortunate that ther(7 have been sonic discussions about
what 1 really think should have been privileged information and com-
mittee action. it is a time at which the committee does wrestle with
sonic difficult problems. It would be very unfoetunate if the committee,
More the fact, knew there might well be divulged in some unusual
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and unfortunate way, the individual discussions at individual meet-ings. I honestly believe that this particular document, which is a draft,and which unfortunately was not shared with either the committee orwith 11143----
Senator PASTORE. And you have a tremendous amount of respectand admiration for the research work done by Dr. Lefkowitz
Dr. RUBENSTEIN. Yes, sir. And I would like to add that I have the

same feeling with all of the research. There was an effort which I be-lieve all of the researchers will agree was maintained to provide them
complete scientific independence on the work they did. I don't thinkthere is any researcher in any part of the program that would indi-
cate that they were interferred with at any time in the production of
their research. Their research was published exactly as they had writ-
ten it, with the exception of some editorial changes and Dr. Lefkowitz
knows he and I discussed those.

Senator PASTORE. And you are convinced, like the Surgeon General,
that we have enough datanow to take action

Dr. RUBENSTEIN. I am, sir.
Senator PASTORE. Without a re-review. It will only substantiate the

facts we already know. Irrespective of how one or another individual
feels, the fact still remains that you are convinced, as the Surgeon Gen-
eral is convinced, that there is a casual relationship between violence
on television and social behavior on the part of children

Dr. RUBENSTEIN. I am, sir.
Senator PASTORE. I think we ought to take it from there. Don't youagree, Dr. Lefkowitz ?
Dr. LEFKONVITZ. Yes sir.
Senator PAsTon. Now you raised the point here that the National

Academy of Science should study it. From what has been adduced atthis meeting, I just wondered if we should get into another review or
whether we ought to accept what has been said here, which is substan-
tial enough, and use that as a predicate to get some action. You havetold us enough ; Dr. Berkowitz has told us enough ; Dr. Liebert hastold us enough ; Dr. Rubenstein has told us enough ; the Surgeon Gen-eral has told us enough.

How many people have to tell us ? They have all said the same thing.It is not a matter of proving anything any more; it is a matter of onceit is proved, what do you do about it ? Wouldn't you agree with that
Dr. LEpxowrrz.
Senator PASTORE. It may please you to have somebody else say morethan this Advisory Committee said, "Well, I think that guy Lefkowitzis a swell guy."
Dr. LErKowrrz. I felt it was encumbent upon me as a research sci-

entist, sir, to make this recommendation to you and to your committee.
Senator PASTORE. That is right. I am very happy that you did. As

a matter of fact, you are a very welcome witness. I will hear from
your associates, too, if they have anything else to say. But that is the
reason I called Dr. Rubenstein. Having the respect for him I do, and
knowing how much he has been involved in this and his dedication and
devotion to this particular project. If there is one man who has stood
out in this, together with the Surgeon General, it is Dr. Eli Ruben-
stein, no question about that.

136
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Dr. Liontow rrz. And I certainly would like to reinforce the state-
ment about the complete freedom the investigators were permitted. It
was really a wonderful atmosphere to work in.

But I have one footnote to all of this and that is I was trained to
believe in my education that people who have vested interests in any-
thing should not be in a position to evaluate the outcome of research
which bears on a question.

Senator PASTORE. You couldn't be more right. As a matter of fact, I
said that yesterday. It is most unfortunate that they did that. But
they followed the policy that they did in cigarette smoking, they
thought it would be helpful. I think they all recognize now that they
made a mistake. I don't think it served the purpose, even, of the
networks.

But I was refreshed yesterday when I asked the two members of the
Advisory Committee who are employed by the networks, and they both
agreed with the Surge,on General and made a strong statement. So it
comes right out of the horse's mouth.

All right, Doctor. Thank you, Dr. Rubsenstein.
Dr. TAMMUZ. Television violence is only one of a large number of

substances in our society which has noxious effects. Methods, with
varying degrees of success, have been developed to control substances
which have proven harmful. Generally, in our pluralistic society, con-
sorshipis becoming less and less respectable as a form of control.

In this particular case we are in unanimous agreement that Govern-
ment censorship is undesirable. The television industry must police
itself but will do so, we feel, only when the public exerts sufficient pres-
sure. Rigorous consumer action would probably have a maximum ef-
fect. lf parents do not permit their children to watch the objectionable
programs which portray unnecessary violence and refuse to buy prod-
ucts advertised by such programs, the networks will quickly receive
this message and develop programs which are more acceptable. But
no consumer action will occur, we fear, as long as the public continues
to be misinformed by misleading Government reports.

Other approaches which might effect a change in a child's television
diet should be considered. One would be the presentation of spot an-
nouncements on television about the deleterious effects of violence view-
ing on a child's development. Another would be a systematic effort
probably by the P.S. Public Health Serviceto educate parents about
the deleterious effects on children of television violence.

All portrayal of violence should not be eliminated, since violence is
indeed part of life. However, the violence portrayed on the television
screen both during prime time and children's hours is usually far
removed from what happens in real life.

TV violence is much more sanitary and clean cut. Both heroes and
villians acquire material possessions, vent their frustrations, and mete
out punishment by use of violence. But the real life consequences of
violence are never portrayed : the guts and gore, the mangled bodies
and dismembered limbs, and the long-term misery and suffering per-
petrated on the victim of violence and his family.

Children, thus, eventually become satiated without becoming aware
of the real and persistent consequences of violence. Their threshold for
violent acts is raised and their sensitivity to cues of violence is dimin-
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ished. That children retain their sensitivity to violence is essential.
Less saturation and more measured doses of exposure both to TV
violence and its real life consequences should work to maintain a sen-
sitivity to cues of violence and keir repelling implications.

Further recommendations are to provide violence rating's of all TV
programs and require that broad TNT offerings, violent and nonviolet,
be made available without regard to the profit earned by the TV
station. Parents would be provided with methods for determining their
child's aggressions level. These persons should be helped to under-
stand, or assess, the supports, i.e., payoffs, for aggression in the child's
natural environment. Behavior management should be treated as im-
portant as academic subject at all levels of compulsory school as are
the required subjects.

The foregoing recommendations are immediately rekvant to the
child, his parent, and to television programing. Yet, there are broader
actions that could and should be taken. It is clear that the TV
industry has great power, both financial and educational. It seems that
the interests of the citizen/7 are poorly protected by the regulatory
agencies such as the Federal Communications Commission. The com-
position and/or the functions of the FCC should be modified to repre-
sent better the citizenry whose airways the TV stations borrow

Another set of actions deals with seeking additional information.
We need to have an annual social report which might answer the ques-
tion, "Are we becoming a more violent society ?" This annual report
could +3xp1ore how our society, or segments of it, responds to violence
on the national and local level as well as on the international levt.l.
What are societies' values with respect to nonviolent solutions? "Oo bre
offer the potentially violent person a reward for nonvio1enc2 ir for
prosocial behavior?

The foregoing recommendations are both general and specific. We
are aware that certain of these proposals, at this point in time may be
idealistic. But if concerned citizens are serious in their attempt to stem
the tide of violence which pervadw our society nothing less than such
a program and very likely much mord are necessary. Inaccurate and
misleading Government documents such as the Surgeon General's
report, serve only to misinform the public and circumvent needed
action.

Senatore PASTORE. Thank you very much, Dr. Lefkowitz. Do your
associates care to say anything?

Dr. ERON. Dr. Leonard Eron, University of Illinois. I would like to
just emphasize that there is a differfmce between what hasgone on here
during these hearings and what appears in the Surgeon General's
report. And I would like to emphasize some of the inaccuracies in that
report.

There are a number of references to third variables, that is othercon-
ditions that would explain this what is implied artificial relationship
between television viewing and later aggression. In my reading of
whatever of the other reports that I have been able to since they have
come out, and in my thorough knowledge of our own study, there is
110 other third variable that can account for these findiNgs. And this
inchldes such obvious things as the social class of the child's parents,
the father's education, his occupation, how aggressive the father him-
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self is, the kinds of things thav, go on in the home, the emotional climate
of the home, if you will, how aggressive the child himself is in the
third grade.

None of these factors alter the relationship between thlevision view-
ing at age eight and aggressive behavior at age nineteen. I just wanted
to emphasize that point.

Senator PASTORE. Thank you for that statement, sir.
Yes, Doctor?
Dr. WALDER. I am Dr. Leopold Walder of Greenbelt, Md., behavior

service consultants.
You asked Dr. Lefkowitz at the beginning when he talked about his

10-year program of research, where did it come from ? Dr. Eron is too
modest to say that he initiated this research as the principal investi-
gator these many years ago.

I think that one of the reasons why we were able to contribute the
kinds of data that we did contribute is because we were able to get
at least initial funding for a multivariable longitudinal study of child
development.

Now, these kinds of studies are very rarely funded by NIMH or by
the government in general, because the payoff is slow in coming. The
administration that says we let out a grant today cannot show the
results until perhaps many years later. And so for political reasons,
for a lot of reasons, these are not often funded studies and we our-
selves had difficulty in continuing the funding and one of the reasons
why our eighth grade data are insufficient is because we did it on
our own and these are rather expensive studies.

Senator PASTORE. This committee's jurisdiction, of course, is con-
fined strictly to television. Whether or not there are other contributing
factors, that is not the question before us. The question before us is
in spite of all of these fam,rs, what does television do? And that is
the question I am interested in.

And the idea that we (..an't take care of everything in one bite doesn't
necessarily mean that we can't make a start. The point is that televi-
sion is used in almost every home in America, and that the average
child E.pends more time before TV than in the schoolroom. Since it is
such an integral part of our living, if it has a harmful effect that can be
cured, I say we all have a responsibility to do something about it. And
that is how simple this all is.

Now we call Ilse a lot of high-sounding words ; we can use a lot of
classy words, use a lot Laatious words. But when you get right down
to it, the meat of the nut is, does violence on television, especially if it
is excessive, or violence for the sake of violence, does that have an
adverse effect on the social behavior of young people and maybe adults
as well ? And if it does, and I think it has been more than proven
here, if it does, then the next question is, what do we do about ?

First of all, there is a question of self-restraint. There are limitations
on how far the Government may go. The Federal Communications
Commission is restrained by the Communications Act of 1934, it can-
not censor programing. It says so in the law. And even if the Com-
munications Act did not prohibit the Commission, there is the First
Amendment of the Constitution, and we would be inhibited by that.

When you come down to it, these are people who are licensed by the
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U.S. Government. They have more or less a monopoly bemuse there areonly so many channels that can be given out. They also have a tremen-dous public responsibility, to entertain and to educate our people.And they can do this without being gory about it with a lot of excessiveviolence. Do you agree ?
Dr. WALDER. Yes, sir.
Senator PASTORE. Did you want to say someth big, sir
Dr. HUEBMAN. I would like to make e e ...,...nments. I am RowellHuesmann, from the Yale University.First, I wanted to comment on the question of publieizing some -4.fthe results. I think the reason we suggested the National Academy ofScience is the following: Although it has become apparent throlghthese hearings that the committee is willing to agree that televisionviolence is one significant cause of aggressive behavior, it was int ap-parent irom tra, report that isaued. A:t least as rend by the layman.!cow soeial scientists can remedy ,'Ms problem themselves by publish-ing their results in other ways, and ather social scientists can presum-ably make their own dedsions.

What we are concerned about is the public. Hopefully the publicitythese hearings receive will create enough publicity that the public willchange its mind, to counteract some of the previous bad heatilines andthe bad press.
Howeve. some other possibilities might be something /ike the fol-lowing : N IMH could well publish brochures as they do on drugs onsmoking, indicating thet violence on TV is harmful to you. Some ofthe other proposals are having spot commercials that are on TV.Seitator 'JAMMU:. Of course, if there is determination on the part ofthe industry to continue showing violence in spite of everything wehave said here, then people ought to be informed in that respect. I amhoping we can do something about it without having to educate them.I say let's eliminate what needs to be eliminated. You can't eliminateall violence, as Dr. Lefkowitz pointed out, because violence is part ofour life. But we are talking about excessive violence, violence that isunnecessary. There are some stories you cn't tell without a littleviolence. As a matter of fact, you coubi never perform Shakespeareif you didn't talk about violence, but it all depends on how you do it,how you portray it. You can shock people, or yo.a can do it artfully soit doesn't impress in a bad way, and still tell the story.I want to thankyou ,aentlemen very much.

(Their statement follows :)

STATEMENT OF MONROE M. LEFKOWITZ. PH. D., NEw YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OFMENTAL HYGIENE, ALBANY, N.Y., LEONARD D. HEWN, PH. D., UNIVERSITY OFILLINOIS AT CHICAGO CIRCLE, LEOPOLD O. WALDER, PIL D., BEHAVIOR RESEARCHCONSULTANTS, GREENBELT, MD., AND L. ROWELL HUESMANN, PH. D., YALEUNIVERSITY

TELEVISION VIOLENCE AS ONE OF THE CAUSES OF AGGRESSION : OBSERVATIONS ON THUREPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL'S SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELE-VISION AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Our presentation today to the Senate Committee on Commerce will consi, tof a brief statement of the salient aspects of our research "Television Violenceand Child Aggression : A Follow-up Study" (Lefkowitz, Erm Walder andnuesmann, 1971), Subsvquently, we will present a critique of the interpretationof our findings by the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Tele-vision and Social Behavior. Finally, we will present to the present Committee
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a recommendation concerning the Surgeon General'e Report and Nome observa-
tions and suggestions pertaining to violence on television,

Longitudinal data were colleeted on 427 teenagers of an original group of
875 children who were participating in a study of third grade children in 1980
(Eron, 1963 ; Eron, Welder and Lefkowits, 1971). The original 875 constituted
the entire third grade population of a semirural county in New York's Hudson
River Valley, while the 427 subjects were those who could be located and inter-
viewed ten years later.

The information collected about these subjects in both time periods falls into
two claws ; (a) measures of aggression, and (b) potential predictors of ag-
gression. During the third grade interviews four different data sources had
been used ; the subject, his peers, his mother, and his father:Ten years later,
the data sources were the subject rind his peers. For convenience this later time
period will be designated as the 18th grade.

In the third grade, peer-rated nggression scores were obtained by asking each
child to nominate any of his classmates on ten "guess who" items describing
aggressive behavior ; e.g., "Who pushes and &oyes other children?" "Who takcs
other children's things without asking?" "Who starts a tight over nothing?"
These aggression items were interspersed among a series of other peer nomi-
nation questions. The validity and reliability of the aggression measure have
been discussed elsewhere (Welder, Abelson, Eron, Banta and Laulicht, 1961;
Eron et al., 1971).

The peer rating instrument was revised slightly for the 13th grade study.
Since the subjects were no longer in school, the procedure was administered
individually in a face-to-face interview. The number of possible peers any subject
could nominate was widened beyond his own third grade classroom to include
his classmates through high school. Thus each subject was rated by a larger
set of raters in the 13th grade which included many of the raters from the third
grade.

In the third grade the ebildren's preferences for violent television were ob-
tained by asking each mother for her child's three favorite TV programs. All
programs mentioned were then categorized as violent or nonviolent by two
independent raters with 94% agreement in their ratings. Each subject received
a score according to the number of violent TV programs he was reported by his
mother as favoring.

In the ten year follow-up study. each subject himself was asked for his four
current favorite TV programs. All programs were then categorized for presence
or absence of violence by two independent raters who agreed on 81% of 125
programs mentioned by the subjects. The score for each subject was the sum
of the violence ratings of the four programs mentioned.

The judgments of our raters were in close agreement with the results ob-
tained by Greenberg and Gordon (1970), who did an extensive rating study in
which they used as raters both established TV critics (approximately 46)
and 800 subjects randomly selected from the Detroit telephone book. Of the
20 programs which Greenberg and Gordon, indicated had the highest violence
ratings, 19 were selected as violent by our raters. For the 427 caws in the ten
year follow-up study, there was a correlation of .94 between the Greensberg-
Gordon average ratings and our ratings.

The 427 subjects studied hi both the third and 13th grades consisted of 211
males and 21(3 females whose modal age at the time of the 13th grade interview
was 19 years. The sample was at the higher end of the average range in intelli-
gence with a mean IQ of 109 and was somewhat middle class in social status.
Preliminary analysis indicated that the measures of aggression distinguished
the males from the females. Because of these findings the data for males and
females were analyzed separately.

From Figure 1 one can see that there is a highly significant relation between
boys' preferences for violent television programs in the third grade (TVVI.3) and
their peer-rated aggression in the 13th grade (AGG13). Similarly, there is a
significant contemporaneous relation between the boys' TV preferences in the
third grade and peer-rated aggressior in the third grade (AGG3). While the
correlation between third grade preferen 'es and 13th grade peer-rated aggression
"explains" only ten percent of the variance in aggression, ten percent is hnpres-
sive when one considers the large number of variables affecting aggression and
the ten year lag between measurement times. The extremely low likelihood of
achieving such a correlation by chance is a good indicator of the strength of the
relation between preference for violent TV at age eight years and peer-rated ag-
gression at age 19.
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When distributions are unusual, an analysis of variance may, more clearlythan .a correlation, reveal the relation between the two variablea. Hence, theznale subjects were categorized alto low, medium, and high television. violencegtoup8, representing approximately the lowest 10%, .the middle 80%, and theupper 10%, respectively (see Table 1) . This analysis shows that the increase in,these ,mean values of aggression is 09 percent as violence preference increasesfrom -low to medium and is 102 percent ae violence preference increases frommedium to high. Thus, ten years later, the group preferring ft small amount oftelevision violence at age 8 was significantly teas aggressive than the group pre-.ferring a moderate amount of television violence. While the group preferring alarge amount of television violence was significantly more aggressive than the. moderate preference group. Rarely, if ever, does a scientific finding hold for everymember of a population. In this case the finding holds for both the high and lowends of the preference scale amounting to at least 24 percent of the sample.Having established that there exists a highly significant relation between apreference for violent television in the third grade and aggressive habits in the13th grade, one can consider the alternative casual explanations for thisphenomenon. Of course, one cannot demonstrate that a particular hypothesis istrue. One can only reject untenable hypotheses and present evidence on theplausibility of the remaining hypotheses,Consider the pattern of correlations diagramed in Figure 1 ; the correlations onthe diagonals are called cross-lagged correlations. The cross-lagged correlationbetween a preference for violent television in the third grade and aggression inthe 18th grade is highly significant When coupled with the lack of a relation be-tween third grade aggression and a preference for violent television in the 18thgrade, this significant -correlation supports the hypothesis that preference forviolent television is weause Of aggressive behavior.
several rival explanations have been offered for this pattern of cross-laggedcorrelations ; however, each' of these alternative explanations has been analyzed!statistically and found' to be less plausible than the above hypotheses. A. consult-ant (Kenny, 1971) retained by the Committee to render a critique of our analysis,concluded that, "HoWever, the data, do suggest that watching violent televigonshows does cause later aggression" (p. 140).
On the basis of the cross-lagged correlations one concludes that the single mostplaugble causal hypothesis is that a preference for watching violent television inthe third grade contributes to the development of aggressive habits. This doesnet mean that other variables are not of equal or greater importance in stimu-lating aggression, but only that a preference for TV violence and the viewingbehavior that the .preference indicates probably are independent and importantcautes' of. aggressive 'habits. .

. lsione of the OW Presented up to this point suggests that another variablesuch as JQoCial class, parental punishment, or parental aggression, might havestimulated-bOth the *child's preference for violent television and Ms aggressive-ness. However, one can test smite Of these hypotheses by computing the partialcorrelatiOns between. televigon :-violence and aggression with such variables con-trolled. It was found that neither the phild's aggression in the third grade, socialclass, mobility orientation of parent:IQ, parental punishment, parental aspira-tions for child, nor parental aggression accounts for the relationship. Nor can therelation be explained by the total'Aumber of hours of TV watched by the sub-ject in either the third or 18th grades:
.Several modern satistical techniques lend further credence to the observationthat violent television is a cause of aggressive habits. A multiple regressionanalysis revealed that among all the third grade variables that were not directmeasures of aggression, preference for violent television was the best predictor of13th grade aggression and the greatest contributor to changes in 18th grade ag-gression. A path analysis provided even stronger evidence of the causal natureof the relationship between television violence and aggression (Neale, 1971).The above results indicate that TV habits established by age eight to nine yearsinfluence boys' aggressive behaviors at that time and at least through lateadolescence. The more violent are the programs preferred by boys in the thirdgrade, the more aggressive is their behavior both at that time and ten years later.This relation between early TV habits and later aggression prevails both forpeer-rated aggression and self-rating of aggression. Actually, these early TVhabits seem to be more influential than current viewing patterns since a prefer-ence for violent television in the 13th grade is not at all related to concurrentaggressive behavior.
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Our criticism of the Committee's presentation and interpretation of our data
pertains to the tone, style, and substance of the report (1972) . Our opinion of
the report hi that it is misleading, watered down and contains inaccuracies.
Generally, statements about data concerned with the causal effect on aggression
of television violence are over qualified whereas statements supporting the point
of view that television violence and aggression are related to a third variable
are presented in a straightforward manner without qualificaiton.

For example, on page 75 07 the report are the following statements :
U. under certain circumstances television violence can instigate an increase

in aggressive acts. The accumulated evidence, however, does not warrant the
conclusion that televised violence has a uniformly adverse effect on the majority
of children. It cannot even be said that the majority of the children in the various
studies we have reviewed showed an increase in aggressive behavior in response
to the violent fare to which they were exposed. The evidence does indicate that
televised violence may lee to increased aggressive behavior in certain subgroups
of children, who might constitute a small portion or a substantial portion of the
total population of young television viewers," (Italics mine).

In the foregoing quotation, seven qualifying words or phrases were used. But
on the same page (75) a statement implicating a third variable is as follows

"There is evidence that among young children (ages four to six) those most
responsive to television violence are those who are highly aggressive to start
withwho are prone to engage in spontaneous aggressive actions against their
playmates and, in the case of boys who display pleasure in viewing violence
being inflicted on others."

Not a qualifier in this statement. Another example of over qualification is
given on page 94 of the report :

"The correlation coefficient between the index based on mother's report of
program preference when the child was about 8 years old and the peer rating
of past aggressive behavior when the boy was about 18 years old depends
almost entirely on a small number of boys at the extreme high end of the prefer-
ence scale who scored extremely high on the peer rated measure of aggressive
behavior (a measure with virtually no upper limit). Without question, tnese
boys would justify individual case study, but there appears to be hardiy any
relationship elsewhere in the range," (Italics mine).

This statement of our findings is so over qualified that its meaning becomes
vague if not lost. Moreover, it is incorrect1 There is a very definite upper limit
to the measure of aggression, namely, one. The Committee fails to cite in their
report the analysis of variance of these data (see Table 1) which shows that
mean scores of aggressive behavior at age 19 increase significantly from low
through medium to high as preference for violent television increases along
the same dimension. The Committee claims that the relationship between tele-
vision violence and later aggressive behavior "depends almost entirely on a
small number of boys,"

The question is how small is small? In this case approximately 24 percent
of the sample is affected by watching television. Considering the phenomenon
under study and placed within the context of social responsibility what does
small mean when approximately 1 out of every 4 boys is influenced to behave
aggressively by early viewing of violent telev!sion, If cigarette smoking were
to cause lung cancer in 20 to 25 percent of the population would that number
be termed small?

The omission of the anlysis of variance just mentioned is related to the larger
issue of the inclusion and exclusion of data from our study on a seemingly
arbitrary basis. From the time we submitted our report in March of 1971 to
about December of 1971, a period of approximately 9 mcaths, the Committee
asked many questions about the data. These questions were raised during
telephone conversations and in writing. Whenever possible we answered the
questions either from our knowledge of the research findings or by performing
more statistical analyses. At one point the Committee even raised questions
about the qualifications of our statistical consultant. Since we tried as best we
could to respond to all questions raised by the Committee, certain statements in
the report can only be viewed as pejorative and as an attempt to derogate the
findings.

For example on page 80 of the report the Committe states "the father's reports
were apparently not used but reason for this is not stated" there are indeed very
good reasons but the Committee never asked. Another example of sueh innuendo
is presented on page 83 of the report as follows: "Lefkowitz et al. report, with-
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out citing supporting data, . ," the Committee could have had such sup-porting data had they only requested it With only II months to complete this
study including the report to the Committee, we could hardly have Included
the voluminous body of data and the tables of thousands of correlation cue&dents we had generated,

At one point towards the end of mquests made for more data by the Com-
mittee, we were asked for the cross-hmed correlations between TV violence and
aggression for subjects in the eighth Arade, Although these dath are of question-abic valtilty and reliability we complied wi.:h this request In a letter dated
No.,entber 2. 1071 to Dr. George A, Comstock An which I describe the data beingforwarded I say,

"Because 9f the absence of support during the eighth crade phase of this study,
data collection methods were used which were not in direct control of the in-
vestigators; moreover, the sampling was spotty and unsystematic, Consequently,
the eighth grade data are of dubious quality and proper caution should be usedin their interpretation, I am not sure how the Cotme.tee plans to use these
data but I hope some of their questions are answered. Ii I can `)e of further help
please let me know."

The Committee theli reports the eighth grade data find uses them in an attempt
to show inconsistencies in our measures. Nowhere in the report is it stated that
these data are of highly dubious quality, or that they slould be interpreted with'
caution, Moreover, the Committee gave us no opportunit y to answer any of the
questions they raise in the presentation of their eighth grade data on pages 03-95 of their report.,

Another example of inwortant data being omitted or ignored relates to the
Committee's observations on redisposition to aggression. The Conunittee states
"Hutt, any such casual relation operates only on some children (who are predis-posed to be aggressive) ; . " With respect to our data the only information
the Committee could have lmd----as coneerns predisposition to aggressionwas
just in the opposite directon. Specifically we showed that childhood aggressive-
ness was unrelated to preference for violent television ten years k ter, If our
subjects were predisposed to be aggressive, one would expect a sighificant posi-
tive relationship to have occurred between these two variables, Furthermore,
when aggressiveness is statistically controlled for the third grade subjects by
partial correlation technique, the relationship between preference for television
violence at age 8 and aggressive behavior at. age 19 still remains significant.. These
data, which argue against predisposition to aggression for the subjects in our
study, are ignored by the Committee.

It is small wonder, therefore, that even educated laymen such as newspaper
reporters would misinterpret the Surgeon General's Report, or excerpts from that
report, as was done in a front page headline of the Now York Time& on Jan-
uary 11, 1972, This headline stated "TV Violence Held Unharmful to Youth," Thesame article published in the Berkshire Bogle, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, Jan-
uary 11, 1972 was headlined "It's Safe to Let Kiddies Watch TV Mayhem StudyFinds,"

Taken by itself any one of these criticisms of the Ccmmittee's report could be
termed picayune, ont of context or nit-picking, When taken Hs a whole, however,
it is our unmistakable impression that the report systematically includes and ex-
cludes certain kinds of data. It ignores other data completely and dilutes and
over Qualifies certain researeh results, Moreover, the report contains inaccuracies,
Whether or not these actions can be attributed to hiadvertent him, deliberate bias
or for that matter bias at all is really immaterial. The salient question is really
the effect of the report on the behavior of parents and children as concerns the
watching of violence on television. A report which had treated the data straight-
forwardly may have had a restraining influence on tlw television diet permitted
to children by their parents. When paretits are led to bolleve that only children
already predisposed towards aggression will be tulversely affected by TV violence,
the restraints on a violent television diet have, in effect, been lifted, How manyparents are ready to believe that. their children are predisposed towards
aggression?

For the reasons we have stated we do not believe that the Committees' Report
accurately represents the research findings, Therefore, we would suggest that
the body of datn generated by the 23 principal investigators be reevaluated.
!inch s reevaletrti,m should he done by a group whose credentials are unimpeach-
able, 7 n.ou:i we Anggest is the National Academy of Slcence.

TeleviK;on violenee is only one of a large number of substances in our society
whicit has nexiwt- effects. Methods, with varying degrees of success, have been
--,f1114: () '01);1 substances wbieh hav proven harmful. Generally, in our
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plurtilistic society. ettisoreldp hi becoming less end len respectable am a toren of
control, In this imrticular ease we are in Unanimous agreement. that Govern-
ment ceniorship IN undesireble, The television industry must pollee itself but
will do so, we ftel, only When the public exerte suffielentireentire, PigereUs On-
sumer action would probably have a le eliuum effect If parente do not permit
their children to wateb the objectionak...e programs whieh imrtray unneeetelary
violence and refuse to buy products advertised by ttuch progranie, the netWorka
will quickly receive this message und develop program wink, are more ac-
ceptable, But no consumer action will occur, we fear, as long as the public con-
tinues to be misinformed by misleading Govcrument reports,

Other npproacheti whin might effect a chimp in a child's television diet
should be considered. One would be the presentation of spot announcements on
televielon about the deleterious effects of violence 'olewing on a child's develop-
ment. Another would be a systematie effortprobably by the 'MS. Public Health
Serviceto educate parents about the deleterious effects on children of television
violence.

All portrayal of violence should not be eliminated, Mince violent* itt indeed pr.:
of llt. However the violent* portreyed on the televielm, screen both during
mime time and childrmoe hours is usually far removed from what happens in
real life, TV violence is much more sanitary Rue clean cut, lioth heroes and
villains aequire materiel posseattions, vent their frugrations, mid mete out
puniehment by use of violence. But the real life coneequences of violence are
never portrayed the gute and gore, the mangled bodies and diemembered limbs,
and the long term miaery and offering perpetrated on the victim of violenee
and his family, Children, thus, eventually become satieted without becondng
aware of the real and persietent eonsequences of violence. Their threshold for
violent acts is raised and their sensitivity to eues of violence is diminishell. That
Oilmen retain their sensitivity to violence is essential. LINN saturation mid more
measured tioseS of exposure both to TV violowe and its real life eounquences
should work to maintain a sensitivity to cues of violence and to their repelling
implications.

Further recommendations are to provide violence ratings of all TV programs
and require that broad TV offerings, violent and nonviolent, be made available
without regard to the profit earned by the TV station, Parents should be provided
with methods for determining their child's aggression level, These persons should
he helped to understand, or RASPS.% the supports, i.e., r Ayes, for aggression in the
child's natural environment. Behavior management should be treated as important
an academie subject at all levels of eompulsory school as are the required
subjects.

The foregoing reconunendations aro immediately relevant to the child, his
parent, and to television programming. Yet, there am broader actions that could
and should be taken. It is clear that the TV industry has great power, both
financial and educational. It seems that. the interests Of the citizenry are poorly
protected by the regulatory agencies such as the Federal Conununieations Com-
mission. The composition and/or the functions of the MC should be nwdified
to represent better the citizenry whose airways the TV stations borrow,

Another set of actions deals with seeking additional information. We need to
have an annual social report whieh might answer the question "Are we becoming
a more violent society?" This alumni report could explore how our society, or
segments Of it, responds to violence on the national and local level as well as on
the international level. What are sok ieties' values with respect to nonviolent
solutions? Do we offer the potentially violent wroon a reward for nonviolence
or for prosocial behavior?

The foregoing recommendations are both general aml specific. We are awalli
that certain of these proposals, at this point, in time may be idealistic, But if
concerned citizens aro serious in their attempt to stem the tide of violence which
pervades onr society nothing loss than such a program and very likely much
more are necessary, Inavenra.e and misleading Government doeuments Such as
the Surgeon General's Rev-. c, serve only to misinform the pubilc and ciremnvent
needed action.
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&Mani` PASTORE, Ts there anyone else in the scientific community

who waotb to be heard ?
(No reponse.)
Senator PASTORE. The Chair hears none.
I want. to insert in the record at this time a letter from the Chair-

man of the Federal Trade Commission, Miles W. Kirkpatrick, and a
letter and a. report prepared by Doughtss Cater and Stephen Strick-
land on the Surgeon General's report on television and social behavior :
The Impact of Teltwision Violence. Also a telegram received from
Evelyn Omwake.

(The documents follow :)
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Washington, DX., March SO, 1972.

HOD. JOHN PASTORE,
U.S. Senate,
WasUngton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR PASTORE : During my testimony before the Senate Committee on
Commerce, September 28, 1971, I assured you thdt I would let you know if the
Federal Trade Commission had any eommenta to make after publication of the
report of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and
Social Behavior.

Your staff has kindly provided me with a copy of the Report of the Impaet
of Television Violence and the five volmnes of technical studies underlying the
report itself. I have had an opportunity to take a look at. these volumes, though
not to study them in detail. While no One can be unconcerned about the impact
of televised violence on the nation's children, this topic does not. fall within the
jurisdiction of the Federal Trade CoilliniSSIon, which has no authority to regu-
lute program content. For that reason, I believe the Federal Trade ConinliSSIOD

should thler to those agencie..4 which are more directly concerned with this issue.
With kind personal regards,

Sincerely,
Aims AV. K1RKPATRTON,

Chairman.
[Telegram

QUAKER HILL, CONN., March 2o, .ffra,

HONORABLE SENAToa Injuries sustained in weekend ear necident prevent; at-
tendance at hearing of TV advisory committee report. on Tuesday, March 23 a.m.
Sending statement by wire which I request all be planed into the record.

Strongly urge that emmnittee report be eonsidered with great merionsiless.
Finding indicating that viewing violence on television can make aggressive chil.
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dren act even more aggressively indicate that the large number of children
reported by teachers and others to bs unhealthfully aggressive are a threat to
themselves and their peers either through overtly physically aggressive acts or
through threats of Rime. Whether or not it is the violence on TV which eauses
them to behave aggresively is irrelevant. The issue is that viewing violence on
the screen can have the effect of letting children believe but the very fact of
having it shown to them as overt physical actions either in defense or offense is
sanctioned by society and a commonly plotemy mode of dealing with conflict or
intervention of ones act. This can occur through the frequency of violence scenes
in television shows in general and through the wide variety of episodes in which
violent behavior is shown as the natural solution to impersonal problems.

Our committee has produced scientific data which shows that violent scenes
on TV have an impact on the behavior of aggressive children thus the committee
report establishes the potential influence of the contents of television showing
for precipitating aggressive behavior in children. Timing and duration of aggres-
sive impulses are not a significant problem. The important concern is that it can
happen, Therefore it should become of nationwide concern of all adults in what-
ever capacity in their responsibility for the safety and welfare of people of all
ages that all the media including television examine the nature of their communi-
cations to the public and provide some measure of guarantee that children will
be exposed predominantly to scenes in which the behavior leads to constructive
social interaction parents, teachers, government (Metals, and the broadcasting
industries accept control of a variety of other childrens television viewing exper-
iences. The educational potential of television is unchallenged. Our committees
fhidings show that children high in aggression can learn from television how to
be effectively and dangerously successful in the use of fist, feet, knives, clubs and
guns when they are angry or afraid in the presence of another person regardless
of that persons role or intent. A project studying the incidents of aggression
beyond the norm in children under 16 might produce results which would shatter
our national complacency about the harmlessness of violent behavior shown on
television. Control of viewing by parents is only one approach to the problem and
not a dependable one anyway.

A further comment is that children under 0 are especially vulnerable to visual
stimuli and our report shows that they are heavy viewers. The amount of time
and money provided for our committee effort was insufficient to give full atten-
tion to the study of the many ways in which this young age group can be dele-
teriously effected by media contents. Finally my experiences with reactions to
the committee report since it has been made public suggest that its essence was
ignored and the significance of the major findings has been distorted in many
quarters. I urge an organized attack on the problem of improving the quality of
television content both for ito educational and its entertainment functions. Chil-
dren do not discriminate between what is meant as entertainment and what is
meant as education. I regret that I cannot be present to speak in person to urge
that our report lead to action on behalf of children,

EVELINE OM WAKE,
Member, Surgeon General's TV Advisory Committee.

ASPEN INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES,
PROGRAM ON COMMUNICATIONS AND SOCIETY,

Palo Alto, Calif., March 18, 1972.
HOD. JOHN PASTORE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

)ftAa SENATOR PASTORE On February 18-20 the Aspen Program on Communi-
cac ions and Society sponsored a conference to take a close look at the Surgeon
tieneral's report on Teiccialon and Growing Up; The Impact of Televised Vio-
lence. Participants in the Conference included leading Social Scientists as well
as members of the Surgeon General's committee,

Stephen Strickland and I have prepared the attached statement. which repre-
sents a critical appraisal of the work of the Surgeon General's Committee, We
request that it he included in the records of your Hearing and we congratulate
you on your continuing effort in this vital area of communications.

Sincerely yours,
DOIJOLAS CATER,

Director.
ICnclosure.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND SOCIETY

March 1972

A First Hard Look at the

Surgeon General's Report

on Television and Violence

by

Douglass Cater and Stephen Strickland

In the early spring of 1969, Senator John Pastore sent a letter to the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare declaring that he was "exceedingly troubled by the lack
of any definitive information which would nelp resolve the question of whether there
is a causal connection between televised crime and violence and anti-social behavior
by individuals, especially children." The Senator, who is a major Congressional figure
in matters of communications policy, requested that the Surgeon General appoint a
committee of distinguished men and women "from whatever professions and disciplines
deemed appropriate" to conduct a study which "will establish scientifically Insofar as
possible what harmful effects, if any, (television) programs have on 'children."

Pastore felt that the Surgeon General should be given this assignment "because of the
outstanding contribution made by his Committee through Its report on Smoking and
Health." He expressed hope of a report within a year's time.

The Senator's letter triggered an inquiry lasting nearly three years, budgeted at more
than one and one-half million dollars. When the Surgeon General finally issued his
Scientific Advisory Committee's Report, Televisior; and Growing Up: The Impact of
Televised Violence in January 1972, it was undergirded by twenty-three independent
research projects which produced more than forty technical papers (to be published
separately in five volumes).

Long before the Report was issued, it was apparent that it would receive critical review
from at least three constituencies. Among the social scientist community, scepticism
was stirred when Surgeon General William Stewart, claiming the precedent of the
Smoking Committee, appointed several employees and consultants of the networks to
his television committee and allowed the industry to veto seven distinguished social
scientists who had been doing research in this erea. Second, the broadcast industry
was known to be highly suspicious that television was being made the scapegoat for
society's ills. And, finally, the politicians were likely to be contemptuous of an
inconclusive report for which so much time and money had been expended. (". . .would hope the Surgeon General in due time will come before this Committee, not
with a lot of ifs and buts, but will tell us in simple language whether or not broadcasters
ought to be put on notice and be very, very careful in this area, because it might
have an effect on certain people," Pastore declared last September.)

Joint Program of Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies
and Academy for Educational Development
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All these suspicions flared anew when a leaked summary of the Report in early January
led to the erroneous headline in the New York Times, "TV Violence Held Unhermful
to Youth". The Report's decidedly cautious and often abstruse languaga provoked
the charge of "whitewash" from one member of Congress and complaints from several
social scientists who felt their research findings had been neglected or diluted by the
Surgeon General's Committee. The possibility arose that this major enterprise might
be undermined by a crisis of credibilitv.

As a result of the controversy and in anticipation of Senate hearings schuluied in late
March, the newly established Aspen Program on Communications and Society convened
a small gathering at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences in Palo
Alto to review the Surgeon General's Report. In attendance for the weekend meeting
were the Surgeon General, along with the Vice-Chairman and two members of the
Advisory Committee. Social scientists present included two who had been on the
television networks' veto list. Also in attendance were the staff director of Senator
Pastore's Committee and three foundation heads concerned with social science research.
(Participants are listed at the end of this paper.) A flu virus prevented the scheduled
participation of Frank Stanton, a broadcast executive who was himself a social scientist
earlier in his career.

No attempt was made to reach consensus at the Palo Alto meeting. Rather it was
intended to provide a searching review of the Surgeon General's Report and to consider
consequences for the future. While disagreements were voiced, the meeting revealed
substantial agreement on five conclusions:

1. Credibility of the Surgeon General's Committee was severely impaired by
permitting unilateral industry veto over its membership. Future scientific investigations
sponsored by the government should heed this lesson.

2. The Committee's Report reflects both scientific caution and the added restraint
imposed by the effort to secure unanimity mong its twelve members. Its language
suffers from group draftsmanship as well in last minute haste in preparing the final
summations. Nevertheless, the Report does gain added strength from the Committee's
unanimity. Surgeon General Jesse Steinfeld, who succeeded to the office after the
Committee was set up, has reason to maintain that this was not a "whitewash" and
that "for the first time causality between violence viewing on television and subsequent
aggression has been identified."

3. The Report, together with the supporting research, provides abundant reason for
renewed public concern about the environment of television in which our children grow
up. The child spends more time before the TV set than in any other pursuit except
sleeping. Television outdistances school as the occupation of his waking hours. It would
be disastrous for society to disregard an influence so pervasive.

4. Public policy needs to be better informed about the effects of televised violence.
We also need to ask larger questions about the potential of the medium. Social science
should be supported to carry on further research but the broadcast industry itself must
devote greater resources to research and development. The burden should not lie with
government or citizen groups to demonstrate television's effects for good or evil. The
industry has a dominant responsibility.
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5. Actions need not await final research. While governmental control of programming
would be bad public policy, there is reason for pressure from Congress and gOvernmental
agencies to reinforce public concern. Even more Important, there should be a cooperative
effort to create an Institution outside government capable of continuing attention to
television's effects. As a beginning, It might develop techniques for monitoring the
quantity and nature of televised violence In order to provide a trustworthy pollutionindex for the public airwaves.

The following, while not purportMg to be a report of the Palo Alto conference, representsthe best efforts of these two reporters to interpret this first hard look at the Surgeon
General's Report.

Beck ground

Twenty years ago the National Association of Educational Broadcasters reported that
drama involving crime and horror made up 10 percent of programming time. Concern
about the effects of such program content on human behavior led to hearings by the
Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency in 1954. The committee
concluded that television violence was especially likely to be harmful to young viewers.

Television broadcast industry spokesmen acknowledged the large amount of televised
violence and indicated that something would be done about it But subsequent surveys
revealed that television violence increased, rather than decreased between the early 1950's
and the early 1960's. Parents' groups and others stepped up their efforts to organize
public opinion and secure remedial action against the violent "messages" transmittedby an evergrowing presence.

In 1964, another round of Juvenile Delinquency hearings produced the conclusion that
television violence was not only not being reduced, but was being extended by the
syndication of some of the more violent shows to be subsequently reshown on
independent networks and stations. The 1964 Senate Committee report warned that
such television content produced anti-social behavior among juveniles and repeated the
charge of "an informed critic" that television was becoming "a school for violence."

For fifteen years, public expression of concern about the harmful effects of televised
violence and crime on the nation's children resulted in intermittent deliberations overthe issue, in and out of Congress, but virtually no action by the industry or the
government. For its part, the television industry seemed unimpressed by the "scientific
evidence" purporting to prove adverse effects. Demands of a few angry parents were
an insufficient indicator of consumer attitudes to prompt major changes. On the
contrary, the activity of the marketplace suggested that television and its program
content was satisfying both viewers and sponsors. Millions more Americans were
watching, including children who watched adult programs with at least the tacit approval
of parents.

The assassinations and riots of the middle sixties rekindled the concern to search out
causes for the violence in our nation. President Johnson, in creating the National
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, charged it "to unurtake a
penetrating search, . into our national life, our past as well as our present, our
traditions as well as our institutions, our culture, our customs and our laws" so as
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to be able to explain, and propose remedies for, any persistent forces at work in

American society which were productive of violence. The Commission, chaired by Dr.

Milton Eisenhower, set up a Task Force on the Media.

The Eisenhower Commission, originally given a year from June 1968 to complete Its

wcrk by President Johnson, had its life extended by six months, to December 1969,

by President Nixon. But troubling to those in Congress who had been awaiting a clear

and thorough assessment of television violence were reports that the findings of its

Task Force on the Media would not be made an integral part of the Commission's

final report.

Ultimately, the Eisenhower Commission, while warning of the danger of making

television a "scapegoat", did issue a strong statement: "We believe it is reasonable to

conclude that e constant diet of violent behavior on television has en adverse effect

on human character and attitudes. Violence on television encourages violent forms

of behavior, and fosters moral and social values about violence in daily life which are

unacceptable in a civilized society. . . It is a matter for grave concern that at a time

when the values and the influence of traditional institutions such as family, church,

and school are in question, television is emphasizing violent, antisocial styles of life."

Meanwhile, early in 1969, the Senate Subcommittee on Communications, chaired by

Senator John Pastore, decided that what was needed to help resolve the issue of

the impact of television on "the mind, attitudes, and actions of the child viewer"

was the focused attention of a scientific committee. Pastore noted that "many

authorities in the fields of pschiatry and other disciplines" had taken positions on

the issue while others contended that "the limited experiments that have been conducted

produced no scientific proof for or against the proposition" of harmful results.

President Nixon endorsed Pastore's proposal end HEW Secretary Finch complied by

directing the Surgeon General to constitute a committee of "experts" in behavioral

sciences, mental health disciplines and communications to come up with the soundest

answer to the question that scientific evidence would allow.

The Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee

The Surgeon General at that time, Dr. William Stewart, cautioned the Senate that the

establishment of clear indices on which to make policy decisions might be more difficult

for behavioral scientists looking at television than for medical scientists looking at

tobacco. The problem of scientific evidence, however, was not the first problem the

new advisory committee faced. When the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on

Smoking and Health was appointed earlier in the sixties, the tobacco industry had been

given opportunity to comment on those wf.ose names were proposed for membership.

The rationale was that if the Committee subsequently issued a negative report on

cirgarette smoking (as in fact it did), there could be no charge that the deck was stacked.

Following that procedure, Surgeon General Stewart submitted a list of forty nominees

to the three major television networks and the National Association of Broadcasters

for their review and comments, Frank Stanton, President of CBS, thought the nominees

"distinguished" and declined to make any suggestions about who the Surgeon General's

appointments to his own advisory committee ought to be. NBC, ABC and the National

Association of Broadcasters did comment, raising objections to seven persons on the
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list. Surgeon General Stewart deferred to this industry veto. In addition, two of the
Committee members he appointed Were network *MOMS, One a forrner employs.
and two others were serving as industry consultants.

This procedure resulted in charges of a reverse bias from that which the Surgeon General
sought to avoid, No opportunity had been given professional associations to comment
on the experts who were appointed to the Committee. When the members of the
Advisory Committee learned about the Industry's veto six months after their
appointment, their consternation came close to producing resignations. It did produce
continuing suspicion and bitterness on the part of some members of the group and
others In the social science community. It lead to the Committee's flat declaration
in its Report: "We do not agree that any group should have been allowed to cite
individuals as unacceptable."

Organizational problems did not end with the matter of selection of Committee members,
There were equally difficult problems in staffing up, relating both to the haste in getting
the study underway and the fact that it was to be a short-term assignment for anyone
who undertook It. Outstanding social scientists found it Impossible to extricate
themselves from on-going commitments on short notice. Unlike, for example, the legal
profession, social science is not well organized to respond quickly to urgently expressed
demands from the government.

The Research

None of the social scientists appointed to the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee
on Television and Social Behavior believed that in the one year suggested by Pastore
they could produce and evaluate a sufficient amount of hard data to answer definitively
the question posed by the Senator: "whether there is a causal connection between
televised crime and violence and antisocial behavior by individuals, especially children."
A member of Pastore's staff later remarked: "We realized the time squeeze but we
also knew that if we let them set the time limit, it would be too long In the first
place and they would want an extension beyond that," When the Committee indicated
it would take longer than a year to do the assignment, Pastore raised no objection.
In fact, almost three years elapsed before the Report appeared.

Similarly, few persons well acquainted with the social sciences believe that, whatever
time is allowed, a diverse group of behavioral scientists is likely to reach full agreement
on interpreting research data. The matter of methodology is persistently a bone of
contention. Professor Ithiel de Sole Pool points out that the methodological approach
to the investigation of economic problems is so well established that economists are
judged by their peers more on the basis of how perfectly they use the accepted tools
than on the way they interpret the results, But behavioral scientists in the softer
disciplines begin with disagreement on methodology, thus compounding the probability
of disagreement about results, It was therefore no surprise that repeated disagreements
occurred within the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on whether the research
being supported could produce worthwhile data.

The Committee early faced the issue of laboratory research versus field surveys versus
clinical studies. The members recognized the limitations of each approach. Laboratory
experiments, measuring the immediate effects on children of selected television viewing
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in a necessarily artificial situation, can provide insight into causeeffect relations that
xist under specified conditions, but theY cannot provide conclusive' ividente abOut
what happens in the real world. On the other hand, surveys, while establishing relations
between television viewing and aggressive actiond, cannot prove causations.
study, while examining a cue in great depth, cannot be certain how representative it
may be.

The Eisenhower Commission on Violence, because of time limits, did not commission
major new research in this area, choosing to rely on the opinions of "the best minds
in the communications media, particularly in television; in the academic community,
particularly communications specialists; and in government agencies, notably the Federal
Communications Commission." But it was no secret In Washington that the Commission
had trouble interpreting the "best minds". In November 1969, the Commission issued
but significantly, did not endorse a staff report on "Mass Media and Violence" which
concluded that "there is sufficient evidence that mass media presentations especially
portrayals of violence, have negative effects upon audiences," and recommended that
"the burden of research and proof" be placed on the television industry to carry out
research on "the psychological and sociological effects of mass media portrayals of
violence." The staff report stated that the television industry had for the previous
fifteen years failed to reduce the violence rAmtent of programs, despite repeated promises
to do so, and had failed to carry out any appreciable amount of research on the issue.

Hoping to take the matter beyond the unendorsed recommendations al a commission
staff into the realm of fresh, focused scientific evidence, the Surgeon General's Scientific
Advisory Committee commissioned a great variety of new research. Both laboratory
experiments and field surveys were included. Funding from the National institute of
Mental Health was not a problem and the Committee went well beyond the $1 million
budget originally allocated. But finding good projects proved difficult. Members
conceded that some of the research proved to be of poor quality or not relevant to
the task of the Committee. Other areas that wou'id appear ripe for research were
neglected in the project proposals.

Neither the Advisory Committee nor its staff tried to prepare an overall research design.
(Some doubt a design could have been imposed on the highly independent social science
community.) Instead, it was decided not to "put all our eggs in one basket" but to
seek "a series of individual studies that would provide a set of interrelated findings."
A large part of the research effort wos to trace relationships between televised violence
and "aggressive" behavior in young people a narrowing of Pastore's query about
"antisocial" behavior. Only one research project probed into violence "content analysis"
and this was confined to a single week's prime time programming in October 1969,
updating earlier one-week analyses of 1967 and 1968 prepared for the Violence
Commission. As a result, there is still lacking an index in depth of the trends and
types of violence which come over the nation's airwaves.

The research projects mow no effort to examine major episodes of antisocial behavior
and trace the possibility of televised instigation. Nor did they go very far in examining
the "context" in which violence is presented real or imaginary, rewarded or punished.
There is a great deal more to be explored in this forbidding territory.
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But certain elemental facts do emerge clearly from the studies. Incidents of prime
time and Saturday a.m. violence continue at the rate of eight an hour (over twice the
British rate which itself is padded by American imports). Fatalities have declined
somewhat hut cartoon and comedy violence, especially in the Saturday morning
"children's ghetto", has increased. Violence is typically sanitized portrayed in a
painless way that does not convey the real suffering of the victim and his family. One
study indicates a tendency for violence to peak in four year cycles apparently pushed
by competition for Nielson ratings. A series of interviews with program producers
provides fascinating insight into their motives. In their incessant quest for program
material, there is a compulsion to supply enough "action" to keep the TV sets turned
on. Violence, it would seem, serves as a punctuation point and way of bridging the
pause for commercials.

The research findings fail to probe the saturation point of television among youth. What
is the psychopathology of those one quarter of youngsters interviewed who reach the
outer limits of tive or more viewing hours per day? Here cause and effect may become
intertwined but surely it provides a fertile field for study.

Despite the time frame and othe b. limitations, the question arises whether a more selective
and strongly coordinated research effort could not have covered more ground arid tied
up the loose ends that the committee warned, in its final report, were still dangling.
But the five volumes of research findings still constitute an imposing body of evidence.

The Reert

The Advisory Committee worked with growing zeai to reach unanimous agreement in
evaluating and interpreting the research. It achieved this goal despite strong tendencies
to split in several directions. This effort to reach consensus put severe limitations on
the content and clarity of the Report.

There were other restr&nts at work. First, the Committee was constantly aware, and
constantly reminded, that its role was to assess the scientific data available, and not
to make policy recommendations. Secretary Finch had made that quite explicit in
agreeing to the formation of the Committee. Policy implications might be found in
its data assessments but the Committee sought to follow the clear contours of its assigned
role.

Second, judgment was not to replace scientific assessment. The usual caution of scientists
in irrerpreting their results was reinforced as those results were put through another
"scientific" set cening. The committee of social scientists evaluated and reported the
research findings of other social scientists at least as conservatively as the original
researchers reported the meaning and applicability of their own conclusions.

Still another factor appeared to some observers to be at work in the Committee's
approach towards the writing of its report. Although members of the Committee deny
that there was a "television industry" faction which consistently pressed its view in
the deliberations, members with teaching responsibilities had less time to give to the
effort than did those whose livelihoods came from industry research in this field, and
less energy to devote to suggesting contextual "qualifications" for each research finding
and to honing careful phrases. The function of available time and energy helped shape
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the language and tone of the Report.

The meaning of all this can be illustrated with one example: In an experimental study,
cited approvingly by the Committee, a team of investigators looked closely at the daily
behavior of 97 nursery school children over a period of nine weeks to meare the
impact of different kinds of television program content. The children, dividvn into
three groups, regularly viewed one of three series of zhort television or film episodes.
One series emphasized "the Agressive Condition." A second series comprised "Neutral"
programming. The third series featured "Prosocial" conditions with themes of sharing,
cooperative behavior and self-discipline. The researchers flatly concluded: "Children
who were initially high in aggression tendencies showed greater interpersonal aggression
when they were exposed to the Aggressive condition than when they were exposed
to the Neutral or Prosocial conditions."

The Advisory Committee, acknowledging the project to be significant, reported more
cautiously: "Among children who were initially high in aggressive behavior, the
differences in the changes that occurred is plausibly interpreted as indicating greater
stimulation of aggressive behavior among those who viewed the violent diet than among
those who viewed the neutral diet." The Committee then incorporated the apparent
significance of the finding into one of the conclusions of the chapter by stating:
"Televised violence may lead to increased aggressive behavior in certain subgroups of
children, who might consitute a small portion or a substantial portion of the total
population of young television viewers." In the overall summort of the Report, this
conclusion was further refined: "We have noted in the studies at hand a modest
association between viewing of violence and aggression among at least some children,
and we have noted some data which are consonant with the interpretation that violence
viewing produces thi aggression. This evidence is not conclusive, however, and some
of the data are also consonant with other interpretations."

Scientific caution and the quest for consensus are understandable restraints. Less

understandable was the evidence of a final haste in putting the Report into print that
resulted in a poorly written document with none of the encapsulating sentences or
paragraphs that would provide clarity for the layman. The reader searches in vain for
the kind of thoughtful summation which the prolonged deliberation should have
produced.

But restraint accomplished the unanimity which had been the goal of the Committee.
All twelve members signed the transmittal letter to the Surgeon General on January
19, 1972. All twelve endorsed the capstone conculsion, masterful in its caution: "Thus,
the two sets of findings (expel imental and survey) converge in three respects: a

preliminary and tentative indication of a causal relation between viewing violence on
television and aggressive behavior; an indication that any such causal relation operates
only on some children (who are predisposed to be aggressive); and an indication that
it operates only in some environmental contexts. Such tentative and limited conclusions
are not very satisfying. They represent substantially more knuwledge than we had two
years ago, but they leave many questions elanswered."

76-894 0 - 72 - 12
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The Moaning.

After nearly three years and the expenditure of over a million dollars, the Surgeon
General released a Report that could have profound consequences for the public andfor one of the country's major Industries. But a mak before the Committee members
finally signed the transmittal letter, the New York Times scooped the rest of the press
with a page one story. The Report's elaborate cautions were translated with stark
oversimplification by the lead paragraph: "The office of the United States Surgeon
General has found that violence In television programming does not have an adverse
effect on the majority of the nation's youth but may influence small groups of youngsters
predisposed by many factors to aggressive behavior," The article's headline was dead
wrong: "TV Violence Held Unharmful to Youth."

The Times interpretation, though quickly clarified by the Surgeon General, was reprinted
and widely distributed by tilt: Television information Service of the NAB, Meanwhile,
Congressman Murphy of New York denounced the Report as a "whitewash" and "heavily
loaded In the Industry's favor," Several researchers issued public complaints. It looked
as if the whole enterprise would be pulled apart in a war of press communiques. But
Surgeon General Steinfeld, having reviewed all of the five volumes of research, patiently
maintained that the Report was not a whitewash. "For the first time, causality between
violence viewing on television and subsequent aggression has been identified." SenatorPastore let it be known that he considered the Report a "major breakthrough" and
scheduled hearings in late March 1972 to invite testimony about future policy
implications. The Surgeon General and his Advisory Committee members, network
heads, critics and other interested parties would be asked "what steps each can and
should take in the light of the Report's findings and conclusions?"

Several isms deserve exploration by the Senate Committee. The issue of television's
effects on children is now twenty years old. Yet the obvious need for concentrated,
long-range attention to the issue has been met in a limited, spasmodic way. Relatively
few behavioral scientists have recognized the importance of the issue and have tried
to gain a better understanding. The television industry has for the most part treated
the subject cavalierly. Violence on television even on programs aimed at children
continues apace. The industry has taken little direct action and has not invested
significant funds in research into effecta for good or harm.

In other areas identified as requiring scientific evidence from cancer control to spaceexploration the government has invested large sums in the training of persons who
can help shape the hard evidence on which to base intelligent puolic policy decisions.
The federal investment in training and research programs in mass communications studies
has been extremely small.

Television's impact on society demands a significant and long-term federal investment.
The social sciences must participate in finding answers to difficult problems, and share
in the public policy decisions to be made in this field. The need is for sustained
government support for a field of study that behavioral scientists themselves must define,and for the development of mechanisms capable of focusing on long-range and
short-range needs.
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Certain specific research needs must be addressed. There is much work to be done
in determining the nature of the "third veriablikS" at Work which permits some children
to view large amounts of television violence with no apparent harmful effects and inclines
other children towards aggressive tendencies. Is television itself an important factor
in "predisposing" certain children toward aggression? Professor Albert Bandura, of
Stanford, who has done pioneering work on television and children, question!, the
assumption that the predisposition to aggression is limply an inherent "child quality."
The size of the "predisposed to aggression" group of children has not been explored.
Little is known about the effect of television on the very young whose "predispositions"
are still being shaped.

Even less is known about the ways violence can be portrayed for positive effect and
what, in Wilbur Schramm's words, could be "TV's moral equivalent of violence." There
is scanty but concrete evidence that entertainment television can be constructive. The
Surgeon General's Advisory Committee pointed to "the most striking finding" that young
viewers of Misterogers Neighborhood from families of low socioeconomic status tended
to become more cooperative, helpful and sharing in their daily relations With others.
High socioeconomic children showed no such response. Why the difference and what
it means for future programming remains to be explored.

What is the real potential of television? It not only offers but imposes on children
vicarious experience in no way comparable to that of earlier generations. As Dr. Ralph
Tyler, of the Social Science Research Council, commented: "In recent years we have
become alert to the importance of studying our environment In terms of its functions
and the balance among them. Television is an environment. How are its services being
prepared? What range of opportunities are there for children? Any environment that
represents for them so many hours a day deserves a research program with a broad
perspective not only in terms of ill effects but of the total need for vicarious
experience in growing up. We must begin to think about television as though we were
thinking about food or air or water."

Approaches to Public Policy

Throughout the long int.uiry, researchers and Committee members felt misgivings about
the policy implications of their work. They feel them anew now that Senator Pastore
has served notice that ho will seek testimony on this subject. No one wishes the federal
government to become the director of television programming. Few are attracted by
the notion that the behavioral scientists should prepare an overall design for the nation's
communications system. PlurMism is a matter of faith with most social scientists.

The clearest policy implication of the Surgeon General's Report is that the Congress
now has more than adequate justification for periodic review of what the television
industry is doing in children's programming and in the larger area of violent content
viewed by children. There is no requirement that a law be passed; indeed it would
be impossible to formulate a clear and sensible statute on the basis of present evidence.
The First Amendment to the Constitution should operate as a strong restraint in this
area of lawmaking.

The real question is whether the television industry can be made more sensitive and
self-conscious about its great responsibility. Given the evidence available, there is cause
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for concern, and good reason for demanding changes, At this stage of our experience
with television, werns Dr, Percy Tannenbaum, of the University of California at Berkeley,
"to do nothing is to do something,"

According to surveys, many of those who produce, program and sponsor television
programs including programs specifically designed for young audiences ars utterlyunaware of the social implications of those programs. Those who write programs forthe television industry are ignorant of the evidence already available about the effectson children. The comMunication gap between most television experts and child
development specialists is great. The burden should be on the industry to close thatgap.

One specific proposal was put forward at the conference In Palo Alto by Lloyd N.Morrlsett, President of the Markle Foundation, and Orville G. Brim, President of theRussell Sage Foundation. In Morrisett's words: "We are impressed by the need fortechniques to monitor on a continuing basis the amount and quality of violence ontelevision as a means of informing the public and allowing a more complete understandingof the problem. In suggesting an attack on this problem, we fully understand thecomplexity of the issue. It will be difficult to design sound measures of violence ontelevision and the first ones will undoubtedly be imperfect and need to be improvedover time. Despite this and other problems we believe the issue is important enough
to warrant immediate action."

The problem demands shared responsibility. Since television for American society isan environmental system, its beneficial use is not an activity to be left exclusively togovernment, industry, or individual citizens. To realize the potential benefits and avoidthe clear hazards television holds for our society, children need the help of parents.The television industry needs the advice of social scientists. And social science needsthe support of government.

Perhaps the most succinct conclusion was voiced by Meredith Wilson, Director of theCenter for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, who served as moderator ofthe Palo Alto meeting. Figuratively placing himseif in the Surgeon General's shoesas a witness before Senator Pastore, he declared: "The Report is couched in cautiouslanguage because these are scientists who must be responsible to their discipline. Itmay appear to se less to you than it does to me, I believe the Report confirmsthe folk wisdom that there is a causal relation between violence on TV and the behaviorof children in an anti-social way. I see this confirmation as being about as clear asa scientific group, given the time allowed them,could have given us. Nr±t only doestelevision incite violence in some who are predisposed to violence, but it is clear tome that violence on TV is a factor in determining this 'predisposition.' Under thesecircumstances, I am coming to you as a public agent, required to give my advice. Inmy judgment, violence is clearly dangerous enough to be called to the attention of
Congress, the industry, and the public. It merits attention and it requires constructiveaction "
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Senator PASTORE, I am afraid that we are in a little quandary as to
tomorrow's hearings. I know there are a lot of people interested who
might have to travel. The leadership told me that the Gravel Resolu-
tion would come up this afternoon, and it would be, disposed of tonight.
But then I heard there were five amendments to it, and there was a
possibility it might go over until tomorrow. If it goes over until tomor-
row, we could certainly hear witnesses at 10 :00 o'clock.

But on the other hand, if the Gravel Resolution is resolved tonight,
it means I would have to be on the floor to manage S. 3178 at 10 :80
tomorrow morning and that would mean we would have to call off
the hearing. So we will have to leave it this way.

If anybody is interested in knowing, please get in touch with Mr.
Zapple at 5 :30 this afternoon, and we will let you know whether the
hearing will be tomorrow or not.

('Whereupon, at 4 :08 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.)



THE SURGEON GENERAL'S REPORT BY THE SCIEN.
TIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION AND
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1972

U.S. SENATE,
CoanarrEE ON COMMERCE,

SUBCOMMUTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m. in room
5110, New Senate Office Building, Hon. John 0. Pastore (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pastore, Cannon, Pearson, Baker, and Cook.
Senator PASTORE. The hour of 10 having been reached, we will now

proceed.
Today the committee will hear the heads of the three networks, and

also the spokesman for the National Association of Broadcasters.
I want to say, as an introductory remark, that in the past 2 days,

I think we have reached the banks of the Rubicon. I hope with the
testimony that is adduced here today, we will be able to cross it and
achieve success.

Our first witness is Julian Goodman, president of NBC.
Mr. Goodman, we welcome you here and await with great anticipa-

tion your statement.

STATEMENT OF JULIAN GOODMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
BROADCASTING CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY HERMINO TRAVIESAS,

VICE PRESIDENT, DEPARTMENT OF BROADCAST STANDARDS

Mr. Goomor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Julian Goodman. I am president of the National Broad-

casting Co.
NBC welcomes the opportunity to participate in these hearings, and

to express our views on the subject 'before you. These hearings are,
in a way, a culmination of many years of searching by this committee,
by you, Senator Pastore, and by the broadcasting industry, for satis-
factory answers to questions about the influence of television entertain-
ment programs on human conduct.

With the report of the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee on Television and Social lkhavior, we now have more knowl-
edge than we have had before about the relationship between the view-
ing of violence on television and subsequent behavior, particularly of
children.

(177)
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It is not my intent to discuss the technical aspects of the report to
the Surgeon General, That is a task that is better left to research
specialists in the field who are far more qualified than I am to do
that,

I believe, however, it is proper to recognize that one of the main
conclusions of the report states that the "accumulated evidence does
not * * * warrant the eonclusion that televised violence has a uni-
formly adverse effect nor the conclusion that it has an adverse effect
on the majority of children,"

The report goes on to say that televised violence may, however,
stimulate aggressive behavior by some children, under some
circumstances,

We accept that fact, and it places a responsibility on us. Although
the extent of the causal relationship, the circumstances under which
it operates, the number end kinds of children that may be affected are
not yet understood, we meognize that pointing to these gaps in knowl-
edge is not the proper way of fulfilling our responsibility.

We should seek to learn more about the subject and, at the same
time, avoid programs flint could have undesirable effects on children.
That is what we have tried to do.

I want to emphasize that we have not waited for scientific evidence
on the subject you are considering. We have acted on the supposition
that certain kinds of violence in programing might be harmful and
therefore should be avoided.

We recognize,as the Surgeon General's report points out, that chil-
dren i's behavior s affected by many kinds of influences and television
may not be the most compelling of these. But that has not kept us
from seeking to remove program elwnents that could contribute to
antisocial behavior in children.

We have tried conscientiously to structure our children's program-
ing so as to eliminate violence which could be harmful to children.
We have also sought each season to introduce in our Saturday morn-
ing schedule programing that does not merely entertain, but will
contribute to the child's education and development.

We should not underestimate the creative challenge posed by this
objective. We can develop and schedule programs that we mighit re-
gard as beneficial for cluldren, but we cannot make them watch. A
proaram, however well-intended, that has no audience is worthless.

S% the task we face constantly is to fashion the program material
and techniques that will attract and appeal to children, that will not
expose them to material even potentially harmful, and that hopefully
will contribute aff rmatively to their growth.

We have not limited our attention to program improvement, but
have also recomnized a, rasponsibility to add to the existing know-
edge of how 'i:olevision and other influences can affect eruldren's
behavior.

In March, 1969, we committed NBC to an ambitious 5-year research
study on this subject. We could have preferred to develop research
findings more quickly. Our research specialists were convinced, how-
ever, that a principal gap in our knowledge called for research into
television's influence on children's behavior in real-life situations, over
a substantial period of timewhat the social scientists call a "lon-
gitudinal" study.
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This is one of the very types of studies specifically recommended
by the Surgeon General s report as an important approach for fur-
ther research. We began it 8 year ago,and it is now in mid-course. At
this stagee in our analysis, the prelnninary indications are consistent
with the general trend of the data in the Surgeon General's report.
We are confident that the completed study will add substantially to
scientific knowledge in this area.

We believe an accurate definition of the problem is essential to our
search for a solution. I do not think anyone argues that conflict, ex-
citement and confrontation should be eliminated from story-telling on
television, because they are basic to most drama. These elements must
be judged on the basis of their method of presentation, their meaning
and their purpose.

Statistical counts are not very helpful in getting at this question,
because they do not discriminate at all between different types of
conflict and their meaning and intent. We are all familiar with studies
that count up "violent actions" and develop statistics to show levels
and trends of violence in Wevision.

On that basis, and acceptable treatment of an infantry attack in a
World War II drama might produce a high "violence score," while
a single act of brutality in a, programwhich we would not accept
would produce a very low violence score.

For example, one of the studies mentioned in the Surgeon General's
report found NBC's fantasy comedy, "I Dream of Jeannie," to be
one of the most violent prolerams in the 1969 prime time schedule,
while another study found. ie'to be one of the least violent.

A. series about a gentle James Thurber character, "My World and
Welcome. To It," was also included in the list of violent programs
in one of the studies.

Tne "Walt Disney" programs had unspecified statistics laid against
it that would lead you to believe that it is a violent program. We think
it is not.

"Adam-12" has been a program highly commended for dealing with
police work in a positive and moral manner, yet it is classified as
violent by some studies.

I think we must be concerned about harmful depictions of violence
not with how often a, playful genie performs fantasy mischief, which
a statistical definition can interpret as viol3nce even though no viewer
saw it that way.

Our procedures for dealing with violence are organized and sys-
tematic. They are administered primarily by our Broadcast Standards
Department, headed by NBC Vice President Herminio Traviesas. The
department's work on programs starts with the concept and story
outline. and follows the production process through each step.

Mr. Traviesas is here with me, and will speak in more detail about
our broadcast standurds and how we apply them, but I would like to
sketch briefly our general approach and philosophy.

1Ve recognize, as I have said, that conflict is a part of almost all
drama. The real question for us is not to condemn all action and
conflict, but to present these elements in a, way that does not glorify
violence ; does not treat it. as an acceptable solution to human problems ;
does not pmsent it in a brutal or disturbing fashion ; and does not
use it for shock effect.
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Every season, in addition we turn down program submissions oroffers of movies because we believe they are inherently too violent, intheme and treatment, to meetour standards.
Of course, all of this effort involves human judgments. At NBC,these judgments are made by experienced, conscientious people whotake our standards seriously anti try to carry out their spirt and

p u rp Goes .

aildren's programming has been a matter of particular concern to
NBC, and one to which we have devoted considerable attentici8 ti,ad
effoit.

Beginning in 1968, we undertook a major overhaul of the Saturday
morning network schedule, which consists entirely of children's pro-
grams. We started by replacing those children's programs that seemed
to emphasize conflict and jeopardy with series emphasizing fantasy
and natural history.

During the 197041 season_, we continued to upgrade the quality of
children's programming with the addition of informational elementswithin entertainment frameworks. Our present 197142 Saturdaymorning schedule represents a further upgrading in content with theaddition of such programs as "Take A Giant Step."

Our children's schedule for next fall continues along this line, with
specials as well as regular series that combine appeal and worthwhile
content.

We have also developed a daytime series, five days a week, as aservice to stations. It is an instructional program for pre-school chil-
dren and their parents, called "Watch Your Child/The IVIe Too Show."
The series is now carried on NBCs five owned television stations, and
it is offered to all of our affiliated stations.

All this has been at substantial cost to NBC, both in terms of invest-
ments in new programming and terms of diminishing sales revenues.

I want to summarize by emphasizing that at NBC, we do recognize
thb influence of our medium on American life, on children and adults
alike. We do not assume this influence to be flawless. We have always
acknowledged room for improvement, and we seek to operate in the
best interests of the public. We will continue to do so.

Mr. Chairman, may I just add that I noted with great interest the
remarks of Chairman Burch yesterday, in which he said that joint
consultation is essential among broadcasters generally, and offered to
act as a catalytic agent to make that consensus possible.

I would just like to add my endorsement to that, and our willingness
to cooperate in any way to make that dialogue possible.

Senator PASTORE. We went a step further than that, Mr. Goodman.
He was critical. I think he took a very strong position that violence
is being overdone on television. There is no question about that, either.
Now, we had the Surgeon General come before our committee and
this is exactly what he said, "While the committee report is carefully
phrased and qualified in language acceptable to social scientists, it is
clear to me that the causal relationship between televised violence and
antisocial behavior is sufficient to warrant appropriate and immediate
remedial action.

"The data on social phenomena, such as television violence and/or
aggressive behavior, will never be clear enough for all social scientists
to agree on the formulation of succinct statements of causality. But
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there comes a time when the data are sufficient to justify action. That
time has come."

Now we had before us most of the members of the Advisory Com-
mittee. We had Dr. Mendelsohn, Dr. Coffin who represents NBC.
We had a Dr. Siegel, a fine lady who came before the Committee. We
had Dr. Pool ; we had Dr. Klapper; we had Dr. Cisin ; we had prac-
tically all of the members here. And when I confronted them with
the question of whether or not they agreed with the Surgeon General
that something needs to be done and right now, even Dr. Coffin agreed.
And he is your man.

Now as I read your presentation here today, Mr. Goodmanfrankly
I can understand why it would be written this way by the President of
NBCI realize you 'have been trying, there is no question about that.
But I believe from what I have heard here in the last two days that
there is a lot of room for improvement and it ought to start pretty
quickly.

I would hope that rather than fancy words being batted back and
forth, that somehow reasonable peopleafter all, you do have a tre-
mendous interest in this communication areaI would hope you
people would sit down with the members of the FCC and possibly with
the members of this Committee and see if we can't do something that
is effective, so that public apprehension can be quietpd. We allicnow
that violence is part of life; you can't eliminate all of it. It all dewds,
as I said before, on how you portray it, how you depict it. The Report
goes so far as to say that many, many times the rating goes up with
the volume of violence.

Now the big question that arises here is violence being instituted in
order to promote better ratings ? Is it being done for profit? Is it being
done juSt for the sake of making it more attrptive to some viewers?

The fact is that television goes into 96 percent of all of the homes in
America ; it is part of American life. It is so good, you use it to sell
products. It is good because of the profit that you make. And because
it can sell so easily, it can sell a bad idea the same way it can sell
a good idea. I think we all agree to that.

I am saying to you, Mr. Goodman, no one is going to push NBC
around ; no one is going to begin to twist your arm as .904110 of these
trade newspapers have 'been saying. I haven't tried to scare anybody,
frighten anybody, or abuse anybody.

I think we are all reasonable people. I think something needs to be
done. And I would hope the represvntatives of the time networks
today wodld end up by saying, "Senator Pastore, we have read this
Report ; we have looked at it and followed the progress of the hearings,
and we are going to take a hard look at this and do something about
it." That would make us all feel a lot better.

Mr. GOODMAN. I will be glad to say that, Senator.
Senator PAsrom. You don't say that in your statement. You say,

"Well, we have been trying; we are going to keep or trying." T want
something a little more positive than that.

And fundamentally, let's face it, this committee, this Congress, no
one can censor programing. No one can impinge upon the freedom of
speech under the First amendment and no one proposes to do it. If
this job is going to be done, and done right, it has to start right in your

1 1-t;".-
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shop. Because that is where programs originate. Once in a while Tou
will have to forget what the profit is going to be, or what the viewing
rating is going to be, and do something that in the long runthat will
be for the public good. The only trouble is unless all the networks
do it together, there will be an imbalance competitively. I understand
that.

The point today is when one network has a good program the other
networks come along with. the same kind of program almoSt at the
same time. And then, of course, when you still can't compete succogs-
fully, an X-rated picture goes in that time slot.

I am wondering here what this challenge of competition really is.
And whether or not we have now resigned ourselves so that the primary
force has become profit and no longer public service. I am not ready
to reach that conclusion. But I would hope that there would be a, spirit
of cooperation here today on the part of the heads of the network, and
also on the part of the National Broadcasting Association.

I will tell you very frankly, Mr. Goodman, if you read the testimony
of the members of that scientific committee who were here, you get a
different tone than you get from reading the report. As we listened to
each one, including_ even your representative, including the scientific
representative of CBS, Dr. Klapper, you get a better insight as to what
we are up againit.

All we are talking about here is restraint and moderation. We are
not talking about making these proFrams unattractive and. bland.
Bland is the word Variety used. It said we are trying to make every-
thing bland. That is a lot of bla,h to me.

Mr. GOODMAN. Senator, may I comment on what you have said?
Senator PASTORE. Yes.
Mr. GOODMAN. Or course, we agree with you that the time for action

has come. And, of course, we um Willing to cooperate in any way to-
gether with the rest of the industry. I think one of the points I tried
to make, perhaps ineffectively, in my statement was that when I testi-
fied before you several years ago, I said we were going to make im-
provements in reducing the depiction of violence on the air. We have.
made those improvements. We have made them conscientiously and
somehow we have been poor advocates of our own cause and we don't
have, I think, enough recognition or understanding of the facts that
those improvements have been made. I think perhaps one of the most
important things that was said here yesterday was by Chairman B arch
when he said a uniform consensus, a joint consensus all broadcasters,
not just the three networks, but all elements of the broadcasting in-
dustry, the syndicators, the production people, everybody involved,
should get together and begin talking about t'his.

Because it is forgotten, I think, sometimes, that the competition
which causes some of the things we don't like also made possible great
broadcasting facilities that can reach more people simultaneously
than any otrier medium in history and that has brought us (rood cover-
age of sports, Olympics, many of the things we do like. ''Sometimes
when it presents things that need a little editing, we welcome. the op-
portunities that Chairman Burch offered us yesterday to start talk-
ing together.

We are competitive ; we. no more can reach an agreement on some-
thing to do under our competitive system than the major car manufac-
turers can agree to paint all of their cars the same color.
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Senator PASTORE. I like your extemporaneous remarks better than
your prepared statement. Senator Cannon.

Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, I want to say.
I completely agree and associate myself with the remarks of our dis-
tinguished chairman here. It seems to me you have madeif I may
describe i this waya very nice little statement, but it didn't say
much. First you say there were uncertainties in the report and we all
recognize that, but there definitely were some certainties in the report.

You say that we should seek to learn more. And I don't think anyone
would disagree with that. But the point is, we are trying to deal with
the problem that is here upon us now, and we need some action at this
time. You say that you already screen your programs. Well, it is
evident at this point that the screening is not adequate, because we still
have the problem with us, and it is a very serious one.

You point out we need further research and you are doing that, and
you are in midcourse in your research. Yet you say that you have
been carrying this research on for 3 years now. So if you are in mid-
course, I presume that you would havetyour research completed in
:3 years. Therefore, in 3 years from now we can decide what ought
to be dope. That, to me is not enough at this time.

Now you also say that "Mr. Traviesas will describe our broadcast
standards and how we apply them." Well, that is well and good. I am
willing to listen to how you apply your broadcast standards. But again
I say it is evident that the broadcast standards you apply now are not
adequate and are not working satisfactorily. 'You do say that you
recognize the influence and will continue to seek improvements. Well,
if we continue to seek improvements at the rate we have sought
improvements up to this point, then I think my conclusion would be
that we are not going to get the job done.

So we need to do something affirmatively and specifically and do it
now. Not wait until 3 years from now for the completion of an-
other study. I thii . this subject has been pretty well studied to death,
as someone pointed out earlier in the testimony.

Now you may respond, sir. I recognize that is not a question.
Mr. GOODMAN. That is all right. I am glad to respond to it. I pointed

out in my statement that we had not waited for the research to be com-
pleted before taking positive and affirmative steps to reduce the un-
lit cessary violence. The broadcasting business is a very large one, cov-
ering a large number of companies and stations. I can speak only for
NBC. I know in my heart that we have done a good job in reducing
the amount of violence on the air and the way it is done.

As Senator Pastore said yesterday, it is the way it is done, not the
number of points you add up in the. total sum of violent acts of one
kind or another, thunderstorms, and so forth, over the whole schedule.
It is the way it is done. I know in my heart Mr. Traviesas and his
people have done a good job in reducing that on NBC. Our study is
just to add to the sum tot al of our knowledge, and it is not one that we.
expeet to finish before taking further vigorous and affirmative action
in this field.

Senator CANNON. Well, thank you. I can only say that I hope you
dl take more vigorous action and more. affirmative action to try to

oet qt. this very serious problem."
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator PAErronE. Senator Baker?
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goodman, we heard suggestions from previous witnesses that it

might be appropriate and productive to have a private, nonprofit
foundation established to monitor and rate television programs parti-
cularly fo.. that segment of the viewing population which is young
and without appropriate parental guidance.

I would be very happy to have your views on the probable effective-
ness of such an arrangement and any further views you might have on
how it might be structured and designed.

Mr. GOODMAN. Well, a nmnber of ideas have been expressed here the
past few days, Senator, about ways we could get at this point and
that system was one of them. I think we should all consider with an
open mind, all of the things that have been brought up here and the
rating system you mentioned is one of them.

Without closing my mind to it, I have some doubts. I think it has
some weaknesses, because the children are not always attended by
parents, and it is quite possible that a rating might attract them to
look at something they should not look at rather than turn them away
from it. We can't make sure that every television set is attended by a
parent.

Senator BAKER. What you are saying is while it might be a good
idea to have a rating system, that doesn't do the whole job.

Mr. GOODMAN. It doesn't come close to doing the whole job. I think
we should examine exactly how it would work and see whether it
would work as a favorable on unfavorable part of what we are trying
to do.

Senator BAKER. That is probably so, but I don't really believe that is
an argument against it. The fact it doesn't do the whole job is no
argument for not doing as much as we can.

Do you or do you not have any opposition to a voluntary, nonprofit
rating structure of some sort being created and operated by the net-
works themselves and not by a governmental agency ?

Mr. GOODMAN. I would have no objection to the principle, Senator.
I think we should examine in detail how it would work before we sit
here and give a snap judgment and say yes, that is the thing that will
answer the question before us. I would like to examine it further in
detail.

Senator BAKER. In that same connection, the NAB Code, it seems to
me, is designed to accommodate this problem in part as well.

While it may not be as accurately focused on the problem of violence
as it affects children, the NAB Code directs itself toward program con-
tent and program format. Do you think that that might offer some
technique for monitoring the violent episodes that dominate some TV
presentations? Should strengthening of the Code itself be, considered?

Mr. GOODMAN. Yes, it is a good Code, although I think we can stand
to review it. I think it, is the Code that is the main avenue to follow in
order to explore further ways of doing this. This is a good possibility,
the NAB Code.

Mr. Wasilewski will testify later this morning before the Committee.
Senator BAKM:. Does the NAB now have any provision, for pre-

soreening of programs to determine their contients, or does the NAB
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function entirely on the basis of program descriptions supplied by the
originators V

Mr. GOODMAN. Senator, I wonder if Mr. Traviesas could answer
that.

Mr. TRAVIESAS. At the present time we review with the NAB Code
authority all new pilots that come up for the next season. They have a
continuing survey through their monitoring system of the shows that
are on the air and periodically they will call us or write us a letter
about specific shows and we review that with them at our studios in
New York.

Senator BAKER. So in effect you do he--3 a prescreening system un-
der the NAB procedure for the pilot by' dot the ongoing program.

Mr. TRAVIESAS. That is right.
Mr. GOODMAN. But the mechanism exists.
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PASTORE. Mr. Cook
Senator COOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Goodman, T don't have any questions except to say that I really

don't have that, much criticism relative to your statement, because
think the other statements will be the same. And I think of necessity
maybe they have to be at this stage of the game.

am amazed at how short, a time some of us can be in Congress and
forget about the tremendous competitiveness that has to exist between
three major networks in the United States, and in regard to that com-
petitiveness, what, is required to get viewer attention. And to the ex-
tent that we are now saying to you that somehow or other something
must be done. The conduit for doing this can only be us. As a matter of
fact, if you and your fellow presidents at ABC and CBS got together
and decided how you were going to do this, maybe the Justice Depart-
ment would have to take Mlle action. And the Justice Department
would have to say somehow or other there was a great conspiracy go-
ing on between the respective networks in the United States and
therefore it has to be stopped.

I think the thing that bothers me is I am not really sure what kind
of guidelines are ever going to come from a hearing room atmosphere
of this kind. The guidelines are, really going to coma when this Com-
mittee says to the networks we want to lend to you our aid and assist-
ance, we want to have a series of meetings, we want to sit around the
table and we want to come up with some standards. It is not going
to do any good for us to portrayI don't know which network you
will appear on tc,night, whether you appear on your own. Maybe if you
(ret chewed up real good, you will appear on somebody else's. But this
is not going to solve the. problem. As a matter of fact, I hope after these
hearings are over and the meetings that will be required that we
will not come out of these hearings with an antagonistic attitude
toward each other. Because it is conceivable that this could happen and
it would be unfortunate.

So I candidly say to you that you did speak for your corporation
and I don't have the criticisms that my fellow members of the Cominit-
tee had. Maybe the criticism really that I would have would be that
maybe we should have sat down some time ago when this eeport first
came out and had our around the hible meetings relative to some
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auidelines and then after we (lune up with those guidelines, we, as thatd'-riving force, to see t.o it that it was done, then we hold these hear-ings and then we could talk logically with each other, having under-stood the industry problems that you face and that your competitorsfat% and the problems that we face and then come in here with somesemblance of a conclusion rather than a situation that may result inantaomism that will make it harder to get these things accomplished.
GOODMAN. I don't }MVO antagonism, Senator, about these hear-ings or what might result from them I have only perhaps a sense offrustration that we have not been able to put across the points thatwe have made sonic progress already and are continuing to make that

progress. An example of that is over the past few years NBC, begin-ning in about 1968 or '69, when Senator Pastore, I iast testified beforeyou, we went back and we were. beginningthen to make chanwes inour children's schedule on Saturday morning progressively a takeout
Senator PASTORE. Dc you remember what you said to me, Mr. Good-man.? You said "I have a little boy who is the most precious thing Ihave in life. And when looked at one of our program on Saturdaymorning, I was appalled. And I thought that, something should bedone about it and something will be done about it."
That is all we ever asked.
Mr. GOODMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator PASTORE. If we hadn't started this, in all probability youmight not have looked at that Saturday morning program. That is thepoint I am making here. I think through the cooperation of the net-works, and I want to say to my friend from Kentucky that when Imade my opening statement I said I want to do this without acrimony,there will be no incrimination. I made that clear.
We are not fighting one another hero. 'We are trying to promote thepublic interest. If it is true that excessive violence. on television doesaffect the aggressive. nature and behavior of young people, we oughtto know it. And I think it ought to take precedence over profit andcompetition if that is the, case. The way we handle the ecology.
M.r. tioonmitx. We have accepted that fact, Senator, and the point Iwas making when I testified before you at that time was that we hadalready recognized that, and that I was concerned, because I was andstill am a family man, and that young man is a little older now, but heis still my favorite adviser on programs such as these. and I do know

we have taken affirmative steps to bring about, what I said we. would.I also know that those steps ha ve. reduced the. viewing audience; onNBC since 1969 to the end of last year, by 50 percent winch obviouslyhas to have an effect on our reNTMWS.
If that kind Of leadership we have tried to put across cannot berecognized, there is small incentive for us to do more. I think it was

President. -Roosevelt who said the. only thing about being a leader is tolook Imek and tind nobody bellind ,you.
senator PASTORE. And that is what. we are tuing to do.
Any further questions?
I want. to thank you very much. It is al ,vays a pleasure to have you.r, G ()owl Thitnk you, Senator.
Would you like Mr. Traxiesas now to nmke his statement.?

llat01 PASTORE. 'I'M I think that Mr. Tro viesas should he allowedto speak.

4
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Mr. Tit AvinsAs. 1Vly name is Herminio Traviesas. For the last three
Years 11 Imve been vice president in charge of NBC's Depaitment of
Broadcast Standards. For nearly two years prior to that, I was NBC's
DireAtor of Broadcast Standweds, West Coast. My experience in radio
and television encompisses approximately thirty-five years, and it
includes service as -vice president of one the the largest advertising
ageiwies, in charge of its Program Departmen.

First, it should be understood that the Broadcast Standards De-
partment works with the NBC Program Department, which is respcm-
sible for the creative aspects of our entertaimnent sclwdule. Most
entertainment progiams are supplied to NBC by independent pro-
ducing orga n izations.

At NBC, the Program Department reports to Mr. Don Durgin,
president. of the. Network Division. The Department of Broadcast,
Standards, however, reports independently to corporate management.
Thus, within NBC, two separate departments, in separate reporting
lines, are responsible for maintaining program standards.

All entertainment programs, whether on film or tape, as well as
cominercial amiouncements, are reviewed by Broadcast Standards edi-
tors, and, when appropriate, by their supervisors, to make certain the
programs comply with established company and industr, pohcws.
These policies are reviewed regularly and revised according to current
circumstances, or whenever new knowledge is gained from consultants
in the field of psychology. For instance, one such revision, resulting
in more rigorous sulNeillance of our action shows came after the na-
tional tragedies of the Spring of 1968.

The Broadcast, Standards staff, located in New York and Burbank,
Calif., consists of 34 people. Each editor in the department's pro-
gram unit is assigned to one or more. shows. It is his responsibility to
make judgments throughout the entire production processstaiting
with the program outline; then going to the original script and its sev-
eral revisions; then the rough cut of the film or tape, and, finally the
completed production ready for broadcast. All along the line, he keeps
in constant. communication with the producer about any problem in
the area of Broadcast Standards concern, and requires revisions and
deletions where necessary. The NBC representatie and the produc-
tion p2ople togei:her seek creative solutions that will meet the prob-
lems and still preserve the dramatic value of the program.

Throughout the process the Broadcast. Standards editor coordinates
his evaluations and observations with his counterpart in the Program
Department, who is also in communication with the producer on cre-
ative and production matters.

Whenever there is special concern about how a scene might be di-
rected, requiring review of the material as it is being filmed, an editor
is present on the set either in the Hollywood area or on location.

If the program under surveillance centers on physical action, addi-
tional revieW procedures are followed.

After the Broadcast- Standards editor and his Program Manager
counterpart. conTare their observations, a, meeting is held with the
Vice President. of Program Production and the Director of Broadcast
Standards.

The. meeting follows somewhat formalized procedures. The editor
describes the reasons for his concern, and the program manager sug-
(rests how the action scene ( be modified for acceptability. The, . might.

76-894 - 13
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heads of the departments then ask questions. If in their judgiaaent the
violent scenes are not handled properly they are not approved, and the
producer is advised accordingly.

At times scripts or outlines are submitted whose themes are such
that no amount of correction can make them acceptable according to
NBC standards. When this happens, we inunediately notify the pro-
ducer of our disapproval.

here have been other occasions when a script, after careful review,
scorns acceptable, but the rough-eut film, when sereened, treats sequences
in a way which is objectionable and which we could not have an-
ticipated from the script itself. I recall a ease, some years ago, when
this very problem arose. In that case, we were prepared to shelve the
whole film, but because this story was an interesting one and.the per-
formances were excellent., we found ways of completely revismg the
objectionable sequences, even down to replacing the musical score, so
that the result was wholly acceptable. Since then, we have learned to
establish very clear understandings, at the script stage, of just how
the material will be played. And even then, we are careful to judge
the film in terms of its actual treatment, and request changes at that
stage if they are necessary to meet our standards.

In addition to our own broadcast standards procedures, as soon as
our fall schedule is set, I review with the director of the NAB Code
Authority the format of each new series. He then requests a review of
the pilot of any program with which he is not familiar, as some of
the pilots have already been telecast as an episode of a current series.
After his review, the code authority advises us of any code concern
that it might have.

In addition, the code authority through its regular monitoring
procedures periodically discusses with us individual episodes that have
been telecast. These comments are then passed along to our editors and
in turn the producers.

In the area of feature films produced originally for theatrical re-
lease, NBC has reviewed 817 features since Septenibe2 1961. Of these,
139 have been completely rejected because they were believed to be un-
suitable for television.

Of the latter group, 47 were rejected primarily because of violence.
I believe it is an interesting index of the conservatism of television in
relation to motion pictures that one of these had a motion picture in-
dustry rating of "G" suitable. for all family viewing.

When a film is acceptable in general theme and treatment, but con-
thins objectionable sequences that can be removed without impairing
the overall work, we work with the program supplier to try making the
film acceptable under our standards by editing out the objectionable
material. Since the fall of 1969 we have edited over 40 films, to remove
s,ich materials, and with these edits we have been able to accept them.

Senator BAKER. What ratings have these films had that you edited,
or did they have ratings?

Mr. TRAVIESAS. We haven't come to that problem. We have not had
ratings. The "R" and "X" rated movies, very few of them have been
submitted to us. There was one "R" movie just recently submitted to
us which we originally felt could not be accepted. We turned the
problem over to the producers. They mine to see us with their editors,
reviewed with me all of! the problems. came back to us, and did a
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magnificent job of set editing, editing out everything and still pre-
serving thti -Otitents.

Senator Bmum Have you shown that program?
Mr. TRAVIESAS. Ne, We have not.
Senator 13AT:En. What I am driving at is the question of whether

or not you euit these things and them how you advertise them. I think
particularly of one instance where there was an "X" rated movie that
was edited to take out the presumably "X" rated material but it has
been called to my attention the pulilicity still advertised an
rated movie.

Mr. GOODMAN. If I may interject on that, I cannot conceive of cir-
cumstances under which we would carry an "X" rated movie. But even
if we were to, we would certainly not advertise it in any way that
would entice people to look at for that reason.

Senator BAKER. That is a very welcome addition to the record, Mr.
Goodman. Thank you.

Mr. TaAvirsAs. 'I'o make certain that all outside producers who
supply pyograms for our schedule. understand our coneern and attitude
in applying NBC program standards, we hold meetings before produc-
tion of a new season begins with as many of the outside procluction
staffs as possible. I have conducted these meetings for the last three
years, and each time I have stressed our continuing concern about any
portrayal of violence and the ways we approach the problems of dra-
matic conflict. In general, we have found the program suppliers co-
operative, and they recognize that it is not our intention to hinder
valid areas of expression by creative people.

The task of the Broadcast Stanclards Department is a sensative
one and in an era of rapid social change, the job becomes more
difficul t..

I might add that I have attended all of these meetings, and I am
now scheduled to go out the second week of April to talk to the pro-
ducers, And what I have learned here has been very, very good for
me in telling the producers what the problem is.

Senator PASTORE. I am very happy to hear you say that. What role
does Dr. Coffin play in all of this? Does he play a role in this? Or is he
in. a. separate shop?

Mr, TRAVIESAS. Dr. Coffin brings to our attention special psycholo-
gists, for instance. I rembember after '68, Cy Lesser, who is not a
psycnologist, but a. teacher at Amherst, came and prepared a paper
for us for guidelines. And we took Mr. Lesser to the west coast and
discussed his guidelines and we established those as our background
for bow we were to survey the various action shows.

We also have had, ta:lks with Dr. Politsky. In other words, Dr.
Coffin feeds us material.

Senator PASTORE. I want it. clearly understood that no one wants
to put. the television industry ollt of business. I can understand the
consternation that is prevalent throughout the country. But all we
are talking about. here, is a little bit of restraint, undoing the abuse
and undoing the overkill, that is about. the size of it all.

I think as you have said, if we lmve impressed you, so you will go
back with a different attitude and different spirit, that. in itself has
justifie.d these lwarings. That is primarily what. we. are trying to ac.-
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complish. No one wants to shackle the industry in such a way thatit can't be productive and entertain the American people, No one wantsthat at all.
But the point is, I think the report is clear. I mean you can dancearound it anyway you want, but essentially the central point of thereport is that there is a casual effect. Not aU children, not everybodyis affected in the same way, But even if it means a small number, andwhen we say a small 'lumber in a society of 200 million.people, it is alarge number, a large number. We are not interested in percentageshere, we are interested in people. I don't think the industry wants topurposefully harm American minds, especially those of children. Irealize that. 13ut sometimes we get lost in this competiveness, and weseem to forget some important things. That is a human frailty. Weare all guilty of it.
All we are trying to do here is generate more awareness as to whatthe problem is. We do get mail. We will have mothers come in andtestify as to how they feel about the matter. We didn't invent this.We started this, as Mr. Goodman knows, a long, long time ago. Ithink we have made progress. I don't think we have reached the end ofthe line, however.
I think, myself, if we try harder we can do a much better job. Thatis all we are trying to do.
Any further questions of this witness?
(No response.)
Senator PASTORE. Thankyou very much. Mr. John Schneider.I think this is your first appearence .as president before this com-mittee, is that right, Mr. Schneider ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. SCHNEIDER, PRESIDENT, CBS/BROAD-
CAST GROUP, COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PAsTonn. We welcome you.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of this committee : My name is JackSchneider, and I am president of the CBS/Broadcast Group. I wel-come this opportunity to appear here today to explore the issuesraised by the report, "Television and Growing Up : 'The Impact of

Televised Violence," issued by the Surgeon General's Scientific Ad-visory Committee on television and social behavior.
As President of the CBS/Broadcast Group, I would also like tooutline for this committee the views of CBS regarding our responsi-bilities in this area.
Since the publication of the report, there has been much discussionand debate about its conclusions and findings. Notwithstanding thatdebate, I hope that we can all agree that we know more today abouttelevision vic mca than we did on March 5, 1969, when you requestedthat the Surgeon General initiate this study.
Indeed, Mr. Chairman, I believe the report goes far to provide thepublic with a better perspective with which to consider the issuespresented by portrayals of violence on television.
I have studied the report. It tells me that anyone seeking easyanswers to questions about tho effects on society of the portrayal of
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violence on television will be disappointed. The report says four things
whiOh I believe clearly present the complexity of the social issues
facing us today

First, there are preliminary and tentative indications of e. causal
relationship between viewing violence and aggressive behavior, and
indications that this relationship holds only for some children who
are already predisposed to be aggressive, and only in some environ-
mental contexts.

Second, in quantifying possible causes of violence in our society, the
available evidence suggests that the viewing by children of violent
television is of small effect compared with many other possible causes,
such as parental attitudes or knowledge of and experience with the
real violence in our society.

Third, it is not clear what the net effect would be if broadcasters
simply changed the quantitative balance between violent and other
kinds of shows, since people hunt and choose the kinds of stimulus
material they wantand violent material is popular.

And, fourth, the sheer amount of television violence may be un-
important compared with how the medium treats violence.

The Advisory Committee has pointed the way to a more rational
consideration of the portrayal of violence on television. No responsible
body has suggested the elimination of all violence from television, for
we would then be talking about eliminating not only such mass enter-
tainment series as "Gunsmoke," "The FBI," and "Bonanza." from
television, but also such dramatic offerings as "The Six Wives of
Henry VIII," and indeed such children's classics as "Treasure Is-
hind," "The Wizard of Oz," and many others. And what would we
do with football and hockeynot to mention news reports from
Vietnam, and the recent fighting in Bangladesh ?

It is interesting to note that shortly after the Advisory Commit-
tee's report appeared, a BBC report on violence included an aide
memoire to its producers, which said in part

As such, violence has been present in drama from earliest times. It plays a
part in certain forms of sport. For political or personal ends, it is resorted
to daily in every country. And the natural violence of eruptions, floods and
earthquakes frequently eclipses man-made viole-we by .ts scale. To exclude
all scenes of violence from the television screen A-mid be to falsify the picture
of life presented to the viewer. A television service which bore no relation to
the viewer's own experience of the world would quickly lose his respect, and,
ultimately, his allegiance.

The Advisory Committee report notes that if nothing in our society
changed other than "changing the balance of television offerings,
people, to Nome degree, will seek out violent material."

Importantly, the report also states that "more drastic changes, such
as general censorship, would clearly have wide effects, but of many
kinds, and some of them distinctly undesirable."

Many of the Advisory Committee's findings are tentative and in-
deed offer no answers to many of the. questions we all have. regarding
how violent acts can be most acceptably portrayed. If social and es-
thetic reality suggests that portrayals of violence cannot and should
not he eliminated from television or any other art form, the question
still emains: I 'low should such portrayals be treated ?

I believe the greatest significance. must be attaehed to the following
statement of the Advisory Committee:
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The sheer amount of television violence may be unimportant compared withsuch subtle matters as what the medium says about it: Is it approved or dis-approved, committed by sympathetic or unsympathetic characters, shown to beeffective or not, punished or unpunished? Social science today cannot saywhich aspects of the portrayal of violence make a major difference or in whatway. It is entirely possible that some types of extensive portrayals of violencecould reduce the propensity to violence in society and that some types mightincrease ft. In our present state of knowledge, we are not able to specify what
kinds of violence portrayal will have what net result on society.

Informed guidance in this area would be invaluable. Perhaps, as
some suggest, violence should not be "sanitized"that is, violent por-
trayals should more explicitly show the direct and indirect effects of aviolent act. In a western drama, this might involve showing not onlythe gunfight, but prolonged scenes of the victim bleeding, as well asdepiction of the intense pain he suffers. Until now we have not feltit wise to emphasize these elements.

Yet, in light of the questions posed by the, Advisory Committee,
it would seem clear that informed social policy demanas that ve at-tempt to find answers to these and other questions.

. Senator PASTORE. You are not suggesting, are you, sir, that the
Advisory Committee Report suggests we have more violence?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, sir, not more violence.
Senator PASTORE. I don't understand what that paragraph means,"Yet, in light of the questions posed by the Advisory Committee, it

would seem clear that informed social policy demands that we attamptto find answers to these and other questions." Are you saying some-
times it is better to have more violence.

Mr. SCHNEMER. No, sir. I believe the Surgeon General on Tuesday
addressed himself briefly to sanitization, the sanitizing of violence,
where we have been avoiding explicit violent acts on television, and
it was his position that we did not accurately present the horr- r as-
sociated with violent acts, and that if we shot the scene more explic-itly, it might develop an abhorrence for violence among elements of
our audience.

Senator PASTORE. I suppose it all depends on how you do that, too.
Mr. SCHNEIDL:t. I was addressing myself, Mr. Chairman, to the idea

that over the past few years, we have increasingly been, let me usethe trade term, sanitizing the portrayal of violence, making it less
explicit. e thought that was in good taste and the proper course ofaction to take.

Senator PASTORE. I read a story in the. newspaper not long agoof
course, we can't be responsible for every individual case, and I don'tstate it for that reasonthat a young boy who after looking at a TV
show went downstairs in the, cellar, and just to experiment, put a rope
on a beain and banged himself. Ho tried to imitate what. he saw on
the screen. So he stood on a chair and stumbled from the chair, and
hanged himself accidently. That is how he. was impressed with what
he saw. That doesn't mean every child will do the same thing, I know
that. But sometimes these impressions can be very vivid.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That is why, of course, I think the industry has
taken the. position that. we do not demonstrate explicit acts of violence
and the gore that. can be associated with them.

T thought. that it was important to state that there. was a body of
opinion that was critical of broadcasting for not showing the gory and
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explict acts of violence and the results, the agony and pain and suffer-
ing, because we had not shown the ugly effects. I introduce it only to
show the dileimna broadcasters frequently face as we go forward in
trying to use our best judgment to present an acceptable product.

Senator PASTORE. Yes.
Mr. SCIINEInn. If I may continue, sir.
Senator PAsTon. Yes, please.

SCIINEIMIL The programming issues I. have been discussing are,
of course, most sensitive during the early evening, when the audience
includes significant numbers of children and adults.

Much has been said about the need for prosocial programing on
television. Not. everyone will agree on a definition of "prosocial" con-
tent. Yet if what is meant is that programing should reflect such
human values as compassion and affection, and most importantly,
should exemphfy the nonaggressive solution of human problems
these values are currently reflected in many television programs today.
On CBS, these include such series as "My Three Sons," "The Dick
Van Dyke Show," and "Arnie." And over the years, there have been
numerous series and specials of this nature on CBS and the other
networks.

And yet we must also program for the adult viewer. In this regard,
I believe it not nil: essonable to recognize it parental responsibility to
control the viewing habits of children. If there are some parents who
will not exercise this responsibility, should this result in the elimina-
tion o" programing which adults in particular enjoy?

CBS also presents many programs specifically created for the
younger audience. This is particularly true of Saturday morning and
serves as one example of how wo are meeting our programing re-
sponsibilities for the younger viewers.

The 1966-67 television season included a heavy diet of animated
c`supcor hero" series on Satui lay mornings. By the 1969-70 season,
we started the phaseout of the super hero. That season, five new
Saturday morning programs were introduced.

And in 1970-71, the super hero was gone, and CBS introduced
Saturday morning informational programing for children. This
series, "In the Know," offered 3-minute encyclopedia minidocumen-
taries five times throug,hout the morning.

This season, the series has been succeeded by "In the News"---news
reports for children, br9adcast every Imlf hour.

Thus, from 8 :00 a.m. to 12 :30 p.m., we offer entertainment in a.ni-
mated form, with news reports every half hour. From 12 :30 p.m. to
1 :00 p.m., we. present "You Are There," a series of eyewitness his-
toric events produced for the young audience. CBS News correspond-
ent Walter Cronkite serves as the anchorman for the se.ries. From
1 :00 p.m. to 2 :00 pan.. CBS offers its award-winning series, "The CBS
Children's Film Festival," which includes rnotion pictures produced
all over the world for children.

In summary, we now have a 6-hour Saturday schedule that in-
cludes almost an hour of ne vs and information, a distinguished chi/-
diva's film, and the balance other entertainment l'or young viewers.

I lutve not lkted the total schedule of programs designed for chil-
dren broadcast. by CBS. but I believe this brief summary demonstrates
our efforts to improve the quality Of programc designed for children.
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Much has also been said in the advisory committee's report of the
need for research. CBS has not been unmmdful of this need, Since it
was founded in 1C32. the CBS Office of Social Research has committed
approximetely $1.5 million to research involving broadcasting and
society. T wo-thirds of this amountor about $1 millionhas been
devoted to research regarding television violence.

I would like to mention briefly two current projects, since they relate
to the advisory committee's report. One of the studies, by Dr. Stanley
Milgram, is summarized on pages 11 and 122 of the report.

Another interesting study that we are funding will hopefully pro-
vide information on a vast number of questions raised to date regard-
ing exposure to television violence. There are several pioneering fea-
tures in this study, including an attempt to measure the cumulative
effects of viewing violence over a 14-year period, from 1958 to 1972.
The study will also attempt to relate such effects to various types of
violence, such as punished and unpunished. The study will inquire not
only into aggressive or violent behavior, but also related attitudes re-
garding violence, such as callousness, apathy, tolerance, approval and
the like.

I do not know how successful this ambitious project will be. How-
ever, we have confidence in the investigator, Dr. 1Villiam Belson, who
is director of the Survey Research Centre, London School of Eco-
nomics. Dr. Belson is or has been a consultant to BBC and Scotland
Yard.

I bave cited these two projectswhich will cost CBS almost
$700,000to make clear that we, too, are seriously concerned with
the need to advance our knowledge through responsible research.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, CBS has long believed that because of
important First Amendment considerations, it ri ould be inappropriate
for the Government to intrude directly or indirectly into the pro/gram-
ing process. This freedom entails responsibilities on the part of broad-
casters. CBS accepts these responsibilities. We do not pledge to elimi-
nate all violence from television because we do not believe that to be
a desirable course. We pledge that as a result of the findings of the
advisory committee report the concerns of that report will play
and have already playeda significant decisional role in the number,
scheduling, and creative treatment of action-adventure material on
CBS.

Additionally, while much of what is presently broadcast by CBS
presents prosocial material, we will seek out suggestions from respon-
sible social scientists and other qualified pvrsons with regard to
emphasizing these values in our programing.

Because of the significance of television in our society, the matters we
discuss today take on great importance. I am well aware of the respon-
sible manner in which you and your colleagues have traditionally ap-
proached these questions. You have my assurance that we at CBS will
continue to carry out our responsibilities to thr. public.

Senator PASTORE. Could you tell us whit: the role of Dr. Klapper
is at CBS ?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. He is the head of the Office of Social Research and
as such he keeps track of the state of the art through all of academia,
all of the sources of social science research and brings the ftdings
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of those projects to our attention. He star current in his field and
advises us. He also supervises our commissioning of research and fol-
lows the progress of that research as it goes along.

Senator PASTORE. You were not here during the previous two days,
were you ?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir, I was here Tuesday morning.
Senator PASTORE. Now you will recall we had the members of the Ad-

visory Committee here. I mean your statement leans so much upon the
Advisory Report, and the interpretation yoa give it. I am not question-
ing your interpretation, blit there was a consensus that the Report was
rather conservative and cautious only because it had to be unanimous.
But the fact still remains that we heard from Dr. Lefkowitz who eon-
ducted a longitudinal study of this subject, taking children from the
third grade to 19 years of age. He started some years back, in 1955 I
think he said.

I raised the anestion that inasmuch as we had written the letter to the
Secretary of HEW only three years ago how was he in a position to
say what would happen to the child at the age of 19. That was cleared
up by him saying this was a study he and his associates who testified
here yesterday began many years before my request to the Secretary
of HEW.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I wasn't here yesterday, Iwas here Tuesday.
Senator PASTORE. He brought out the fact that there was a distinct

relationship. There was no question about it.
The only reason I bring that out is the fact that everyone keeps

leaning on this report. There are some people who feel that we ought
to have a review of this report, we ought to put it before the National
Academy of Science and let them look at the research work and
appraise it Whether or not that is going to be done, I won't get into
that at this moment.

But the fact still remains that I was very much impressed by these
individuals who appeared before this committee. And the tone was a
little different than reading the report. I read the report very care-
fully as you did and I came out with mixed feelings, I will tell you
that very frankly.

I kind of thought there were some inconsistencies. They kept empha-
sizing the words some, not most, not all. And that is not the question.

The question here is that this television goes into all of the homes
of America and the responsibility is to serve all the society of America.
And if we damage, say, 10 million youngsters out of 50 million
youngsters, that may be not a large percentage, but the fact still
remains that it represents 10 million human souls and it is our responsi-
bility to see they are not damaged.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I accept both statements.
Senator PASTORE. I received a letter from the Deputy Secretary of

the Treasury who wrote saying that it would be ironic if O'Hara
were knocked off thg air, a program being sponsored by CBS.

I asked him where lie got this nonsense. He. said lie called up some-
body at CBS and they told him because Senator Pastore is holding
these hearings, in anticipation of these hearings, we will cancel this
program.

Is that true?
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. NO, air.
Senator PASTORIO. It is not true, is it I
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, sir. Obviously I read yesterday:6 transcript and

did anticipate you would bring up the subject as you indicated yester-
day you would

With your permission I would late to read a brief statement to that
effect.

Senator PAsTons. Please.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
I have read that part of the transcript of yesterday's hearhig which

contains the letter sent to you by Mr. Rossides concerning "O'Hara,
U.S. Treasury Agent,"

I have also discussed the contents of this letter with Robert D. Wood,
President of the CBS Television Network, who talked to Mr. Rossides
about the series.

The facts are as follows: Approximately 8 weeks ago Mr.
Rossides telephoned Mr. Wood, and m the course of an extended tele-
phone conversation., urged him to continue the series in the 197248
schedule for the CBS Television Network. Mr. Wood responded by
outlining the problems CBS faced in renewing "O'Hara," including
the somewhat clisappointing audience level achieved by the series, the
large number of new programs then under consideration, and the
conclusions contained in the Advisory Committee's report.

In this regard, Mr. Wood referred to the hearings scheduled before
this subcommittee which would take up the report of the Advisory
Committee and in so doing identified you, Senator Pastore, as the
subcommittee's chairman.

Mr. Wood has told me that this was the only mention of your name,
to identify the Advisory Committee report: in a shorthami fashion,
as the report submitted to_your subcommittee. Mr. Wood did not
tell Mr. Rossides that "O'Hara" would be canceled because of the
hearings scheduled before this subcommittee but he did indicate the
chances for survival of the series into next season were not good.

Seilivtor PAsman. Because of what reason V
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I want to assure you that the decision now to renew

"O'Hara" was made in the normal course of our program decision
process and that neither you nor this subcommittee were referred to
as the reason for that decision either in the deliberations within CBS
or in Mr. Wood's telephone conversation with Mr. Rossides.

Senator PASTORE. In other words, if the decision was made at all,
it is because the viewing public or the rating has fallen down. Is
that so ?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Ratings are only one of the considerations.
Senator PASTORE. But these hearings had nothing to do with that

decision.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, sir, they do not.
Senator PASTORE. I want to dispel the idea that members of this

committee are frightening anybody or can do anything, not that
we could.

The point is we don't propose to do so.
We hold these hearings not to incriminate anyone, but to promote

the pubiic interest. That is our concern.
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Now, the questionyou are familiar with the testimony of Dean
Bureh before this committee; are you not, sir?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir.
Senator PASTORE. A.nd he made the suggestion that there ought to'

be more conversationswe don't want any violation of the antitrust
laws, or we don't want you to tell NBC the kind of show you are
contemplating. We don't want you to give away your trade secrets
to them. We imow that. We live in a competitive world. We, on this
committee, are as knowledgeable as anybody else as to the facts of
life and the facts of the business community. But that doesn't enter
into the picture at all.

This question of violence on televisior and the effect it has on children
and other people of course is a very important subject. I think it has
disturbed you as much as it has disturbed the members of this
committee.

Sometimes we have to look to experts to tell us what the limitations
might be. I, myself, in some instances, don't need scientific proof, I
think commonsense would be the answer. Mest of us know when
something is being abused, overdone,

As you say, we can't eliminate all the violence. But we are trying to
bring this down into a proper context. I think some improvement has
been made over the years because of hearings we have had before this
committee.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes; it has.
Senator PASTORE. After all, the American taxpayers paid more than

a million dollars to have this study made. It was made because there
was always the thqught in somebody's mind that there was no connec-
tion between televised violence and aggressive behavior.

I am the one who took the position, "Let's find out scientifically." We
did it on cigarette smoking. And I suggested that. it go to the Surgeon
General for the simple reason he undertook the study on cigarette
smoking, and he is the No. 1 health officer of the country. And he called
in a number of very distinguished people to sit on this Committee.

Now the oquestion arose as to. whether or not the broadcagting indus-
try should h.ave been given the power of veto. I think that was regret-
ful. I don't think it served much purpose, but the fact still remains I
was very much impressed when I asked your Dr. IClapper, and Dr. Cof-
fin, who represents NBC, how they felt about this, and 'both of them
agreed with the Surgeon General.

I think they were very fair in that regard, because after all if any-
one could accuse anyone of having a conflict of interest they could have
accused them. Yet they took the same position other members did.
They took a position that something needs to be done and it ought
to be done soon.

I would hope that Dean Burch will pursue his plan and I would
hope that you would cooperate with him because I think in the final
analysis there has got to be self-restraint in the industry. Like you
pointed out, vie are shackled by the first amendment in a sense that
we cannot interfere or impinge upon free speech and nobody wants
to do it.

And the Commission is limited under the Communications Act of
1934 so that it cannot dictate programing and we don't propose to do

I.
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that. All we are asking for here is a reasonable attitude toward this
very important subject by men who aro considered to be mature men,
reasonable men, family men who have a tremendous responsibility in
this particular are& And I put3rou in that class, sir.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, Mt. Chairman I acc. lit that.
SenatOr PASTORE. Mr. Baker?
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I flnd the testimony thus

far very enlightening. It gives the subcommittee a better insight into
the attitude of the networks and their executive management as far
as children's programing is concerned, and vis-a-vis the Advisory
Committee report.

But in previous testimony I touched on another matter that dealt
indirectly with children's programing, but more directly with program
content and I mentioned it again this morning and that is this ques-
tion of rated movies.

Day before yesterday, on Tuesday, I asked _permission to, and the
Chairman permitted me to put in the record a letter from a dis-
tinguished theologian in Tennessee having to do with the attitude of
the Christian Life Commission on CBS screening of an X-rated movie.
The point that is made in that letter and in that resolution and in much
other correspondence and comment that I have had is that while there
was a sanitizing, so-called, of the X port,ions of "The Damned," it was
called to my attention that apparently the publicity Aor that pro-
graming still advertised it as an X-rated movie. That poses a real
dilemma for me.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. It poses a dilemma for me too, Senator.
Senator BAKER. That is in terms of what we can expect the net-

works to do in terms of policing their own efforts.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, Senator, we did not advertise "7 ',Ile Damned-

as an X-rated movie. There was no advertising that included any
movie rating of any kind. There were certainly newspaper articles
that indicated that it was an X-rated movie in its original theatrical
release form. That is not the form we acquired. We acquired this pic-
ture from Warner Brothers and at the time we took delivery on it,
already 23 minutes had been taken out of it. We took an adaitional
13 minutes out of it entailing 18 cuts. And it simply was nct an
X movie when we took delivery of it, we did not exploit it as an
X-rated movie, we did not advertise it. as an X-rated movie.

When we were through cutting it, it was suitable for television.
Senator BAKInt. How did this material get in the papers? What

release did CBS make of this material ? How did you promote the
showing of this or any of the others in the series of films that you
acquired in that package?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. We had press releases with which we would have
serviced the consumer and tradepress.

Senator BAKER. Do you have those press releases ?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Not with me.
Senator BAKER. Do you know whether they referred to the fact this

was an X-rated movie and you had cut 23 mnuites out of it t Was that
released to the press and put in the news release when you publicized
these films?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I don't at this point recall whether the press release
or the press releases regarding "The Damned" indicated the extent

r)iriori
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of the cutting, or how much had been cut out of it before we acquired
it from Warner Brothers.

Senator BAKER. I have here newspaper clippings, one I turn to now
is a rather extensive story on this and other films in that series to be
shown by CBS. The one I am lookin_g at is a byline by Jerry Corker
of the Miami Herald Newsday Wire. There are others.

I wonder; if you wou'i be amenable to supplying to the committee
for the record at this point any press releases that the network issued,
in conjunction with the acquisition or showing of this film

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, sir ; of course.
Senator BAKER. Would the. Chairman be agreeable to having that

included in the record
Senator PASTORE. Yes. As a matter of fact this is a subject I am

very much interested in. When I heard of it, I sent a steaming tele-
gram to Dr. Stanton ; and I got a steaming lAter back from him. And
then he got another one from me.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I am not privy to all that correspondence, Senator.
(The information follows :)

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.,
Washington, D.C., April if, 1972.

NICHOLAS A. ZAPPLE, Esq.
Staff Counsel, Committee on Commerce,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR, ZAPPLE : During Mr. Schneider's testimony before the Subcommittee
on Communications on March 28, questions were asked regarding CBS publicity
and promotional treatment of our showing of "The Damned." Specifically, Sen-
ator Baker asked Mr. Schneider if he would supply for the record "any press
releases that the network issued in connection with the acquisition or showing
of the film." Accordingly, enclosed herewith is the press and promotional material
(described more specifically below) which the CBS Television Network dis-
tributed in connection with "The Damned."

The package includes (1) three publicity releases sent to daily newspapers and
CBS affiliates, (2) an advance program log sent to newspapers and affiliates,'
(8) a glossy photo with caption sent to newspapers and affiliates, (4) a program
promotion kit for tlie CRS LATE MOVIE distributed to affiliates, (5) a tran-
script of the copy used in network on-the-air promotional announcements, (6) a
mailogram with suggested copy for locally originated announcements by our
affiliates, and (7) the February 26 issue of TV Guide which contains a CBS
advertisement for the film.

In none of this material was there any reference to the fact that "The Damned"
had a Motion Picture Association rating of "X" in its original theatrical release.
Promotional treatment of "The Damned" was comparable to that given other
films presented in THE CBS LATE MOVIE, a series which made its debut on
February 14.

Senator Baker also asked whether Robert. D. Wood, President of the CBS
Television Network, had replied to the editorial on WBTV Charlotte, N.C.,
which criticized CBS for showing "The Damned." Senator Baker asked Mr.
Schneider if he would submit Mr. Wood's reply.

At the time of his testimony, Mr. Schneider stated that he was not certain
whether Mr. Wood had decided to reply, but that if he did a copy of the reply
would be provided to the Committee. He has since taped a reply which was
broadcast by WRTV ; a transcript is enclosed.

Respectfully,
JOSEPH DEFRANCO,

General Attorney.

e Items 1 and 2 appear on pp. 203-216; items 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 have been placed in the com-
mittee files.
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Senator PASTORE. I know. But I am saying it, somebody can dispute
it if they want to. But I was very much pleased to read that Channel
9, your affiliate here in Washington, refused to show it and has taken
the position that they will never show a picture that has ever been so
classified.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. My position on this, Senator, is that we are not
going to try to accommodate the theatrical rating system, because
that is the rating that is given to that movie for theatrical exhibition.

We take movies from the major motion picture companies that
might have a GP rating, and they will nevertheless require editing
before they meet what we feel are acceptable broadcast standards.
There are levels of violence in GPs, levels of other things we find
necessary to edit out. If we can acquire a picture and edit it to make it
suitable for televisionthat is what we want to be responsible for,
what we broadcast, not what had previously been distributed and
exhibited in another form, in another medium and rated by others
who don't have broadcasting responsibility.

I simply don't take the position that once a movie is an X or R or
GP, it is that forever.

Senator PASTORE. That may be so. But has the creativity of the
industry become so bereft that they have to begin to sanitize X movies
in order to keep the program going. That is the big question. Natu-
rally there is always a certain color to an X movie, there are certain
people in our society who love to go and see things of that kind. Some-
times something that is not X is rated X just to draw a crowd.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. That may have been true years ago. I am not sure
it is today.

Senator PAsiroxia. Will you agree to this, that there is a distinction
between what you can see in a movie house and what should be shown
on the TV screen ?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, of course.
Senator PASTORE. Of course. That is the point we are making.
If people care to pay the additional price to go see an X movie that

is one thing, that is their privilege. I propose to do nothing to stcp
them or interfere with it. That is their pleasure, let them enjoy it.
But I think it would be regrettable to see the same thing on the Tv
screen.

You say it has been sanitized. But the point is, it was characterized
as X at one tim% The minute you announce the title of the movie,
everybody knows it was an X-rated movie whether you say so or not.
There is no question at all. I have received telegrams from people at
home who say what is this? How far are we going? Finally after con-
sideration your affiliate refused to show it. And the position they took
was this, and you will be amused when I tell you. It had been sani-
tized so much that it was no longer a good picture anyway. And they
didn't care to show it.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Senator
,
if I nould turn back the clock, we wouldn't

have gotten involved with "The Damned," we wouldn't have gotten
involved with it as an X movie, or the idea that it was an X movie be-
cause it wasi 't an X movie when we acquired it.

Obviously I regret that the whole thing had to hoppen. But the point
is nevertheless that we will be responsible for what we broadcast.

Senator PASTORE. That is right.

ZC4
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. We had to edit "The Damned" to such an extent
that it probably wasn't asgood as it was intended to be. It was clearly
less attractive as a television movie_ presentation than we would have
liked it to be when we got through editing,

We may have engaged in some bad judgment in its acquisition, but
we did acquire it, we did broadcast it and. I stand behind the version
that was broadcast over CBS that night.

Senator PASTORE. The only thing I want to say is I think you made
one big mistake.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. You may be right.
Senator BAKER. The fact of the matter is The Damned still ran on

TV.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, it did.
Senator BAKER. I have a copy of an editorial on WBT, AMFM TV,

a CBS affiiliate in Charlotte, calling on you to respond,. or calling on
Mr. Robert Wood, president of the network to respond to their edi-
toria: criticizing the network for the showing of The Damned.

I wonder if you would be agreeable to submitting any reply CBS
made.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. I am not certain whether Mr. Wood has decided to
reply to that editorial or not, but in the event he does decide to reply
we will provide you with his reply.

(The material follows :)
MARCH 80, 1972.

A REPLY BY CBS TELEVISION NETWORK PRESIDENT ROBERT D. WOOD TO A WBTV,
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA, EDITORIAL

(Note : Mr. Wood's reply was broadcast on WBTV on Monday, March 27 at
0:50 PM, ET, and 11 :26 PM, ET, and on Tuesday, March 28 at 7 :40 AM, ET, and
12 :20 PM, ET.)

I am Robert D. Wood. As President of the CBS Television Network, I am here
to reply to the WBTV editorial which stated that the station would not present
THE CBS LATE MOVIE"The Damned"because it carried an X-rating when
shown in motion picture theaters.

CBS is fully prepared to be judged by what it actually puts on the air for
viewing on your television set.

On the other hand, we reject the notion that we should be judged on something
we did not put on the air.

And CBS did not present an X-rated movie. Nor did we ever exploit it as one.
"The Damned" in its original theatrical version was 2 hours and 90 minutes

long. As presented on the CBS Television Network, it ran 2 hours and 4 minutes.
With 80 minutes edited from the original version, all scenes which might be con-
sidered in questionable taste even for late night viewing were eliminated. By such
responfsible and exacting editing, this film became a move which conformed to the
Television Code of the National Association of Broadcastersa Code to which
both the CBS Television Network and WBTV subscribe.

But far more important issues are involved then the questions raised by this
particular film :

First, I don't believe broadcasters should ever delegate to outside groups
including a motion picture organizationthe decision about what feature films
we in television can or cannot put on the air. When we apply televioion stand-
ards, we find that even some G-rated films cannot be presented without editing;
just as we have discovered that this film was made completely acceptable with,
editing.

Secondly. I want to remove any misconception you may have gaimql that the
CBS Television Network is any less anxious that WBTV in maintaining taste and
decency when we are invited as a guest into your home.

Senator BAKER. How many of your affiliated stations declined to
run "The Damned ?"
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Mr. SCHNEIDER. The normal distribution of the late movie is 169
stations and 80 of them declined to accept it.

Senator BAKER. How many other 7C-rated movies do you have I
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We have no other X-rated movies in our libraries

at this time,.
Senator BAKER. Do you have any R-rated movies in your library at,

this time?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. We are considering some R-rated movies providing

they can be edited.
Senator BAKER. What is an R-rated movie ?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I believe it is one to which no one under 17 is admit-

ted without being accompanied by a parent or adult.
Senator BAKER. Mr. Schneider, the essence of our inquiry, it seems

to me, is whether or not the networks can exercise through their own
devices or otherwiz.3 some sort of discipline on program contents re-
lated to violence, related to its impact on. children, relating to program
contents vis-a-vis the X-rated movie controversy with "The Damned."
I would like to know who makes the final determination on whether or
not a particular program will or will not run based on its particular
contents V

Is it the commmercial department Is it your adviser on sociology I
Is it you ? Is it the network president who makes that determination I

Mr. SCHNEIDER. First of all, it is not the commercial department.
Many people participate in the creation of the program schedule,
which we change every September, as you know. But as to a particular
episode the ultimate responsibility is that of the president of the net-
work. He is advised by his program practices department. It reports
directly to him., not through the program department. So that if there
is a program in which th.ere is a disagreement between the producer
or the program executives of the network and the 13rogram practices
department, that ultimately has to be decided by the president of the
network. He may or may not seek my counsel in the process. Most times
he would not.

Senator BAKER. Thank you very much.
Do you know whether or not there has been any consultation with

representatives of the other two major networks about policy con-
siderations in showing so-called sanitized versions of X- or R-rated
movies ?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Each of the networks has a seat on the Television
Code board and if they were discussing it I should think it would be
under the umbrella of the NAB Code board.

Senator BAKER. Did you, yourself, or anyone to your knowledge have
consultations with the other two networks about "The Damned. f"

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Oh) nO.
Senator BAKER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The material follows :)
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CBS TELEVISION NE1WORK
PRESS INFORMATION

M WEST SE STREET
NEWYORK. N.Y. 1COUI

Ala=
January 120 1972

gumaIm MOVIES COME TO LATE-NOATELEVISION

"THE CBS LATE MOVIE" PREMIERES MONDAY, FEB. 14 WITH SIDNEY FCITIER,

SHELLEY WINTERS AND ELIZABETH HARTMAN IN "A PATCH OF BLUE"

Prime-time motion pictures come to late-night network television

when "The CBS Late Movie" makes its debut Mondaujeb. 14 on the CBS

Television Network with the premiere presentation, "A Patch of Blue,"

starring Academy Award-winners Sidney Poitier and Shelley Winters, and

Elizabeth Hartman.

Other films scheduled for presentation during the first week of

"The CBS Late Movie" are "Anniversary," starring Oscar-winner Bette

Davis, on Thmadma_Db. 15 (World .elevision Premiere); "Twilight of

Honor," with Richard nhaMberlain, Joey Heatherton and Nick Adnms, on

Wednesday Feb. 16 (World Television Premiere); "The Glass Bottom

Boat," starring Doris Day, Rod Taylor and Arthur Godfrey, on Thursday%

Feb. 17, and "The Fearless Vampire Killers," with Sharon Tate and Boman

Polanski, on _Friday, Feb. 18 (World Television Premiere).

Following are details of the week's schedule (starting times are

11:30 PM, EST):

MONDAY FEB. 14 - "A Patch of Blue," the tender and poignant

story of a blind girl who suddenly discovers the world around her.

TUESDAL FEB. 15 - Bette Davis, starring in "Anniversary," pre-

sents a memorable portrait of evil as a monstrous matriarch who stops

at nothing to maintain her iron grip on her adult sons.

76-294 0 - 72 - 14 2(7
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awspt.A. - "Twilight of Honors" a tense, absorbing

courtroom drama About a man aovused of the wanton murder of the les-.1ing

citizen of a small tewn.

ginum4,121.21 - "The Glass Bottom Poet," a gcy romantic

eomedy set againet the background of California's Catalina island.

FRIDAtagB 18 - "The Fearless Vampire Killers" combines comedy

and suspense in a story about a man who goes hunting for a castle full

of vampire killers.

In succeeding weeks other World Television Premiere films will

be: "Strawberry Statement" with Bruce Davison end Kim Darby, "The

Hill" with Sean Connery, "Trog" with Joan Crawford, "Crooks and Coro-

nets" with Telly Savalas, "Children of the Damned," "Kenner" with Jim

Brown, "Five Man Army" with Peter Graves and James Daly, "Signpost to

Murder" with Joanne Woodward and Stuart Whitman, "Sol Madrid" with

David Mr:Callum and Stella Sbevens, "The Curse of Frankenstein,"

Luchini Visconti's "The Damned," "The Priest's Wife" with Sophia Loren

and Marcello Mastroianni, and "In the Cool of the Day" with Jane Fonda.

Other films are "An American in Paris" with Gene Kelly and

Leslie Caron, "Girl Happy" with Elvis Presley, "Boys Night Out" with

Kim Novak and James Garner, "The Night of the iguana" with Richar0

Burton, Deborah Kerr and Ava Gardner, "The Last Challenge" with Glenn

Ford and Chad Everett, "Please Don't Eat the Daisies" with Doris Day

and David Niven, "The Sandpiper" with Elizabeth Taylor and Richard

Burton, and "Penelope" with Natalie Wood.



COO TIVEVIIRON NETWORK
PRUE INFORMATION
AI WEST SE STREIT

NEWYORK. MY. 10019
February 7, 1972

LUCHINO VISCONTI'S "THE DAMNED," WITH CAST OF DISTINGUISHED STARS,

LEADS OFF "THE aBs LATE MOVIE" SCHEDULE FOR WEEK STARTING FEB. 28

"The Damned," Luchino Viscontils powerful drama, probing deeply

Into the German soul during the rise of Nazimm in the 1930s and star-

ring such distinguished international performers as Dirk Bogarde, Hel-

mut Grim, Ingrid Thulin and Charlotte Hempling, leads off the third

week of "The OBS Late Movie" Monday Feb. 28 on the CBS Television Net-

work. This marks the initial showing of "The Damned" on television.

(Starting time for films on "The CBS Late Movie" is 11:30 PM, EST.)

Doris Day and David Niven star as the harassed parents of four

lively youngsters in the film version of Jean Heres best-selling book,

"Please Don't Eat the Daisies," on Tuesaya....L.Peb."*.

"Torpedo Run," thrill-packed story of the relentless chase of a

Japanese aircraft carrier following the attack on Pearl Harbor, will be

presented on adnescaty.,_Marcal. Glenn Ford and Ernest Borgnine star.

"The Law and Jake Wade," suspense-thriller starring Robert Tay-

lor and Richard Widmark is the presentation for ThursdaxLigarch R.

The story focuses on two former gang partners, one of whom has become

a lawman while the other still pursues his lawless ways.

Elvis Presley stars in "Girl Happy," a musical romance set in

Florida where the college set descends to spend the annual Easter va-

cation, on Enistma_Marchj. Shelley ?stares, Gary Crosby, Joby Bakers

Nita Talbot, Chris Noel and Nary Ann Mobley co-star.

* * *

a 9
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CBs Ilainsto 'imam
ROI INPONMAIIQN
61Vnet St AM

NEW MN. N.V. 100111

February 8, 1972

"THE DAMNED," LUCHINO VISCONTI'S POWMFUL DRAMA,

TO HAVE FIRST TELEVISION SHOWING ON "THE CBS LATE MOVIE"

"The Damned," Lucino Visconti's widely acclaimed, percept'

portrait of a great German steel family which backed the Nasi pz

as Hitler rose t.') power during the 1930s, will be presented 4

first time on television or 4'he CBS Late Movie" Mmallajag

(starting at 11:30 PM, EST) .11 the CBS Television Network.

Dirk Bogarce, Ingrid Thulin, Helmut Berger, Htlmut Criem and

Charlotte Rampling c s? in the film.

The powerful st.,ry exposes a corrupt and degenerate dynasty of

industrialists whose personal tri.zedies unfold against a background of

historical events. The film begins with news of the Reichstali fire in

1933 and it ends with the infamoue "Night of the Long Knives" in June

1934, when one Nazi factiou yeAssacred another. In ;he interval, the

power-hungry members of the dynasty pursue their destructive motives

ae they succumb to the influence of Nazi domination.

Luchino NIsconti directed and, with Nicola Badalucco and Tnrico

Medioli, wrote the screenplay for the 1970 Warner Brothers release.

Alfred Levy and Fver Haggiag were the producers.

Friederich Bruckmann VM BrIARDE Elisabeth...CHARLOTTE RAMPLING
Baroness Sophie INGRID THULIN Olga Florinda Bolkan
Aschenb4ch... ..... GRIEM Guonther....Renaud Verley
Martin HELMUT BERGER Herbert Umberto Orsini

24 10
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Calltrinal 111"

II Witer62 STRUT
NW YORK. NY 10016 February 81 1972

p.mTELEVS ION NETWORK

026k_up.agaLtualsan samAL jaamit

r......NOTE TO EDITORS:

I Please check local station log for delayed broadcasts of any
( of the pr-Jgrame listed in this schedule. (All times are EST)

trdliTire17:"Th-ange
(R) Indicates rebroadcast
(C) Indicates color broadcast

AM
ALTRUAMENZABLIZ

46:50 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
:14.b:30 - SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level series, conducted by New

York Univtrsity faculty members. (C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION l''':r.' BROADCAST TIME IN Yon AREA.)

C9:00 - TOM & J.:7(-, cartoon series. (Ci
09:30 - THE GEO":7 (=LIES, cartoon per es. C)
*10:00 - LAMt UNTO MX FEET, religious series. PLEASE CHECK LOCAL

STATIOV FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR ARE .
*10:30 - LOOK UP AND LIVE, religious series. (PTIASE CHECK LOCAL

STATION FOk BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
r.'11:00 - CAMERA THREE, experimental series; James Macandrew, host.(C)

C*11:30 - FACE THE NATION with CBS News Correspondent George Herman
as moderator. IC) IEDITORS: PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION
FOR BROADCAST T ME N YOUR AMA.)

Ph
- (SEM LOCAL STATION LOG)

C*1:30 - NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE GAME OF THE WEEK. Pittsburgh Penguins
vs. Montreal Canadiens. I'an Kelly deecribes the play by

play and Jim Gordon provirles the eolyr commentary. (From

Montreal Forum, Montreal.)
0*4:00 - JACKIE GLEASON-INVERRARY CLA SIC, The broadcast covers the

action on the final four holes on the last day of the four-

day, 72-hole golf tournament, the richest in the 1972 pro-

fessional tour. Jackie Gleason, tournament host, will be a
roving reporter and Jack Whitaker, Ken Venturi, Ray Scott,

Pat S,Ammera21 and Frank Mieber will be the commentators.
From the Inverrary Country Club, Lauderhill, Fla.) (C)

EDITORS: COVERAGE OF THE THIRD DAY OF THE FOUR-DAY, 72-

IOLE TOURNAMENT WILL BE mrsENTRITI ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 26

AT 5:00 TO 6:00 PM, EST)
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AgEkitaiWONELLE (Contld)

1#40513o - ANIMAL WORLD, a aeries or entertaining and informative
broadcasts that picture the wildlife of many regiona of the
World, in both natural and man-made habitats, with 8111
Burrud, as host-narrator, The broadcast focuses on the
ostricl i. the worldia largeet and angriest bird and how it
has been saved from extinction, (C)

C6100 - 60 MINUTES, a CBS News series of weekly broadcasts presented
in a magazine format, with CBS News Correspondents Mike
Wallace and Morley Safer as on-the-air editors. (C)

*7:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION L00)
*7:30 - THE CBS SUNDAY NIGHT MMES.

C*9:30 - CADEIS COUNTY, contemporary Western adventure series, star-
ring Glenn Pori, wit4 .---star Edgar Buchanan and featuring
Peter Ford, Taylor Lau:.er, Actor Oampos and Bet'l Ann Carr,
Cade is drawn into a fet.,0 between the matriarch uf a depart-
ment store chain and her son when a series of seemingly
meaningless acts of vandalism is perpetrated against the
young man. Jeanette Nolan and Scott Marlowe play guest
roles, (0)

*10,30 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C11:00 - CBS SUNDAY NEWS WITH DAN RATHER, (C)
*11:15 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOO)
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AM
*6:20 -
0*,100 -

C*8100 -

*9100 .
C*10:00 -

C10t30 -
C*1100 -

011:30 -

Zg12:00 -

C12:25 -
C12130 -
C*1:00 -

C130 -
02:00 -
C2130 -
C3:00 -
C3130 -
C*4:00 -

*430 -
C*5:00 -
*5:10 -

C*6130 -

C*7:00 -

*7130 -
C*8:00 -

C*9:00 -

209

LIMMAIIRMARKA
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
CBS MORNING NEWS WITH JOHN HART. (0)_(PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
CAPTAIN KANGAROO, gentle adventures for children. "Captain
Kangaroo" is played by Bob Kseshan.ARIC) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST Trms IN YOUR AO
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
THE LUCY SHOW# eoniedy serios4 otarring Lucille Ball.

th"Lucy e Philanthropist.h (CI (R
MY THREE SONS, comedy series s arrIng Prod MacMUrray. (C)(4)
FAMILY AFFAIR, comedy series, starring Brian Keith and
Sebastian Cabot. Guestot Peter Duryea, Nancy Walker.(C)(R)
LOVE OP LIFE, drama, starring Audrey Peters. (C)

WHERE THE HEART IS, drama, starring Diana van der Vlis. (C)
CBS MID-DAY NEWS WITH DOUGLAS EDWARDS. (C)
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, drama, with Mary Stuart. (C)

SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level series, conducted by New
York Univeraity faculty members. (C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST RIME TN WUR AREA.)
AS THE WORLD TURNS, drama, with Helen Wagner. (C)

LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING, drama. (C)
THE GUIDING LIGHT, drama, with Charita Bauer. (C)

THE SECRET STORM, drama, with Lori March. (C

THE EDGE op NIGHT, drama, with Ann Flood. (+
OOMER PYLE -- USMc, comedy series, starring J m Nabors.
"Whither the Weather." (C) (R)
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOO
PIVE O'CLOCK NEWS, (C (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION)
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOO
CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.
CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
(SEE LOOAL 3TATION LOG)
APPOINTMENT WITH DESTINY "Showdown at O.K. Corral," third
broadcast in a series of five drama specials. Filmed at the
actual site, the drama preoents a suspenseful reenactment of
events leading to the most celebrated gunfight in frontier
history. A long and complex of feuds and counter-feuds
preceded a final confrontation Joining the Earp brothers
(Wyatt, Virgil and Morgan) and their friend toe" Holliday
against the Clantons and the McLaurys in a vacant lot
adjacent to the O.K. Corral in Tombstone, Ariz., on October
2b, 1881. Lorne Greene le the narrator. (C)
HERE'S LUCY, comedy series, starring Lucille Ball and co-
starring Gale Gordon with Lucie Arnaz. Kim Carter discovers
that a girl who leaves the family homestead and gets her own
apartment isn't necessarily liberated -- especially when her
mother. Lucy manages to maRe her maddening presence felt.
(c)

213, .
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MONDAY.YEBRUARy_qp (Cortid)
PM
V*9:30 - THE DORIS DAY SHOW# comedy series, starring Doris Day and

featuring John Dehnor and Jackie Joseph. Werner Klemperer
guest stare as Jacques Moreau, director of an international
fashion show, and Doria Martin persuades him to include in
the show fashions created by her own couturier, who is in
reality a drp-cleaning-and-alterationa shopkeeper. (C)

0*10:00 - THE SONNY & CHER COMEDY HOUR4 comedy-variety series, star-
ring the popular husband and wife singing team as hosts.
Guest start Ken Berry. Ted Zeigler, Peter Cullen, Murray
Langaton Freeman King, Tom Solari and Clark Carr are fea-
tured. IC)

*11:00 - (SEE LOC L STATION Loc0_
0*11:30 - THE CBS LATE MOVIE, "The Damned," stairing Dirk Bogarde,

Ingrid Thulin, Helmut Berger, Helmut Oriem and Charlotte
Hempling. Luchino Viscontils widely acclaimed perceptive
portrait uf a great German steel family who backed the Nazi
party an Hitler rose to power during the 1930s. (1970) (C)

Am
TRDITORS: AT END OP "THE CBS LATE MOVIE," SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
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AM
--*6t20 -

C*7100 -

C*8:00 -

*900 -
C*10:00 -

010:30 -
011:00 -

C11:30 -
PM
r12:00 -

C12125 -
C12:30 -
C*1:00 -

C1:30 -
C2100 -
C2:30 -
C3:00 -
C3:30 -

C*4:00 -

*4:30 -
C*5:00 -
*5:10 -

C*6130 -

C*7:00 -

C*7:30 -

C*8:30 -

C9:30 -

*10:30 -
C*11:30 -

AM
TEDITORS:

211

232m. F2zpgLAjgu2

(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
CBS MOVING NEWS WITH JOHN HART. (C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATIO1 FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
CAPTAI1 KANGAROO, gentle adventures for children. "Captain
Kangaroo" is played by Bob'Keeshan. (C) (PLEASr CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR kREA.)
SEE LOCAL STATION LOG
THE LUCY SHOW, comIdy series, starring Lucille Ball,
Lucy Sues Mooney. (C) (R)
MY THREE SONS, comedy series starring Fred MacMurray. (C)(R)
FAMILY AFFAIR, comedy series, starring Brian Keith and
Sebastian Cabot. (C) (R)
LOVE OF LIFE, drama, starring Audrey Peters. (C)

WHERE THE HEART IS, drama, starring Diana van der Vlis. (C)

CBS MID-DAY NEWO WITH DOUGLAS EDWARDS. (C)
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, drama, with Mary Stuart. (C)
SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level seriea, conducted by New York
University faoulty members. (C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION
FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
AS THE WORLD TURNS, drama, with Helen Wagner. (()

LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING, drama, (C)
THE GUIDING LIGHT, drama, with Charita Bauer. (C)

THE SECRET STORM, drama, with Lori March. (C
THE EDGE OF NIGHT, drama, with Ann Flood. (C
GOMR PYLE -- USMC, comedy series, starring J...m Nabors.
"Gomel., the Recruiter," (C) (R)
(CEE LOCAL STATION LOG
FIVE O'CLOCK NEWS. (C ) (PLEASE CHECK LOCLL STATION)
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG
OBS EVENING NEWS WITI IALTER CRONKITE. (0) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
THE GLEN CAMPBELL SHOW, music-comedy-variety series) starring
Glen Campbell, Guest stars: Arta Johnson, Jerry Re..id and
Anne Murray. Larry McNeely and the Mike Curb Congregation
are featured. (C)
HAWAII FIVE-0, starring Jack Lord and featuring James
MacArthur, Zulu, Kam Fong) Richard Denning and Peggy Ryan.
Danny goes undercover as a Navy corpsman to flush out a drug
ring operating from a vessel in the U.S. Seventh Fleet, This
episode was filmed aboard the guided missile destroyer U.S.S.
Preble (DLG-15) based in Pearl Harbor. (C)
CANNON, dramatic series, starring William Conrad as a top-
level private investigator, ())
(SEE LOCAL STATION LoG)
THE CBS LATE MOVIE. "Please Don't Eat the Daisies," sterring
Doris Day and David Niven. Story of a happily married couple
as they try to cope with their four irrepressible offanring
in a New York apartment. Janis Paige, Spring Byington and
Richard Haydn co-star. (1960) (C) (R)

AT END OF "THE CBS LATE MOVIE," SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
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-

c*7100 -

0*8:00 -

*9:00 -
c*10:00 -

mom -
c*11:00

c11:30 -
PM
712:00 -
C12125 -
C12:30 -
C*1:00 -

C1:30 -
C2:00 -
C2:30 -
C3:00 -
C3:30 -

C*4:00 -

*4:30 -
C*5:00 -
*5:10 -
C*6:30 -

C*7:00 -

*7:30 -
C*8:00 -

C*9:00 -

C*10:00 -

*11:00 -
C*11:30 -

AM
TfDITORS:

212

412.11EAM JLARCJI1

(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
CPS MORNING NEWS WITH JOHN HART. (0) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TINE IN YOUR AREA.)
CAPTAIN gANGAROO, gentle adventures for children. "Captain
Kangaroo" is played by' Bob Keeshan.__(C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION POR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
THE LUCY SHOW, comedy series, starring Lucille Ball.
"Lucy and Carol Burnett," (Part I) (0) (R)
MY THREE SONS, comedy series starring Pred MacMUrray. (C)(R)

FAMILY AFFAIR, comedy series, starring Brian Keith and
Sebastian Cabot. Guest: David Ladd. iC) (R)
LOVE OP LIFE, drama, starring Audrey Pe ers. (C)

WHERE THE HEART IS, drama, starring Diana van der Vliss (C)

CBS MID-DAY NEWS W/TH DoUGLAS EDWARDS, (C)

SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, drama, with Nhry Stuart. (0)

SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level series, conducted by New York
University faculty members, (C) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION
POR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
AS THE WORLD TURNS, drama, with Helen Wagner. (C)

LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING, drama. (C)

THE GUIDING LIGHT, drama, with Charita Bauer, (C)

THE SECRET STORM, drama, with Lori March. (0

THE EDGE OF NIGHT, drama, with Ann Flood. (C
GOMER PYLE -- USMO, comedy series, starring J m Nabors.
"Tne Secret Life of Goma!: Pyle." (C) (R)
(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG
FIVE O'CLOCK NEWS. (C (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION)

6EES LOCAL STATION LOG
JrS EVENING NEWS WITH ALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK

LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
iiSEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
HE CAROL BURNETT SHOW, music-comedy-variety series, starring
Carol Burnett. Guest stars: Tim Conway and Eydie Gorme.
Harvey Korman, Lyle Waggoner, Vicki Lawrence, The Ernest
Platt Dancers and the Peter Matz Orchestra are featured. (C)

MEDICAL CENTER, drama series, starring Chad Everett and James
Daly, (C)
MANNIX, detective adventure series, starring Mike Connors and
featuring Gail Fisher. Mike Connors plays a dual role -- as
Joe Mannix and as a jewel thief who impersonates the private
detective, (0)
(SEE LOCAL TATION LOG)
THE CBS LATE MOVIE. "Torpedo Run," starring Glenn Ford and
Ernest Borgnine. Diane Brewster and Dean Jones co-stAr. A
thrill-packed story of the relentless chase of a Japanese
ainnraft carrier following the attack on Pearl Harbor. (1958)
(C) (R)

AT END OF "THE OBS LATE MOVIE,v SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
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*6:20 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)

C*7:00 - CBS MORNING NEWS WITH JOHN HART, (0) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION POR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

C*8:00 - CAPTAIN KANGAROO, gentle adventures for children. "Captain
Kangaroo" is played by Bob Keeshan. (C) PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION POR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

*9:00 - SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C*10:00 - HE LUCY SHOW, comedy series, starring Lucille Ball.

'Lucy and Carol Burnett." (Part II) (C) (R)
C10:30 - MY THREE SONS, comedy series starring Fred MacMurray. (C)(R)
C11:00 - FAMILY AFFAIR, comedy series, starring Brian Keith and

Sebastian Cabot. (C) (R)
C11:30 - LOVE OP L/PE, drama, starring Audrey Peters. (C)
PM
712:00 - WHERE THE HEART IS, drama, starring Diana van der Vlis. (C)
C12:25 - CBS MID-DAY NEWS WITH DOUGLAS EDWARDS. (C)
C12:30 - SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, drama, with Mary Stuart. (C)
C*1100 - SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level series conducted by New

York University faculty members. (C) ?LEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR ARE 0

C1:30 - AS THE WORLD TURNS, drama, with Helen Wagner. (C)
C2:00 - LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDORED THING, drama. (C)
C2:30 - THE GUIDING LIGHT, drama, with Charita Bauer. (C)
C3:00 - THE SECRET STORM, drama, with Lori March. (C
C3:30 - THE EDGE OP NIGHT, drama, with Ann Flood. (C

C*4:00 - GOMER PYLE -- USMC, comedy series, starring J m Nabors.
"You Get Your Won Ton." (C (R)

*4:30 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG
C*5:00 - FIVE O'CLOCK NEWS. (C (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION)
*5:10 - (SEE LOCAL STAT/ON LOG

1C*8:30 - CBS EVENING NEWS WITH ALTER CRONXITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

C*7:00 - CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONEITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

*7:30 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C8:00 - ME AND THE CHIMP, situation comedy series, starring Ted

Beesell. Anita Gillette co-stars and Scott Kolden and Komi
Cotler are featured. (C)

C*8:30 - MY THREE SONS, comedy series, starring Fred MacMurray with
William Demarest, and featuring Stanley Livingston, Barry
Livingston, Tina Cole, Beverly Garland, Dawn Lyn and Ronne
Troup. Barbara blossoms forth as a championship cook when
Steve becomes preoccupied.with a time-consuming company
project. HSC)

*9:00 - THE CBS T RSDAY NIGHT MOVIES.
*11:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)

C*11:30 - THE CBS LATE MOVIE. "The Law and Jack Wade," starring
Robert Taylor and Richard Widmark. The drama revolves
around two former gang partners, one now the respected mar-
shal of a small New Mexico town and the other about to be
executed for a crime. Patricia Ower9, Robert Middleton,
Henry Silva and DeForest Kelley are featured. (1959) (R)(C)

AM
TEDITORS: AT END OF "THE CBS LATE MOVIE," SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
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*6:20 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C*700 CBS MORNING NEWS WITH JOHN HART. (0) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL

STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
C*8t00 . CAPTAIN KANGAROO, gentle adventures for children. "Captain

Kangaroo is playe3 by Bob Keeshan. (0) (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

*9:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C*2.0:00 - THE LUCY SHOW, comedy seflies, starring Lucille Ball.

Lucy and Viv Reminisce. (C) (R)
010:30 - MY THREE SONS, comedy series starring Fred Maaurray. (C)(R)
C*11100 - FAMILY AFFAIR, comedy series, starring Brian Keith and

Sebastian Cabot. Guest: Nancy Walker. (C)
C11:30 - LOVE OF LIFE, drama, starring Audrey ?eters. ( )

PM
--CT12:00 - WHERE THE HEART IS drama, starring Diana van der Vlis. (C)

C12:25 - CBS MID-DAY NEWS WITH DOUOLAS EDWARDS. (C)
C12:30 - SEARCH FOR TOMORROW, drama, with Mary Stuart. (C)
C31l:Ou - SUNRISE SEMESTER, college level series conducted by New

York University faculty members. (CLIPLEASE CHECK LOCAL
STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR ARE 6)

C1:30 - AS THE WORLD TURNS, drama with Helen Wagner. (C)

C2:00 - LOVE IS A. MANY SPLENDORED,THING, drama. (C)
C2:30 - THE GUIDING LIGHT, drama, with Charita Bauer. (C)

C3:00 - THE SECRET STORM, drama, with Lori March. (C

C3:30 - THE EDGE OF NIGHT, drama, with Ann Flood. (C
C*4:00 - GOMER PYLE -- USMC, comedy.series, starring I m Nabors.

"Gomer and the Card Shark." (C) (R)
*4:30 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG

C*5:00 - FIVE O'CLOCK NEWS. (C (PLEASE CHECK LOCAL STATION)
*5:10 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOU

C*6:30 - CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASE CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

C*7:00 - CBS EVENING NEWS WITH WALTER CRONKITE. (C) (PLEASh CHECK
LOCAL STATION FOR nRON)CAST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)

*7:30 - (cISEE LOCAL STATION LOG
C*41:00 IHARA, UNITED STATES MASURY, starring David Janssen.

Guest star Martha Hyer portrays an embittered, alcoholic
Wife of a racketeer whose unpredictable behavior can spell
life or death for special agent Jim OlHarA. (C)

C*9:00 - THE NW OBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES. "Heat or Anger," with
Oscar-winning film star Susan Hnyward, in her television
acting debut, and James Stacy as co-stars. l'igh-powered
lady attorney and self-assured young lawyer tJam up in the
defense of a wealthy contractor accused of murder. Lee J.
Cobb guest ;tars mnd Fritz Weamer appears in a special. guest
star role. (C)

010:30 - "THE DON RICKLES SHOW," starring Don Rickles. Lcee Sorel,
Erin Moran, Robert Hogan and Judy Cassmore are featured. (C)

*11:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION Log)
C*11:30 - THE CBS LATE MOVIE. "Girl Happy," starling Elvis Presley.

A musical romance set in Florida, where the college set
descends during an Easter vacation. Shelley Fabares, Gary
Crosby, Harold J. Stone, Joby Baker, Nita Talbot, Chyle Noel
and Mary Ann Mobley co-star. (1965) (0) (R)

AM
7DITORS: AT END OF "THE CBS LATE MOVIE," SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
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AM
SATURDAY. Maa4

(SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C8:00 - THE BUGS BUNNY SHOW, cartoon series, (C)

C8:30 - SCOOBY DOO, WHERE ARE YOU?, cartv.n series, (C)

C8156 - IN THE NEWS, news for childreu, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

C900 - THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS, cartoon series. (C)

C9:26 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

C9130 HELPI IT'S THE HAIR BEAR BUNCH!, cartoon series. (C)

C9:56 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

C1000 - PEBBLES AND BAMM-BAMM, cartoon series. (C)

C10:26 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. .(C)
C10:30 - ARCHIE'S TV FUNNIES, cartoon series, (C)

C10256 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

C11:00 - SABRINA, THE TEENAGE WITCH, cartoon series. (C)

C11:26 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

011:30 - JOS/E AND THE PUSSYCATS, cartoon series, (C)

C11:56 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (C)

PM
-T12:00 - THE MONKEE3, action series featuring that leading musical

group, (C)
C12:26 - IN THE NEWS, news for children, with Christopher Glenn. (0)

C*12:30 - YOU ARE THERE, children's version of the classic CBS News se-
ries of "eyewitness" reenactments of historic events. "Fall
of Troy" reenacts the dramatic final hours before the capture
and destruction of the ancient city of Troy by the Greeks.
CBS News Correspondent Walter Cronkite is the anchorman, with
CBS News Reporters Bob Bahr, Richard O'Brien and Walter
Lister as on-the-scene reporters, Glenn Walken and Nancy
Coleman are featured in the cast. (C) (R)

*1:00 - THE CBS CHILDREN'S FILM FESTIVAL, with Burr rillstrom's
Kukla, Fran and 011ie with Fran Allison as hosts. "The
Little Ones," an English film about two runa"ay youngsters
and their search for a better place to grow up, Aim Smith
and Carl Gonzales appear in the title roles. Dudley Foster,
John ahandos, Jean Marlow and Peter Thomas are featured. (R)

*2:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C*4:00 - OBS GOLF CLASSIC. The team of Tom Weiskopf and Bert Yancey

meets the team of George Archer and Bobby Nichols in a quar-
terfinal match of the team best-ball, match-play tournament
played at the Firestone Country Club, Akron, Ohio. Jack
Whitaker and Ken Venturi are the commentators.

*5:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C*6:30 - CBS EVENING NEWS WITH ROGER MUDD. il(PLEASE CHECK LOCAL

STATION FOR BROADCAST TIME IN YOUR
0*7:00 CBS EVENING NEWS WITH ROGER MUDD. (C) OILEASE CHECK LOCAL

STATION FOR BROAD(AST TIME IN YOUR AREA.)
C*7:30 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)
C8:00 - ALL IN THE FAMILY, comedy series, starring Carroll O'Connor,

Jean Stapleton, Rob Reiner and Sally Struthers, and featuring
Mike Evans. (C)

C*8:30 - THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW, situation comedy series, starring
Mary Tyler Moore and featuring Edward Asner, Valerie Harper,
Gavin MacLeod, Ted Knight and Cloris Leachman. Guest star
Bill Daily portrays a newly elected city councilman who is
eager to appear on Ted Baxter's television news show, but
Mary Richards thinks it unwise to subject him to Baxter's
inept questioning. (C)
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PM
AUPPAIL-W:.1111(Conitd)

-T*9:00 - THE NEW DICK VAN DYKE SHOW, comedy series, starring Dick Van
Dyke and Hope Lange. Marty Brill, Fannie Flagg, Nancy Due-
sault and Angela Powell are featured, 'Manager Ted Atwater
warns that everyone at his station will be fired unless Dick
can attract more viewers and raise: more monny than the other
cnannel in a two-station 24-hour charity.telethon. (CI

O9:30 - ARNIE, comedy series, starring Herschel Bernardi with ue Ane
Langdon and Roger Bowen, and featuring Elaine ShOre, Herb Vo-
land; Tom Pedi, Del Russel and Stephanie Steele.. (C)

Ol0:00 - MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE, adventure-suspense drama series, star-
ring Peter Graves, Greg Morris, Lynda Day George and Peter
Lupus. (0)

C*ll:00 - (SEE LOCAL STATION LOG)

* * *
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Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Schneidm
Mr. Elton Rule, President, American Broadcasting_Cenipany.
Mr. Rule, I think this is your first appesinkne* as Wm president of

American Broadcasting CompaNy before this Committee and you
are most welcome. You may now proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OP ELTON M. NUM PRESIDENT, AMMAN BROAD-
CASTINO COMPANIES, INC.4 ACCOMPANIZD 1W WM DUMP,
PRESIDENT, ADO TELEVISION NETWORK AND AVM SCRUM
DER, V103 PRESIDENT, AMERICAN intoemAstrom co.

Mr. Rum Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Chairman and menthers of the Senate Subcommittee on Com-

munications, my name is Elton IL Rule. I am president of American
Broadcasting Companies, Inc. With me this morninig are James Duffy,
president of- the A.BC Television Network, and Alfred Selineider, a
vice president of the American Broadcasting Conipany.

I thank you for your invitation to participate in theme hearings and
to present 4111C's views on the recently issued Report of the Surgeon
General's Scientific Advisory Connmttee en Televisiim and Social
Behavior.

The conunittees task of assessing the impact of televised Aolence on
the viewer was a most complex and difficult one. Althou,gh we have
not been able to complete our study of the basic underlying research
data, I believe the report represents a carefully considered overview
and summation of the research projects concerned with the complicated
question of the relationship between television viewing and violent
behavior.

Although I do not have the expertise to question the complex
psychological and. psychiatric evaluations of the report, I have never-
theless tried to understand the many difficult scientific and technical
concepts involved, as well as the Advisory Committee's conclusion&

Many questions, some of them extremely important, remain un-
answered. However, the report does appear to establish that televised
violence, under eertain circumstances, may increase to some degree,
aggressive behavior in some children. This finding,in itself, represents

ia substantial advance in our knowledge, and the ndustry and we at
ABC will have to weigh its implications very seriously.

It is indeod unfortunate that present knowledge is insufficient to
identify the children who become more aggressive when exposed to
television violence. Likewise, we do not ieWly know the size of the
Foup so affected or the circumstances and stimuli which tend to
increase aggression in shildren.

Nevertheless, now that we are reasonably certain that televised
violence can increase aggressive tendencies in some children, we will
have to manage our program planning accordingly.

Senator PASTORE. I congratulate you for that statement.
Mr. Rum. Based on our understanding of the report of the Surgeon

General's Scientific Advisory Committee, a few of our old judgments
were reinforced and several new conclusions were reached :

(1) By this com.ng fall, ABC will have entirely eliminated from
its weekend children s schedule the type of cartoon series that depends

t.
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Loh) ty Pm "action" and is devoid of eramedy. I think the clearest way I
can iihistrate the eubstentisi progress we have achieved in deempha.
?Aging violence in children's programing is to indicate that almost
M) percent of our weekend childm's schedule in the 100842 season
ctnsisted of programs falling within the above category and that this
vale of series now represents less than 10 percent of our Saturday-Sunday.morning schedule& An of next seam) programs like this
will be a thing ofthe past on ABC.

(%) Even greater emphasis is being placed on presenting children's
progroms which resolve conflict situatfons through wit, charm, intel-
ligence and imagination.

(8) The overall balance of the different types of program.. which
ABC presents in prime time will be even eioro. -4refully evrittated in
selecting future projects for development a.. mies to he included
in the network's prime-time sehedule.

(4) When selecting a time period for new prim time series, the
program concept and, more importantly, the content t,f a series will
also be more ciusfully corsidered in the future in terms of its possible
adverse effect on children and young viewers.

(6) Substantial sums have bwo spent by ABC in the past 2 yelts
for original research relati) *.ci the effeets of televised violence, and
we intend to intensify our in the immediate future. Over the
next 4 years, ABC will have expended an additional $1 million on
original research in this area. The research we underwrite will include
the areas which the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee indicated
as most needs& The Reel& projects which we will sponsor are being
currently disnussed with our independent research consuUnts and
we will be sr.iilf-Al by their advice.

I assure -,,rat members of the subcommittee that ABC has shared your
concern for the nation's young people. To underline this concern, it
might be helpfu.i at this point to review more fully what ABC has
accomplished fur its younger audience in the three years which have
elapsed since I latit appeared before you.

At the outset, I would to remind you that Saturday and Sunday
mornings ii"e programed exchisively for children. So, naturally, our
first priority wits placed upon a review of the programs vie presented
at those times. While wg were de-emphasizing Violence in these pro-
grams directed to childrk.u, we also made a continuing commitment to
improve the quality of the weekend children's schedule.

We have made unprovement of this area of the television network's
schedule one of our priority concerns, We resolved consistently to try
to upgrade our children's programing.

The first new children's series of this nature to be developed by
ABC was "Curiosity Shop," a one-hour weekly program rhich inno-
vatively combines animation, film, live action and music.

The objective of the series, which was telecast in the 197142 season,
was to arouse the child's natural curiosity and to involve the child in
explorations that stimulate his understanding of himself and the world
around him. This series is primarily aimed at the 0 to 11 age group.

Another children's series--"Make A Wish"---was developed by ABC
News as a half-hour weekly program for the 19 t1-72 season. "Make A
Wish" also combines information, instruction and entertainment. Each
program in the series deals with a topical development, blending cur-
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rent events with the imaginative flights of fancy so common to young
people.

In the latter part of 19TO, we decided to attempt to stimulate further
induztry-wide and public consideration of this all-important area of
programing. As a reimlt, the ABC Television Network sponsored the
first Children's Progrtuning Workshop in June of 1141.

The workshop provided a forum in which knowledgeable persons,
having diverse and sometimes antagonistic interests and opinions,
could come together and discuss the-Wiprovements of television for
children. There were over 400 paiticipants at the two-day session.
They included representatives of advertisers, advertising a mks, net-
works, stations, program producers, and government, as well as mem-
bers of religious and citizens' organizations.

At the conclusion of the Workshop, ABC prepared a booklet con-
taining the texts of the statements delivered by the speakers at the
conference and summary of the roundtable discussions which were
held at one session. The -booklet was widely distributed to all partici-
pants at the Workshop and among various elements of the inclustry.

Many of the ideas advanced at the Workshop merited further ex-
ploration, experimentation and development. In retrospect, the Work-
shop reinform our commitment to improve the programs we present
for children. Iv this connectiont we also sought the counsel and guid-
ance of membort4 of the National Education Association, as well as the
Bank Street College of Education, before finalizing our development
plans for children's programming for the 1972-78 season.

The network's sincere efforts to achieve more sound more stimulat-
ing television for children will be apparent in our module next session.

For example, a new series of five-minute informational programs for
children, set to contemporary music backgrounds, will- premiere in
January, 1978 and will be presented frequently on Saturday and Sun-
day mornings. These programs will respond to a basic challengeto
convey useful information, which is likely to be assimilated by young
viewers because it entertains them. The Bank Street College of Educa-
tion assisted in the development of the concept for this informational
series.

The network will also present a monthly series of hour-long special
programs for children 1;arting in the fall of 1972. These programs will
originate on weekdayb after school hours and will contain information
that will complement grade school activities and classroom work.

The range of subjects will be broad, encompassing literature, sci-
ence, history, current events, the arts and physical fitness. Again as an
example, one program, titled "William," starring Sir John Gielgud,
Sir Ralph Richardson and Lyn Redgrave, will introduce young view-
ers to Shakespeare. The Bank Street College of Education is also serv-
ing as the educational advisor for this project.

Finally, "Kid Power," anotl er new series scheduled for next season,
will feature a group of children of different ethnic backgrounds who
reflect divergent attitudes and perspectives. The series is being written
by Morrie Turner, who was co-chairman of the 1970 White House
Conference on Youth, and is based on his nationally syndicated comic
strip, "Wee Pals."

Each half-hour episode will portray stories conveying such basic
lessons as brotherhood, honesty, physical fitness, selflessness and the
like, in an effort to combine effective learning with entertainment.

q(149.1 t) - 12 - 15 223
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I believe that the ABC Television Network can be justifiably proud
of the progrem it, has achieved in the area of children's programming
in the past three years.

I am sure you all know that the meaningful change of direction we
undertook could not be effected in a single, miraculous stroke. The
sometimes unpleasant reality of our industry is that basic changes take
time. However, we view neat season's weekend entertainment program.
ming for children with a sense of considerable accomplishment and
pride.

I do not mean to suggest that we regard our task as completed. Far
from it. We interid, to the very best of our ability, to continue our
efforts to piovide children with exciting, stimulating, interesting,
informative and entertaining program&

Over the past 2 years, ABC has also sponsored on.going research
into the effects of televised violence on children. ABC has retained
two teams of entirely independent research consultants who are emi-
nently qualified in this field:

One research team is Lieberman Research, Inc., under the direction
of Dr. Seymour Lieberman, Dr. Lieberman and his assoeiates have
been seeking to deve14 instruments and techniques for measuring the
degree of aggression in children. They have also been engaged in
applying their techniques to the investigation of the effects of -different
kinds and degrees of televised violence on aggressive tendencies in
children.

The other research team is composed of Dr. Melvin Heller and Dr.
Samuel Polsky. They have been studying the effects on various groups
of rung people, including "normal," "emotionally disturbed" and
"socially deprived" children, as well as imprisoned youthful offenders,
of controlled exposure to violent and nonviolent program materials.

The studies of Dr. Heller and Dr. Polsky have focused on the
observation and measurement of real behavior, both past and present,
of the groups under review.

In Marc& of 1270, executives of ABC and our research consultants
met with Dr. Eli Rubinstein, then heading the special staff within
the National Institute of Mental Health participating in the Surgeon
General's violence study. ABC's research consultants outlined the

istudies they intended to nitiate l`o Dr. Rubenstein and members of
his staff.

Dr. Rubinstein indicated his basic understanding of the studies
being underwritten 13.v ABC.

The results of the first year of sf udy of ABC's research consultants
were also transmitted to br. Rube astein to keep him informed of the
progress of our research.

The 2-year studies of Drs. Helier, Polsky and Lieberman will be
completed, I understand now by June I, and are regarded by ABC
as the groundwork upon which to 'nee future studies.

We shall make these and future studies available to the Surgeon
General.

As I previously mentioned, the report to the Surgeon General does
not provide definitive and comlusive answers as to what specific ele-
ments in television programs can be harmful to children, and how
these effects can be avoided or negated.

tri..;-) A
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The report, however, did indicate a number of the more important
unanswered questions and did sugpst the direction of future research,
In this respect, the report was extremely helpful. ADO% future re-
search efforts will include the unanswered questions indleated ht the
repod to the Surgeon General, as well as other espects recommended
by our consultants.

In addition to our continuing original research int* the effects of
televised violence on younger vIewers, we have retained Drs. Heller,
Po laity and Lieberman as consultants to keep us advised of all new
research findings and published materials germane to the subject of
television podrayal of violence.

We wilt rely on these competent experts to interpret meeningful
developments in this field, irrespective of source, laid to assist us in
designing plans for significant future research.

In the future, we also intend to consult with these experts before
our entertainment schedule is finalized each season.

ABC's Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices, which
reviews all entertainment programing throughout the various stages
of development, plays an important role in our liforts to present
piograms devoid of harmful violence.

The editors of this department are responsible, for applying the
requirements of the Television Code of the National Association of
Broadcasters, as well as the standards and policies of. the American
Broadcasting Company, to all entertainment fare presented on the
television network. The activities of this department in rovieiving
programing are described In considerable detail in the statement
whioh I asked Mr. Schneider, the executive to whom the Broadcast
Standards Department reporthk to prepare for this hearing.

In the interest of conserving the subcommittee's time, I will merely
submit his statement for the record.

I would, however, like to mention briefly a few highlights of Mr.
Schneider's statement which have a particular bearing on this hearing.

This past June, as has been our practiee in every year since June
of 1968, we reminded our standards and practices editors and the
producers of our entertainment series of our policy with respect to
the portra;a1 of violence in television programs. This policy prohibits
the use of violence for the sake of violence and dictates that special
attention be given to encourage the de-emphasis of acts of violence.

To the best of our ability, members of the Standards and Practices
Department endeavor throughout every _i)hase of productionfrom
script stage to final editto insure that ABC programs with an adven-
ture orientation concentrate on the solution of crime and on the
apprehension of those guilty of precipitating violence.

In programs of this type, by stressing the solution rather than the
portrayal of the crime, we hope to combat disrespect for law and
authority. We regard the "FBI" and "Mod Squad" series as excellent
examples of this form of programing.

Programs in these series seek to reinforce affirmative values and
portray law enforcement in a professional and positive light.

Additionally, following receipt of the first year interim report of
one of our research teams, we directed that our standards and practices
editors devote special attention to the avoidance of demonstrations of
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criminal techniques which could invite or assist imitation. Subtle-
quently, our concern in this area was corroborated in the report to the
Surgeon General.

As more research information becomes available in relation to tele-
vised violence, the subcommittee may be assured that it will be applied
to our program development and our program contentparticularly
as directed to young people.

In summation, the findings of the Surgeon General's Advisory Com-
mittee make it clear that broadcasters must be even more responsive to
this problem. As I indicated previously ABC is taking the following
actions, sOM8 of whit+ are extensions of earlier determinations :

(1) By tha fall of 1072, cartoon series which depend solely on
"action" and are devoid of comedy will have been eliminated from the
network's children's schedule.

(2) We are placing additional emphasis on resolving conflict in
children's programs through non-violent means.

(8) The overall balance of the different types of programs in our
scb.edule will be considered even more carefully in the future.

(4) When selecting the time periods in which new series will be
scheduled in the future, greater emphasis will be focused on the pos-
sible adverse impact which the program's content might hare on
young.viewers.

(5) ABC has budgeted tp1 million over the next four years for an
intensified program of original research in this area.

I think, Mr. Chairman that this demonstrates that we are making
a serious and an honest attempt to meet this problem. We will continue
to do so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, pr the opportunity to present my state-
ment. We will also be most willing to work in concert with the FCC
with our competitors, or whomever, in order to achieve the ends we
are all seeking.

Senators PASTORE. Thank you very much.
I have no questions beyond this you say your consultants will give

their report to the Surgeon General as to the scientific and technologi-
cal data and that you expect to carry out the wish of Dean Burch.
You will sit down with him at any time to discuss this matter, and it
will be done on a friendly, oapable)3asis.

Mr. Rum. We will indeed.
Senator PASTORE. I have no questions beyond that, unless your assist-

ants desire to say anything.
Mr. Ruiz No. We have submitted Mr. Schneider's statement for

the record.
Senator PASTORE. Incidentally, do you have prescreening under the

Code ?
Mr. RULE. We prescreen the pilots.
And from the informational bulletin that is sent out, they can, if they

wish, screen anything that they 'question.
Senator PASTORE. You mean the affiliates ?
Mr. Ruiz. No, I am talking about the Code Board. Both.
Senator PASTORE. In other words, if the Code Authority desires to

screen something
Mr. RULE. Yes. We send out advisories before the fact to both our

affiliates
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Senator PASTORE. So you do get an independent screening, in a sense
of the word. Although the Board consists of members deSignatd by the
industry That is true?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. It is the Code's authority, under the direction of
Stockton Holltnicsh, who receives the APSA and it is his request we
would honor at any time he wishes to see a program prior to broadcast,
and he has done so on many occasions.

Senator PASTORS. Mr. Baker
Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairmanithank you very much.
May I say to begin with, that I am impressed with the presentation

you made this morning, and with the job in general that Al3C is doing,
as you described it.

am sure you could do evermore, and we are grateful for the infor-
mation you have produced today.

On previous occasions with other witnesses, I have asked for, I guess,
close to the impossible, a definition of the term needless violence, es-
pecially as Chairman Burch used that term yesterday.

Could you give me your definition of needless violence and explain
how you approach the problem of trying to quantify it I

Mr. Rms. I think we have established a definition for our purposes.
Mr. Schneider
Mr. SCHNEIDER. It is a very difficult one, Senator, as you have pointed

out in the last couple of days in which I have been listening to your
questions.

We try to define gratuitous or unnecessary violence as violence for
the sake of violence, and try to define that somewhat further, that it
is ur siecessary, or that violence which is unrelated, which is un-
motivated to the resolution of the story or the continuation of the plot.

I think our responsibility as reasonable men to review the material
in terms of what would be considered reasonable and prudent violence
in the dramatic context of the program.

Senator BAKER. I asked the previous witness if he could give me
some insight into how the ultimate decision was made on airing a pro-
gram or a program format or program contents with respect to vio-
lence or with respect to material such as the X-rated or R-rated movie
material.

Can you give me some further insight into how ABC makes that
decision, that is.whether or not it is made by the network president, by
someone else, by a program advisor, on the basis of competition, eco-
nomic considerations, or what

Mr. RULE. Senator, it would be normally the decision or the respon-
sibilities of the president of the network to decide whether a show or
a program would run on the network.

In the event that there was a doubt in his mind, as possibly in one
of the instances you mentioned, where it was a question of a rating or
taste, then he would, it would be my responsibility, as the presid.ent
of the company.

Senator BAKER. What is your view, or the view of your company
about the desirability, the workability of some sort of voluntary non-
governmental rating institution for films on TV, or for programs
generally.

Mr. RULE. As I believe my predecessors addressed themselves to
that, we certainly have no objection to the overall thought. I would
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like to know more of the mechanics before I said yes, we will submitto such a board,
But we would be 1.4. willing to investigate, to discuss, in what-ever forum, the possibility of such a move and would approach itwith an open mind
Senator BAKER. Do you have any X-rated or R-rated movies In/ourlibraiy, or in your contract obligations to acquire films for TVshowing I
Mr. Rms. To my knowledge, we don't have any X-rated. But I amnot quite sure as to whether there were R-rated.
Mr. Schneider, Would you like to address yourself to that?
Mr. SCHNEIDER. YES) I would.
There have been some movies which have been telecastthe MPAAhas changed their ratings over the last several years. At one timethere were many movies, which were for mature audiences.
We did have several of those.
So far as the R-movies are concerned, we are considering inveral

R-movies that have been presented to the network program depart-ment for consideration for the future.
Our editors and I have looked at some of them ar" requested spe-cific edits to be made of those R-movies, and have asked the programdepartment to go back to the producer /or resubmission to the MPAAfor reclassification in terms of their judgment and whether or not ouredits now would have removed that R-rating which has been placedon the picture prior to the time that we will broadcast it.
As you know, that is the same subjective julgment, wIti.ra they have

a board that reviews the films and if they feel the edits we have made
would have made that picture presentable theatrically with a higherrating than the R, we will then accept it for telecast.

Senator BAKER. As far as yell can recall, you have not run anyR-rated movies, so far I
Mr. SCHNEIDER. No, we have not.
Senator BAKER. Would yoi. be in a position to tell me now. if youdo run the sanitized versions of R-movies_, whether your publicity ornews department would advertise them as R-movies
Mr. Rum I can answer that. No.
Senator BAKER. I thank you very much.
I think it would be appropriate to conclude this line or questioningby asking you one very general question, and that is whether or not

you would agree with me that not only is this business of needless vi-
olence difficult to describe and quantify, but the whole relationship be-
tween violence and children, and violence and public policy vis-a-vis
the networks and television broadcasting in general, is difficult to quan-tify, but that the very least we can say with certainty is that the Ad-
visory Committee's report indicates that here is some causal con-nection and that it does call for some sort of remedial action ?

Mr. Rum. I would say that describes the problem very well.
Senator BAKER. Thankyou, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PASTORE. Thankyou very much, gentlemen.
(The complete statement of Alfred R. Schneider follows.)
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STATEMENT GP ALFRED SCHNEIDER, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.

Mr. Chairman, and distil/ Meshed members of this Committee, MY IMMO is
Alfred lie Schneider. I am a Tice President of the American Broadcasting Coin-
pansy. One of my responsibilities is to help formulate, and to implement, the
American Broadcasting Company's policies and standards in relation to the
acceptability of program and commercial material scheduled for broadcast over
our futilities. The American Broadcasting Company's Department of Standards
and Practices reports to me.

In exercieing its responeibility to the viewing public, the American Broadcast,
ing Company's Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices follows a pre-
cise and detailed series of steps in its review of material presented over the
ABC Television Network, to assure its conformity with the Television Code of
the National Association of Broadcasters as well AS with the policies of the
American Broadcasting Company. Before outlining these steps for this Com-
mittee, I would like to make a few general observations. In reviewing tbe me**
ability of material for broadcast, the editor brings to boar, in the exercise of his
subjective judgment, an awareness not only of the provisions of the Code, but of
the time in which he lives, and its relationship to an interpretation of the pro-
vielime he is applying.

We are living in a period of rapid change, giving rise to eruptive social force%
shifting standards of taste, conflict with our social mores and established prin-
ciples, and an intense dadre on the part of some groups and individuals to express
their particular views. These basic ehauges are necessarily and properly 'e-
ffected in an individual editor's evaluation of the entertainment fare he is asked
to pass on.

With this general comment in mind, I would like to outline the steps taken
by our editorial staff in New York and Los Angeles to review and screen material
intended for broadcast over our television network, except for News, News Docu-
mentaries and Sports Events.

The Department of Broadcast Standards and Practices operates independently
of the ABC Televedon Network so that there is, in effect, a system of "cheeks and
balances" in determining the eceeptability of program material. Thus, the ABC
Television Network's Program Department's creative evaluations and oonsidera-
tions are kept wholly separate and apart from the question of its acceptability
for broadcast.

Editors are trained and, when experienced and eompetent, are given the
responsibility of applying the standards to each program scheduled for broad-
cast. Their's is the challenging work of reviewing and commenting on material
in a manner which, on the one hand, will permit and encourage genuine, artistic,
and literary treatment of significant and controversial subjects which may in-
volve adult themes while, on the other hand, will preserve the integrity of such
pv.-.30ams and will ensure that the treatment and presentation are made in good
taste on the basis of dramatic values.

Each entel:ainnimt program la reviewed by an editor in the Department of
Broadcast. Standards and Practices from the script stage through final produe-
Hon lad editing. A report is prepared, often after discuselon with colleagues and
the supervimar in charge, i qdicating the acceptability of the script, or any appro..
priate revisions. This eeport is forwarded to the producer of the program. After
discussion of any requested changes, revisions are submitted by the producer to
the editor, who then issues an additional script review mport. The editor next
reviews a rough cut of the program which affords him the owortimity to request
any necessary modifications prior to issuing a final report.

The activities of the Department involve a great deal of time, daily conferences
and discussion sessions between the Broadcast Standards and Practices editor
and the producer, both of whom are seeking an acceptable program. The goal
is to preserve creativity while enforcing the Company's standards and Policies.

Under current practice, each broadcast season, prior to the commencement of
production of any new program series, the American Broadcasting Company's
policies and standards are reviewed with the producer of each program series
and their staffs. Again this year, in late April or May, we will be meeting with
the producers of each new program series to review the material to be produced
for the on-coming season.

2 *2.9
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All matters relating to program acceptability are carefully discussed and re-
viewed in detail. Where a particular tortes is expected to include portrayde of
violence, extensive discussions, involving our Director of Broadeast Standards
and Practices, the Director of Broadcast Standards and Practices, WeSt Qoast
Division, the editor asSigned to the particular program series, and me, aro lield
with the producer to ascertain the manner in which the producer intends to relate
eonflict to plot development and to insure that the producer fully understands
our poilicies and standards in this regard.

In addition to the Broadcast Standards ana Vrac.;ees' procedures described
above, station management at all our affiliated stadou.3, including our owned
television stations, is provided with detailed informstion :Input each programprior to broadcast. Briefly, these procedures consist or the follciving

(a) An advanced program advisorya detailed written report of the content
of each regularly scheduled prime time entertainment and special programisprepared by an ABC program executhe from the rough cut of each program.Subject to limitations of program deadlines, these reports are mailed to each
station manaper aeven to ten days before airtime. A duplicate report is furnishedto the NAB Code Authority.

(b) Regular pregram previews are scheduled, via closed circuit, for our
affiliated television stations located across the country. We use available closed
circuit timeapproximately 8-10 hours a week at the present timeto preview,on e. rotating basis, programs in our nighttime sehedule. Stations are advisedin advance of the closed circuit schedule for a given month. Loral station manage-
ment has the prerogative of viewing these ABC programs prior to telecast eitherwith their associates, or with anyone else they may wish to have present. Inthis fashion, our affiliates have an opportunity to review for them.telves, the
acceptability or non-acceptability of such program material prior to telecast.

(e) At annual meetings held for the management of our primary affiliated
statione, program plans for the new season, beginning the following September,
are presented. Altiliate management reaction to our program plans is consideredand we solid t. suggestione for future programming at these meetings.

The procedures which I outlined above have been our regular practice overthe years,
Since March of 1969, when the Sub-Conunittee on Communications last heldhearings on the subject of televised violence, we have been actively seeking

additional information which would permit us to refine the standards and criteriawe apply in reviering material intended for telecast. This past June we onceagain reminded both our editors and television producers of our policy concerningthe portrayal of violence in television programs. Originally issued in June of 1968,the policy states :
"You are, of course, aware of the Company's long standing policy regardingthat, in carrying out your duties in reviewing scripts, rough cuts and final printsfor air, you should prohibit the use of violence for the sake of violence. While astory-line or plot development may call for the use of forcethe amount, mannerof portrayal and necessity for same should be commensurate with a standardof reasonableness and with due regard for the principle that violence, or theuse of force, as an appropriate means to an end, is not to be emulated."
As the members of this Subcommittee are aware, in March of 1969, the ABCTelevision Network agreed to provide advance descriptive program informationto the NAB Code Authority and to accord the Director of the NAB Code Authoritythe privilege of requesting screenings of programs prior to broadcast should hehave any questions with respect to any of the material contained in the AdvanceProgram Advisory. We have had the occasional opportunity to do HO. In addition,in each year since 1969, we have prescreened the pilot program. where one exists,of every series to be included in the following year's schedule for the CodeAuthority Director and/or one of his representatives. After the mreening, thepilot program and the anticipated direction of the series are discussed generally.The thoughts and recommendations of the NAB representative are subsequentlydiscussed with the Standards and Practices editor in charge of the program aswell as with the program producer.
In late February of 1970, Doctors Heller and Polsky and Doctor Liebermanwere engaged as independent outside consultants to conduct specific researcthprograms. In addition, several ABC executives mid Doctors Heller, Polsky andLieberman met with Dr. Eli Rubenstein, Assistant Director for the ExtramuralPrograms end Behavioral Sciences of the National Institute of Mental Health,to inform him of the original research that was being sponsored by- ABC.
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In Apr 11 of 1971, a reprint from the Archive of General Psychiatry of Doctors
Heller and Poisky's articie entitled, "Television Violence : Guidelines for Evalu-
ation", was circulated among ABC Standards and Practices editors. These
guidelines were discussed with Broadcast Standards editors, as well as with
the proucere and executives of the production companies preparing entertain-
ment programs for ABC. Specifically, they were informed that the emphasis
should be placed upon the Consequences resulting from au act et violence and
that Doctors Heller and Polsky had expressed concern over the dehunuinization
factor in the portrayal of violence. These matters are also referred to in the
report to the Surgeon General as subjecte that ought to require the attention of
those producing programs which contain violence.

Following the receipt of our first year interim report by Doctors Heller and
Polsky on Television Violence and Children, and Doctor Lieberman, we circu-
lated these interim reports to our editors for their guidance. We also made them
available to producers of programs on ABC. The interim reports of our research
consultants were with producers in our May 1971 meetings, prior to the pro-
duction of programs for the 1971-72 season. We directed that special attention
should be given in the review of materials containing portrayals of violence to
that guideline which relates specifically to the imitation of acts of violence.
We suggested caution be exercised in avoiding close-ups and demonstrations
criminal techniques that invite imitation.

In July of 1971 we again, along with our independent consultants, visited with
Doctor Eli Rubenstein and briefed him on our interim report, seeking sugges-
tions and maintaining a flow of information between our consultants and the
Committee,

It has been, and continues to be, ABC's policy to emphasize justice in the
American system of law enforcement and the maintenance of order, the solution
of crimes and the apprehension of criminals. We also seek to de-emphasize
acts of violence.

The depiction of violence in situations of dramatic conflict for the expression
of human conflict, hostility, anger, frustration or for the portrayal of enforce
ment of law and order, is an appropriate subject for dramatic development.
Television, no less than any other media, or art form, should be capable of deal-
ing realistically with social and human conflicts, and, in our opinion, it is the
manner in which we present and treat these subjects that is significant.

In conclusion I would like to reassure this Committee that every effort is being
made and will continue to be made not only to insure that it is not the portrayal
of useless excessive force tor its own sake or violence that is included merely
to attract an audience, but moreover as has been stated by Mr. Rule, we will
continue working with our independent research consultants to seek to reline
our guidelines so as to reduce the likelihood that predisposed children will react
adversely to televised violence. In those programs that do contain violence as a
legitimate adjunct of plot development, the dramatic treatment should not be
exaggerated or prolonged. We hope that we will be successful in limiting the por-
trayal of acts of violence to those instances where they are a natural and logical
part of the story and where they advance dramatic development.

This Committee may be assured that we are concerned . . . and expect to do
our best to fulfill our responsibilities as broadcasters.

I thank you for this opportunity to appear before you and express the views
of the American Broadcasting Company,

Senator PASTORE. Mr. Wasilewski. We a re very happy to have you
here today. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF VINCENT WASILEWSKI, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS

Mr. WASILEWSKI. Thank you, sir.
ViMr. Chairman, my name is ncent T. Wasilewski. I am President

of the National Association of Alroadcasters, which is an association
whose membership comprises a majority of the Nation's radio and
television stations and all networks.

I believe the Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior should be complimented for an exten-
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sive study in a relatively short period of time. The massiveness of the
report and the carefully stated conclusions are testimony that the com-
mittee sought to do both a thorough and responsible job.

The report provides an assemblage of data and balanced Rarspeotive
about a complicated and emotional subject about which little reliable
information has hitherto been available. It appears that the crux of
the report to the Surgeon General is summed up in the folowing ex-
cerpts from pages 18-19 of the summary :

First, there is eveidence that any sequence by which viewing television violence
causes aggressive behavior is most likely applicable only to eome children whoare predisposed in that direotion. . . .

Second, there are suggestions in boths sets of studies that the way children
respond to violent film material is affected by the context in which it is presented
Such elements as parental explanations, the favorable or unfavorable outcome
of the violence, and whether it ie seen as fantasy or reality may make a difference.
Generalizations about all violent content are likely to be misleading.

Thus, the two sets of findings converge in three respects : a preliminary and
tentative indication of a causal relation between viewing violence on television
and aggressive behavior ; an indication that any such causal relation operates
only on some children (who are predisposed to be aggressive) ; and an indication
that it operates only in some environmental contexts. Such tentative and limited
conclusions are not very saticfying. They represent substantially more knowledge
than we had two years ago, but they leave many questions unanswered.. . ."

Our own most recent research, just completed by Prof. William
Wells of the University of Chicago, also suggests that some children
may, in some circumstances, be aclversely affected by viewing tele-
vision programs containing violence.

In any case, even if the great majority of our children are unaffected
by television violence, and even if only a small fraction are negatively
affected, we recognize the need to determine how the negative effectscan be alleviat.

The broadcast industry's self-regulatory effort has directed special
attention to responsible and realistic reflections of human conflict.
In real life such conflicts demonstrably exist and clearly do often spill
over into violence. A premise of broadcast self-regulation is th.at
violence should be reasonably restrained as to degree and featured in
contexts which justify its validity.

The selection and scheduling of programs and the handling of their
content are determined by broadcasters themselves. The broadcasting
networks additionally pursue through the NAB Code authority
which they along with 402 television stations support financiallya
program liaison agreement involving a monitoring procedure. This
activity comprises an on-air monitoring of selected programs to review
handling of content.

Our increased monitoring efforts began three and one-halfyears aigo;
and during that period the personnel of the Code authority's three
offices in Los Angeles, New York and Washington have monitored a
total of some 2,278 programs offered by the .ABC, CBS and NBC
networks.

Formal monitoring reports filed with the Code authority director
cover such matters as responsible treatment of crime and its tech-
niques, violence and the consequences thereof, and retribution, as well
as responsible treatments of racial considerations, morality, safety,
prejudice and the like.

Senator PASTORE. Mr. Wasilewski, is this monitoring a prereview of
a program ?
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Mr. WASILEWSKI. No, sir, it is not, I am referring to on-the-air mon-
itoring as it appears on the network.

Senator PASTORE. As it appears?
Mr. WASILEWSKI. Yes, sir, this particular aspect. We have had, as

two of the networks indicated, IMO prescreening of pilots.
Senator PASTORE. But CBS does not subscribe to that, does it/
Mr. WASILEWSKI. They, QS I undetstand It, will show it to their

affiliates, which is a prescreening, but not to the Code authority.
Senator PASTORE. But ABC and NBC do?
Mr. WASILEWAKI. YOSI sir.
Senator PASTORE. I see.
Mr. WAsILEwsta. Two of the networks have a prior-screening ar-

rangement with the Code authority. Prescreening is conducted when
requested by either network or the Code authority and is confined
primarily to new entries in the program schedule lineup.

In addition, during the period from October 1988 through October
1970 the three television networks and the Code authority jointly
funded a consultative arrangement with Melvin S. Heller, M.D., and
Samuel Polsky., Ph.D., from Temple tTniversity, Unit in Law and
Psychiatry, Philadelphia. The purpose of this consultancy was to seek
essistance from the psychiatric field with respect to the Code author-
ity's monitoring process.

The Code authority's monitoring findings were appraised by the two
specialists from Temple. Additionally they helped not only to further
codify and strengthen network editing criterta,but also pinpointed
factors to be considered in the treatment of violence in programs
directed to adults as well as those directed to children.

The work of Professors Heller and Polsky was presented in the
March 1971 issue of the Archives of General Psychiatry under the
title "Television Violence, Guidelines for Evaluation." It presents
an analysis of types, characteristics and presentation of violence on
television ; examines possible effects on the individual personality of
the viewer, particularly the child ; and offers suggestions for evaluat-
ing television violence on the basis of its emotional impact.

The recommendations of Professors Heller and Polsky direct net-
work and Code authority attention to the context in which valid reflec-
tions of violence are presented, especially with respect to the conse-
quences o P violence and to the avoidance of dehumanizing of indi-
viduals. The recommendations also cover the modifying uses of fan-
tasy and humor.

The findings of Drs. Heller alid Polsky parallel those of earlier
witnesses during the past two days, and point out possible avenues for
further research and. testing. They also make possible a continuing
application and refinement of approaches that might be utilized by
broadcast decision makers in the area of content.

The creators and schedulers of programs have a particular respon-
sibility to take a harder than ever look at the manner in which
violence is presented. Violence which could reasonably be argued as
excessive or gratuitous can and must be avoided.

We are all in agreement, I believe, that resolution of this serious
problem is the responsibility of the broadcastiw industry. The alterna-
tive is deep government regulation of television programing, and we
regard this as dangerous and unwise. Therefore wethrough the Code
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authorityare now examining in detail the wording of ell of ourTelevision Code's programing itandards.
Additionally, I have asked our Television Code authority and review

board as a high priority matter to undertake a detailed study of the
report to the Surgeon General in cooperation with the NAB research
deprirtment. They are being instructed to draw upon such outside
counsel as they may require for the purposes of developing recom-mendations to the industry as to how tne results of this report may be
implemented.

I feel confident of total industry support.
Senator PAsToitz. Thank you very much for a good statement.

Of course it is true that when you are in such a complex and
complicated area as aptitudes of a human mind, and what a sceneor an incident does to the behavior of an individual, you are in
a highly technical and scientific field. Sometimes you cannot get anexact, precise answer. But a very significant statement was made by
the Surgeon General that I think takes this out of the clouds and brings
it down to earth. When he said there comes a time when the data are
sufficient to justify action and that time has come.

Do you agrite with thatstatement I
Mr. WASILEWSKI. I would agree with that statement because I am

convinced now that there is a sufficient amount of data to indicate acausal relationship between some children and some violence on
television.

Senator PASTORE. I will tell you frankly you represent the group that
in the final analysis has the most to lose ; you represent those who aregranted a licenseA and you know what the elevelopment has been lately
since the WIiD1-1 case. I am telling you frankly unless the industry
takes hold of this and does what neetzls to be .ione the only possible
result is going to be an aroused citizenry.

I realize that there are some people who possibly do not care, butthere are a lot of people who do care, and we hear them constantly.
Tomorrow we will -have before this Committee membem of the public
who will testify and who havebeen disturbed over this for years.What I am trying to say to you, Mr. Wasilewski, is this. We did
not invent this. The reason why this Committee requested this Study
in the first place, and the reason why we have held hearings right
along is because of the complaints that have been made to us. Madeto us by mothers in many, many instances, and by people who are
aroused and concerned about what has been going on.

I will be frank and honest with you and say that since we began
way, way back in the '50s we have made some improvement. But
this is a recent study, and like you say, a causal. 4' ifeet has been shown.

I think myself that the Advisory Committee Report can be charac-terized as being a yery cautious and conservative one only because they
had to achieve, as I said before, a consensus report. It waa explained bythe members who appeared before this Committee that there was alot of hassling going_ on before they reached a consensus.

We heard several distinguished experts who had conducted research
in this area and who participated in the research that was contracted
oat by 1,11:: .:lurgeon General. In a particular study the researchers took
a stronger view; n much stronger view, and were very much disap-
k. nt;.d ,ari) 1:4ed aaid in some muses rather peeved at the fact that
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their report and their findings had been played down. But I suppose
to get these members of th- sommittee to agree on something unani-
mously you do have to strikes compromise.

I speak especially of Dr. Liebert who came before this committee,.
and 1 speak also of Dr. Lefkowitz who came before this committee and
who had conducted some intense and very deep and exhaustive studiea
in this area. They were complimented on their competency by Dr. Eli
Rubenstein.

All I say to you is that I hope that the word goes back that there is
something wrong that needs to be rectified and the sooner the better.
I do not think in the process we are going to deny the American public
quality entertainment,. As I have stud time -.nd time again no one is
talking here about an absolute elimination of violence, nobody 1 talk-
ing about that. What we are talking about is violence for the sake
of violence: Violence that is made purposefully gory and violence that
is abusive and excessive.

Mr. WASILEWSKI. Mr. Chairman, I was fortunate enough to hear
about, 96 percent of this hearing, I imagine, on the radio. I would like
to putemyself in the posture of you on that first day, I think, when
you said you realized that television is not the sole factor nor perhaps
the principal factor of violence in our lifel but you are conducting
these hearings because this is your area of 3urisdiction. But I would
hope, sir, that whatever comes out of this we don't focus solely on
television programing and think tht.t, that will be the solution of
violence in this country of ours.

Senator PASTORE, that is right. But broadcasters are in the most
lucrative business in the world. They are given a license that can
only be given to a few. With the exception of a few small stations
anyone Ni'hogets a license to operate a television station puts his hands
on the pot of gold.

Mr. Baker.
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You made reference to the report and findings by Drs. Heller and

Polsky in your statement. I wonder if you would have an objection to
including that report as a part of this record.

Mr. WasuzwsK.I. No, Senator. I have copies and I will be glad to
supply it.

Senator BAKER. Is that agreeable to the chairman, that we receive
that report as a part of the record ?

Senator Pitman. Yes.
Senator BAKER. I think by and large you have done a good job

and 3/on have been a T.Jart of the dialog that has developed in the course
of these hearings. You may be involved by implication in other parts
of the testimony that has bmn received in the course of the hearmp.
But. in all fairnPos I must. say on occasion we hear criticisms of NAB
to the effect that they really *have ideals and ambitions but they don't
really do anything. I hear criticisms that. it cannot be truly eirective
because it makes only restraining gestures, it can take no punitive
measures, and all broadcasters do not, belono to the NAB.

believe you have done a remarkable jokr and those criticisms are
not well taken in their entirety. But. I wouhl appreciate hearing any
rejoinder you would care to matice,.

Mr. WAsthEwsiu. Only 40'2 television stations subscribe to the Code,
plus the three networks. I do believe most, sincerely that the effect of
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the Code's apparatus, its structure and its restrictions apply much
beyond those 402 television ptations and much beyo4d the three net-works. As a witnem to that is the thing mentioned the other day, the
restriction we have relative to hard liquor we have as a small restric-tion. There is no reason that the other 275 stations in the countr7should rely upon the Code strictures against advertising of hard liquor,
but they do.

Similarly, those programing standards that are developed in con-junotion with the networks basically have an effect tlwoughout the
industry beoause in the final analysis most stations throughout the
country will be using that programing.

As to the enforcement factor, it is true that we do not have much
of what you would call in the way of power, power per se. Our power
is limited to withdrawing the Code seal from stations. However, if
you have an ongoing and a good operation I do not think you needmuch in the way of power to enforce the Code because you get it
through the peer group, you get it through such men as you and Sen-
ator Pastore and yet get it from a lifted _cwebrow from the public.

, BAKER. Do you think that is sufficient power or sufficient
prestigs as the case may be, to carry you into the next era and serve
you effe4ively in trying to monitor the performance of children's
program'e and the violent content, that we want to monitor?

Mr. Wnemwsicr. I do not think it would make much difference how
much power we had unless we had the totality of industry coopera-
tiveness going dont; with this. So my response to your vestion would
be that I do not think we need much in the way of punitive power in
the sense of granting or levying fines or doing other such things.

Senator BAKER. Do you ihink you need any more staff?
Mr. WASILEWSKI. I think in any operation you can always use more

staff, yes, sir. I think we would need more staff to continue expanding
our area of activity.

Senator BAKER. There has been a good bit of testimony about the
possibility of a nongovernmental, unofficial rating Imard ior TV pro-
graming. In a way NAB is that. They do not igive ratings per se,
but they express approval or disapproval of th.e program eontents
and format.

Do you have any further nomment on the desirability of such a
rating 13ureau and any idea of whether or not NAB could serve in that
function

Mr. WASILEWSKI. Are you talking about a rating bureau as related
to violence ? Or is the c something broader ?

Senator BARBI:. I s,m talking about TV broadcasting, but it came
up in the context of children's programing and violence. But it also
would relate, to he qrtestions I put to a number of witnesses about
X-rated movies, for instance.

We have seen the movie industry do a voluntary program on rating
and I do not suggest an exact similarity. But what I am asking youto do is to comment on the general ooncent described by other
witnesses.

Mr. WASILEWSKI. Obviously I have thought about it because it has
been propounded in the past and during the course of these hearings,
and I have not reached any firm conclusion in my own mind. For
example, I would have a question if you rated on a scale zero to ten
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for violence, I as a parent know in my own home that the censoring
of programs that I personally have done with my children have not
nearly been as much in the area of violence as they have in other areas,
either in the sexual Lemnotations or in the area of a message being given
that I did not want the children to be given.

So I think there are tremendous problems. Plus the fact if 10 lei
the most violent on the scale, I think that compounds the problem of
parents greatly, very frankly.

Senator BAKER. Thank you very much.
Does NAB have anrposition on sanitized X-rated movies ?
Mr. WASILEWSKI. Not we have not taken a position on sanitized

X-rated movies. I would say that this has to be a matter for the in-
dividual licensee to determine and if you have a sanitized X-rated
movie I think it can be fare that could be put into the home, but as
Mr. Schneider said, it may not be good entertainment.

In other words, I think you can sanitize almost anything.
Senator BAKER. It is up to the affiliate to decide, but the affiliate did

not originate it. It is not quite the same thing.
I will not go into that any furths,.. I think you have given us useful

and valuable testimony and I believe you have done a good job. Your
organization has been very helpful to the industry.

Thank you very much.
Mr. WASILEWSKI. Thank you, sir.
(The article referred to follows
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An analysis is presented of types,
oharaoteristin, and presentation of
violence on television. Possible ef-
forts on the inaividual personality
of the viewer, particularly the child,
are discussed. rSuggestions are given
for evaluating television violence on
the basis of its emotional impact
rather than on changing social
mores.

NATIONAL concern over cer-
tain kinds and amounts of MPH
media portrayal of violence has
reached the levels of congressional
(eg, Senator Pastore's Subcommit-
tee. on Communications and the
Senate Committee en the judiciaryt)
and presidential° inquiry. In such
circumstances psychiatric opinion
is often solicited by various com-
munity factions, each seeking to
bolster its own views with those of
selected exports in behavioral sci-
ence. In this manner, a particular
study of violent comic books can be
cited to report no significant differ-
ence in aggressiveness between boys
with a high interest in such fare and
those with a low interest.° Similar-
ly, a study in England, using tele-
vision materials, indicates compa-
rablo findings for viewers and
nonviewers.4 On the contrary, sev-
eral experimental studies can be
cited to suggest an increased prob-
ability of aggressive behavior soon
after a viewing of it."

The temptation to respond with
an off-the-cuff opinion, although
understandable, often exceeds the
psychiatrist's specific expertise.
Yet, no discipline or specialty is
generally better equipped to offer
comment on this continuing de-
bate. This has motivated us to pro-
vide our colleagues with what we
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hope Is a timely review of some
pertinent issues, a brief look at
oft-quoted television studies, and a
present consideration of some of
the issues and dynamics of the
conflict regarding television vio-
lence.

Part of this work has served to
provide !natal suggested guide-
lines for the editing of violent tele-
vision materials prepared for the
Code Authority of the National
Association of Broadcasters in the
course of consulting with that
agency.

rnme Characteristics of
Commerc ial Television

The viewing faro of commercial
television is ultimately determined
by economic fac;.ors. The major
networks may be viewed as three
electronic billboards whose chang-
ing contents compete for audience
attention and advertising dollars.
Commerical television is turned to
by most viewers in an attempt to
gratdy widespread needs for di-
version or passive entertainment.
In this respect, the viewer may
select programs which are either
stimulating or soparifie depending
upon his mood or need at the par-
ticular time. Some children's pro-
grams may perform a baby-sitting
function for motherswith cer-
tain serialized characters serving
as electronically tuned-in members
of the child's "extended family."

Commercial television also func-
tions, directly or even incidentally,
as an educational and documenta-
ry medium, and on occasion has
brought audiences unique experi-
ences in both documentary report.
Ing and theater.

All of these kinds of program
possibilities compete with each
other on the basis of attention-get-
ting and attention-holding. The
greatest prize goes to that pro-
gram or series of programa which
can capture and hold the largest
audience.

In terms of attention-getting
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material, there is little question
that the two most arresting acts
which television could portray
would literally be murder and sex-
ual intercourse. Until the most re-
cent film and off-Brondway season,
nude sex has been relatively secret
fare fol theater audiences. Since
television programs have been pro-
hibited from capturirg audiences
through nudity, violence in its
various forms has boon the mani-
fest alternatitto or available wane
to attract viewers.

Our culturally determined sub-
stitution of violence for sexuality
is a prominent part of the training
of children with respect to instinc-
tual expression. Theoretically, it
would be possible to demonstrate
that there exists an inverse rela-
tionship between the amount of
manifest sexuality on the one
hand and manifest hostility or vio-
lence on the other, which a partic-
ular culture allows in its citizen's
daily activities or legitimate view-
ing entertainment.s

In contrast to a number of other
entertainment media, the televi-
sion induatry must concern Itself
with audiences which vary widely
in age, intelligence, literacy, inter-
est, and sociocultural back-
grounds. Furthermore, the emo-
tional stability and ego strength of
the audience must be taken into
account in assessing the impact of
any given violent episode on the
audience. It has been suggested
that children who like radio crime
and adventure programs have
shown more aggression in behav-
ior, and also lower intelligence
quotients, lower scholastic achieve-
ment. and lower scores in general
happiness and in personal and social
adjustment.° Similar results have
been reported with reference to tele-
Visi011, movies, and comic books.0
With any 3-year old capable of flick-
ing on the family set, there is no
guarante- that persons under 21
will be "wed "admission." or al-
lowed to wateh only if accompanied
by an adult. In this respect it is a



matter of fact and concern that tele-
vision has increasingly replaced
parents as a definitive adult voice
and national shaper of views.

Digestible vs Noxious Victories

In examine violence as it is por-
trayed in tho mass media, we have
found it to be helpful to dif-
ferentiate between so-called di-
gestible violence on the one hand,
and "indigestible" or noxious vio-
lence el the other. We refer here
to violence as a conscious act that
results in damage to a libidinally
invested or valued object per-
ceived in human terms. The term
aggression has not been used be-
cause it tends to be more readily
misused and confused. The term
aggression has been characterised
to mean "almost anything 'rem
hostility to the vigor with which
either constructive or destructive
acts are carried out." It has also
been defined as behavior "motivat-
ed by the wish to injure, remove or
destroy a threatening object.""
and elsewhere taken to mean "the
initiating of an attack" in a con-
text of fighting."

Digestible violence is relatively
responsive to the realities of the
environment, whereas noxious vio-
lence tends to be portrayed as bi-
sarre, sexually tinged, or frankly
sadistic. In order to further dif-
ferentiate the effects of violence
on the varying viewers of televi-
sion we specify that noxious vio-
lence raises and maintains tension
on a relatively high and slowly
diminishing curve analogous to
the glucose tolerance response of a
diabetic. Digestible or assimilable
violence, on the other hand, is as-
sociated with tension which Is
swiftly reduced, relieved, or re-
solved. We have avoided the term
"cathartic violence" nod have pre-
ferred the concept of digestible
violence for several reasons. A
piece of behavior may be digesti-
ble or assimilable whether or not
it is cathartic. Furthermore, the
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literature on cathartic violence is
in conflict. Remo studies seem to
support the thesis of catharsis,"
while other studies seem to refute
this concept of catharsis.ma

Not all violence is noxious or
harmful. Most themes or varieties
of violent program material can be
classified under the general head-
lug of criminal, epie-pniciutic, or
athletic. A lively audience interest
in each of these areas (murder
mysteries, adventure and war
scenes, or violent athletic events,
respectively) is seen in the pro-
gram popularity of professional
football, for example, as well as in
war films, westerns, and detective
dramas.

Nor is all violence thnt is la-
beled harmful actually harmful In
meaningful human terms, In cer-
tain well-known studies, for exam-
pie, the objects of violence are
inanimate rather than human, in-
volving Bobo dolls," mechanical
toys, wooden balls in cages,0 or
even the bursting of tey
balloons." It is perhaps notewor-
thy that in those studies in which
a human target wee supplied, the
reported behavior showed little
change from the nsual behavior of
a child,ID

Violent television material may
have a different effect not only on
the child or immature viewer in
comparison with the mature one,
but also on the child of a broken
home in contrast to the child living
in an intact home, who has avail-
able to him the love and support of
both parents, and the acceptance
of his peers. It has been demon-
strated, for example, that elemen-
tary-school children who enjoyed
good peer relationships were less
directed to violent programs than
children who were not accepted by
their peers."

One may inquire as well into the
different effects of program mate-
rial on children of affluent versus
children of ghetto homes, Rs well
as on adults from each of these
populntions. The difference in
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emotional reaction to similar
pieces of programming can also be
significant in persons of varying
ethnic or racial types who tend to
identify with victims or aggres-
sors of their own background,

Regulation and Censorship

External regulation and censor-
ship, in the American tradition,
seem to be neither popular nor do-
sirable substitutes for good taste
and responsible programming.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to
point out that functional censor-
ship exists on every level of behav-
ior, and is an innate part of man's
biological equipment. On the We-
ogical level, noxious material is
avoided by aversion, disgust, oven
fainting if the stimuli aro suf-
ficiently abhorrent to a given indi-
vidual. Psychologically, censorship
is maintained by a number of
mechanisms including repression,
forgetting, and the distortion of
dream.

Censorship on the level of com-
munity or group behavior is seen
even in primitive cultures whose
tribal mores specifically suppress
thoughts or beliefs which aro
deemed dangerous to the interest
of the group. Government censor-
ship or control follows when orti,-
nary social process fails, or is be-
lieved to have failed, to meet a
real or imagined danger.

During waves of general social
disorder and upheaval, there is in-
creased apprehension of danger
that extends to all shores of the
social order, particularly new are-
as, su Ili as electronic mass media,
whose potential is relatively un-
known, and whose content con-
tains explicit scenes of violence..

A Responsible Approach

Forme FCC Comntismioner New-
ton Mum has challenged the tele-
vision industry by stating that
it is not enough to cater to the
nation's whims, but that it also is



easential to serve the nation's
needs. In an age when research
has not yet produced sat:lent
applicable answers, and in a sock-
V whose experts relate insuf-
ficiently to each other, how are
the nation's needs to be deter-
mined?

One approach is to catalogue
our social ills, and condemn all
contributors, real and imagined,
But not even the most constant
critic of television suggests that
it is responsible for all social ills.
In consequence, even such a critic
can only give fussy answers to
the hard question of how to
modify this powerful element in
entertainment, without doing equal
damage to the useful functions it
serves.

If frustrating tho public whim
or need is not tho answer, what is?
An that can reasonably be re-
quired is that which can reason-
ably be done, anything less is We-
sponsible.

A responsible approach at this
juncture would have tlio following
features: (1) An inVial identi-
fication of that which presumed
to be potentially nos', a in its
effects, coupled with an attendant
identification of modifiers or "do-
toxifiere" of such material. The
latter is the more difficult task be-
cause it is always easier to con-
demn than to correct. (2) Articu-
lation of these control elements or
modifiers in such manner that they
can be understood and applied.
This requiNs unification of cur-
rent and often subjective stand-
ards being applied by the industry.
The goal is revision elaboration,
application, and an on-going test-
ing of applicability rather than in-
stant revelation of higher command-
ments. (3) The on-going testing in
daily use and the continued refine-
ment of codified concepts and guide-
lines over a period of time consti-
tutes the final essential ingredient of
a responsible approach.

All of this requires continuing
effort in the application of the
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guidelines within the industry,
and liaison with behavioral act-
ence consultants whose expertise
can be sought to help identify the
elements of control, and to aid in
sharpening and refining broadcast
guidelines, again and again, in or-
der to achkve an ever more work-
able end product.

Two General Modifiers!
Humor and Fantasy

The interjection of humorous
materials is a well-know device to
modulate rapidly mounting tension
In dramatic story plots. Examples
of this are found in literature
from Shakespeare to James Bond.

Fantasy is similarly used as a
protecting or reassuring vehicle in
tho presentation of otherwise
frightening stories to children.
Quite chilling events of certain
fairy stories are rendered accept-
able to the child's emotions be-
cause they are portrayed as belong-
ing to the "land of make-believe."
This factor of remoteness from cur-
rent reality (as in ancient historical
or biblical episodes) is utilised in
certain violent modern dramas
(again James Bond) in order to re-
mind tho viewer that we are really
"nmking believe" or stretching the
point.

Both children and adults have a
varying affinity to fantasy, which
may serve as a comforting, tempo-
rary alternative to the pressing
need for real solutions to frustra-
tions of everyday living. In this
connection, it has been suggested
by Schramm et aim that frustra-
tion is a significant factor which
impels certain children toward fan-
tasy. While television viewing hab-
its may shape fantasies, some
studies have suggested that the
child's own fantasies determine
his viewing habits rather than
vice versa.511.= We submit that fan-
tasy and humor are general modi-
fiers of relevant concern in the
assessment or rating of television
violence.
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Additionsi Factors in Rating
Episodes of If 3levision Violence

The following additional factors
by themselves do not constitute
specille, litmuslike tests -of ac-
ceptable or unacceptable violence.
They are identified rather as an
initial framework tor the con.
struction of a practical uniform
chooklist of rating factors whioh
would have a cumulative effect. As
concepts which can be standard-
ised, and to some extent quanti-
fied, sueh variables can be de.
veloped to assist the television in-
dustry's monitors and editors to
communicate their concerns, criti-
cisms, or viewpints in more
objective fashion to their col-
leagues. These further variables
are prasented alphabetically.

Apparent Authenticity.Televi.
sion material which is presented
in a highly realistic fashion may
imnress tho gullible or immature
viewer as an "authentic" represea-
tette!! of reality, In contrast to
fantasy, which reminds the viewer
of the "make-believe" quality of
material, a high degree of appar-
ent authenticity enhances tho dis-
turbing effect of violence, pat-Mu-
t:My for the immature viewer.

Apparent authenticity is en-
hanced by mitotic settings, by the
use of certain props, costuming, or
dialogue, and Particularly by the
manner in which the role is per-
trayed by the actor. By the inter-
pretation he gives his role, a
skilled actor, or director, cati
achieve an oven greater effect than
trappings, settings, or props.

Apparent authenticity is a pow-
erful device for the writer or
director who seeks to increase ex-
citement or thrill by creating a
feeling of involvement on the part
of the viewer, or the feeling that
"you are there." Television writ-
ers, directors, and actors often
seem determined to make their ma-
terial as realistic as possible to
"sock" the viewer with a feeling



that he is "right there in the mid-
dle of things." ArmPd with today's
technical improvements In elec-
tronic and optical equipment, tho
dramatic storyteller Can achieve
unprecedented "new heights" In
authenticity, immedia0Y, and emo-
tional impact.

The development of those ego
functions which perceive and deal
with reality can be adversely
affected during infancy by a lack
of maternal monitoring and atten-
tion. In homes with such infants
television representations of ob-
jects are more constant and Intl-
mate companions than parents or
regular adult baby-sitters. The
very young child's position in
front of the television screen Is
that of eye witness not only to
fantasies and cartoons, but to
newscasts of crime, explosions,
and violent recordings of war at a
time when the child does not know
how far from his own bedroom
Vietnam for example, really is.

It should be remembered
throughout that what is "authen-
tic" for one segment of the view-
Ing audience might be laughabl"
unrealistic for another. It may
further be noted that where an epi-
sode Is realistic, it can serve as a
reinforcement of social learning,
Including whether or not violence
is imitated. Thus, where violence
has boon rewarded in the model
presented, imitation has been re-
ported as high, and where It was
punished, imitation was reported
as low,24

Selma Fralberg20 points out that
society acts largely in Its day-to-
day affairs as though atomic, eco-
logic, and population dangers are
somehow remote and unreal. She
postulates that society simply can-
not function under the high level
of apprehension and distress that
would accompany an incessant re-
minder of Its very real and possi-
bly momentary threat of extinc-
tion. Freiberg notes that society
generally faces this danger of ex-
tinction passively, and that it Is
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"addicted" to collective daydreams
of violence. These fantasies are
given expression in certain televi-
sion or cinema material.

Itisarreness.Bisarrenefs con
heighten the tension of Violent tele-
vision material If it is realistic.
On the other hand, by underlining
tho implausibility+ of an otherwise
frightening episode, bizarreness
may, in some MO% diminish ten-
sion, In the presence of humor, RR
In the "Addams Family" series, bi-
zarreness may have an ameliorat-
ing effect on otherwise atudety-pro-
ducing material. When bisarreness
contributes to an incredible, fan-
tastic, or unreal effect, it is actually
tension-reducing.

Familiarity breeds contempt,
and the child who plays with, ma-
nipulates, and controls ghouls and
dinosaurs In toys and television
programs is less afraid of the
prospect of being overwhelmed by
one in real life. In like manner, by
making idols, man has long con-
trolled his gods and rendered them
less fearsome.

Although fairy tales are fre-
quently bizarre, violent, and
frightening, the impact of the
fairy tale la markedly diminished
by the extent to which the viewer
or listener la reminded that It is
only "make-belleve," As long as
this psychological "agreement" ex-
ists between the storyteller on the
one hand, and the child reader or
viewer on the other, violent fairy
tale material literally gets away
with murder. If such stories were
presented to children as realistic,
plausible, traumatic fare, the re-
sults could be nightmarish.

Bondage.While ?}adage is es-
sential to many plot situations in
which the victim is immobilized,
tied up, or captured, bondage
dwelt upon needlessly may serve
as a vehicle for sadistic sexual
impulses.

The intimate portrayal in bon-
dage of an attractive female or
helpless child Is a common compo-
nent of pornography.20 Here the

quantity and quality of represen-
tation is needed to evaluate the
impact of such a turn of affairs.

Bondage is also an all too fre-
quent ingredient of childhood
games of cops and robbers or cow-
boys and Indians. Indeed, the
watchful parent of a 0-year-old
needs to remind lintelf to make
sure that his and la not neatly
tied to a neighbor's tree when he
Is late for lunch. Bondage is a
very complex and pervasive uncon-
scious preoccupation in which the
need to achieve belated mastery
over childhood restraints may
even date back to engrams of pre-
natal uterine captivity. The motor
progress of Infancy proceeds along
a line of diminishing restrictions
and restraints from tho bassinet to
the playpen, the classroom, and the
lengthening adult umbilical re-
strictions of food and oxygen sup-
ply. Until this very decade man
has not succeeded in breaking free
from the bonds or bondage of his
gravitational and atmospheric cap-
tivit,V beyond a few miles of the
earth's surface. Consider also the
experiences in which youngaters
are sent "captive" to their own
bedrooms. banished early for pun-
ishment, and routinely at bedtime
as a matter of nightly course.
When he emerges too often for a
glass of water, he is threatened
with more violent kinds of verbal
or physical sanctions.

In the mind of the immature
viewer, the danger of bondage In-
clude not only torture but starva-
tion. The fear of being neglected,
abandoned, or forgotten In a tele-
vision dungeon awakens primitive
Infantile fears of complete help-
lessner and abandonment

Bondage need not, however, con-
stitute unacceptable television plot
material. Consider, for example,
the now numerous cartoons or si-
lent movie plots In which the hero-
ine is tied to the railroad tracks by
the villain, and snatched from her
impending decapitation at the last
minute by the handsome hero.



When the ropes of villainous re-
straint respond to Popeye's can of
spinach, the breaking out of bon-
dage is experienced AS pleasur-
able triumph to the child viewer.
When this same bondage la pre-
sented in a realistic fashion, indi-
gestible, nightmare-producing ter-
rors may follow.

Conditioning or Inuring.Con-
ditioning or inuring both the child
and adult viewer to violence has
constituted a repeated criticism
of tele% felon programming. It is
most difficult to set up controlled,
long-term experiments that could
demonstrate adequately the cumu-
lative or conditioning effect of
violence over a period of years. Cer-
tainly a constant diet of adventi-
tious violence on television would
not be consistent with the ideals
of a society which censures the
taking of lives as a handy or ready
"solution" to daily interpersonal
conflicts. Television violence as a
model for actual community vio-
lence would appear to be increasingly
influential when fictional television
material provides, in repetitious
fashion, seemingly authentic and
"everyday" examples of solutions to
conflicts in interpersonal relation-
ships.

Consequences.An adequate
presentation of the human conse-
quences of violence is perhaps the
most important safeguard in the
responsible programming of tele-
vision violence. The meaningful
portrayal of the consequences of
violence (rather than a dutiful ac-
knowledgment that the criminal is
eventually caught and punished)
carries with it a lesson in compas-
sion. It has been suggested that
even filmed punishment reinforces
real-life prohibitions in young
children27 and in older children,28
and that an ethical ending, while
it may not erase violence, may
nonetheless act as a suppressor of
violence,25 Violence can be respon-
sibly portrayed to the extent to
which its consequences are por-
trayed in depth, with sensitivity.
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The classic western story char-acter.of the stranger who rides
into the small town and is gunned
down, whose body is then disposed
of, unclaimed by any relative or
friend, presents thie "bad mare' as
a piece of dehumanized garbage or
refuse who lived like a dog and
died like one. The same violent
gunning becomes meaningful, and
perhaps even a desirable recount-
ing of the tragedy of loneliness, if
the audience is enabled to see the
way in which the character of the
"bad man" developed, or some-
thing of his former relationships
with family or friends. (Even a
corpse can be shown in human
terms when there is a sense of
loss, just as in a few lines of poet-
ry John Donne can make us feel
we know "for whom the bell
tolls.")

When the consequences of vio-
lence are sufficiently elaborated in
television stories, some emotional
reeducation may be accomplished
by the presentation of exciting, at-
tention-getting material which
now becomes significant theater in
providing for the dramatic, cathar-
sis of a meaningful human experi-
ence and emotion. Conve.aely, we
would postulate that violence is
objectionable when it is presented
in a gratuitous fashion or as rein-
forcing background "noise" to the
daily frustrations and conflicts of
human living as experienced by
the viewers of television. Significant
television drama could provide an
emotionally educative experience in
portraying even violent murder in a
story which demonstrates sufficient-
ly the terrible loss suffered by
the surviving family, dependents, or
loved ones. It is quite a different and
destructive practice to represent
murder, especially to children, as
little more than the mechanical pro-
duction of cadavers or the dis:
patching of "bad guys" who some-
how deserved to be "liquidated.")

For television to pursue respon-
sible educational and entertain-
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ment functions, children exposed
to fictional violence must be
taught to view with horror and
disgust (rather than indifference)
man's brAtality to man.

Dehntnanication.Dehumanisa-
tion may be seen as a faulty form of
identification of object representa-
tion and results frotn a failure to
adequately portray the consequences
of violence. 'Whenever the victim is
depicted as less than human, or ex-
pendable because of hla lesser social
status, portrayed vita:nee risks ero-
sion of viewer's mor My. American
motion pictures 25 years old are
still shown on television in which
viewers are treated to the destruc-
tion of large numbers of dehumaniz-
ed "Injuns," natives, or other
"gooks" by superficially structured
heroes. This may be palatable to
large numbers of the viewing au-
dience on patriotic grounds in a
country at war. To persevere with
such faro in peacetime can only con-
tribute to a dehumanized concept
of man.

A variation in the technique of
dehumanization is the glorification
of the doer of violence in compari-
son to whom the victim seems ex-
pendable and insignificant. The
glorified murderer Is himself a
dehumanized kind of killer (a
bloated superhumanized variant)
whether he is presented in the
form of super-hero, or romanti-
cized Billy the Eid or Jesse James.
To such a false manslaying hero,
the victim is presented as an ob-
ject whose destruction serves
merely to illustrate or amplify the
quick-shooting ability of the glori-
fied killer.

To the extent to which the vic-
tim is dehumanized, the viewer
cannot identify compassionately
with the victim. To the extent to
which the aggressor is aggran-
dized and glorified he is also a
less human figure for purpose of
identification. The viewing of such
material offers less than the hu-
man experience of emotional ca-
tharsis, long associated with good



theater. It becomes instead an ex-
ercise in violence in which death
or injury is condoned, Retaliation
and vengeance are anticipated,
and artistic characterisation is
sacrificed in the interest of imme-
diate emotional impact.

The failure to present victims
and aggressors as human beings
neither stimulates poeitively
child's imagination, nor adequate-
ly develops his ability to identify
with key characters In the telling
of the story. A child's moral de-
velopment is potentially dependent
upon many such experiences in
identification, in growing up, the
child shares in part a number of
adult lives through the essential
mechanisms of identification, and
needs to go beyond a superficial
reflection of crime, retaliation, and
punishment.

Demonstration.A clearly un-
desirable factor is seen in violent
episodes which carry a large mea-
sure of instruction in the use of
destructive devices and weapons
or specific, detailed techniques of
murder, escape, or avoidance of
detection. The "how to do it" could
be far more harmful than the
"whodunit." In our age of preoccu-
pation with technical gadgetry.
the focus on fantasy versus reality
may be the differentiating issue in
assessing the instructional aspect
of the "how to do it."

A practical introductory course
in guerilla warfare, the making of
Molotov cocktails, or other. .such
detailed presentations of replica-
ble acts involving violence in dra-
matic programs are of question-
able value at a time when crime in
the streets constitutes a problem
in urban living,

Similarly, a needless fascination
with calibers and use of weapons
is challengeable. The juvenile de-
linquent is a ready and suggestible
imitator.

Identification.The importance
and complexities of the various
mechanisms of identification In a
co..dideration of television viewing
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experience is a subject worthy of a
separate piiper. For even the brief-
est introduction to this subjeti.
one must vote that the viewer of
television ' may identify with the
aggressor, the victim, the accomplice,
the bystander, all at the same time,
or In sequence. A child achieves
entertainment through identifica-
tion, and this in turn carries with
it some long-range effects concern-
ing learning, including, as one ob-
server puts it, "the strengthening
or weakening of certain personality
traita of the child, such as aggres-
sion, passivity and the like."80

Identification lies at the very
essence of the dramatic experi-
ence, cementing the contact be-
tween writer and actor, and actor
and viewer,The actor plays a role
well to the extent to which he can
identify with the character as per-
ceived by the writer. One appre-
ciates a dramatic presentation to
the extent to which one can identi-
fy with one or more characters in
the drama.

The charming tendency of small
children to identify with animals
Is an essential ingredient in the
anthropomorphised animal charac-
ters of Walt Disney as well as In
those animal stories which have
long appealed to children, from
Black Beauty to "Rin Tin Tin" and
currently "Wide" or "Gentle Ben,"

liecret-Conspiracyaindedness.
Paranoid elaborations of plot, in
which a character' (or writer's)
subtle delusions are presented in
such a fashion as to be highly be-
lievable can constitute noxious pro-
gram material for immature, un-
sophisticated, or suggestible viewers,
child or adult.

The contagiousness of a fantas-
tic idea, when cloaked in an aura
of authenticity, was graphically
presented in Orson Wells' famous
radio production of the invasion
from Mars. With all of the "unbe-
lievable" accomplishments and rapid
developments assailing the w'orld
population in this age of communi-
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cation, the readiness of certain
viewers to accept at face value
anything that can be seen with their
own eyes contributes to a kind of
gullibility (or narrowed credibility
gap). The tendency for even sophis-
ticated viewers to accept publicity
aired paranoid material constitutes
a formidable Propoganda and public-
opinion-molding potential of televis-
ion.

Conspiracy-mindedness has been
a disturbing accompaniment of the
so-called Cold War. Televised
fiction has leaned heavily toward
spy stories, communist conspira-
cies, infiltrations of the FBI by
subversives, and all manner of
barely plausible 'CIA-type espio-
nage, counterespionage, and su-
per-state sleuthing.

George Orwell's 1984, the James
Bond series, the Wittaker Cham-
bers case, and the McCarthy-Army
televised debates all represent cer-
fain peaks in the range of conspir-
acy-mindedness which has divided
our population (both in newscast
:A fiction) during the Cold War
period. Programming which tends
to further suspicions of neighbors
or subcultural groups against others
can only increase the level of frus-
tration, fear, and hostility in the
viewing audience.

This is to be differentiated from
the legitimate, alerting function
which television can perform in
pointing to such dangers as smog,
pollution, crime in the streets, over-
population, military vulnerability, or
subversion, or waste of national
resources.

Conclusions

Much of the controversy about
television violence persists and
proliferates because of the dif-
ficulties in carrying out con-
trolled, long-term research studies
that could provide answers rather
than support opinions. The studies
recently mandated by the federal
government, calling for the ex-
penditure of $1 million of Nation-



al Institute of Mental Health re-
search funding, are a measure of
the current assessment of the
inTortance of these questions.

The present materials have been
developed in the course of consul-
tette.: with the Code Authority in
the study of objections of Code
monitors and others to segments
of television programming in the
pant 18 months. In addition. we
have viewed directly, or reviewed
though private screenings, up-
wards of 400 hours of network tele-
vision programming of the type
most often criticized for violence.

We have attempted to provide
some initial guidelines in the eval-
uation and sorting out of episodes
which would appear most ques-
tionable from the monitor's or edi-
tor's viewpoint. In so doing, we
have sought to identify certain
practical rating factors, from fan-
tasy and humor through an alpha-
bet of other variables, around
which the emotional impact of vio-
lent episodes might be assessed.
Ultimate answers will require not
only a broad range of successfully
completed research studies, but
considerable advance in our know-
ledge of the dynamic mechanisms of
television viewing in the processes
of child development, with special
reference to mule. learning.

A practical, beginning approach,
around which psychiatrists and
other behavioral scientists and tele-
vision programmers can come to
discuss these issues is offered
herein.
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Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Wasilewski.
Now is there anyone in the room from the scientific community who

wants to add anything further to this I
(No response.)
Senator PASTORE. We have three witnesses tomorrow morning start-

ing at 10 o'clock. Until then I want to thank ou for coming.
We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow.
(Whereupon at 12 :20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Friday, March 24, 1972.
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THE SURGEON GENERAL'S REPORT BY THE SCIEN-
TIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON TELEVISION AND
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

FRIDAY, MARCH 24, 1972

SENATE,
COMMITrEE ON COMMERCE,

SURCOMMrITEE ON COMMTJNICATIONS,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a.m. in room
5110, New Senate Office Building, Hon. John 0. Pastore (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Pastore, Cannon, and Stevens.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PASTORS

Senator PASTORE. The hour of 10 having been reached, we will
continue.

When the Surgeon General appeared to tender the Report of his
Committee on televised violence and its impact on children, I said our
journey was just beginning. In my judgment, what has taken place in
the past few days is nothing less than the scientific and cultural break-
through. For we now know there is a causal relation between televised
violence and antisocial behavior which is sufficient to warrant imme-
diate remedial action.. It is this certainty which has eluded men of
good will for so long.

Great as this achievement is, I also believe these hearings have un-
derscored what I said at the outsetlong and arduous effort is still
before us. What (has been accomrlished will be lost if we do not pioceed
expeditiously and effectively: Foi the highest medical authority hi the
land has told us, "No action in this social area is a form of action. It is
an acquiescence in the continuation of the present level of televised
violence entering American homes."

I am, therefore, requesting the Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare, the Surgeon General, and the FCC to establigh a method of
measuring the amount of televised violence entering American homes
a violence indexso that the Secretary may report to this committee
annually the results of his study. That is only part of what we expect to
be done.

As a whole, I think we have to take a hard look at what qbas tran-
spired there in the past few days. We will have to review again the Ad-
visory Committee s Report in conjunction with the testimony of the
individuals who testified here. We have to intensify our efforts in
impressing upon the industry that it has a personal responsibility to

(243 )
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meet this problem and to do something about it, and do it quickly. Time
is of the essence.

This is the first time that we have had a major scientific research
study done on this subject. Irrespective of the Advisory Committee's
Report, merely looking at the worksheets and the research and study
that was done the research scientists who went into this matter in de-
tail, makes dear to me there is no question that there is a causal rela-
tionship between violence on television and its effect on the behavior
of 3roung children, and sometimes I dare say, even adults.

Our first witness today is Mr. Leo Bogart, executive vice president
of the Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers
Association of New York.

STATEMENT OP LEO BOGART, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, BU-

REAU OP ADVERTISING OF THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUB-

LISHERS ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK, N.Y

Mr. BOGART. Good morning.
Senator PASTORE. We are very happy to have you here, Mr. Bogart.
Mr. BOGART. By now perhaps what I am about to say may seem

redundant. I want to make it clear that I am here not as a represent-
ative of my employers or of the Consumer Psychological Association,
of which I happen to be president this year. I am not even a qualified
representative of the blackballees, but I hope that in the next 18
minutes I can dwell not so much on the conclugions drawn by the
Advisory Committee in its summary, because the five volumes of tech-
nical reports, I think, as you have said, must be evaluated on their own
merits, and not on the basis of any attempt to synthesize them in
compromise language.

These five volumes, in my view, represent a very substantial addition
to our understanding of television, and to our understanding of how
children grow up in our society. To design a research program that
embodied such eclectic approaches, and to complete and cligest it in so
short a time represents a remarkable eccomplishment for the Advisory
Committee and for the professional staff headed by Dr. Rubinstein.

I think the Committee's conclusions are an accurate, if cautiously
worded, summary of the research. As I read them, they say that tele-
vision violence is not good for children. For some children, the effects
can be traced rather clearly ; for others, the effects are apparently too
subtle for the measuring instruments.

In spite of its merits, my impression is that the report has been a
frustrating one to cope with, both to the broadcasting business, and to
members of your subcommittee.

From the 'beginning, a great many people seem to have defined the
problem in terms of what psychologists might describe as stimulus and
response theory. "Violent" messages go out on the air. If bad, mean,
aggressive, antisocial acts result, we ghould be able to count them.

If we can't count them, they don't exist. So the theory goes. But in
real life communications just don't work that way.

Study after study has shown the tremendous aifficulty of teasing out
specific effects from the tissue of sormunding social influences. The ab-
sence of conclusive results., when rigorous criteria of statistical signifi-
cance are applied, may reflect the limitations of the research methods
more than any weakness in the influences being assessed.
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So what some laymen may perceive as a shilly-shallying statement,
surrounded by ifs, ands and buts, comes as close to solid ihference as,
in my experience, social scientists .generally get.

Public officials tend to think in lege; terms, as though the issue were
one of proving a case against TV violence, or failing to prove it. But
the legal analog' simply does not apply to seience, where we come ever
closer to an elusive truth by a constant re-examination of the evidence)
where the exceptions are more interesting than the g.eneralizations, and
where the quality of almost any study is to be judged not only by its
findings, but by the new questions it presents.

Common sense tells us that communications leave effects and filet
violence in communications is bad rather than good. A substantial
body of evidence supported these premises before the present project
was undertaken, as the Eisenhower Commission stated.

Common sense, and prior research also led us to assume that violence
as an ingredient in television drama could not be regarded under one
general heading. Violence must take on a different meaning when
it is perceived as real or SS fictional ; when it involves human actors
or cartoon characters; when it is part of a, dramatic situation that is
resolved or one in which the outeome is uncertain; when the perpetra-
tors of violence are perc3ived as sympathetic or as unsympathetic ;
powerful or weak. The technical reports should make us even more
alert to the necessity of being specific when we talk about violence.

The studies understandably focused on the effects of violence on
displays of aggression. But some of TV's most significant influences
may be felt in areas of behavior and belief which are difficult or
impossible to measure.

The "invisible" effects of individual incidents of TV violence may
add up to patterns that would leave their traces upon the culture even
when individual episodes could not be related to specific effects.

To understand the phenomenon I am describing, consider the tradi-
tional treatment of the Negro in television, movies, and radio until
the middle 1960s. We all know that Negroes were rarely present in
the media, and on those rare occasions they usually occupied highly
stereotyped roles.

Senator PASTORE. Can I interrupt you for a moment, sir?
Mr. BOGART. Sure.
Senator PASTORE. I think the Surgeon General hit what you're say-

ing right on the nose when he said this :

While the committee report is carefully phrased and qualified in language
acceptable for social scientists, it is clear to me that the causal relationship
between televised violence and antisocial hello- Aor is sufficient to warrant appro-
priate and immediate action. The data on social phenomena, such as social and
violence and/or aggressive behavior will never be clear enough for all social
scientists to agree on a succinct statement on causality. But there comes a time
when data are sufficient to justify action. That time has come.

Now that is just about what you are saying, isn't it?
Mr. Booma. I think it is insofar as what he is pointing to, which is

the importance of taking action rather than worrying about scientific
proof of cause and effect.

Senator PASTORE. Well, I think that is what he is saying. Maybe
you can't put your finger on it, as you have said, but there is enough
sul?stance there from which the conclusion that there is a causal effect
is inescapable.
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Mr. BOGART. I agree that is so, sir. What I am trying to point to
in my analogy with the past treatment of minority groups on tele-
vision, is that, as I will go on to say, that in an ongoing flow of
communications, the effects are often extremely difficult to trace in
the absence of a countervailing flow that might have an opposite effect.
So that to pursue my point, if I may, if social scientists had been
asked in 1960 to measure effects of treating Negroes as "nonpersons"
on televisionit may have been pointed out that aftre all, this treat-
ment was only a distorted milection of their handicaps in the real
world. I submit no convincing evidence could have been put together
te relate the absence of Negroes from television or the movies specifi-
cally to the way in which Negroes perceived themselves. It wouhcl have
been even more difficult to demonstrate the effects of this treatment on
the attitudes of the white majority.

But common sense and social science theory would have led us in
1960 to say, as many of us did say, that the exclusion of Negroes from
the media was having an effect and an undesirable one.

But in the absence of hard evidence, such arguments could easily
be dismissed. Broadcasters of that time, when they were queried about
that practice, did say, in conversations that I and many of us can
vividly remember, that they themselves wanted to put Negro enter-
tainers on the air, but that this would be unaccetatable to their adver-
tisers. The advertisers also disclaimed any prepxlices; they merely
wished to avoid unnecessary controversy.

As businessmen, they could hardly afford, they said, to offend
substantial numbers of customers.

In spite of these arguments, a change took place, as we axe all
awarea great change and one made reluctantly in response to com-
pelling pressure. I am not aware that any advertiser has gone out of
business all the bigots stopped buying his products when Tv changed
for the better. And. I don't think an3Apody is going to go out of busi-
ness in the advertising or in the media when content changes for the
better again. When it changes, I don't think one can confine the dis-
cussion to the kiddie shows. Children watch more adult programing
than programing addressed especially to them.

I did a fast check in the metropolitan Washington area last Novem-
ber, and only 43 percent of the TV time spent by children between 2
and 5 years old was with "children's programs ;" for children aged
6 through 11, the proportion fell to 32 percent. This type of analysis
can certainly be replaced in other cities.

So the questions posed by the research go beyond the short-run
relationship between television violence and aggressive behavior in
children. They concern the long-run influence of the mass media in
shaping our national character.

How do you measure the forces that shape character? I don't think
anyone knows, but I do think that our society, in its finest expressions,
understands what forces make for good character. Symbolic fantasies
of violence are simply not among them.

True, such fantasies on TV are satisfying to vast audiences and
have had their counterparts in other media throughout the history of
Americanpopular. culture. TV did not invent them.

True, violence in the media is merely a commercial express* of
anxieties and rages that increasingly suffuse wide areas of our collec-
tive life. It is fatuous to argue that these forces would abate if the
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media were to ban all showings of Macbeth and confine newscasts to
the happy side of life, as some-have argued, and as some have already
done.

Yet we cannot dismiss the importance of TV violence merely because
other more powerful forces are also at large to stimulate aggressive
fantasies and to arouse emotions that lead to aggressive acts.

Personally I see no prospect of eliminating violence from TV,
because violence is part of life and part of art. As long as television
news reporting stays free, the violence and brutality of our real world
should and will be reflected in it.

And as long as TV gives time, however infrequently, to plays and
films of artistic integrity, it will show violence RS a dramatic aspect
of human affairs.

Senator PASTORE. Has there ever been a statistical study as to what
the percentage is of young children who look at the -:ews broadcasts?

Mr. BOGART. Yea, sir, that data is available. I didn't break it out,
but it can easily

Senator PASTORE. Will you furnish it for the record I
Mr. BOGART. Sure.
(The information requested follows :)

Nsfw YORK, April 8, 1978.
Mr. NIOHOLAS UM.%
Communications Counsel, Committee on Commerce, U.S. Senate,
Waeltington, D.C.

DEAR MR. ZAPPLE : Senator Pastore asked me about the extent to which children
viewed television news programs. This information can be obtained for individual
markets from the Advertising Research Bureau local ratings reports.

For the month of November, for example, the following patterns appear at the
time of the early evening network newscasts. In Washington. the newscasts
combined were being viewed by 3% of all the children age two to five and by 2%
of all those age six to eleven. This was equivalent to an audience share for the
news of 19% among the two- to five-year-olds, which is to say that the remaining
81% were watching alternative shows on independent channels. Among the six-
to eleven-year-olds the news programs had a 7% share.

In New York, at the same time, the news shows had a 0% share among the
two- to five-year-olds and a 5% share among those six to eleven.

In Chicago, where the network news comes on at 5 :80, they draw 4% of the
two- to five-year-olds and 3% of the six- to eleven-year-olds. In Dallas-Pt. Worth,
at the same time, the share figures are 5% for the two- to five-year-olds and 7%
for those six to eleven. It is interesting to note, however, that at 6:00, when local
news competes with a different mix of programs on the independent channels, the
local newscasts have a 19% share of audience panong the two- to five-year-olds
and a 21% share among the six- to eleven-yeae-olds.

In interpreting ratings data one must always be cautious about not taking the
numbers literally. This is true not only because of normal sampling variations,
but because local ratings are based on diaries which are generally filled in by
the housewife and are therefore only a rough approximation and perhaps an
understatement of the child's viewing. The findings show : (1) that young children
overwhelmingly prefer to watch other entertainment types of programming rather
than newscasts when they have the choice, (2) large numbers of them are
nontheless exposed to television newscasts (for example, in the period measured
there were 24,000 chiloeen age two to five in New York who watched newscasts
on a typical evening) , and (3) there is no clear indication of a change in viewing
habits from the pre-school years to the primary school age range.

Very sincerely yours,
LEO BOGART,

Senator PASTORE. When you turn to the news, there the problem
becomes doubly hard. After alb you cannot taint the news or moderate
the news. But I am wondering what is the interest of young people in
news programs; and from there, of course, work out this question of
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what relationship it has to violence. No one is suggesting now that
there is going to be any curb. I want the press to know that.

Mr. BOGART. I understand the motive of your question. Some of the
data may actually be in the technical report on television content.
The pattern, of course, of news program viewing will change and grow
with children's ages, and, of course, a lot of the viewing that children
do of adult programs is what might be described as incidental view-
ing which takes place in the context of a family living room situation
where the child is part of the group.

Now I believe that every television professional knows, the real
issue in the present discussion is not the use of violence that honestly
reflects the passions and conflicts of our troubled times. The issue rather
is the deliberate use of cliche violence, violence contrived to formula,
violence as a commodity that can be "packaged" for sale.

But I wonder whether this is any less objectionable, or any more
damaging to the general welfare, than the use of formulas and cliches
in depicting other kinds of human relationships in the mass media.

How can this powerful and magnificent mediunk of communication
be moved upward on the scale that runs from banality to inspiration I
Certainly a strong, adequately funded, and autonomous public broad-
casting service is essential to help set standards and to compete for
the elite sector of the audience. But as you know, the kind of pro-
gramin:g featured in public and educational broadcasting has rarely
been able to outpull light entertainment programing in audience
popularity, either m the United States or anywhere else in the world.

Commercial broadcasters seeking the largest possible audiences are,
therefore, reluctant to schedule programs of quality et peak viewing
hours, when their competitors can draw more viewers with shows
aimed at a lower level of taste.

I should like to propose that the half hour of prime time recently
divested from the networks by the FCC be restored to them. The
studies made for the Commission confirm my purely subjective impres-
sion that the networks have been more sensitive than most station
managements to the issue of TV violence.

Trade preas reports would seem to indicate that much of the local
programing introduced this season to replace the lost network half
hour consists of packaged syndication material, reruns, and feature
films. Their average level of violence may well be higher and their
taste level lower than prime-time network programing to which they
substitute.

To commsate for the half hour, I propose that the first hour of
network prime time following the early.evening newscaststhe prime
time hour which draws the largest nivenile audienceshould be
devoted wholly to programs of above-averme intellectual or cultural
substance. I do not ask that commercial TV in this hour become a
replica of public TV, but I do think it should exclude programs that
public TV would not consider airing.

I believe that this proposal further can work with no commercial
disadvantage to the broadcasters or to their advertisers, but it, will
work only if it is made applicable to all stations, network, and non-
network alike. If the networks only do it, the others will be tuned to
the old movies.
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The total size of the TV audience is relatively constant for anygiven time period. A point which I don't believe was sufficiently
stressed in the Advisory Committee report. Since most people view
television as a way of passing the times their viewing does not go
substantially up or down when the mix of programing changes.
They watch just as much when they_can choose amonAseven channels
as when they must settle for one. They will watch TV just as muchif they can choose only among good programs as when they must
choose only among bad ones. They will watch just as much if they can
choose only among programs which ban violence as when they must
choose among varieties of violence.

Of course, people watch TV to be entertained rather than for moraluplift or instruction ; they also like what is familiar, and they are
familiar with the formula diet they have been fed. I am nut suggesting
that the programming in this hour be dull, pretentious or didactic.I merely propose that it meet whatever stanclards of excellence the
broadcastingindustry itselfmay devise.

iThe very ntelligent and competent :judges of talent who manage
the broadcasting business know perfectly well the difference between
quality and junk. Why can they not all raise their sights for one hour
a night, even if it merely means rescheduling programs that might
otherwise run in less attractive time periods?

Inevitably a high proportion of programs in this time spot would
be repeats, but programs can be repeated a number of times and still
win large audiences. Let the industry work out its own criteria and
set up its own mechanism to police conformity with them.

The television industry will no doubt consider my proposal out-
rageous and impractical;but is it not worth a trial, if only for a single
evening of the week, beginning with th. fall season of 19781

Suppose the industry learns through such an experiment that it
can, without loss of auaience,upgrade its programming standards in
unison when individual broadcasters can never do so on their own forfew tliat col9etitors would gain the advantage. Would this not be
an enormous incentive to upgrade quality for more than one evening
a week, and for more than one hour of the broadcast day I

In my view, the most important aspect of the study sponsored by
your committee has nothing to do with TV or with children. It con-
cerns the government's use of social research. Surely there are few
precedents for this kind of a major crash program of research, set upwith a substantial but arbitrary budget and an arbitramy deadline.
What lessons can be drawn from this experience?

I would like to draw five :
1. We can learn a great deal of very useful information rather

quickly. The technical reports encompassed a variety of techniques,
professional disciplines and theoretical assumptions. Although they
may have ranged a little too far afield to in some cases, the studies
stand, think, as a notable achievement under stress.

2. me controversy which has surrounded the publication of the
committee report must be taken as a warning of how difficult it is to
translate social research findings into the kinds of "go-no-go" verdicts
that policymakers crave. The social scientist cannot experiment at
will with human subjects as a chemist can with ingredients in his lab.
He commonly deals with more complex variables, whose relationships
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are harder to disentangle. Business managements have learnd to act
effectively on the basis of the cautious and incomplete answers of social
research, at least in the sphere of marketing, and I think government
official and legislators must acquire the same skills, and I think that
was the point you were citing from the Surgeon General, sir.

8. Next, social researchers should recognize that an aCcumulation
of many small-scale studies can never appear as convincing to laymen
as a handful of studies using very large and representative samples.
But policymakers must also realize that scientific criteria appropriate
for tightly controlled experiments with mall groups of people are not
the same as those that apply to evaluating finclings from the natiomil
polls.

4. The idea that an industry shouqd not only be represented directly
in a scholarly inquiry into its activities, but should also exercise a veto
over the membership of the investigating panel, is too stupid and scan-
dalous to escape commentary. It cannot be permitted again in future
government-sponsored research on public matters that affect estab-
lished interests.

Former HEW Secretary Robert H. Finch has cited the Surgeon
General's inquiry into smoking and health as a precedent for the pro-
cedure in the present instance. Does this mean that the government is
to reject all independent authorities on controversial matters except
those acceptable to one side from here on in The answer is self-evident.

5. Finally, the budget of this research program represents .01 per-
cent of the $10 billion that consumers and advertisers together will
spend on television this year. $1 million does not seem to me like a dis-
proportionately large sum to spend relative to the money investment in
Tv or to the larger investment in public time and attention. But this
project is still almost unique, I believe in the federal budget, in its size
and scope. As far as I have been able. to find out, outside the Defense
Department and the Census Bureau, the only substantial funding for
social research, exclusive of economic and d.emographic studies, has
been in the field of mental illness.

The million dollars might have been more wiszily spent on a con-
tinuing research program than on one designed and executed on a
crash basis, but I don't believe it would have been :more productively
spent. Large and continuing problems do require continuing research,
but the task force concept embodied by this project has proven its
value as a way of mobilizing an exceptional outpouring of talent and
energy. That kind of conscientious effort on behalf of a public service
goal becomes harder to summon when the condlusions of social re-
search are disregarded.

With due respect for the wisdom and zeal of your subcommittee,
and with an understanding of its limited province, why has the subject
of TV violence reck4ved such a high research priority? Are there not
other far more pressing items on the national agenda that demand the
same large-scale funding, the same sense of urgency, the same col-
laborative effort and variety of research techniques? Where in the
federal budget is the social research to help us cope with the crisis of
our cities, with the challenge of the poverty cycle, with the problems
of our educational system, of medical care, of our courts and correc-
tional institutions, with the social aspects of transportation, housing
and the environment?
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Senator PASTORE. I hope in that regard, sire that we have started
something. Our jurisdiction was, of course, limited to television.

Mr. Boanirr. I understand that.
Senator PASTORE. The jurisdiction of this committee runs to TV.

I understand what you are saying, and I agree with it. As a matter
of fact, we did make that observation when the Surgeon General was
here together with Dr. Rubenstein. Unfortunately, Dr. Rubenstein is
no longer in the goverment, and that we regret very, very much..

But I think that the National Institute of Health ought to pursue
this in a general way just as you have stated, because we only have
a piecemeal part of it.

1Ir. Bochum. I appreciate your concurrence, because I do believe that
relative to the $1 million spent to study TV violence, what kind of a
social research budget would be appropriate to get findinigs at equiva-
lent authority and utility on the clrug problem, or on the unresolved
issue of race relations?

Senator STEVENS. Along 11hat line, if you would come to my office, I
would be glad to provide you with the amount of money we are_spend-
ing. You leave the impression we are not spending a cent. We are
spending a large amount of money to investigate our educational
system, the adequacy of the health aelivery system, and the problems
ol people in the poverty cycle. I wouldn't want to leave the impression
that. this $1 million is untouched and unused.

Mr. 1300Arr. I don't think you have gdtten my point, sir.
My point is not. that the federal government is not spending money

on SOC 1 a I research
Senator STEVENS. To quote"lielp us cope with the crisis of our

cities, with the challenge of the poverty cycle, with the problems of our
educational syStem, of medical care, oi our courts and correctional
institutions, with the social aspects of transportation, yousing and the
environment." If you'd like the breakdown, I'll get it for you.

Mr. BOGART. I would appreciate that.
Senator Saugvioxs. I would be glad to provide you with. the facts

showing where the money is and how much it is. This year the social
budget exceeds the defense budget. If you would like to go into it

Mr. BOGART. I am talking about social research.
Senator STEVENS. You impl y there is no money.
Mr. BOGART. I did not imply there was no money. I wasn't talking

about the social budget, I was talking about the social research, analo-
mous to the research done in business and the private sector.e,

Senator STEVENS. I can break that down for you, sir, and it is well
in excess of $1 million.

Mr. I300Awr. I agree; it is well a multiple of that sum. I know break-
down figures seem to be available in the public domain. What I am
saying here makes this a unique project that had a sense of focus, it
had a very specific question area that was defined, and the research
was .planned in a coordinated way to come up with some answers
withm a limited period of time.

Now the federal government has, to my knowledge, used this kind of
task force crash program approach to social research in the past. I
have been associated with some efforts of this kind myself many years
ago. What I am saying is that we're in the areas outside of mental
health, the best of my inquiry has been unable to produce any analogy
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to the present project in scope and in the sense of urgency and also in
the ability to mobilize the tremendous knowledge and talents and
skills of people around the country both in universities and in the
private sector who will put everything else aside in order to come to
grips with something the3r feel is important, and where somebody is
going to act on it. That is what I'm trying to say here.

As I have said in my statement, we have been getting. a lot of opin-
ion about bussing, but what is it worth to get facts? I think it is worth
a lot more than $1 million, and with due respect to your greater fa-
miliarity with the federal budget, sir, I would question whether we
are spending $1 million to get th.e answers to the bussing problem,
wheth.er there is a concerted program underway to investigate this.

So in conclusion, I feel that the committee is to be congratulated
on the research program that you set in motion on the important sub-
ject of television's effects on our childrenand on all of us, is im-
portant.

I hope that it adds to government's awareness of the contribution
that social science can make to broader fields of national policy.

Senator PASTORE. Dr. Bogart, I merely want to say that I think you
have been very objective, very fair. There has been no acrimony or dis-
appointment that I can perceive, and you have been congratulatory
where you should have been, and critical where you should havebeen.

I repi)at again, I want to thank you.
Mr. BOGART. Thank you.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Cannon ?
Senator CANNON. Nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Stevens?
Senator STEvErts. I have one last question regarding your reference

to the conclusion of the industry representatives on the inquiry and the
reference that Secretary Finch made to the Surgeon General's inquiry
on smoking and health as procedure. Do you believe that when we get
into these projects of specific, as you say, and directed research, that
those people who have spent a lifetime in the industry should be
excl uded.

Mr. BOGART. Certainly not. In fact, when the composition of this
Advisory Committee was first brought up, and my opinion was so-
licited on it. I specifically suggested that representatives of the broad-
casting business with the professional qualifications be members of
the, Advisory Committee.

Senator SirEvwxs. As I imderstand it, you're criticizing the approach
that was taken on the basis that these people were involved ?

Mr. BOGART. I am saying that someone who served on the Advisory
Committee should not be on the committee black-balling someone else.

Senator STBVENS. I assume it is a matter of inquiring into something
which eve-yone semis to believe is a matter of self-regulation, which
we are involved in right now. Why s'aould that not start at the very
beginning? It snerns to me that wilt'', you are saying is that we want
these people to regulate themselves and to look into this matter, and
to do what is right for the Ameeican public. Yet at the same time
they are allowed no determination as to who makes the report and
conducts the investigation, which they themselves should do.

If it. is something that we. should regulate or Congress should leg-
islate on, and in which we should have government direction, I could
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understand your position. But as long as we all agree it is solely a
voluntary function of the industry to polies itself, which, as I under-
stand, is the agreement so far, then wily is it that this procedure of
letting them have a veto over those people who serve on the investi-
gative committee is wrongs

Mr. BOGART. The investigation was a public inquiry, it wasn't an
internal investigation launched by the broadcasting business. I merely
enunciated a principle which I think is embodied in our system of gov-
ernment that we have a variety of viewpoints heard on any subject of
controversy.

Senator STEVENS. That is just. the point, but we have all assumed,
I take it, that it is not a function of government to censure this in-
dustry. It /8 a finiction of govermnent however to try to encourage them
to reprogram and take into effeet the total interest of the public in
what they are doing.

Mr. BooMiT. Well, Senator
Senator CAN Num Would the Senator yield ?
Senator STEVENS. I would be happy to yield.
Senator CANNON. I don't see that as the purpose of that investiga-

tion at all. I don't think that was the intent of the investigation.
Senator PASTORE. If I may give the genesis. I have lived with this

almost as long as I have been in the Congress of the United States
and that goes back 22 years. I have been onI have been on the Com-
munications Subcommittee as Chairman, I think, since 1954 or '55.

All of us have been quite disturbed about quality of some of the
program ing.

Under the Constitution of the United States, the First Amendment,
the right of free speech is a nrevailing right and no one wants to do
anything to trespass upon that, impinge upon it or damage it.

This study was conducted because there were many people who
had a diverse point of view as to whether or not there was a casual
effect between violence on television and the behavior of children.
And in order to put it to rest once and for all, so that everybody would
know scientifically what the answer was, we conducted this study. It
had nothing at all to do with who is going to regulate what or what
the constitutional prerogatives were, or what the intent of the law was.
We merely wanted to establish as a factual situation that this condi-
tion does or does not exist.. Then we go further there.

Now I said in the opening remarks, while the Senator from Alaska
may disagree with. me, I think it was most unfortunate even for the
industry itself, to become part. of the panel because it raases the
suspicion that possibly there was a conflict of interest.

Now I was more than lmppy when I heard the two scientists dele-
gated by NBC and CBS, agree with the rest. of the panel and with the
Surgeon General. Because I think they based their answers on their
integrity as seientists. I think they were very fair. In some instances,
they didn't agree with. the others; but naturally, any time you call upon
someone associated with an industry to make an investigation of a
matter that may affect the profit area of tbat industry, you raise the
question as to whether or not there may be a conflict of interest.

I don't say in this case there was. But. I think myself that the in-
dustry itsell would have been better off if they hadn't been asked to
participate. The only reason why it was is because this is the way
it was done in study of cigarette, smoking,
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I don't want to impugn the motives of the man who did it. I think
he thought at the time that because it did involve the industry, if they
wi re on the inside to see what the situation was, it might be helpful. I
think that is why they did it.

But on second thought, I think everyone seems to agree it would
have been better if they hadn't done it.

Mr. BOGART. Without belaboring the point, Senator, if I may just
take issue with you to this extent : I think it would be very difficult to
assemble a body of people who were knowledgeable about the subject
with a prior history of research and with the procedures and prin-
ciples involved in the research and experimentation and also with the
subject matter, who did not include people who had either been in
the employ or been involved in one manner or another in the actual.
pract ical

Senator PASTORE. None of those who did the actual research were
so engaged, were they ?

Mr. BOGART. Well, to this extent : that the research included data
supplied by research organiaztions that are in effect in the employ of
the television business.

What I am saying is that it is very hard to tease out connections of
this kind or to start worrying about members' motives.

Senator PASTORE. Well, it is a pretty good nile in order to avoid
even the suspicion of conflict. Whether or not it was necessary in this
case, I think the future will tell.

But frani-ly, at this moment I am not that nmch disturbed; having
heard Dr. Klapper and Dr. Coffin, I am not that much disturbed about
i t.

Mr. BOGART. I would like to, if I may, clarify something that Sen-
ator Stew 's left in the air that I think calls for clarification. There
is a clear castinction, it seems to me, between the deliberations of the
industry as to what it does in the way of self-regulation from here
on in, and the kind of public inquiry which was initiated in this in-
stance and on which the Scientific Advisory Commission was active, or
other kinds of public inquiry that may be launched in the future into
matters involved in public interest.

It may be profitmaking interests or powerfully established non-
profit interests. I think that people who know the subject matter should
be encouraged to get involved, regardless of which side of the fence
they are on.

Senator STEVENS. I would say it is obvious that our chairman has
a great deal more finesse in stating his point than I do. In a practical
manner, what I am trying th say is that if your end objectne is to
involve the industry in an upgrading program, then they themselves
have to be part of it and it has to be their mechanism if it is going
to work.

Mr. BOGART. I agree with that.
Senator STEVENS. If we are going to have a Government regulation

as end result, it doesn't matter. But they must be convinced that it is
a fair investigation, they must be convinced of the end result if they
are to be involved in the total program leading to the end objective of
sel f-regul ati on.

Mr. BOGART. There is a difference, I insist, between regulation and
schohirslilp and we are talking about scholarship here.
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Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much. Doctor, it was a pleasure
to have had you.

I understand we are going to see some pictures. There is a unanimous-
consent agreement to vote at quarter to 11. I was wondering at this
pointwe have here a Mrs. Peggy Charren ; is she here ?

Mrs. CHARREN. Yes.
Senator PASTORE. Are you going to supervise these pictures, or is

your testimony apart from them ?
Mrs. CHARREN. It will come in the middle of the testimony.
Senator PAsronn. Then don't you think it might be a good idea if

we wait and go and vote. Then come back so we won't break the con-
tinuity of your presentation?

Mrs. CIMRREN. Fine. Thank you very much.
Senator PASTORE. Is there a witness in this room who will take no

more than 10 minutes ?
Mr. Cater V

STATEMENT OF DOUGLASS CATER, VISITING PROFESSOR, STAN-
FORD UNIVERSITY ; DIRECTOR, ASPEN PROGRAM ON COMMU-
NICATIONS IN SOCIETY

Mr. CATER. I can take 5 minutes.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Cater, you 'are very welcome here. I wish you

would come forward and maybe we should hear you now, because you
are the fathor of public broadcasting; if I remember, you are the man
that I dealt with when you were in the White House.

Mr. CATER. Mr. Chairman, this is an unusual experience. It is the
first time I have testifiedleven though you know I was in the White

IHouse for nearly 5 years. hadn't planned to.
I did submit a statement for the record, but I was so impressed by

these hearings that I felt one or two points might be made.
Senator PASTORE. Will you give your association at the present time?
Mr. CATER. I am currently visiting professor at Stanford Univer-

sity. I am, in addition, the director of what is called the Aspen Pro-
gram on Communications in Society. It is a program that was launched
this winter, has a distinguished boart. !! sponsors, including men like
Jim Killian, former president of MIT, Elliott Abel, dean of jour-
nalism at Columbia, and also the former president of CBS News, and
others concerned about the media and the public interest in the years
ahead.

What we are seeking to do is identify some of the leading problems
and to convene the type of people who can give thoughtful considera-
tion to them.

In February after the report of the Surgeon General, our program
convened a conference at Palo Alto that gave 2 days of serious re-
view. We included some of the distinguishesd members of the commit-
tee; we included some who had been blackballed from the committee;
and we included others.

But the mport which I have submitted for your records is an at-
tempt to draw some meaning from this first hard look at it.

But I just wanated to add today because I have been impressed with
the continuing effort that you and particularly Senator Baker have
shown in trying to cope witli what we do next.
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Having served both as a journalist and in the White House and
thinking about institutional arrangements, I have a couple of sugges-
tions. It seems to me one or two points raised in the research and hear-
ings mrd to be stressed. One of these is that promiscuous violence on
television if? not necessarily an act of deliberate choice by network
executives. It comes perhaps in a significant degree from the enormous
consumptive needs of the industry, the desperate effort to fill 20 hours
a day of programing that will attract an audience.

Now I mention this because these consumptive needs are going to be
vastly increased in the years aheml as the cable enters the home and
brings 12. 20, or even more channels into the home. Cable will provide
what has been called television of abundance, a bottomless pit to be
filled, not only by the networks. but by endless reruns cif movies and
other syndicated programs that will come from a vo riety of sources.

What we have talked about yesterday or what was discussed yester-
day, the X-rated movie will become a serious problem when youhave

SenatOr PASTORE. When I was given the privilege of addressing the
American Women in Radio and Television, I said that television has
an avaricious appetite. I would hope that we would watch TV very
closely because I was afraid we were going to get ourselves into this
area of controversial and questiomkble pictures.

Already we have seen one instance of it. Now it is true it was sani-
tized this time. Maybe next time it may be less sanitized. That it.4 what
you are saying. You have three networks competing with one another.
They are reaching out for the highest ratings in order to increase their
advertising patronage. For that reason, of course, there is this likeli-
hood that in the competitive spirit sometimes one becomes overly eager
and sometimes forgets other things that may have. a long-run effect on
certain people.

Mr. CATER. Right.
Senator PASTORE. But that makes our responsibility all the greater,

wouldn't you agree on that ?
Mr. C.vrim. I would agree. I would also say that 10 years from now

the networks as we know them now will have far less control than they
have at present over the amoimt of programing that is going into the
home. So it is going to be a much more diverse enterprise. Not even the
NAB will be in a position of review over this whole thing.

I think this pointit points to the need for careful consideration of
the kind of institution that can provide a continuing measure or in-
dicator or pollution index for our airwaves and our cable channels.

Now I say this because I do not believe the movie, rating rode of the
Motion Pictures Association provides a good model. It sets up a pre-
screening situation which often involves lengthy negotiations which
often will change a movie from "X" to "R" to "GP." It applies to the
limited number of movies coming under MPA supervision. Such pre-
screening. T believe. would bog down under the production and con-
sumption requirements of the television of the future.

Other alternatives must be considered. I very much welcomed your
proposal at the beghming of the hearings this morning that the Sec-
retary of HEW be railed on to look into this matter and to make a
regular report to Congress on violence and Other antisocial content of
what goes over the channels. HEW, it seems to me, is preferable to
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FCC for this task, since it does not have a regulatory authority. I
think there might be some separation that is weleomed there.

I would recommend that the Secretary or the Surgeon General be
urged to cooperate with non-governmental agencies or insbitutions to
plan what mit& be an adequate system for measuring violence and
other social effects of programing. Measuring agencies should be
kept at arm's length, both from government as well as the industry.
Therefore, I don't think this is a job for the NAB. Its job will be to
work to develop a reliable set of idicators that will be acceptable and
instructive to industry leaders, to program producers and sponsors, to
citizens groups and to Congress.

Senator PAsrmuo. Mr. Cater, may I interrnpt for this question: Are
there in existence today entities to which HEW could turn to get docu-
mented proof or research or data on this question without creating any
new ones?

Mr. CATER. I have thought about that in a tentative way and talked
to others and I am not sure there is such a single entity. You might say
the Annenberg School in Pennsylvania where Dr. Gurdner has done
some very pioneering work in measuring, content analysis, and his
report is in the research.

Senatore PASTORE. Now you know the limitations of government.
How far p;overnment can go chi creating agencies; or inspiring the
creation of agencies which have no connection or are not subservient
to government. That is what we are trying to achieve here, non-sub-
servience. How would you go about doing it, Mr. Cater? You are an
experienced man in this area. The suggestion has been made here that
we ought to have an independent agency that would monitor and keep
a record and.make a study and have documented data as to the volume
of violence, the quality ot violence, aad its effect and so forth. How do
you go about achieving that?

Mr. avrEa. I would suggest one prvedent that occurred when I was
hi the White House. I was called oneday and told by leaders of educa-
tional broadcasting that they were in desperate straits. They said that
the act for the television facilities was coming up for renewal the next
year. but that would not be enough if all they got was construction
money ; they were going steadily toward bankruptcy. They proposed
that the President appoint a commission to study educational tele-
vision, it was called in those days. But they said that as an alternative
if the President preferred that the Carnegie Corporation had said
that it would be willing to sat up and to finance such an institution.

Well, I reviewed this with the President and I suggested to him,
and still believe it, that this WIN peculiarly an area in which a Presi-
dent. ought to keep an u,rm's length relationship. I don't believe Presi-
dents should be too directly involved in any form of broadcasting. I
rec011lmentled that he endorse publiely the notion of the Carnegie Cor-
porat ion setting up, and that. was how the Killian Commission evolved.

Sonator PAsTony.. Tes.
11r. CATEu. I think it was a good precedent. When the Commission

ennlc, lii. wc, we re ready for it, we had our messuge pr,,h m red a fterward
and we got it, we tient to ConareSS. That was the original.

When von said t.he daddy of public broadcast ing.. 1 think Mr. Nil-
linu should liv. I lie proDtu. purent, I was primarily Ito midwik.

Senator P %mom Well, mid wives are imp). ant, too.

ZGO
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Senator STEVENS. You delivered an awfully flne baby, if that is theOM.
Mr. CATER. I think we began a set of precedents which leads towardthis respect for separation of authority. That is teribly impotant. Ishare your concern, Senator Stevens, that Government must treadlightly in this area of telling broadcasters what to do. But what isnew in the situation is that there is no one person in broadcasting

that can be held responsible today and certainly 10 years from now,and we have to look down the road, it will be even less so. There willbe no Frank Stanton that you can say, "Why did you do this?" It
is just going to be a highly diverse marketplace.

So just to conclude, r promised to do it in 5 minutes hereI wasgoing to say that the Secretary of HEW might call iP a non-Govern-ment agency or agencies to work in a collaborative effort. I thinkthat hopefully these indicate authorities that it would work on or thatseveral 'different institutions might work on, will continue to put inresearch money to measure beneficial effects and content of program-ming, as well as destructive.
Because Lord knows, television has, and can be a powerful instru-ment for benefit. It will not be easy and will require constant refine-

ment.
This was wholly for the whole development of economic indicators

developed by the Council of Eeonomic .Advisors and the Bureau ofLabor Statistics and others. But today those indicators provide ac-cepted yardsticks that everyone gives acceptaniz to. I believe it canbe done in this area. I would call attention
Senator PM:TORE. Now that gives us 5 minutes to go down and

vote. Why don't you just remain where you are. We will be back in
about 10 minutes and I would hope we could conclude your testimonywhen we come back without too much delay.

Mr. CATER. Thank you.
(Recess.)
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Cater, you may Foceed. I ani sorry to have

interrupted your train of thought. We had two fast votes there.
Mr. CATER. Mr. Chairman, I had been asked if I had any desireabout privste a.gencies that might be involved in this. I admitted thatwas not sure that there was anyone that was just the right one. How-

ever, I would like to call your attention to a letter that has already
been submitted, I understand, into the hearing record, from the Presi-dent, of The John and Mary R. Markle Foundation in New York,which is in my opinion one of the most farseeing foundations inter-
ested in the field of communications.

The president of the foundation, Dr. Lloyd Morrisett, wrote a letterto the Surgeon General, and has given permission to have it niade apart of the record, in which he has volunteered on both the part of hisfoundation, and on the part of the president of the Russell SageFoundation, to participate with the Suraeon General in discussionsof ways of nroducing continuing social ialicators of violence on tele-vision, and aperhaps other factors as well, hopefully leading towardimplementation of a, plan for doing this in the near future.
Dr. Morrisett, in suggesting an attack on this problem, said, "I

wish to as.sure you that both Orville Brim and I fully understand the
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complexity of the issue. It will be difficult to design sound measures of
violence on television and the first ones will undoubtedly be imperfect
and need to be imKoved over time. Despite this and other problems
we believe the issue is important enough to warant immediate action."

See, here is an offer from people who 'have some resourceta that I
think would be useful for the Secretary of HEW and the Surgeon
General to know about

Senator PASToRn. We appreciate that. I will enter that as a part of
the record.

(The letter follows.)
TUE JOHN AND MARY R. MARKLE FOUNDATION,

New York, N.Y., February 24, 1972.
DR. JESSE L. STEINFELD,
Surgeon General, U.S. Public Health Service, Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, Waahington, D.O.
DEAR Du. STEMMA) : I very much appreciated the recent opportunity to partici-

pate with you and others in Palo Alto in a discussion on your Advisol7 Com-
mittee's report on television and violence. It seems elm from the report, the
background papers and expert opinion at the conference, that there is evidence
of a link between the amount of violence viewed on television and antisocial
behavior.

Both Orville Brim of the Russell Sage Foundation and I were impressed by
the need for techniques to monitor on a continuing basis the amount and quality
of violence on television as a means of informing the public and allowing a
more complete understanding of the problem. On behalf of both foundations
I am writing to indicate OUT willingness to participate with you in discussions of
ways of producing continuing social indicators of violence on television, and
perhaps other factors as well, hopefully leading toward implementation of a plan
for doing this in the near future.

In suggesting an attack on this problem I wish to assure you that both Or-
ville Brim and I fully understand the complexity of the issue. It will be diffi-
cult to design sound measures of violence on television and the first onm will
undoubtedly be imperfect and need to be improved over time. Despite this and
other problems we believe the issue is important enough to warrant immediate
action.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely MIT%

LLOYD N. MomusErr.

Mr. CATER. I would conclude that this is not the first time. Mr.
Chairman, you have reviewed this problem. I don't believe it will be
the last time. The important task is to develop ways to prevent the
problem from -!alling through the cracks of neglect when you and
your committee have turned your attention to other pressing problems.

I am convinced that a regular report to Congress from HEW sup-
ported by a reliable set of indicators prepared by, hopefully, a non-
governmental agency, will help insure continuing and widespread
public attention to this area.

In closing. may I congratulate you on these hearings. They repre-
sent, in my opinion, the very hest kind of congressional review of one
of society''s delicate, yet critical problems.

Thank you.
Senator PAsTon. Thank you very much, Mr. Cater.
Senator STEVENS. Certainly I thank you very much.
Senator PA STORE. Thank you. Mr. Cater.
Next we have Mrs. Charren.

-:erk
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ST.e.;ILYENT OP MRS. PEGGY MARREN, PRESIDENT, ACTION POR
CHILDREN'S TELEVISION, NEWTONVILLE, MASS.; ACCOMPANIED
BY NPS. JUDITH OHALIPEE; AND MRS. EVELYN SARGON

Mrs. Cunamor. I am Peggy Charren, president of Action for Chil-
dren's Television (ACT), a national organization working to upgrade
children's television and to eliminate commercialism m children's
program.

With me are Evelyn Sarson, and Judith Chaffee, members of ACT's
executive. board.

We welcome the opportunity to appear before you today as part of
these hearings which have the opportunity to lead to historic change
in the way television treats our children.

am here today representing the millions of parents in this country
who are concerned about what. their children are watching on tele-
vision. For parents, the question about television violence is not how
many children are affected by violence or exactly how they are af-
fected, but rather why it is necessary to make violence a part of chil-
dren's programing in, the first place.

The real reason there is violence on children's TV is because it
sells. The Nielsen ratings show that action attracts a large audience.
The toy and cereal and vitamin makerswho have replaced the
butcher, the baker, and the candlestick maker in the litany of the
modern childwant their ads viewed by the. largest. possible portion
of the 2 to 11 year old market. "The 2 o 11 year old market !"
This is how the commercial broadcasters refer to children, even when
they talk to the mothers of Action for Children's Television. In the
many frank discussions we have had with the industry, there is no
pretense about how children are considered in the elegant boardrooms
where decisions are made. They are simply another block of buyers to
be cajoled and exploited.

Studies prepared at this committee's request for the Surgeon Gen-
eral's Scientific Advisory Committee. on Television and Social Be-
havior support, this theory. One study found that children's cartoons
were the most. violent ot all programs monitored. George Gerbner
stated:

It is . . . clear that children watching Saturday morning cartoons had the least
chance of escaping violence or of avoiding the heaviest . . . saturation of vio-
lence on all television.

Ho found that "the average cartoon hour had nearly six times the
violenee rate of the average adult television drama hour."

Baldwin and Lewis quote, one. TV script writer who thinks that
violent programs are an inevitable consequence of the commercial
broadcasting system.

We aren't going to got rid of violence until we get. rid of advertisers. The
advertiser wants something exciting with which to get the audience. Violence
equals excitement Nuals ratings,

A n onto r of these shales reports :

The networks. because of their desire to sell productsi and please advertisers.
seem to be concerned primarily with the size of the audience.

One of the broadcasters' favorite justifications for im.leding vio-
lence in chiidren's television is that it provides "preparation for life."
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I hope my young daughter's real world will not include muggings,
robbery. speed racing, and shootings. But, even if that is what she
faces as she grows tip 1 can't believe that a. steiuly diet of these activ-
ities now, on her very own TV programs, will help her to cope.

The tragedy is that by concentrating on violence, broadcasters are
ignoring the vast potential of television. Where on commercial tele-
vision are the programs that show American children bow other peo-
ple live, that teach songs, introduce new ideas, encourage imagination
or foster understanding? What do we see instead on programs sup-
posedly designed for children? Ideally we would like, you to sit with
us for a Saturday morning and watch what the broacicasters invite
our children to watch. Since that is not possible, we have prepared a
short film which illustrates what goes on on children's TV.

We would like to thank you for setting it all up for us, Senator.
Senator PAsTon. And no admission charge will be made for this

perforniance.
(Fihn presentation made.)
Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much. That was very infornubtive.
Mrs. CHARREN. The film you just saw was made in ihe sununer of

1971. It showed that children's television is still filled with the gro-
tesque and the inane, that monsters still abound and the real, ugly
consequences of viokmce are never shown.

On September 23, 1969, the National Commision on the Causes
and Prevention of Violence issued a statement in which it concluded
that violence on television encourages real violence. The Commission
recommended:

1. A reduction in programs containing violenceinAead, as the
Surgeon General's report shows, the number of violence programs
increased.

2. Elimination of violence from children's cartoon programs.
instead children's cartoons are the most violent part of TV today.

3. Adoption of the British practice of schethiling 'programs contain-
ing significant violence only after 9 p.m. Instead, the late afternoon,
early evening, and weekend morning hours continue to be filled with
violence.

4. The Commission recommended permanent federal financing for
the Public Broadcast Corporationinstead, PBC, the only network
that. has provided a full schedule of quality programs sensitive to the
needs of children still faces annual funding crises.

5. And finally it. recommended intensified research . . . into the
impact of televisionand without your efforts, Senator Pastore, even
this revomnwndation would have gone unheeded.

Now we have a. million dollar study which proves that there is some.
connection between TV violenee and violent. behavior. What more is
needed to justify government action?

We 1 ive heard witnesses at. these hearings say that parents must
prote,t. The parents have protested !

In the sprine. of 1970, the Federhl Communications Connnission
issued as a notice of proposed ridemaking,,ACT's petition to ban all
ads On children's TV, and to require a minimum number of hom.s of

msj,er week (Al every station.
Thore are 110 \\* 100.000 lettprq on file at the FCC supportinir ACT's

Prollo,ais. Some of the omanizat ions joini in nreing the FCC
t act included :

,Z64
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The American Academy of Pediatrics,
The American Association of University Women,
The American Public Health Association,
The National Association for the Education of Young Children,
The National Catholic Education Association,
The National Conference of Christians and Jews,
The National Health Counea, and
The National Education Association.

What kind of response is necessary to get broadcasters to change? A
letter from every parent in the United States?

Of course, what children watch is a joint responsibility. If children
watch adult programs, that is the parent's responsibility. But when
they are watching ehildren's programs, the parent should ndt have
to be looking over the child's shoulder.

Some people have suggested monitoring of programs might help to
eliminate violence. Parents have been monitoring television for many
years, and have seen things get WOrtie instead of better. Some people
have suggested violence ratings as the solution. But this would put all
responsibility on the viewer. The network would have a free hand to
run nothing .but violenceas long as they labeled it clearly.

The history of children's television demonstrates that self-regulation
is not the answer. It simply has not worked. The public cannot derive
any sense of security from the Television Code of the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters. About 40 percent of broadcasters do not even
subscribe to the NAB codes. The NAB rarely takes action against its
members. The codes appear to be designed primarily to avoid public
outer3r which might lead to rules or legislation.

What we are asking for is nothing radical. We are not. asking for the
removal of all TV advertising . . . we are concerned only about those
ads on children's programs. The First Amendment does not prohibit
reasonable restrictions on advertising. Commercials could be pro-
hibited entirely on particular kinds of programs if there is a reason-
able public, intere.st basis for doing so. In the case of Banzhaf versus
FCC, the court observed :

"Promoting the sale of a. product is not ordinarily associated with
any of the interests the First Amendr.:.nt seeks to protect . . . it is
rather a, form of merchandising subject. to limitations for public pur-
poses like other business practices."

Such protection for children is nothing new. The law hes tradi-
tionally recognized that children require special protection : Children
are not allowed to buy alcohol or cigarettes; children may not. enter
into coaracts without. the assistance of an adult. guardian; children
are not allowed to drive a vehicle until the age of 16, to vote until the
age of 18, or to own a credit. card until the age of 21. Yet in the world
of television, a child is treateAl as an adult. for edvertising purposes
from the day he first. watches television.

Senator PAsTonE. 1 never heard it put that way. I think it is
splendid.

Mrs. CHARREN. Thank you.
We need immediate government action to take children's television

net of the marketplace. and free the deeisionmakers to design pro-
grams to meet the needs of ehi1drt of different ages, from different
ethnie bitekgneneis and with different levels of understanding.

265
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It is essential to support the responsible broadcaster and the respon-
sible advertiser. Some broadcasters are clustering commercials before
and after programs, rather than interrupting children's programs with
advertisements. Some advertisers have replaced product messages with
institutional advertising.

Some toy manufacturers are restricting their TV advertisihg to adult
programs. Some producers are replacing violence-ridden cartoons with
attempts to provide diversity. If the broadcasters and advertisers who
act responsibly are put in an unfavorable competitive positibn by busi-
nessmen who are allowed to continue to use children to build profits,
then even these isolated efforts are doomed.

If our proposal to prohibit all advertising on children's 13rograms is
adopted, it will be necessary to find other sources of funding for chil-
dren's programs. We are not suggesting it is possible to ban ads on
children s programs one day and the next day supply a full schedule
of quality programs. But we do not think that our proposals are as
unrealistic or as expensive as some broadcasters would have you believe.
Rather we think that financing of children's programing must be
recognized as a long-term investment.

Children's programing is uniquel:,' repeatable, Children love to
watch the same thing over and over again and in addition, there is-an
entirely new batch of 3- to 5-year-olds or 9- to 11-year-olds every 8
years. 'Ultimately it should be possible for broadcasters to draw on a
1)fmk of quality children's programs, updating only those which be-
come dated rather than producing a whole season's worth of new shows
each year. Consider the case of the movie, "The Wizard of Oz." It was
made in 1939, und still attracts a large television audience year after
year.

In conclusion, we would like to point out that the Federal Communi-
cations Commission was created -by Congress to regulate the -.woad-
cast industry so as to meet the public interest, convenience, and neces-
sity. To satisfy this mandate, ACT urges :

1. That the FCC declare children's television a public service area
and eliminate all commercials from children's programs.

2. That the FCC require every station to provide a minimum num-
ber of hours of children s programing:

3. That if the FCC fails to act, that the Senate Commerce Commit-
tee introduce legislation to secure this protection for our children.

Senator PASTORE. Would you go so far as to advocate complete aboli-
tion of commercials, Or do you think commercials could be done in a
more sophisticated way that wouldn't involve the children ?

Mrs. CIIMMEN. We think there is a special problem in advertising
to children which is not true in advertising to adults. We think that
better advertising, more information in advertising, trath in advertis-
ing, can certainly help adults deal with the pressures of commercials on
tel evision.

Senator PASTORE, If should think that--
Mrs. Cimansx, But not children.
Senator PAsTonu. I should think that should be explored very

closely. I tell you why I sav this: Now a representative of ABC was
in here yesterday ; were you here?

Mrs. Cunumnr. No, I read his testimony, though.
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Senator PAsTon. Well, apparently he has come up with a whole
new set of ideas that all action is to be taken out and they will run
those shows practically all day Saturday and on Sunday. Now that is
a lot of television time.

Mrs. CILARREN. Right.
Senator PASTORE. And you run into this question of how far )ou can

go in developing quality television at other times if you don't have the
profit that is necessary to stay in business. Do I make myself clear?

Mrs. Omen.. Right, absolutely.
Senator PASTORE. You see. Now, the point I raise is I think as a start

there ought to be some modification of this whole business. Now it is
clear to me, and I quite agree with you, that the whole idea of these
children's programs is to sell products. No question about that. That
has been the motive behind them; that has been the inspiration behind
it, and if it wasn't for the aggressiveness on the part of this committee
over the year, I think, myself, it would have gone on unabated.

Mrs. CHAnninc. Tlm broadcast industry has made the same points in
other hearings. If you refer back 5 years to the Dodd hearings,
every time there is a group that complain, they say they are going
to get better, and they make four programs and---

Senatry PASTORE. 1 think you answered my question. The answer is
that if it becomes a matter that they can't program without conmier-
dials over a long period of time, then eut down the amount of pro-
gram time, and leave the rest to the responsibility of the parent ?

Mrs. SARSON. Absolutely.
Mrs. Ciimuulx. Right.
Senator PASTORE. That makes sense. Any one of your colleagues

want to speak on this?
Mrs. CiimintN. No, unless you have some questions.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Cannon?
Senator CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't have any ques-

tions, but I would like to make the observation that I think your
presentation has been very, very helpful and you have some real con-
structive suggestions that would be helpful to us in the process of
tliese hearings.

CITARREN. We appreehited the opportunity to come talk. Thank
you.

Senator PASTORE. Wait a minute. We haw another Senator here.
Senator Sumors. What aro your views regarding, the advertising

that leads the young child to tear the ad off a box and send it in, or the
responsive type ad where they say cut the coupon off the bread wrapper
and send it in ?

Mrs. CumulEx. You mean the ad on tb«.ereal box or do yon mean
when that ad is on television ?

Senator STEVENS. When that ad is on television and they say send
it it.

Mrs. (lummox. We feel premium advertising puts prersure on the
parent. They have it for gas now and I can assure you under no
stretch of the imagination do children need gasoline. And I resent it
when my child tells me which gas to bay. I 4lon't want to go to her
gas station to pick up gas.

Senator S rEvnws. I agree wlth you.
Senator PAsTom. And that is happening?
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Mrs. CHARREN. Absolutely I
Mrs. SARSON. know.
Senator SmENs. Nothing makes me madder than to find eut I have

new golf hAils or records in the mail which one of my children !saw
on One of these programs and has dropped the coupon in the mail. I
have a junior anti he signs his name just about like I do. He is getting
some ot these things which I am paying for.

Thus I think you have made a very good suggestion. Mr. Chairman,
I hope that the FCC for one is listening because I really think you
have made a real solid point that may explain to some extent some
of the things we are seeing in teenagers today that some of us in our
generation don't like.

MrS. CHARREN. Thank you.
Now there has been a consciousness on the part of the networks to do

something about this. I am not prepared to say it will help. I think
we ought to have regular hearings to see where we stand and allow

sople to coine in and make observationsas to what improvements have
en made. But the question I ask you directly is if the complete aboli-

tion of commercials might be too drastic, do you think there is a half-
way measure whereby the advertising would not be aimed at the child
anti not. intended to have the child influence the parent to buy that
particular product ? Can you answer that ?

Mrs. SARSON. I think the analogy is really would you allow a sales-
man in your living room to sell something to a 5-year-old ?

Senator PASTORE. No, I would not.
Mrs. SARSON. Then why do you allow him to sell to 5-year-olds

in television ?
Senator PASTORE. That has been the fault up to now.
Mrs. SARSON. The reason we began was we felt that pressures of the

selling was influencing the program, as you have recognized, to a
°Teat extent. We have now come to the conclusion over the years, that
young children are totally unable to make any consumer judgments.

Senator PASTORE. I agree with you 100 percent on that. I hope youdon't misunderstand me.
Mrs. SARSON. We prefer to have 1 hour a week with no commercials

than to take halfway measures
Senator PASTORE. Now you have given me the answer. If it means

they can't devote that amount of time without complete elimination of
connnercials, then cut. the proaram time. Is that your point ?

Mrs. SARSON. We would prefer that, yes.
Mrs. CHARREN. We feel that quality programingit doesn't help

at alleto have rotten programing. So that if you just had quality pro-graming and there was less of it until you did build up this bank,
that the children would be better off.

Senator PASTORE. I see. So your argument is that if it becomes aquestion that they can't devote that amount of time without commer-cials, then cut down their time and do it right.
Mrs. SARSON. At the present time they have been devotin incrediblylittle time to such programing, and I am glad that ABC is preparedto devote more time.
Senator PAsToar. You read that statement ?
Mrs. SARSON. Yes) and I attended the conference that ABC se.1 ,ip. Ithink it is in response to p-ossure that they decided to increasc the
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time and the feeling we have is that people like ABC won't continue
with this unless we have the regulation.

Senator PASTORE. In conjunction with this, I have a letter from the
legislative assistant of William Stanton of Ohio. It is addressed to
the staff director and he sends us a letter that is written ig Susan
Draper to Mr. Alexander Korn, Consumer Liaison Office, FCC. I am
going to read one paragraph . The fact that we cite these cases doesn't
mean television affects everybody the same wayi. But there are in-
stances that become very dramatic and very pertinent and very rele-
vant to what we arl talking about here. This is what she says:

"We have a 3-year-old daughter and we have tried to be wry
careful concerning her exposure to television for many reasons. Last
night she was all ready for bed and her father had given her a glass
of milk and told her to sit in the living room and he would be with her
in a minute. A few moments later, she went back into the kitchen and
held her glass toward her father and said, 'eat, daddy, eat.' Then she
tried to bite the glass. My husband went into the living room imme-
diately and there on the above-mentioned program, a woman was bit-
ing and eating a drinking glass. Later during the program, the same
woman ate broken glass and then broke glass on the floor and rolled
on it."

Now I mean all we are saying here is that some children may be
more impressionable than others. I gave the ease yesterday of a young
boy who saw a dramatization of a hanging on television and went in
the cellar to try it out for himself and stood on a chair and the chair
slipped and he hanged himself.

Now, I am not saying that happens every day. But after all, the way
television sells soap, it sells a lot of ideas, too.

I want to thank you fine ladies for coming here. You have been very,
very helpful and I would hor 4:1-,at, as the Senator says, the FCC is
listening and maybe something Qon be worked out.

Thank you.
Senator PAsTonE. Mr. William S. Abbott, president of the Founda-

tion To Improve Television, Boston, Mass.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. ABBOTT, PRESIDENT OF THE FOUNDA-
TION TO IMPROVE TELEVISION, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Anearr. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to introduce myself : I am the Massachusetts Commis-

sioner of it, vice president and general counsel of a real estate devel-
oper and real estate investment trust, I appreciate the opportunity to
present our views here today of our foundation to your committee.

The Foundation To Improve Television, incorporated in 1969 with
the intense interest and personal concern of its national board of di-
rectorsI would like to tell you some of our names.

Orville Freeman--I think he is no stranger to the Senator.
Prof. Jerome Kagan, of Harvard, a leading child development

psychologist and writer.
Mr. Robert R. Peaky, former president of ABC, and other direc-

tors, all of which I am happy to say have taken a very intense and per-
sonal interest in the work of the foundation.
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We lume felt from the time of our inception that we, each one of
us in the country, are to blame for allowing television to become a
school of violence for our yotmg.

I speak with some trepidation here today, fearing that here on the
last day of these hearings, that maybe these hearings too, and the in-
terest generated thereon, like the hearings in 1964 by the Senate Sub-
committee To Investigate Juvenile Delinquency and the round of
juvenile delinquency hearings in 1964, will graduall3r fade away, and
the television industry and government will quietly forget the public
expression of concern about the clearly scientifically demonstrated
harmful effects of televised violence on our children and that they
will continue to operate television entertainment as the private do-
main of a few people intent on broadcasting for profit at our children's
expense.

And I certainly commend you for your recommendation, Mr.
Chairman.

If anything is clear by now, here on the fourth day of your hearings,
it is that the evidence ms now in. The Surgeon General, our Nation's
highest official entrusted with the duty to 13rotect the health of our
citizenry, and most importantly, our children, has stated that the
time is here, now, for action and that the data is sufficient to justify
action. A clear and present danger has been demonstrated to your
committee, to the Federal Communications Commission, to the televi-
sion industry, to the parents of children across this land.

What do we do What action can be taken?
We could wait patiently while the industry, once again, deliberates,

promises, and procrastinates, as it has for the past 18 years since the
Congress and our citizenry first became alarmed at this problem, and
then continues to produce rind peddle the same steady diet of murder
and mayhem to our children while we all do nothing more than bemoan
this "lawless and violent" society, perhaps the most violent of any so-
ciety in the world today.

Senator P.sTonE. Can I interrupt you for a moment ?
1 am advised that Mr. Julian Burg, and Dr. Leopold Waller and

James Bennett. want to testify. Are these gentlemen here? Can we
know bow long you are going to be? I am trying to conclude by 12 :30.

Senator PASTORE. All right. Continue, sir.
Mr. Amuirr. However, over the past two decades, the research, the

reports, the congressional hearings have changed nothing. The studies
still continue, all the while our children are stillhis afternoon,
tomorrow, and next weekbeing force-fed the steady diet of violence.

Apparently the ahn of the. television industry has been to keep the
studies going and then no one can say they don't care. As you know,
the violence index of the great mass of television fare for our children
is at an all-time high.

We think society has a right of self-defense. We are no longer pa-
tient. Specific, concrete action has been taken, action that will require
something to be done. We are presently before the Federal Com-
munications Commission with a petition for rulemaking to have the
Commission add the following new section to its rules :

-Section 13. Violence and Horror Television Programs.
"(a) An application for construction permit. license, or any other authoriza-

tion for the operation of a television broadcast station, will not be granted where

713-894-72-18
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the applicant proposes to follow or coutInue fo follow a policy or practice of
broftdensting or permitting the broadcasting of television programs which contain
an exeessive amount of fictionalized violence and horror during the hours prior
t o :00 pm.

"(b) The determination whether a particular program comes within the pro-
visions of paragraph (a) of this section depends on the facts of each ease. How-
ever, the Commission will in any event consider that a program comes within
the provisions of paragraph (a) of this section if it contains fictionalized por-
trayals of killings, beatings, stabbings, stranglings, or any other acts of phyPical
brutality or mental cruelty which, when viewed by the average person, would he
considered excessive, or purposes of this provision, the definitions of violence and
horror are as follows :

"ViolenceOw overt expression or force intemled to hurt or kill,
"Horrora painful emotion of fear, dread, abhorrence."
What we are suggesting here is that simply another criteria be added

to the license renewal progeams. As we an k;low, licenses are being
taken awa-y--as they should bewhen criteria are not met in perform-
ing in the imblic interest.

In a carefully researched and extensive legal brief, prepared by one
of the outstandmg communications law firms in Waghington, 1).0., we
have shown to the Commission that, despite the first amendment to
the Constitution and section 326 of the Communications Act of 1934,
the Commission has the authority and the responsibility to regulate
the amount of violence and horror portrayed on television. The requi-
site authority is found in the Commission's duty to act in the public
health. As a result, the Commission may regulate television program-
ing which endangers the public health.

The substantive legal considerations, which have been researched by
leading constitutional lawyers, involve an interplay between the fifth
amendment to the Constitutionthe right to be free from the depriva-
:ion of life, liberty or property without due process of lawand the
first amendment. There is sufficient evidence to now support the
finding that the portrayal of excessive violence on television during
children's viewing hours is inimical to the mental health of our
children.

The Commission now has the power to tut with respect to program-
ing content. I quote from a report of the Attorney General's report of
1960 :

"But in any event ft review of existing authority indicates that the Comnds-
sion may, without running afoul of constitutional or statutory safeguards of free-
dom of speech, give considerable weight to advertising practices and program-
ming in the context of licensing, rulemaking or investigative proceedings. It IS
true that the statutory provision relating to censorship and the First Amendment
delineate the outer limits of the Commission's powers. Yet, within those limits,
considerable scope is left for effective regulatory action."

it is clear that Congress, the Suvreme Court, the Attorney General,
am! the Commission have recognized that, despite the first amend-
ment find section 826 of the Communications Act, the Commission
does possess the power to review programing and penalize those that
have broadcast; or propose to broadcast certain types of programs by
denying them a license in the first instance or refusing to renew an
existing license.

Even IL cursory review of the above authorities leads to the con-
clusion that, within the public interest standard, the commission may
and hascondemn certtun types of progfaming without falling afoul
of the first tunentinwnt and section 826 of the act.

211
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Perhaps it is the puritanical heritage of America, but the Com-
mission has reacted vigorously when broadcasts involved Coarse and
vulgar language, horse racing in States where illegal unfair treat-
ment of social and religious groups, defamatory attacks, medical
diagnosis iand treatment, rigged quiz shows, a. d payola, and, it seems,
would also react unfavorably if nudism, sexual descriptions, and four-
letter words were rampant on radio and television. Recently, of course,
smoking became taboo as well.

We believe that the portrayal of excessive violence and horror is out-
side the realm of the first amendment. It cannot be seriously claimed
that hour after hour of television murder and mayhem is on a parity
with the Founding Fathers' concern with potential suppression of po-
litical. economic and social idealogy,. the raison de'etre of the first
amendment.

And may I remind the connuittee that with respect to our excessive
preoccupation with obscenity, obscenity has never bean proven harm-
ful, whereas television violence has now been well documented as a
menace to the mental health of our children.

Might I add that t.his emphasis on controlling obscenity, but per-
mitting all kinds of violence is completely reversed in many European
countries, and these countries by any standards have markedly less
violent societies.

Where television is used in this country as the great babysitter, our
children have the right to be free from the daily diet of violence
served up by the broadcast industry. In a society where a great num-
ber of our mothers are now working to support their families, the
solution of the "button" as the means to control the program intake
is simply a eop-out, a surrender to the brutalizing of yet another
generation.

The rule requested by the Foundation does not ban all television
violence, but would curtial such programs during typical children
viewing hoursuntil 0 :00 p.m. These are programs during the adult-
oriented hours here.

In October of 1070, the Commission acted on our petition by officially
stating that the petition would be held in abeyance until the Report
of the Surgeon General had been received. That report is now ill. We
will press for favorable uction at the Commission.

We have similarly acted on another front. We believe that where
governmental acrencies have become the protector of the industries they
aro supposed to regulate, the courtroom, is the last arena where the
individual citizen ccm meet big business and big government and effect
chancre. Through the courts, we hope to make it impossibl:, or at least
unprtfitable, to present violence as entertainment during children's
viewing hours.

A little over 1 year aim, lawyers representing the Foundation to
Improve Television filar an action in the Federal court for the -Dis-
trict of Columbia seeking to enjoin sponsors of the program, "Wild,
Wild West;" Post-Newsweek Stations, which owns television station
WTOP channel 9; CBA ; and the CBS Enterprises, Inc., which syn-
dicates the program ; Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.,
which sells the advertisements for the program; and the Federal
Communications Commission, from presenting or allowing the pre-
sentation of the rerun, "Wild, Wild West," which has been shown
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Monday through Friday on channel 9 in Washington, D.C., at 4:00
p.m., and on Saturday, at 6 :00 p.m.

The Foundation also requested the court to grant a declaratoiy
judgment that children have a constitutional right under the fifth
amendment to be free from the mental harm caused by the viewing of
television programs that portray fictional violence.

This landmark use, wh:ch will be a precedent for similar actions
in every maior television market area in the country, will be argued
here in the court of appeals within the next couple of months.

In a typical "Wild, Wild West" program on WTOP, monitored by
the Foundation, children saw the following ;

"Policeman walking along waterfront, strangled by henchmen of
gang leaders and left along d.eserted dock ; a threat to lal Mcr up a city
by use of several small glass pellets; a gang leader killing a professor
with a pea shooter and one of the explosive pellets; a prl oeing ab-
ducted while companion s attacked by monkey and Vien shot at by
gang leader using crossbow equipped with lethal del ices; the hero,
captured by three men, one with a gun. During ride to gang headquar-
ters in specially built stagecoach, neck of man with f ;un encircled by
steel bands strangling him, second pushed out of coach by the hero
and third held at gunpoint. While climbing out of eolith, hero accosted
by gang leader and henchman; hero dropped through trapdoor by
gang leader and encased in iron cage. Gang leader f,oas off to blow up
the city ; hero terrorized with knife. Hero escapes age, knocks out two
men, escapes ; hero fights gangleader's bodyguare,, 'knees' him twice
and subdues him with karate chop."

That, Mr. Chairman, was one program. This v as shown on a daily
basis, 6 days a week. The word must have got Len out, because this
is a sadistic and violent series being peddled o stations across the
country to what must be a growing audience of violence-addicted
children ; if we are to believe the attached adverisement of Broadcast-
ing magazine, dated February 28, 1972.

Look at this : It states that "The action-chary ad adventures of Amer-
ica's favorite 19th century secret agents are att acting bigger audiences
for stations in ever3r section 4 the enuntry. Whatever programing
was in the time period a year ago, look what ni.ppened when the 'Wild,
Wild West' undercover agents moved in and took over. Call Viacom
for 104 hours of 'Wild, Wild West.' They're real attention getters."

"Increase in homes over year-ago programi; ig;
"Wild, Wild West :
"Up 100 percent in Albany, Ga. ;
"Up 69 percent Burlington-Plattsburgh ;
"Up 13 percent Charleston, S.C. ;
"Up 50 percent., Cleveland ;
"Up 15 percent Columbus, Gft. ;
"Up 33 percent Eugene, Oreg. ;
"Up 6 percent Winston-Salem;
"Up 83 percent, Joplin-Pittsburg ;
"Up 27 percent Knoxville;
"Up 24 percent Las Vegas ;
"Up 75 percent Los Angeles;
iv!) 100 percent Memphis"

and so forth.
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This is the kind of "voluntary cooperation" we have come to expect
from the television industry.

The first amendment in guaranteeing free speech, does not license
anyone to use our airwaves to train the Nation's youth in violence. The
Foundation does not expect or hope to become a board of censors.
Rather, we hope to further the development of an open and free society
by insuring that television broadcastmg is not the private domain of
people capable of no better entertainment offering them death and
destruction, especiallywhen our children are the victims.

iTelevision has an mmense potential for reaching childmn. The
possibilities of assisting and enforcing the education process are far-
reachingt and the Foundation will seek to encourage such positive
programing.

We are developing a program of parent and child, it will be an
exciting series, hopefully like that of the Masterpiece Theater coming
out of Britain.

On the other htuid, Mr. Chairman, we will continue to fight tele-
vision broadcasting that is harmful to children through every forum
available to us as citizens.

Senator PASTORE. I want to congratulate you on a fine statement and
thank you and your organization for your dedication to improving
television.

I want to thank you very much for coming.
Senator PASTORE. Julian Burg, please.

STATEMENT OF IULIAN P. BURG, PRESIDENT, OUTDOOR GAME

COUNCIL OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, NEW YORK
CITY, N.Y.

Mr. MUM My name is Julian P. Burg, President of Outdoor Game
Council of the U.S.A:, located in New York City.

I would like to divide my 3 minutes into two parts.
We are interested in developing a program to provide suitable play

environment for children, the kind we had when we were kids, but
it seems to have disappeared of late for which we can all cite many
reasons for.

Included in this is the area of free play ; many of the major and
important attitudes and character-logical imprints, et cetera, that
make for maturity in an adult to rise and develop and mature.

The point I would like to make about the Outdoor Game Council
is simply these programs that we are talking about and which I have
been working on for 6 years portray real children in real motion, in
real exhilaration and action and adventure rather than the nonsense
which substitutes for tiles:, qualities.

I am here spontaneously this morning, and I would like to plant
a certain thought that I don't think has been paid any attention to as
far as I am concerned.

Sitting in the various TV stations and radio stations around the
country are men or women who are known as the traffic people. They
are thc ones who put in the commercial 20 seconds, 8-second spots
and the 110-second spots whenever there is an opening.

in the broadcast industry business, there is a concept known as
"run of station" which means the client buys a certain block number
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of spots to be scheduled by the television or the radio station as the
spot vacancies occur.

I don't believe there is any attention given to the content of the
spots that fall into the ROS scheduling.

As a result, many things that appear on television in terms of the
actual commercial content---I am not referring to program content
have a very subtle insidious effect just as much as "Wild, Wild West"
or any other program concerned with violence.

I almost have a feeling Where it is obvious and apparent to all
that the kind of programs we have been talking about this morning and
for years, is self-evident that perhaps our children should not be
watching them.

There is literally no control by the parent to avoid these insertions
of sexually scintillating advertising or other advertisings that lead the
child to believe that pills are the beginning of happiness and pleasure
and. what have you.

r is a serious thing for me, father of three children, as yourselves,
sir, with other children to sit and watch a woman between 8 :00 and
8 :30 some evening taking a bath on television. I have no objection to
women bathing, but I certainly think that the way she is taking a
bath on TVI don't mean to be facetiousbetween 8 :00 and 8 :80 at
night is not television content for 6-, 7-, 8-, 9-year-old children to see.

I can go into much more extreme examples of how the ROS, the
run of the station scheduling of commercial content, in that very quick
and frequently repeated as the ROS schedule runst its vital spots can
nave a bad effect, an exciting effect, and exciting kind of effect that
has nothing to do with the ability of the child to assimilate, to evaluate,
to understand, to handle.

And many questions come up in the mind of the child that frankly
no adult ever expected to hear out of the lips of a 7-year-old person.

I say to you, sir, that the people who sit and put the spots in without
viewing the spots are as wrong or guilty, if I can be as extreme as
anybody, who purposely buys a half hour show, if you will, of violence
or other things which we know do not extend or enhance development
of a child.

They are watching these 20-second spotswatch your next 2-hour
movie some night and see for example advertisements for movies that
we know are R-rated or perhaps even X-rated in the middle of David
Copperfield.

What is the child to do with that 20-second content except to become
furious at the wrong point with the wrong content and wrong ability
to handle such curiosity.

I consider insertiOns of these commercial spots a very serious misuse
of the ability of the subjective person and his ability to use his subjec-
tive responsibility correctly and something should be thought and
discussed so that there be a methodology whereby training, informa-
tion. and a careful indoctrination of these people could take place.

They don't know and I would prefer to think that they don't know,
rather than they don't care.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PAerronn. Thank you very much.
Senator PASTORE. Mr. Bennett, please.

STATEMENT OF JAMES V. BENNETT, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR BETTER BROADCASTING

Mr. lin NxErr. Mr. Chairman, I am James V. Bennett, president of
the National Association for Better Broadcasting. I also was the
former director of the Federal Prison Bureau and have long been
interested in this problem of violence and techniques of crime that
are displayed on television.

Senator Pmfronm. And you have had the experience too.
Mr. BENNETT. I have had the good fortune of being a constituent

of yours from Rhode Island who believes you have brought new
mthusiasm to me for your willingness to &vote your time and energy
to this matter.

I wanted to say one word, if you please, about our work. We monitor
television programs that are broacicast througliout the country and
we publish from time to time a guide to listenmg.

This guide contains au assessment of the various programs on tele-
vision. These assessments are made by a committee of our members
and our directors and represent what we think is ar objective view-
point.

We devote considerable time, especially to children's larograms.
I hope the Chair will give me permission later on to file a prepared

statement in which I will include 'this.
Unfortunately, our directors have not had time to go over the whole

program as yet.
Senator PASTORE. If I may interrupt, you do have that permission.

We will keep the record open for it but do not let it take too long.
(The following information was subsequently received for the

record :)

STATE M ENT OF JAM ES V. BEN NETT, rRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR BETTER
BROADCASTING

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I first want to express to you
the appreciation of the members and directors of our Association for your in-
vitation to submit this statement for your consideration. Some of you are famil-
iar with our work and background. For those of you who may not be so informed
I say only that we are incorporated as a non-profit educational organization;
that we are the oldest such national listener-viewer association in the United
States; and that we are guided and controlled by a board of directors largely
comprised of nationally recognized professionals in the fields of law, education,
religion, psychiatry, social welfare, journalism, and mental and physical health.
Since 1949 we have been actively engaged in efforts to reduce the deluge of gra-
tuitous vlidence and brutality that has saturated the television programing most
viewed by Aildren in this country.

In order to keep this statement as brief as possible, we will not attempt herein
to add to the vast weight of evidence which has been presented to you concern-
ing the adverse impact of excessive violence in TV entertainment. You have al-
ready been overwhelmed. You know that excessive violence in programing for
children constitutes a vital social issue. We believe 4hat you share, along with
those who have appeared before you in hehalf of the public interest, the con-
viction expressed by Chairman Dean Burch of the Federal Communications
Commission at the beginning of his testimony. De said that there is no longer a
question of whether something should be done about the impact of televised vio-
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lence on children. The Surgeon General himself, the man in tharge of these
entire investigations into the effects of TV violence, testified that the scientific
research leaves no doubt that the causal relationship between televised violence
and anti-social behavior is sufficient to warrant appropriate and immediate
remedial action.

We are in full-hearted agreement with Chairman Burch that the question
before you. before the ComIlligsioll. and before all of us, is what should be done,
and by whom. It is your responsibility, we believe, to provide an answer regard-
ing whatever actions are advisable through Congressional edict or Congressional
influence. You have already provided an impetus in the right direction by hold-
ing these hearings and by bringing the proceed 'ngs into the public spotlight. We
commend the Committee and the persons who have testified in these hearings in
the public behalf. Much can be accomplished through the pressure of public
opinion, even though the true depth of public opinion related to violence for
children has never been tabulated and exposed.

But however important it may be, the molding of public opinion is essentially
a byproduct of the basic role of your Communications Subcommittee in the area
of television violence. As we understand it, your primary function is to deter-
mine whether or not the problem calls for some form of Congressional action and
then, if Congressional involvement is required, to implement and recommend
whatever form this action should take.

We do not believe that further legislation is needed in order to protect
America's children from the adverse effects of violence in TV entertainment. So
far as Congressional involvement is concerned, we believe the solution lies pri-
marily within the policies and practices of the Federal Communications Com-
mission. Either through edict or persuasion Congress must impress upon the
Commission that it must act decisively to protect the public interest in the matter
of television violence. It is now apparent to professionals engaged in social science
research that this has gone beyond a matter of public interest into an area of
public necessity. The FCC can no longer evade its responsibility to act. It has the
authority and obligation to do so under applicable provisions within the Com-
munications Act and under rulings and admonishments of the Supreme Court
and various federal district courts. Now, under the overwhelming weight of scien-
tific research findings, the Commissism must take positive action.

Within this preceding framework and obvious necessity we offer what hope-
fully wilI be our major contribution to these hearings :

The National Association for Better Broadcasting urges your Committee to
use whatever means are within your power to induce the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, tO adopt policies and procedures which give full and proper
weight to the matter of program content in all new and renewal applic Mons for
broadcast licenses. These policies and procedures should apply particularly in
comparative bearings wherein they are challenges to incumbent licensees and
in situations where petitions have been filed to deny the renewal applications of
incumbent licensees.

The direct effect of such action would be twofold ; (1) it would provide the citi-
zens of any community with an effective and relatively simple way of rejecting
broadcasters who continue to be flagrantly irresponsible in the matter of exces-
sively violent programing ; and (2) it would provide acces into the television
industry for potential broadcasters who are willing and able to provide higher
standards of program service.

The indirect effect would be to alert new and incumbent broadcasters that they
will be held accountable for questionable program service in their communities
Because it will halt the automatic license renewals of many broadcasters who
have engaged in irresponsible program practices, such a policy affirmation by the
Commission will have an immediate strong persuasive effect on these broad-
casters to take a hard second look at the violent films and series that have been
their staple program fare.

Such policies and procedures are completely in accord with mandates to the
Commission from the United States Supreme Court and from federal courts of
appeal in various instances. The Communications Act provides all necessary
authority. Such policies and procedures involve no infringements of the First
Amendment. They avoid the misgivings Chairman Burch has voiced concerning
the perils of prior censorship.

The overall results of FCC adoption of the suggested policies and procedures
would include a substantial move toward reestablishment of responsibility for
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television Program service with the individual broadcast liceneee. 'This Is a
fundamental principle of the Connnunications Act, but none but the most naive
would maintain that this principle is not violated flagrantly in practices WWII
are common throeghout the industry.

It is obvious that the return to moderation in televised trident) cannot be
directly controlled through legislation or regulation. Policies and prOceduree such
as these we suggest can, however, establish conditions which roster creativity
and responsibility in the production and airing of TV programing.

There is no veld reason why the Commission cannot include iu its license
application form a question conceruing the broadcaster's poliey toward the
portrayal of violence. Nor Ls there any valid reason why tho Connnission cannot
inform the license applicant that excessive violence, particuhtrly in programs
most accessible to children, way be regarded as a "serious deficiency" in the
station's past performance. There is no valid reason Why the Commission cannot
add these factors to its considerations of the (mantle/aims of lieense applicants.
On the other hand, there are compelling reasons why the Commiseton must be
induced to take action such as we suggest. Today, with the unchallengeable
evidence of harm to the mental and physical health of millions of children, the
Commission must acton its own volition or on Congressional ordeeto protect
the wellbeing of our society from televieion's onslaught of gratuitous crime,
sadism, and brutality.

Such action by the Commission does not require that it formulate or adopt a
precise definition of the term "excessive violence." It does not require the estab-
lishment of any generalized measurement criteria by any governmental body or
agency. Nor does it require any formal coordinated 'acceptance" or compliance
on the part of that disembodied entity known to us as the 'television industry."

In cases where the nature and quantity of program violence is to be a factor in
license determination, such determinations must be made on the basis of the past
performance and/or the proposed future programing of eaoh station individually.
We must deny to broadcasters their defense of irresponsible practices on the
ground that TV violence is "an industry problem."

Our proposal is eminently timely. Two directly related hearings are currently
being processed by the Commission, Dooket 19154 which deals with the estab-
lishment of criteria to be considered in comparative hearings, and Dowd 19158
which is concerned with criteria in situations where license challenges do not
exist. Oral hearings on Docket 19154 are scheduled for early in May.

There is, of course, another important and obvious area in which your Com-
mittee eau make positive progress to alleviate the menace of excessive violence
in TV entertainment. You can use your influence to make sure that Congress
provides far more substantial funding for the public broadcasting eervice. The
noncommercial stations have been the fountainhead for most of the creative pro-
graming for children developed during the past several years.

It would be a fatal error, however, to disregard the nature and quality of pro-
gramming on commercial stations because public broadcasting is beginning to fill
voids left open by commercial broadcasters.

You will note that in our recommendations we have suggested no negotiations
or compromises that will permit token gestures on the part of the television
industry, On February twenty-eighth of this year the Television Code of the
National Association of Broadcasters completed the twentieth year of its exist-
ence. The farciel nature of the enforcement procedures set forth in this document
is apparent from the state of TV program service which has made it necessary to
conduct maseive investigations into the impact of excessive rioleace and to in-
volve your Committee in these hearings. The conditions we have now grew
under the so-called self-regulation of broadcasters giving lip service to code
provisions supposedly protecting the welfare of children.

You have heard the president of American Broadcasting Companies, a vice
prgsident of the American Broadcasting Company, a vice preefident of the Colum-
bia Broadcasting System. and a vice president of the National Broadcasting
describe in detail the measures taken by each network to make certain that no
untoward violence slips by the impressive body of censors employed by each of
these networks. You heard Mr. Elton Rule, ABC president, say that his network's
policy prohibits the use of violence for the sake of violence. He told you that
ABC's "athrenture oriented" programs concentrate on the solution of crime and
on the apprehension of those guilty of precipitating violence. These programs,
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he said, strew the solution rather than the portrayal of the crime. He pointed
to "The FBI" and "Mod Squad" series as excellent examples of what he wag
telling you. Have you gentlemen watched these programs? Both illustrate the
commission of crime in explicit detail. If Mr. Rule's claim that these series por-
tray law enforcement in a professional light is true, the professional standards
of our law enforcement bodies require drastic alteration to save our society from
utter chaos. We also assure you that the ABC nebwork and the ABC owned-and-
operated stations have always aired many programs which use 'violence for the
sake of violence and that these programs are continuing. You need only do some
selective viewing of your own TV sets to verify this fact.

Mr. Rule has been making almost identical public statements for years, and
so have executives of OBS and NBC. You will recall that Zohn A. Schneider,
president of the CBS Broadcast Group, spoke to you about the elimination of
the discredited "super hero" cartoons from the CBS network schedule. He did
not, however, refer to the fact that many of these brutal and ugly series which
reflect totalitarian doctrines in a favorable light were produced or fostered by
CBS itself. . . . And here there is a most important additional point : Neither
Mr. Schneider nor any other network spolcesman has told you what has happened
to the hundreds of hours of extremely violent animated super-hero programing
that is no longer the staple product of Saturday morning network schedules. 4W
or most of tbi programs are still in circulation in the syndication markets here
and abroad, and they are still being aired by broadcasters who are using no more
caution regarding the wellbeing of child audiences than the networks used when
they originated these programs in the first place. As far as we knowand we
believe it to be trueall three of the networks are still reaping a bountiful
harvest througlkt the distribution of many program series which they themselves
have banned from their own networks because of unacceptable program content.
You will recall that Chairman Burch warned in his statement that many of the
more violent series of the 1960's are now in syndicated rerun.

Chairman Burch has expressed his deep concern with the nature and quality of
television programs for children. We do not, however, share his implied reliance
on turning to the Industry" to find the solution to the prOblem facing you in
these hearings. The industry created this problem, and in so doing It has accu-
mulated hundreds of millions of dollars in profits. In one sentence Mr. Burch
said : "joint consultation is essentialamong the networks, and among broad-
casters generally. The NAB is an obvious focal point." In the hext sentence he
added : "The Television Code recognizes, at least on paper, broadcasters' special
responsibility toward children." Note the phrase : "at least on paper"! This is an
eloquent recognition of the actual substance of a document that is insignificant
except that it deludes the public, and some of the more naive among the public's
representatives, into the belief that industry self-regulation protects the public
from irresponsible program practices.

When the public requires regulations to protect itself against the hazards of
traffic on the public highways, it does not leave the promulgation and enforce-
ment of these regulations to the violaturs of safety principles commonly acknowl-
edged by responsible citizens. Nor does the public seek its protection through a
conference whose participants have massive vested interests which depend on
the perpetuation of conditions which disregard the safety of the general public.

We assure you that the foca point for actions that must be taken regarding
television violence is that point that is most willing and able to act decisively
in the public interest. That focal point most certainly is not the National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters. The NAB is a vigorous and powerful promoter of, and
spokesman for, special interests which very often are contrary to the general
public interests.

What we are saying is that the Federal Communications Commission needs no
further conferences with the television industry about what needs to be done
about excessive violence in TV entertainment. Such conferences and discussions
have been going on for years, and always with the same results ; glowing state-
ments of responsibility and of reforms in progress by industry spokesmen, and
dismal performance on the part of all three networks and hundreds of broad-
casters whom these. spokesmen purport to represent. The United States Surgeon
General has told you that the time has come for broadcasters to be "put on notice"
regarding the damage they are inflicting upon children through their preoccupa-
tion with violence. Dr. Steinlield also stated that "no aotion In this social area
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is a form of action : it is acquiescence in the continuation of the present level of
televised violence entering American homes,"

The Commission can act now. It needs nothing more in the way of authority,
nor does it need more evidence than it has at hand.

That part of the industry that would perpetuate the present level of violence,
however, needs nothing more than conferences, diseustdons, and further investi-
gations which will delay any action by the FCC and which will confuse and
frustrate the public.

The United States Supreme Court has ruled unanimously that the right of
viewers and listeners is paramount over the interests of broadcasters. We urge
your Committee to use all available means in an effort to place upon broadcasters
the burden of proof that their programing is not adversely affecting the welfare
of the children who view it.

There is, of course, a measure of parental responsibility involved in the selec-
tion of programs that children are permitted to watch, but the standard indeetry
response : "If you don't like it, turn it off !" is a callous evasion of broad, Later
responsibility. When a station flashes on the screen the NAB's "Seal tr.' 14;od
Practice" parents have the right to assume that the station Itself adl, to
the principles of responsible programing. 'Furthermore, the public 1.3, !men
confused about the damaging effects of excessive violence on their 0,1: a. A
parent can rationally ask : "If violence Is really harmful to childe:a wLy is
there so much of it in TV entertainment?" The parent can make the ,onv.", .table
conclusion that became there Is mo much it must be all right. And we sada ru)t.
forget that the most influentlitl of all media of communication is in the ha ..ds
of those who hare acquired hendreds of millions of dollars in profits from
vised violence. From these i'nets none of us can escape the conclusion that :3
informed professional representatives of the publicprimarily Congress am. ,A4

agencles--musi. take a decisive hand in reducing the menace o..1 brutality o;.1
"violence-for-funr In TV programing. It is of course important that the pukh3
become "educated" in this area of its interest, but the time for remedial Sutton it
now and the public's , epresentatives must act in the public's behalf. If u product
is poisonous we coluRA wait for ee.:h citizen to discover that fact through the
process of personal trial and error.

Mr. BENNETT. Some contacts I have made with our directors in.
dicate they are hardly ecstatic about the report but we rAalize we need
progress in this area and this committee has been mob lit lpful in
printing this up.

We think and believ.3 us you have suggested, Mr. Chairman, that
there must be some kind of a followupt some mechanism fleveloped
by which we can continue to focus on the dangers of this program.
VVe have been toying with various ideas.

Being a citizens group we think perhaps we can unite these various
citizens groups into a single organization that will continue to carry
on their own programs but in addition to that be able to unite and
maintain the pressuri, upon the broadcasting 3ystems, on the code
system, on the FCC and try and reduce some of this television
violence.

We think we have beeu successful in doing something to that end
alroady. If we can simply unite these people and develop a cort of
organization like Common Cause perhaps, or like a Ralph Nader
group, we can perhaps bring pressure upon the broadcasting agencies
that will assure better programs.

Alsot Mr. Chairman, we join with Mr. A bbott's organizations and
others in court cases. Just now we have in eourtwe are a party to
a suit protesting the relicensing of station KTTV in Los Angeles
and we have other stations in mind that we would like to bring into
court to determine whether their stations shoulcl he relicensed.
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Thank you so muc_th Mr. Chairman
T

.
Senator PASTORE, hank you so much, Mr. Bennett.
Next, Leopold Welder of Greenbelt, Maryland. Mr. Welder I You

know you aro getting the mond bite of the apple.

STATEMENT OP LEOPOLD WALDER, GREENBELT, MD,

Mr. WALDER, Thank you, I am Leopotd Welder. I live in Greenbelt,
Md. Thank you for letting me return.

I grew up a few miles away from Rhode Island and I remember
you when you were Governor and I remember you with pleasure.

Well, I think there is room for saying a few nice things.
It was the testimony of the TV executives yesterday that impels

me to return today.
Senator PASTORE, Good.
Mr. WALDER, I am very pleased with our grasp of the essentials

behind the report of the Surgeon General. I am worried about other
people's nongrasp of the essentials.

The Surgeon General's report as published has been seriously
questioned by a number of responsible people, especially by some
09 researchers who contributed the data and I am one of those.

The Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee was selected
in an unfortunate way. Some members of the committee might be
viewed as heYinAp had conflict of interest and while all of the mem-
bers of the cot, Atee were generally competent in the field of re.
search that were :lot enough people, if any, who were particularly
competent in that particular, very specialized kind of research that
your activities depend on.

The report was written in a manner that perhaps is open to suspi-
cion. Perhaps the employees of the TV industry were too influential
in writing crucial parts of that report.

The report as written is judged inaccurate anal misleading by
s7ledgeab1e scientists.

The discussions at thqse hearings, while occasionally more accurate
than the report itself, he 70 not hai any important impact on the press
and, therefore, on the people. They are still saying that television
violence affects only some children. This is not true.

As demonstrateawe have demonstrated that the
iprinted

rIport
is having an unfortunate effect. As I said, the report s judged inac-
curate, that it has distorted findings, it has not reported relevant find-
ings, it fabrieates without evidence other factors, so-called third vari-
ables, parental concerns, and so forth. It fabricates without evidence
other factors so the essential finding's have been obscured.

The report, therefore, is misleading. Its statements provides those
parents and others responsible for children's development with danger-
ous information and it allows those people who are responsible for
the content of TV on their stations arezi their networks to have a way
out of their responsibility.

The discatenons at these hearings occasionally come closer to the
truth, thanks to you, really. However, the printed report remains
accepted as the official document of our country. We have asked that
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in the service of our society that this report be rewritten, that a small
specificelly competent group of knowledgeable scientists, perhaps
assembled by the National Academy of Sciences, should rewrite the
official printed documents.

The time for action has arrived, as you have noted the Surgeon
General said ; but what actions Without an accurate report we do not
know.

I do not want to imply that no action can be taken now. We under-
stand enough so we can go ahead on many of these excellent sugges-
tions. But as a definitive statement it is lackWg.

As I said, the testimony of the IT executive yesterday shows that
the inadequacy of the repo: will allow them to damage our society
and I might say that this remit, in conclusion, should demonstrate
that the FCC has a direct responsibility to the mental health of our
society,

Senator PASTORE. Well, it was because of the questions that you
raise, Mr. Welder, that I insisted that Dr. Berkowitz, Dr. Lefkowitz
and Dr. Liebert come before the committee. That is the reason I
brought the researchers here. So that they could tell in their own
words, why they were dissatisfied either with conservatism or the cau-
tiousness of the report.

I think they did render a service.
Mr. WALDER. Yes.
Senator PASTORE. I want to say that the news media has been very

generous in this matter. I hope we have accomplished something.
Mr. WALDER. Or the inaccuracies.
Senator PAsTonz. Everything was spelled out, spelled out by your

colleagues, as you know. Dr. Liebert and Dr. Berkowitz and today by
Dr. BoAgt.

Mr. WALDER. Yes.
Senator PASTORE. I think it is there now. It is there now for evem-

one to seethe FCC, the Surgeon General, the Secretary of HEW,
this Subcommittee, the Cogress. I would hope the House of Represen-
tatives would become engaged in this as well.

This isn't alone our responsibility ,1:-:14 whatever needs to be done
I hope that within the limits of the It w and limits of the Constitution
we can do.

Mr. WALDER. Perhaps way I revest this, that the Surgeon General
I think announced thin. Dr. Sigler is going to issue a report. I would
hope that that report should tell the parents what they need to know,
that all of their children will be affected by the violent content.

Senator PAwroltR. We will be in constant communication with the
Surgeon General. You may be assured of that.

Mr. WALDEe. Not with a predisposed one.
Senator PAwron. You or anyone in the scientific communit3r who

feels that they can make a contribution is at liberty to do so. We heard
from many distinguished people in this area who had iio connection
with that study or the research ni .1 the, report. There were members
of our scientific community who have engaged themselves in 1111.1 .rea.
It iS a very sensitive and very important area. I hope that we won't
drop it here.

2E32.
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You had to admit as I sit here as a layman, as a member of the legis.

lative branch of government, we have some hard problems to solve.
You will agree to that, won't you

Mr. Wittan. Yes. They were here yesterday. Thank you.
Senator PASTORS. Senator Baker regrets that he was unable to be

present at the hearing today because it was necessary for him to be ont
of the city. However, he would like to reserve the right to submit to
any of the witnesses.

I thought you all should know that.

I want to say at this juncture that maybe we haven't satisfied every.
ono with these hearings. We did not start out to do that. What we try
to do was to serve the public interest and live up to our responsibility
to the people of this country.

There has been a tremendous amount of cooperation, a lot of give
and take. I declare the hearing at recess, and I hope that something
good will come out of our hearings.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12 :30 p.m., the subcommittee hearing was

adjourned. )



ADDITIONAL ARTICLES, LETTERS, AND STATEMENTS

MASON 22, 1972.
11011 JOHN 0, PASTORE,
Senate Offloe
Washingtoth D.C.

Data SENATOR PASTORE : enclosing a letter I wrote to Howard Eaton of
Ogilvy and Mather with whom I have been in contact concerning children's
television.

As I re-read the letter, I feel it is relevant to the current hearings on chil-
dren's television. I hope you will be able to include it in the record.

Sincerely,
Ross K. Gooses,

Program Adviser,
Enclosure,

Novionme 18, 1971.
HOWARD EATON, Jr.
Senior Wee President,
New York, N.Y.

Dux HOWARD EATON You are really a dear fellow. And your heart is in the
right place. For both these reasons, I decided not to take you up on your offer
to call you collect, but to content myself instead with this letter.

I appreciate your having sent me your talk, which I read with great interest.
Repeat: your heart is in the right place, but I do not agree with your basic
assumptions. Or, to put it more accurately, you do not follow through your own
assumptions,

1. Television Educates.You are aware that television is a powerful means
for educationperhaps the most powerful. This is the fundamental point which
must guide our thinking as we try to work out public policy for the medium.

But what is "education?" We use the same word to mean at least two different
things. There is explicit instructionthe kind of stuff we get in school. Then
there is what we social scientists call sovietization. This refers to the very subtle
sort of implicit learning Find teaching that goes on whenfor examplelittle
girls learn the times-tables by rope-jumping rhymes: when we learn grammar
or our regional accents without being aware of it or explicitly taught. We learn
our sex-roles this way : our ethnic identities, national identifications, our group
loyalties, many of our basic attitudes and values. All this through implicit, ner-
haps even non-cognitive processes.

Socialisation comes through a mixture of images, affective cues, models,
reality-testing, and the like. We really do not know much about the process. But
we do knoq that it is based on continuing and long-term exposure: it has to do
with the legitimacy of the source; with some kind of emotional relationship to
it. We do know that this kind of implicit learning is what makes us the social
beings we are. Much more so than explicit, didactic instruction.

This is the most important point of departure in understanding television.
Television enters our homes, engages in a daily, one-to-one relation with all of
us, especially our children. As Urie Bronfenbrenner says, it becomes a member
of the family. As such it plays a powerful role in the socialization especially of
our children.

2. What is "Children's Programming?"You are also aware that this category
is mainly useful to broadcasters. Children watch everything and anything on
television. They by no means confine themselves to so-called "children's pro-
gramming." When we think about a television policy for our children, we have
to think about al/ television.

8. "Children's Programming" Today is Pretty Loney Stuff.I do not have to
go into detail for you. You are aware of it perhaps even more than I am. But
here is where I depart somewhat from your concerns. As a television-viewer, I
deplore the level of the Junk that is programmed for most of our viewing hours.
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But that is only my lade. As a citizen (to paraphrase Voltaire) I would fight
to the death to defend the right of those who lika that sort of thing to have it
programmed,

4. We al/ Seek Just Wags To Improve the Level of Television Progratna.Yes.
But what do we mean by "improve?" Many of usand many of my own col-
leaguesmean to upgrade the content. Make it all mostly to our own liking
yours and mine.

When I say "upgrade" I do not mean programming shoUld conform to my
taste. (After all, my taste is rather esoteric. I'm a highbrow. But my mother likes
Liberace.) I would be just as opposed to a steady diet of highbrow television
as I am now opposed to a steady diet of bift-bang-bop "entertainment" television.
(And, to abandon for the moment, the concept of "entertainment" television :
when I turn on the seven o'clock news, no matter which station I turn to / get
the same cut-and-paste job from the wire services. I should be just as opposed to
program policy that gave me over each of the channels only the kind of news that
would please readers of Commentary, The New York Review and The Public
Interest.)

6. Television Is a Natural Monopoly.You are well aware of this fact. Until
technology revues us from it, we must face up to the limitation of the medium
which means that whatever goes on the tube keeps something else off, Your
solution is to build up a fourth, public educational network. That could help
but just a little. Only because it would open the door just ever so slightly to the
opportunity for variation. (I think of what our culture might be like if our
country had started out with a technological limitation that confined us to no
more than three printing presses. It would have helpedbut not very much
to have set up a fourth.)

6. The Issue: Variation or Homogeneity.It is this issue of homogeneous or
varied content that we should be directing our attention to. I am just as against
a government body dictating public taste as you are. But I am equally against
any other kind of body doing the same thing. And this is the situation we face
today. No matter which channel you turn to at almost any hour of the day, you
get the same kind of formula "show." It is this limited gamut of formulas which
is socializing our next generation of American citizens. AU sn the same way.

We must find some way to vary television fareto allow alternative images
and views of life and statements of problems and presentation of motivations and
values and attitudes to enter our homes and cuddle up to our children and widen
the margins of the images that are socializing them. Setting up instructional
TV will not solve the problem.

This is not just a reflection of my taste. Here I have to become a bit academic
to develop my point.
7. Row Does Social Change 0ot:turfAny society faces the problem stated by
Thomas Jefferson when he said we need a revolution every twenty years. I
think that what he meant by this is that even within one generation, power tends
to concentrate. Those who wield the power, and their gatekeepers, tend to en-
trench themselves and protect their positions. To the extent that they succeed,
public access to alternative viewpoints and public statements of alternative is-
sues or ways of looking at them are limitedlimited by the very people who are
satisfied with things-as-they-are, the very people who have a vested interest in
cutting off serious consideration of any alternative arrangements. (This is not
always deliberate : the shoe doesn't pinch them and they often are bewildered by
those who claim their feet hurt.)

An open society such as ours tries to equalize this naturally inequitable situa-
tion. A free press is one very important tool in doing so. We tryby law and by
our cultural valuesto guarantee that our media of communication state the tall
range of our country's public life and public issues and ways of thinking and
cultural life-styles.

We usually think of this mainly in terms of the issues and arguments and con-
flicts in our explicitly political institutions. But the issue is just as acute when
it comes to styles of life, ways of thinking, values and attitudes and images of
our social system and how functions and who we area full presentation to the
public of the great cultural mosaic that makes up The United States of America.
Only if we all have an opportunity to know and emphasize with the ways of life
and manners of thinking and living and loving and procreating and dying of all
our cultural groupsmany times different from and even at odds with "the con-
ventional wisdom" -do we. as a public, have a chance to consider fairly the le-
gitimacy of alternative social ways and social forms. It is only on the basis of
such fair consideration that social change has a chance to occur.

265
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8. Teisvistoo Legffisnisea.Beeause of television's vast audieneet because it
nters our homes and socializes our children, beaten it is important because it
is approved, because it is run by respected people, because it is mantuk by glam-
our figureafor these and a variety of reasons, television legitimizes What it
broadcasts. In this sense (among others) the medium I. the message. At least,
the medium contributes heavily to the impact of the message. (If you read'the
story in poorly typed manuscript, that's one thing ; if you see it produced on TV,
that's another.)

Unless that medium allows alternative images to have a chance for equivalent
legitimation, then those alternative imagesalways at a disadVantge
the conventional wisdomsuffer a disadvantage that is infinitely compounded
by their exclusion from the tube.

9. Variation Again: Whet Gets On the Tube and What Doesn't.We guarantee
a free press to ensure that social and sociological and political and religious
variations Lave an equal chance to be listed on the "agenda" of our society for
fair consideration.

We are too accustomed to thinking of this problem as referring only or Mainly
to politics and political issues. And we get hung up on equal time and the
fairness doctrine and the personal attack doctrine. Important, yes. But only one
part, one very small part of the issue. The invisible two-thirds of the iceberg has
to do with the varied cultural images and life-styles and sense-of-self and world-
views and ideas about human nature and human motivation that form the basis
or core of our ability to know who we are as a people, to know how our social
system works for all of us, to understand and empathize with those whose lives
are normally remote from our own experience. Popular culture is very import-
ant in our educationeducation in my sense of the wordeducation that socializes
more than instructs.

Television gives us this great opportunity to know ourselves and each other.
But we are not availing ourselves of it. The tragedy lies not only in the opportun-
ity lost. It liesperhaps more importantin that we are getting a homogenized,
a levelled, a standardized view of our own culture, daily legitimized by TV.

If you sat here in South America, as I do, perhaps you would be more keenly
aware of what I mean. The entire continent is saturated with the homogenized
view of American culture presented by American television. I turn on my set
and I see The Man From Chimp ; Perry Mason ; Ironside ; Family Affair ;
Bonanza ; Mission Impossible ; The Brady Bunch ; Tarzan ; Lassie ; The Three
Stooges . . . and so on. Plus an infinite number of those same animated cartoons
that liven our Saturday morning children's ghetto in the States. / just returr ed
from a trip that took me to Recife (Brazil). This is one of the most economically
depressed areas of the whole continent. They buy the very cheapest of our pro-
grams. / saw, for example, Doctor Kildare and Rin Tin Tinbui ten and fifteen
year old films whose technical inadequacy compounded the cultural insult both
to us and to tLe Brazilians. It outrages me that so many of my South American
friends are being bombarded by these images of our culture. This is the kind of
meiotic:anon they are getting without any opportunity to introduce some slight
correction factor based on first-hand experience. And certainly our exported tele-
vision does not provide its own correction factor.

My trip took me also to Lima. There I gave a University lecture to an audience
made up of professors and graduate students, many of them in the social sciences.
In the ensuing discussion from the floor, a professor of Anthrcpoly (who had
done his graduate work abroad in the U.S. and France) prefaced his remarks by a
comment to this effect : "In the United States everyone knows that your culture
is much more homogeneous than our cultures in Peru. Here we have so many
variations of people and life styles. . . . Lat in your country you have cultural
homogeneity."

This is an astonishing comment. In our country we have 220 million people
(Peru has about 12 million). The entire country of Peru could be compered with
saythe New York Metropolitan area. And I do not have to tell you about the
cultural variations in only that little corner of our country.

Now, how could such an educated individualand educated in the social
sciences, at thatmanage to maintain his image of a homogeneous U.S. culture?
Luckily, I do not have to answer that question in detail. All I have to say
and I say it with full confidenceis that his exposure to American teiMsion does
not in any way force him to confront this contradiction.

Well, I've rambled on, haven't I. I shall summarize only by stressing that unless
we recognize the two different kinds of "education" I mentioned at the start of

1
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this letter, we shall not face up to the fundamental issues in working out a policy
for American television. Jill television "educates," not just eo-called "educa-
tional television." Our problem is to find a way to van/ the fare. To give an equal
chance for the legitimation provided by this important socialising medium to all
our modes of thinking, images of the world, life styles, sense of self, values, atti-
tudes, ideas about human nature and human motivation and the human condi-
tion (and also, of course, public issues) that are today characteristic of the great
mosaic of American culture. Plus those that are only beginning to emergethat
should have a chance to be placed on the agenda of our public culture, to be con-
sidered, to ge given an opportunity to enter our cultural mix, changing itif they
prove viable; dropping by the wayside if they do not.

Cordially,
ROSE IL GOLDSEN,

Program Adviser.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES K. ATKIN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OP
COMMUNICATION, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, EAST LANSING, MICH.

With the Surgeon General's recent conclusion that televised violence is causally
related to anti-social behavior among young viewers, the question arises as to the
possible remedies for this problem. The evidence presented here will provide an
indication of the extent to which parents are involved in minimizing the adverse
effects of violent portrayals on television, as an input to decision-makers cone
cerned with calculating the amount ce responsibility that can be expected of the
the belevision industry, the government, the school, and the family.

Although many people have argued that it is the parents who must bear the
main responeibility for making sure that their children are not harmed by tele-
vision violence, there has been little research evidence regarding the steps that
they take. This paper describes severed facets of parental mediation of television
violence :

(1) restrictions on exposure to violent shows
(2)1 viewing with the child during violent programing
(8) interpretation of TV violearee for the child
(4) teaching the child not to act aggressively

First, the sources of the evidence will be briefly cited. Much of the researrh
data were gathered by McLeod, Atkin, and Chaffee during an investigation that is
reported in two chapters of Volume III of the Technical Reports ; the findings dis-
euased here were not included in these chapters, which dealt primarily with the
relationship between violence viewing and aggressive behavior. Other evidence
comes from a recent study by Atkin that was conducted before and after the
Surgeon General's January announcement that a link was demonstrated bebween
viewing and anti-social behavior. Finally, some of the data presenbed by Lyle and
Hoffman in Volume IV of the Technical Reports will also be cited.

All of the findings were gathered by eurvey tedimiques, involving questionmaire
responses of children and interviews with their mothers in many inebances. The
McLeod, Atkin and Chaffee Study included 478 seventh and tenth graders in
Prince Georges County, Maryland, and 151 sixth and ninth graders and their
mothers in Middleton, Wisconsin. The Atkin etudy involved 852 students between
first and eighth grade in East Lansing, Michigan, and 115 mothers of 195 or these
children (more than halt of the mothers had more than one child in the sample,
and interviewers asked separate questions for both the older and younger child
in each of these families). The Lyle and Hoffman investigation dealt with almost
3,600 students In the first, sixth, and tenth g ades in southern California schools.
along with interviews with the mothers of the 274 first graders.

Across the three samples in Maryland, Wisconsin, and Michigan, there is a
slight tendency for the middle class to be overrepresented ; the California study
included a highly representative cross-section of the population, with many
Blacks and Chicanos.

Si

RESTRICTIONS ON EXPOSURE TO VIOLENT SHOWS

First, the child seldom has complete control over the programs that he is
allowed to see. In the Maryland, Wisconsin, and Michigan studies, the children
were asked: "Who In your family has the most to say about which programs you
are allowed to watch?"
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On percent(

Michigan Wisconsin Maryland

Child
;vents

blimp
uombination mother or child

In addition, Lyle and Hoffman found that mothers of California first graders
reported that they decided which programs the child could watch in 69% of
the cases studied.

When Wisconsin mothers were asked the question about who has the most to
say about program viewing, a somewhat higher percentage of parental control
was obtained, as might he expected.

The data also suggest that the parents are not always aware of the television
fare that their children are exposing themselves to. In Wisconetin and Michigan,
both mothers aud children were asked if the mother always knew what programs
the child was watching on TV. Again, the mothers claim to be monitoring viewing
behavior more often than the child perceives.

Mother always knows what child is watching :

(In percent(

Michigan Wisconsin

Child Mother Child Mother
report report report repo rt

Yes. 37 70 69
No 63 SO 5b 31

Some parents censor the type of programs that the child is allowed to view,
although they are more often concerned about "sexy" and 'Welt" programming
than "violent" programming.

Programs that parents don't let child watch :

1ln percent(

Michigan Wisconsin1.....11.1..11111.ya*O0
Child Mother

report ii ,.ert
Child

report
Mother
report

Can watch anything1
Certain shows not allowed 1
4 categories suggested to respondent, more than 1 could

be marked:
Sexy shows
Adult shows
Violent shows
Crime shows

47
53

3P
Si

68
34

21
11
3
3

51
48

32
22
22
14

I For specific shows, see table 1.

These findings indicate that the older children, those beyond the fifth or sixth
grades, can vary often choose whatever programs they want. Among those who
experience restrictions on exposure, the types of program:is that are censored tend
to be those dealing with sex rather than violence. Another big factor accounting
for viewing controls is the lateness .4 a program's display time ; when the Michi-
gan children were asked why they couldn't watch shows on the list, they most
frequently indicated that the programs were aired too late on school nights. In-
deed, the first three most frequently restricted programs are shown after 9 p.m.

Table 1 shows that even the most highly restricted programs. Mannix and
Cade's County, can still be viewed by three-fourths of the Michigan children in
the first through eighth grades. The Saturday morning cartoons, which many
researchers have shown to have the most violent acts, are off-limits for only 8%
of all children in the Michigan sample. It 10 interesting to point out that only a
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handful of the children were not allowed to watch All in the Family, a seemingly
"adult" program that Wisconsin Parents woUld appear to be objecting to.

There are several important notes to be made about the factors related to par-
ental restrictions. First, younger children are allowed to watch far fewer shows
than teenagers, and boys can generally wateh more than girls, (awarding to Lyle
and Hoffman, p. 168, and McLeod, Atkins and Chaffee. pp. 217-218). Findings
from the Maryland, Wisconsin, and Michigan samples indicate that there is no
relationship between control over viewing and social classmiddle class parents
are no more restrictive than those from the working class. The Maryland and Wis-
consin data suggest a mild positive relationship between the amount of affection
that the parent displays and the degree of restrictiveness.

VIEWING WITH THE CHILD DURING VIOLENT PROGRAMMING

The California study shows that only 8% of the first graders most often watch
TV with their parents alone, with the largest proportion viewing with siblings
alone or both parents and siblings.

Among the California sixth and tenth graders. 42% "usually" watched TV
with their parents, while the Maryland investigation showed that 28% "ofteh"
watch with parents.

More to the point, results from Wisconsin and Michigan indicate that parents
frequently are present when the child it watching violent programming. In Wis-
consin, 87% of the mothers said they had watched action and adventure shows
with their children, and 75% of the Michigan mothers claimed that they did this.
The identical proportion of the Michigan children said that their mothers
watched these programs with them.

INTERPRETATION OF TV VIOLENCE FOR THE CHILD

The Wisconsin and Michigan studies asked both the mother and child about
what the mother said during violent programs when characters were hurt badly.
The results in the two studies are highly similar, so only the Michigan data are
presented in Table 2.

In both studies, more than half of the mothers said that they at least sometimes
told the child that there are "better ways than violence to solve problems, when
TV characters were employing violence to gain some goal. Almost as many of the
children agreed that their parents had explained this to them while viewing
violence.

Almost half of the Michigan mothers and almost two-thirds of the Wisconsin
mothers reminded the child not to copy the televised violence. Slightly less than
half of the children in each study remembered hearing this when their parents
watched violent shows with them.

Parents also frequently point out that TV violence is fictional and this message
is received by about two-fifths of the children in each sample.

Again, this interpretation of fantasy violence occurs most often when the
parents are watching with younger children, and amount of interpretation is
unrelated to socio-economic status.

TEACHING THE CHILD NOT TO ACT AGGRESSIVELY

One of the most provocative findings of the McLeod, Atkin and Chaffee study
showed that parents who frequently emphasized to the child that he not display
aggressive behavior seemed to mitigate the effect of televised violence. Tables on
pp. 238 and 312 present data showing the relationship between violence viewing
and aggressive behavior in homes where the parent tried to teach the child not
to act aggressively compared to homes where a more laissez-faire attitude was
implemented. The relationship between violence viewing and aggressive behavior
was much stronger in the half of the Maryland and Wisconsin samples where no
emphasis was placed (a: nonviolent behaviorwhile only a slight positive rela-
tionship was found where the parents did emphasize nonviolence.

Thus, the parent may mediate the impact of violence on TV by the manner in
which he trains the child to behaveeven though the child is heavily exposed
to violent acts and the TV violence is not interpreted for him.

A FINAL NOTE ON INFORMING PARENTS OF THE SURGEON GENERAL'S RECOMMENDATIONS

When the Surgeon General released his report in January, the coverage by the
mass media was rather slight and somewhat confused and ambiguous. Interpre-
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tations by newspapers and television newsmen ranged from a strong casual rela-
tionship to no ill effects at all,

The Michigan study by .Atkin collected data front the children both beforeVld
after the announeement, to determine how restrictions and interpretations of
television violence changed as a function of parental. awareness of the.SU o n

General's report. The analyses are not yet complete, but they indicate 0 a
slight move toward greater restrictivenesa and ne greater interpretation,

The mothers in Michigan were asked, "Last month, the Surgeon General of the
United States made an announcement about telerisien viOleneeond ita effect; on
children, Do you remember hearing or reading anything about it?"

No=42%; Yeso=58%4 Those who remembered 'were asked: "Can you tell me
in a few words what was said about television violence?"

Responses were very hazy, although most had an idea that the research had
established a link between viewing violence and aggression. Only a handful felt
that the research showed that TV had no harmful effect. Nevertheless, most of
these mothers were not well informed about the findinga and implications of the
studies. Among those who had heard about the announcement, 18% said. they
had changed their attitude toward seeking TV violence ea having an effect of
making children more aggressive, and 8% said they had become more stict in
controlling what their children could wateh on television,

The general lack of knowledge about the million dollar reseattth program and
the Surgeon, General's conclusions suggest that an educational campaign should
be instituted to inform the parents of America About the effects of television
violgnce. This may encourage them to teke a more yiubstautial role in trying to
mediate the impact of violent television progranuning, eapecially in.;terms of
exemising more control over the types of shows that their children are allowed
to view,

ettooama VIEWING RESTRICTIONS

"Are there any programs that your father or mother sometimes do not let you
watch?" Circle the ones that you can't watch (this was followed by list of 18
shows) :

(In percent(

Program

1st to 4th
grade

(N22172)

5th to 8th
grade

(t4=180) Program

1st to 4th

(NM
Sth to 8th

(NIfIgit

Mannix 39 14 Mission Impossible 24 8
Cade 's County. 37 15 Qannon 23 s
I ronsida 7 Roller Derby 18 8
O'Hara U.S. Treasury 33 7 Wrestling matches 17 9
Mod Squad 29 12 Football games. 1

Alias Smith and Jones 28 6 Uunsmoke 11 6
Bonanza 27 10 Daniel Boone 12 a
Hawaii Five 0 27 6 All in the Family. 5
The FALI 25 5 Saturday cartoons I 2

TABLE 2.PARENTAL INTERPRETATION OF TELEVISION VIOLENCE

"Do your parents sit with you while you watch sOme Westerns or programs
about police and criminals? (shows like Gonsmoke or Mod Squad or the other
shows listed above)" Yes, 75% , No, 25% (included in Never percentage below).

IF YES : "When you watch these shows with your parents, how often do they
say these things if someone in the story is hurt badly?"

Do they explain that there are better ways than fighting to handle problems :
A Lot, 18% ; Sometimes, 88 ; Never, 54.

Do they say that you should not copy the bad things that people do on
these shows : A Lot, 18% ; Sometimes, 80 ; Never, 57.

Do they remind you that the petple on TV are just actors and are not really
getting hurt : A Lot, 7% ; Somethnes, 29 ; Never, 64.

Do they say that these stories are "just pretend" : A lot, 6%; Sometimes, 84;
Never, 60.

Do they tell you that things are not like this in real life : A lot, 5%; Some-
times, 451 Never, 50.

N, 352.

280
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Martin's anew
"Do you ever sit with (child) While he Watehes aullon end adventure pro-

grams, such as Weatants and crime shows?" YOti Vntk; Nol
114` YES : "When you watch theme shows with (Ohli(i), law often do you say

the following things Wham tionteone in the story la kart badly?"
Do you explain there are better ways than fighting to beadle problems:

A Lot, 84% ; Sometimes, 21; Never, 46.
Do you say that be should net tIojty the bad thin that peop)e do oh thee*

shows : A Lot, 18% , Sometimes, 28 f Never, W.
Do yeu nanind hire that the people on TV are Atit attain And are not really

getting hurt ; A Lot, 21% ; Sometimm 83; Nevelt
Do you say that these stories are "Pet pretend". A Lot, 20%; Somethnee, 88;

Never, 42.
Do you tell him that things are not like this in nal We; A Lot, 18%; .

tinies, 88; Never, 41).
N, 115 mothers referring to 165 children.

ROBERT LEWIS SHAYWN,
Saturday Review

Dean MR. SUMMON I Enclosed is a copy of your recently-pUblished art1e1e, as
well as the comments concerning violence on television wriften by first graders
at John Hill School. Perhaps you can read them and forward the letters to
Senator Pastore for his use at the March hearings.

Sincerely,
141nclosure.

Jesm If= Salim,
Bowdon, NJ.

Eteemiwrit ROBORTS,
illrs1 Year Teacher.

tProm TVItadlo, Mar. 4, 1972)

TV Wrillotre TE21102
(By Hebert Lewis Shayon)

Late in March, Senator John 0, Pastore (Delit.1.), tandems of the Senate
subcommittee on communications, will bold his scheduled hearings on the recently
released Surgeon General's Report on Television and Social Behavior. He then
will be in the uncomfortable position of a man of good conscience whe must
commit an act of psychological violence to save his country from an aet el even
greater collective violencehe censorship of ideas. The act he must commit is
to hold a handful of network executives personally responsible for the dehuman-
izing brutality that has swept across the small screens of the country since early
in the 1950s. For twenty yearn Senate investigators from Nefauver to Pastore
have inveighed against the evils of "the system" that generates TV violence,
while exonerating those who run the system from any personal guilt.

The Surgeon General's report, pleading in its final chapter for a more htunane
treatment of the victims of violence on television, observes that "whenever aggres-
sors can be helped to identify with victims, the aggression ceases." If the men
who permit TV violence are the aggressors against the viewer-victims, Senator
Pastore must point the finger of guilt at them so that they will feel a kind of pain
corresponding to that suffered by their audiences.

That there are no other ways out of the violence dilemma than censorahip
or personal corporate responsibility has now become clear. The Surgeon Gen-
eral's Advisory Committee, which drafted the report, has found "a preliminary
and tentative indication of a causal relation between viewing violence on tele-
vision and aggressive behavior. . ." This finding is hedged by qualifications,
but it has been agreed to by committee members who work for networks or have
had industry ties.

This is a major breakthrough, for the industry has never been willing to
concede a causal link between the viewing of TV violence and aggressive behavior.
Some researchers . who have conducted original experiments and surveys for
the committee have charged that the evidence was watered down considerably
by the full committee in its final report. Some committee members have counter-
charged that with $1-million of research money at their disposal those reseachers
who were "predisposed" to finding a causal link merely were able to come up
with limited findings indicating that the so-called causal link operates "only on
some children (who are predisposed to be aggressive) . . . and only in some
environmental texts."
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Since a armory of the report was leaked to the press before the official
ritiesee date, the report was issued without the several volumes of scientific
papers. The nation's press generally collaborated in information distortion when
it unfortunately Interpreted the Surgeon General's Report as concluding that
luut time correcting the original distortion in the public's mind. Senator Pastore's
TV violence was not harmful to children. Now the complete data will have a
projected hearings on the report, even amid the from of sharp controversy
surrounding it, will help the public learn the truth. Yet, tf the past is preeedent,
the scenario of the coming hearinp is predictable.

The National Aesociation of 13deasters and the mitworks will renisure the
Moneta that they have things well in hand, that they are making reforms, and
Oat things will get better (this has Jeen the 'industry refrain fir 20 years).
The Federal Communications Commission will wring its hands and declare itself
powerless to censor program content The kleurtor, if he .followv the traditional
script (he may not, of course), will gently ev.lie the networ'e. but Congress
will do nothing. Those men of conscience from censorship, although the
courts have upheld statutes protecting children from hard pornography.

The Surgeon General's report quite properly called fte lici.ader definition
of violence than the one of overt physical harm. Qmidlitif4L4 not only of the
debumanication of aggressors and victims but also of good taste, common
decency, and the demeoaftleing of Waivers bp brutality associated not itith
significant social empeiloaces bat merely with trivial eops.and.robbers e.rtrava
gancas mast be considered. Yet the findings of even tentative causal link hroween
'ZV violence and aggression repn4wAnhs tlke crossing of a Rubicon. Further rt,.,t4areh
may strengthen the (wide c that link, The plague must be arrested, and
it can be if the networks .1voi1 destructive competition for audiences, some.
how agree to deiescalate Violence collectively. Public-interest advocates appoleted
to the boards of the networks might help. A sense of personal responsibility on
the part of the network chiefs would be better. All else failing, the nation will
commit the ultimate violence upon itself by the act of censorship.
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VIEWS 01. TELEVISION VIOLENCE

(By Thomas A. Shine)

Early one morning toward the end of last sumther, I sat in the Senate galleries
passively watching the comings and goings of a handful of Senators and the
young pages Intrigued to assist them, Shortly after the nearly empty chamber
where this country's deliberative body lives its official life was gaveled to order,
Senator Robert Byrd;, Democratic whip rose to iead a, statement into the Con-
gressional record. The Senator's pronouncement praised the Columbia Broad-
casting System (CBS), for programming the highly acclaimed cultural expiri-
once, "The Six Wives of Henry the VIII.' Senator Byrd described the program
as one of the finest moments in television and hastily began to use the rather
mild ratings success of this venture as proof that solid, non-violent, quality pro-
duetions could survive in a multimillion dollar videoland of glamourised violence.
Pointing a finger & judgement at eertain shows like the one which stars a police-
man in a wheelchair, he warned that the networks were failing in their obligation
to safeguard the American people against inereasiug violence inspired and pro-
*noted by television programming.

Senator Byld's statement, though it can be praised for its sincere attack on
the glorious portrayal of violence on telev triton, it cannot be so highly praised
for its accuracy of insight in spelling out the basic reason why violence reigns
on network television. Though CBS was probably pleased with the Senator's
accolade there is some doubt that "The 81x Wives of Henry the VIII" was reallY
the Pl4cCess in the numbers game that CBS for its own advertising purposes, or
Staator Byrd for other reasons, made it out to be. The audience for this type of
production was sofilciently large to classify it at least worth the effort, but other
seasonal factors figured more in the numbers, than any burning desire of the
American public to taste a cultural event in their own living rooms.

(1) CBS had scheduled, very wisely, "The Six Wives of Henry the VIII" hn-
mediately following the Sonny and Cher Comedy Hour. With a lead-in like that
smash hit summer replacement, "The Six Wives of Henry the VIII" was assured
a healthy share of that audience, many or whom according to researchers would
remain comfortable in their chairs snacking, too apathetic to put aside their food
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and get up to change the channel. Networks plan their yearly echedules very
shrewdly ok the teatbin principle hoping to initially captivate tin &gaieties, and
then iteep it all night long.-

(2) Tne other We networks, ABC, and NBC were bOth sheeting IMMO
reruns et mit block busters as "Bonilla," °rho 'Bold Odes," and the "ABO
Sunday Night Movie." Reruns always show a 11168am/ibis detine in audience
pull anti so one has to susped thal ma_tly watched OBB's presentAtien Mmply to
escape the endless reruns. "The Six Wives of Henry the VIII" was the only
first run slime On **WO& %Wendell 'hi that Mine 'SIM On 'Minder Sight

(8) "The Six Wive* Of Henry the yin" wae only a OF week grtigratn..The
real test for e preittfin of thie nature IvOuld have been a 84 week run MOW
first ran shows- in the Bonatlia, or 'Moyle eerie Given. those 'tilretintetatites it
would have betm mdcidal for a betting Man to pUt his money On*The'llix Wirsi
of Henry the VIII."

. .

(4) "The Sik Wives of 'Henry the VIII" -ie the' final analpsiS 'Wee ifk Violent
program, The difterenee between the b0eading and. %%HMI other PhYideal and
mental crueltiet suffered by Ifenry's six wives and e Wittier scene in "Hawaii
a-O" was the rather subtle and mostly deinbolic pertrayal,Of the iiielkiVe 'in Abe
BBC ProdUction, as contrasted with. the terribly viikt-gtitii O'dispioys oti
can television, Regardless of how you view it, it is'still Vitgence, end thaprobleM
of violence on television ie still unsolved.

This is not to suggest that the presentation of "Tike MX Wives of Henry VIII"
of no consequence or value to the American teleltision viewer Usually, sub;

joted to programming lacking imagination, ttuality,_ ancletabstafices.It is, theUgh,
an attempt to be realistic in judging the feasibility of presenting I such pro-
gramming from ft monetary and ratings viewpoint and. the mild suggestion that

Iricans when' given the choice between a iirst run pollee aeries and "The
Six Wives of Willi? the VIII" will watch the violent detectiee.prograM.

If we are to take. Mershall MeLuhan, one of the foremost experts an the
media, seriously when he says that television unlike the, movies, print, and
radio is a media which completely envelops the person, engaging him actively
in connecting the dots and lines of the television screen .to make a, picture coin-
plete, sensible and live, then we must also take very seriously the viewers active
participation in completing the image of violence breadceit On teleyision. Though
btr. MeLuhan may be exaggerating his point when etressing howtotally in-
volved the television viewer is, many other professionals including some psycholo-
gists have produced studies, that document television's affect on the viewer.
Of course much more accurate studies-Will be possible with the present genera-
tion who are growing up from playpen to adulthood in the company of the
electronic box, Nevertheless we can not wait for those studies, still some years off.

However, like so many other problems our government has decided to tackle
this problem by attempting to regulate and abolish the. flow of violence over the
airways in much the same way that they have sought to regulate,and abolish
crime, regulate and abolish poverty, regulate and abolish war, Instead of pur-
suing a plan devised to hit at the root base of, violence, the governMent has. and
is now eontinuing to consider only plans to regulate the amount, and nature of
violence programmed each day into millions of homes around the kountry..Back-
Mg up the control is the ever-watchful PVC, hanging 'over the 'heads of .broad-
casters license renewals and official broadcast sanction, It fitaperfectly with the
pattern established to handle a riot once it has broken out into fullecale warfare,
while stubbornly refusing to attempt to eliminate the causes of the riot in the
first place. The government is In essence not as concerned with stopping violence
as they are with censoring the portrayal of violence, America's day to day. life,
on television.

Much like those involved in the cinema, plays, and great literary works of
nation, those involved in television, though the others mentioned might find the
suggestion repugnant, are in their own crude way reflecting the country's life-
style, and 'civilization. This is precisely where the problem of violence. comes.ln.
The Milted Stittes was founded in a style of fast moving violence, and continues
to operate in a masochism of bombings, murders, rapes, thefts and almost every
conceivable perversion imaginable. It should Mlle as no surprise that the tele-
vision screens portray violence, when violence has always been and still is the
basic American way, our civilization. The United States Government has always
spent so much more money on defense and instruments of war, than on education
and the arts. The United States Government hits always promoted the 'military
image of violence as a sign of manliness, and has always legalized certain forms
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of violence especially those used by law enforcement agencies. In movies, books,
and television violence has been inspired directly by the lawfully condoned violent
lifestyle of Mastics. I personally and it difficult for any Senator to be aghast at
a grafic scene on "Hawaii 5-0" when the real-life counterpart tile Violence that
makes "Hawaii 5-0" seem mild. The government has no problem, sanctioning
Kent fitate's bloody trouble, but for some reason worries about far lees violen'
scenes on television.

Prom a child's earliest experiences of life as an American, he is epanked
slapped, and diettiPlined with rulers in effect taught right and wrong
with violence the most common meth used, and then to the cleesroom years
later where the emphasis is on the rig teous use of violence which is another
way of saying American Violence, and finally to the day when as an adult, he is
now so completely saturated with certain types of legally, sanctioned violence,
that one result is a person who enjoys immensely, violence es entertainment.
The other result is a corporation or corporations that satisfy that desire for
violent entertainment, namely television and radio networks, publishing houses
and film studios. In essence it is unfair to expett television networks or the
American Public for that matter, to accept with open arms, non-violent program-
ming when their government with considerably more money and power is beg-
ging them to accept the exact opposite.

A professor in Communication Arts, who was one of my instructors at the
University of Notre Dame once suggested that network television program vio-
lence in such a way that it would show vividly the sufferings caused to the
victims, the real horror and nature of violence. was that such
accurate realism would be repugnant to the average televie on viewer, and
would cause hint to rise up and rebel against such programm ng much in the
game way young people have demonstrated against the Vietnam "War. Whether
his suggestion would ever work is doubtful, but it certainly could never work as
long as the American Government perkAsts by its actions and rhetoric to pro-
mote violence. Merely opening "Ounemoke" with Matt Millen riding a horse
instead of killing an outlaw in a draw, is an ineffective, meaningless, and phony
method of solving the problem of violence on television. The American approach
to life, the government attitude of confrontations, power and might through
force MN to change. Non-Violence must be promoted as seriously and actively as
the present military image is today. The basic attitude both in action and rhetoric
must be one of non-violent solutions to problems. Though tbis bit of idealism
would probably never succeed entirely, or even significantly alter our way of
life, it would be a giant step for mankind in the right direction. One result
might be the gradual decrease of violence on network television.

Hon. 'Omar LEE RIOHARDBON,
&Jordon/ of Health, &location end Welfare,

elt4ngten1 D.C.

MARCH 29, 1972.

Dun Ma. SECREMIW Mr. Nicholas Zapple, of our Committee staff, at our di-
rection, had been in contact with Mr. Merlin K. DuVal's office, the Assistant Sec-
retary, regarding the recent hearings being held by the Committee on the Sur-
geon General's report, "Television and Growing Up : The Impact of Televised
Violence."

As you know, just as critical as the answer the Report gave the question of
televised violence and its impact on children is the need for action to implement
its findings. As was stated during the hearings, failure to act is an acquiescence
in the continuation of the present level of television violence entering American
homes.

Your Department is, of course, the principal agency of Government responsible
for the physical and mental health of our citizens. We are, therefore, requesting
that your Department proceed in consultation with the Federal Communications
Commission to develop a measurement for violence on television so that a report
can be submitted annually to this Committee on the level of violence entering
American homes.
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For your information, a copy of the statement made at the recent hearings
that appears on page 649 on this subject is enolosed. While much needs to be
done by all concerned in view of the Advisory Committee's and the Surgeon Gan*
eral's findings we believe this is one immediate step that is clearly necesliary.

Sincerely yours,
WARM G. MAGNUSON,

Chairentf., Senate Comtneree COtnntittee,
JOHN 0, PAWN%

, Chairman, asiboOthinittes On 470tnintitt1ontion&

[Enclosure/ .

Tun SleasranY or HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washingtont D.O., Ma,/ it, 1975.

Hon. JOHN 0. PASToas,
Chairman, Suboommittee on Communioations, Committee on Oommerce, U.S.

Senate, Walbingtoth DN.
Dim Swum PASTORE Thank you for your letter ot March 29 signed also

by Senator Warren G. Magnuson regarding the need to follow up the Surgeon
General's report, "Television and Growing Up : The Impact of Televised Vio-
lence," by the development of measures which can be utilised in monitoring the

The National Institute of Mental Health has already awarded a two-year
research grant, amounting to $100,000 In direct costs, to Dr. George Gerbner
at the Annenberg School of Communication, University Of Pennsylvania, to
develop indicators of trends in prhne-time television dramatic *intent and of
their effects. In particu:ar, NIMII staff and the scientific Consultants who
reviewed Dr. Gerbner's research plans requested him to devote special atten-
tion to .developing a methodology that will allow a meaningful assessment of
not only the level of violence in TV but its context and meaning to the viewer.
This work is essential to larger efforts to monitor TV violence regularly in a
meaningful way useful to those responsible for planning social policy.

Staff of the NIMH are presently actively involved in discussing with experts
in the field both theoretical and methodologioal issues is developing indices of
the meaning and effects of TV programming. On June 2, following discussion on
overall program thrust, the Institute has scheduled an intensive workshop to
address these specific issues and to lay out directions for further NIMH efforts
in this area. Very frankly, au assessment of the "state of the art" is required
before developing a "violence index" of the scope you have suggested. Staff from
NIMH extra- and intramural research programs, a Federal Communications
Commission representative, investigators in this field, and representatives from
Foundations Involved in this area of research will take part. By June 80. we
will be able to provide you with our best judgment on the feasibility of develop-
ing such an index.

I am asking the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission to
designate a representative to work with this Department in this planning.

With best regards,
Sincerely,

ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, Secretary.

MARCH 29, 1972.
Hon. DEAN BURCH,
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN ButicH : Your recent testimony before the Committee on the
Surgeon General's Report retteeted your often expressed concern about children's
television. We would hope that everyone having special responsibility in this
area is sufficiently impressed by the Surgeon General's unequivocal statement
about the causal connection between televised violence and anti-social behavior
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to act eXpeditiously and effectively. As he said, failure to act is an acquiescence
in the continuation of the present level of televised videnif entering Al nerican
home&

We have respectfully requested the Secretary of Health,. Education and
tare to confer with the Federal Communications Commission and Jointly develop
a measurement tor violenee on television so that the Secretary may report an-
nuttily to this Committee on the level of televised violence entering American
homes. Enclosed is a copy of the statement that appeared on page 549 of the
transcript from the recent hearing on this subjed matter.

The Committee was encouraged by your statement that the Commission in-
tends to "create a climate for the responsible, cooperative effort that clearly is
called for," and will be following the Commission's , activity closely.

Sincerely yours,
WARREN G. MAGNUSON,

Chairman, Senate COMOIGP00 Committee.
JOHN 0. ParroUlt;

Chairman, Subcommittee 'Oh ComMuttioations.

(Enclosure]

FEDERAL COMMUNIgSTIONS COMMISSION
ME OF 411.p CitailtsMAN

Wa40.100% AO., Apra 8,
Hon. Jos* 0. Nero%
Chairman, Suboommittee on Communioatione, Senate Commerce Committee, U.S.

Senate, WaeMtipten, D.O.
Dim Ma. Onanuitart Thank you for your letter of March 29 and the enclosed

excerpt from the transcript of the recent Communications Subcommittee hearings
on televised violence.

As you know, I fully share your, view as to the high importance of this matter
and intend to use every resouroe of my office to encourage genuine progresa In two
complementary directiona : less gratuitous violence and more varietsi,itt the pro-
gramming directed by the broadcast media to young viewers. The Surgeon Gen-
era's report and the Subcommittee hearings were major milestones along the Way.

I. am directing my own staff to take the lead in eiplering With the Secretary Of
Health, Education, and <Welfare and the Surgeon General the parameters of lie-
veloping such a "measurement for violence" as you propose, and to identify the
resources we will need to undertake so complex a job. For my own part, I want
simply to repeat what r said at the hearings : that 'the cooperation of all the
industries involved will be crucial to our success.

We will, of course, keep you informed tin a continuing basis as we come to grips
with this new mandate for action.

With warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,

Dux Ems, Chairmen.
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